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Preface

The study of inorganic membrane materials and processes is a rapidly expanding
research interest area. This is due to the recognition that research results from
recent years enabling membrane-based technology modules have the potential to
improve the cost, efficiency, and environmental performances of energy production
systems beyond current benchmarks. The chapters document progress in inorganic
membranes, especially in advanced materials and novel separation concepts, and
uniformly convey an inspired expectation that the information will help identify
R&D opportunities for providing engineering and technological solutions towards
an affordable, efficient, and environmentally progressive energy sector. The book
provides a single source reference for researchers contemplating continued enhance-
ment of inorganic membranes with novel capabilities for applications to future
energy and fuel production systems, and also offers ideas for technology-based
responses to address greenhouse gas emission concerns.

The chapters on Ion-Transport Membrane (ITM) oxygen production technol-
ogy update readers on the current status and the commercial potential of the non-
cryogenic ITM air separation process. The chapters on metal and alloy membranes
for separating hydrogen from coal or natural gas derived shifted synthesis gas will
allow the readers to stay abreast of recent developments and challenges in Hydrogen
Transport Membrane (HTM) technology, and provide ideas and opportunities to
further build on today’s HTM technology knowledge base and technical know-how.
The chapters on porous membranes have been written to provide the readers with
information on the existing art about the subject.

This book is meant for scientists, engineers, and industry R&D personnel
engaged in the development, engineering scale-up, and applications of inorganic
membrane materials and processes; non-technical management staff delegated with
programmatic and resource allocation decision authorities; and academics involved
in generating inorganic membrane R&D products. By avoiding deep theoretical
foundations, the book’s content is meant to be readily accessible to readers who
want a look at the current membrane technology state-of-the-art. The editor intends
this material to advance the culture of science involving inorganic membranes
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vi Preface

and hopes that students, researchers, and program officials will equally find the
information useful to advance their own work.

Arun C. Bose
Editor
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Chapter 1
Progress in Ion Transport Membranes
for Gas Separation Applications

Arun C. Bose, Gary J. Stiegel, Phillip A. Armstrong, Barry J. Halper,
and E. P. (Ted) Foster

Prologue

This chapter describes the evolution and advances of ion transport membranes for
gas separation applications, especially separation of oxygen from air. In partnership
with the US Department of Energy (DOE), Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. (Air
Products) successfully developed a novel class of mixed ion–electron conducting
materials and membrane architecture. These novel materials are referred to as ion
transport membranes (ITM). Generically, ITMs consist of modified perovskite and
brownmillerite oxide solid electrolytes and provide high oxygen anion and electron
conduction typically at high temperatures driven by an oxygen potential gradient
without the need for external power. The partial pressure ratio across the ITM layer
creates the driving force for oxygen separation.

These oxide ion conductors can be fabricated in desired module configurations
for commercial reaction or separation applications. ITMs can separate oxygen from
air at high temperatures and pressures at high flux and purity and have the poten-
tial to dramatically reduce the cost of oxygen production compared to conven-
tional cryogenic processes. ITM reactors allow low-cost, single-step approaches to
conduct partial oxidation chemistries, such as the partial oxidation of methane to
synthesis gas, by matching oxygen transport rate with the natural gas reforming
kinetics.

Technology research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) is currently in
progress to develop, scale up, and deploy large-scale tests of the ITM technology to
achieve significant advancements of the oxygen production process. The ITM oxy-
gen R&D efforts will result in the development of a novel air separation technology
for large-scale production of oxygen from air with the co-production of power and
for the integration of ITM oxygen systems with combined cycle coal gasification
plants and other advanced power generation systems. An overriding goal of the
RD&D is to cut the cost of oxygen production by approximately one-third compared

A.C. Bose (B)
US Department of Energy, NETL, Pittsburgh, PA 15236, USA
e-mail: arun.bose@netl.doe.gov

A.C. Bose (ed.), Inorganic Membranes for Energy and Environmental Applications,
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to conventional cryogenic air separation technologies and demonstrate all necessary
technical and economic requirements for ultimate commercial deployment.

Motivation

Oxygen is a key requirement for many advanced industrial processes with an annual
US market approximating several billion dollars. It is the third largest volume chem-
ical produced worldwide. The bulk of the commercial oxygen supply is extracted
from the atmosphere and purified by cryogenic distillation. Since the invention of
over a century ago, cryogenic distillation for oxygen production has gone through
numerous advances in the twentieth century, including improvements in column
design, column packing, and the thermodynamic cycle. It is generally recognized
that cryogenic oxygen is not affordable for low-cost, next-generation energy produc-
tion and other oxygen-intensive industries. Cost-effective, environmentally progres-
sive power production requires a novel oxygen production process beyond current
benchmarks of technology performance and cost. Energy scenario analyses indicate
that future technology concepts and environmental mandates for clean energy pro-
duction could be techno-economically enabled by a low-cost air separation technol-
ogy. Lower cost oxygen would broaden the applicability of clean energy processes,
such as the oxygen-blown gasification of coal to the integrated gasification com-
bined cycle power plants, oxygen-enhanced combustion (oxycombustion) of coal
to produce power, and the conversion of coal to transportation fuels and hydrogen.
Oxygen-intensive industries such as steel, glass, non-ferrous metallurgy, refineries,
and pulp and paper would realize cost and productivity benefits as a result of the
ITM oxygen. Process economic analyses illustrate that the benefits of the ITM
oxygen technology relative to cryogenic air separation technology is significant for
nearly all oxygen-intensive industries.

Non-cryogenic air separation processes use physical property differences rather
than boiling points to separate oxygen from nitrogen and other constituents of air.
Two alternative air separation technologies, adsorption and polymeric membrane
separations, are also commercially important technologies that have been practiced
for many years. A common technology is pressure swing adsorption (PSA). PSA
units produce oxygen by passing air through a vessel containing adsorbent mate-
rials and, for oxygen service, include a variety of materials that selectively adsorb
nitrogen, moisture, and carbon dioxide. Efficiency limitations inherent in adsorption
technology restrict its application to relatively small plants of less than approx-
imately 150 tons-per-day (TPD) oxygen production capability, while polymer-
based membranes simply do not provide the separation factor and flux required
for economical large-scale production of oxygen. Highly active, oxygen-selective,
and stable solid-state materials, such as reported by Teraoka et al. [1], could play
a significant role in membrane-based commercial separations of oxygen from air.
ITMs can be considered as a medium or a barrier to effect selective permeation of a
desired gas species at practical flux, and the driving force is a function of the inlet
and outlet partial pressures of the permeate species [2].
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Evolution of Ion-Transport Membranes

The world’s first patent on cryogenic air separation plant for the production of oxy-
gen was issued on February 27, 1902. Cryogenic air separation technology, now
proven and reliable, has gone through many improvements since its commercial
entry about a century ago. As an example, the early processes required air com-
pression to 200 atmospheres, whereas the present-day process requires lower air
compression, as low as 10–15 atmospheres. The industrial gas industry continues
to refine and improve cryogenic air separation units (ASU) through technology
research and development and various execution strategies. However, the overall
thermodynamic efficiency of the modern-day cryogenic ASU is likely reaching its
theoretical limits; significant technical and cost breakthroughs are unlikely to result
in a step-change reduction in the cost of producing oxygen. The ITM oxygen tech-
nology is a radically different approach to producing low-cost, high-purity tonnage
oxygen at temperatures synergistic with power production and many other oxygen-
intensive applications.

DOE-sponsored R&D resulted in the development of ITMs that can separate
oxygen from air at high temperatures and pressures with high flux and purity in a
single-stage operation. In power cycles generically, the work output for a given heat
input depends on the high to low pressure ratio and the capital efficiency depends
on the temperature ratio. The operating conditions of ITMs are complementary to
the efficient and low-cost power generation economics: high pressure and high tem-
perature. DOE-supported studies established the technical feasibility of the ITM air
separation process and confirmed a step-change cost reduction. ITMs are oxygen
conductors and, therefore, 100% oxygen selective. The separation factors achieved
by ITMs are several orders of magnitude higher than can be achieved by other sep-
aration methods (Fig. 1.1).

Initial test results demonstrating the oxygen separation capacity of mixed ion–
electron conducting membranes [3] led DOE to recognize that membrane-based
technology offers a near-term realistic opportunity to manufacture oxygen at lower
cost. Although many engineering challenges have to be met first, significant com-
mercial application potential was evident. This led to the ITM Oxygen Cooperative
Research and Development Agreement between the DOE and Air Products [4, 5].
This government–industry partnership has resulted in several inventions of ITM
materials and processes to advance the oxygen production technology beyond the
current state of the art [6] and, ultimately, industrial commercialization, attesting to
the DOE leadership in a crucial long-term technology.

ITM Materials

ITM oxygen technology is based on a novel class of engineered ceramics that
have both electronic and oxygen ionic conductivity properties when operated
at high temperatures, typically 800–900◦C. The mixed conductors are complex
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Fig. 1.1 ITM Provides Commercially Relevant Flux and Selectivity for Oxygen Separation at
Lower Cost (Figure provided by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., under a US Department of
Energy Cooperative Agreement)

formulations of inorganic mixed-metal oxides, for example, perovskites such as
(La,Sr)(Fe,Co,Cu)O3−� whose crystal structures are deficient in oxygen to achieve
charge neutrality causing a distribution of oxygen vacancies in their lattices. The
brownmillerites can be viewed as perovskites with one-sixth of the oxygen atoms
removed and include SrFeO2.5, CaFe2.5, BaInO2.5, SrGd2O5, Ca3Fe2TiO8, and
Ba3In2ZrO8.

It has been reported [7] that La Ni1−xFexO3 behaves as a mixed conductor at x
>0.2. In 1985, Teraoka [1] reported oxygen permeability of L̄a1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−�

in connection with its defect structure and oxygen-extractive properties. Other
works [8, 9] by these researchers indicated that Ba and Cu substituted LnCoO3-
based perovskite-type oxides (where Ln is an element from the lanthanides series)
are oxygen-permeable membranes and Ln also affected the oxygen permeability,
which increased with a decrease of Ln ionic radius. Ionic and electronic conductivi-
ties of La1−xSrx Co1−yFeyO3−� were measured and a vacancy mechanism for oxygen
ion transport was suggested. Teraoka et al. concluded that La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−�

is a promising oxygen permeating material above 500 ◦C and could be used as an
oxygen separation membrane.

Preferred mixed conducting oxides for ITM oxygen compositions are generically
represented by the formula LaxA′

xCoyFey′Cuy′′O3−z where A′ is selected from Sr,
Ba, Ca, or Mg, and z is a number that makes the composition charge neutral. Selec-
tion of A is based on achieving low expansion of the dense phase with temperature.
Copper provides improved control over dimensional changes when used in the mix
with cobalt and iron, and a coefficient of thermal expansion matches with the sub-
strate. This composition also provides superior resistance when used in the presence
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of moisture. A US patent describes A site-rich and B site-rich multi-component
metallic oxides that are suitable for use in oxygen separation devices in the presence
of high-pressure carbon dioxide and moisture [10]. A choice of a temperature regime
to overcome the problems associated with the degradation of Ca, Sr, or Mg oxides
caused by carbon dioxide has been described [11]. A generic variation of mixed con-
ducting metal oxides can be represented by the formula (Ln1−xAx)z(B1−yB′

y)O3−�.
Ln represents elements selected from the lanthanides block of the periodic table;
A and B are cationic substituents. ‘A’ represents one or more elements selected from
Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba; B and B′ each represent one or more elements selected from
Sc, Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Cr, Al, Zr, Mg, and Ga; � is a number that renders the
compound charge neutral.

Impurities such as sulfur dioxide can react with ion-conducting membranes and
reduce performance, and the reactivity depends on the partial pressure of SO2 in
oxygen-containing stream and certain reactant species present in the ITM. It has
been observed [12] that each membrane composition has a critical threshold SO2

partial pressure, above which SO2 will react with the ITM materials to impact oxy-
gen flux. This result helps to determine the required level of sulfur removal from
oxygen-containing feeds.

Membrane Stability and Mechanical Issues

The lattice volume in ITMs may change with oxygen partial pressure. For example,
the membrane may experience expansion on the oxygen-lean side and contraction
on the oxygen-rich side, leading to the potential for stresses within the membrane.
At constant operating temperature, oxygen will be incorporated into the solid ITM
lattice structure when the oxygen partial pressure increases and the membrane mate-
rial will contract. Also at constant temperature, oxygen will be evolved from the per-
meate side of the solid lattice structure when the oxygen partial pressure decreases
and the membrane material will expand. These problems have been partly circum-
vented by the development of modified perovskite ITMs, such as brownmillerites
and transition metal-doped dual phase perovskites, and are still under further devel-
opment, partly by operational control as described later.

Although oxygen flux increases inversely with membrane thickness, if membrane
thickness becomes smaller than a few hundred microns, it must be supported on a
porous substrate. This requires novel methods to fabricate thin membranes mounted
on porous supports, membrane sealing materials and techniques, and optimal mem-
brane geometry.

A key technology challenge of the ITM wafer fabrication is, therefore, to deposit
a thin dense coating on the surface of a porous substrate. The dense layer is com-
prised of the ITM metallic oxides, and functions as solid state electro-chemical
cells to support flow-through of oxygen ions relying on a partial pressure induced
driving force. The layer on the air side of the membrane generally experiences lit-
tle or no expansion, but on the inside where the oxygen partial pressure is lower,
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the substrate may expand. When this occurs, the membrane can delaminate from
its porous support and eventually fracture. In addition, membrane reactor design
strives to minimize the thermal expansion mismatch between the membrane and
the substrate and controlling the overall expansion by, for example, choosing sup-
port and membrane materials with the same coefficient of expansion, preferably
using the same materials. The porous support may be formed of the same or
similar composition as the multi-component metal oxide dense layer, a compat-
ible multi-component metal oxide layer with surface exchange reaction catalytic
activity, or non-ion–electron conducting inert materials [13]. Several preparation
techniques for the dense and support layers are documented in the referenced
patent.

A long operating life of ITM oxygen membranes requires good material stability
in the industrial process environments to which the membranes will be routinely
subjected in practice. Thermodynamic modeling work with a model compound,
lanthanum cobalt oxide (LaCoO3−�), assessed the stability of ITM-like materi-
als. Experimental stability data verified the first principle thermodynamic stability
model results and the technique was applied to predict the stability of the ITM oxy-
gen materials in practical operating conditions [14] and for process control system
designs.

Quantitative, tensile creep measurements for an ITM oxygen material provide
physical property data required for detailed thermal and mechanical modeling of
ITM oxygen structures as well as the design of commercial modules. A study deter-
mined the tensile creep behavior of (La1−xSrx)(Co1−y−zFeyCuz)aO3−� and found
power dependence of creep rate on applied stress and on the oxygen partial pressure.
The researchers believe that the mechanism causing and controlling creep is grain
boundary sliding and derived a steady-state creep rate equation as a function of
stress, temperature, and PO2. This study provides some insight into how to control
creep failure modes and improve ITM material stability [15].

Temperature gradients in a mixed conducting metal oxide ceramic part create
differential strains due to differential thermal expansion and contraction. Similarly,
oxygen stoichiometry gradients in a ceramic part can create differential strains due
to differential chemical expansion and contraction. If the thermal transients in an
operational system occur too quickly, thicker parts of the ITM stack may not equili-
brate rapidly enough with oxygen feed and the permeate sides of the membrane,
and the membrane material will tend to expand or contract near the surfaces at
a different rate than the material in the membrane interior. A gradient in oxygen
stoichiometry may be sufficiently large to create a correspondingly large differential
chemical expansion, and therefore large mechanical stresses, and can cause a failure
of the part. When an ITM wafer is housed within a module structure its ability to
change dimensions is restricted.

During ITM operation, the feed and permeate sides are at different oxygen partial
pressures and activities. An equilibrated oxygen activity can prevent build-up of
differential strains on the feed and permeate sides of the membrane and minimize
or prevent stress-induced failure, especially during heating and cooling cycles, and
planned and emergency shutdowns.
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Isocompositional heating and cooling is a process control technique [16] to
improve ITM stack operational reliability and comprises a method of controlling the
differential strain below a maximum allowable level between the feed side and the
permeate side of an operating oxygen separation ceramic membrane. Isocomposi-
tional heating and cooling requires that the feed and permeate sides of the membrane
be at the same oxygen activity.

Sealing and Joining Techniques for ITM Modules

For high-temperature gas separation applications, leak-free sealing of the ITM mod-
ule components and parts is essential and requires chemically resistant ceramic–
metal and ceramic–ceramic seals with similar mechanical, chemical, and expansion
characteristics as the membrane material. Little prior art exists for sealing and join-
ing designs for tonnage-quantity ITM modules. ITM ceramics are susceptible to
breakage and will have to be joined preferably without any joint interface property
difference, possibly as a routine plant maintenance procedure.

An innovative seal described in the US patent [17] between a metal header and a
ceramic, full-sized oxygen product pipe performed successfully during engineering
tests at 200 psig, opening a novel approach for a ceramic–metal joining and sealing
technology.

A transient liquid phase (TLP) method has been developed for joining ITMs [18]
using TLP liquids made from model compounds similar to that used in making
ITM ceramic materials. The joining method produces no interfacial phase and no
property disparities with the joined parts. A TLP material is applied at the interface
of the parts to be joined. The assembly is heated to the joining temperature at which
point a liquid phase is formed at the interface. The liquid phase fills gaps at the
interface and diffuses into parent materials being joined. As the liquid phase diffuses
into the surrounding materials, the interface solidifies isothermally into a material
of similar or compatible composition to that of the joined materials, leaving behind
either no interfacial phase or a compatible, refractory interfacial phase. TLP joints
can be used at temperatures that approach or can exceed the joining temperature.

A lanthanum calcium ferrite (LCF) perovskite system (LaxCa1−xFeO3) was
joined to itself to demonstrate the feasibility of the TLP method. LCFs can be used
as a component of air separation membranes, so the assemblies need to operate at
high temperatures. Therefore the joint interface needs to resist creep, avoid problems
with thermal cycling, and be chemically stable in the high-temperature environment.
Ideally, the interface in such systems is the same as the parts in the assembly.

A model material selected for the joining experiment was La0.9Ca0.1FeO3, so
the preferred interface would also be La0.9Ca0.1FeO3. The flux and refractory
phase amounts are chosen so that when combined they yield a stoichiometry of
La0.9Ca0.1FeO3. For example, a combination that yields the correct stoichiometry
is when the flux consists of 78 wt% Fe2O3 and 22 wt% CaO and the refractory
phase consists of 29 wt% Fe2O3 and 71 wt% La2O3. Monolithic specimens of
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La0.9Ca0.1FeO3 were joined using the processed powders. Many successful joints
were produced. The joints were ideal and scanning electron microscopic and X-ray
analyses have shown that the TLP joints are essentially pore-free ideal joints. Addi-
tional sealing and joining methods are described in US patents 7,011,898 and
7,094,301 [19, 20].

ITM Operating Principles and Performance Enhancements
of ITMs

The ITMs are non-porous, mixed ion and electron-conducting materials operating
typically at 800–900◦C. Ion and electron flow paths occur through the membrane
layer and are driven by the relative oxygen partial pressure ratio across the mem-
brane, typically 100–300 psig on the feed side and low to sub-atmospheric pressure
on the permeate side. Sub-atmospheric permeate side pressure operations for a given
feed side pressure improves separation flux. A compressor pulls the oxygen away
from the permeate side of the membrane and compresses it to its final delivery pres-
sure. Electrons flow across the membrane layer counter-current to the oxygen anions
to complete an internal electronic circuit (Fig. 1.2). This approach can be used for
producing oxygen in large quantities. A process variable is the trans-membrane
partial pressure ratio that can be varied to an extent to achieve a desired oxygen
throughput rate.
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Ion-Transport
Membrane
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High-Purity Oxygen

(Recombined
Oxygen)
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Fig. 1.2 Oxygen Separation Using Ion Transport Membrane (Courtesy of the US Department
of Energy and Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.)
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The flux of oxygen through an ITM oxygen membrane is dependent on three
mechanisms: the first is the dissociation of oxygen molecules into oxygen anions
at the membrane surface, known as surface oxygen exchange kinetics. The sec-
ond is the migration of oxygen anions through the membrane, while the third
is the recombination of oxygen anions back to oxygen molecules on the other
side of the membrane. Each mechanism has the potential to become the rate-
controlling step.

The addition of surface catalysts depending on the specific ITM composition
and modifications of the membrane surface may improve flux, provided gas phase
mass transfer resistances are negligible, that is, the separation operation is not pro-
ceeding in mass transfer controlling modes. Oxygen separation from air proceeding
via interfacial catalysis on the membrane surface could promote the initial disso-
ciative adsorption of oxygen at the reducing surface leading to the formation of
oxygen anions (O2−) and, as oxygen molecules are reformed, electron transfer takes
place counter-currently from the permeate side. The mechanism may be represented
by [21]

O2 + 4e− + 2Vö → 2O2−
o (1.1)

where Vö represents an oxide ion vacancy in a normal lattice position where
such vacancy sites may be expected to be compatible towards stabilization of
O2− species. Subsequently, O2− migrates from the catalytic surface into the mixed
(O2−/e−) conducting membrane bulk phase for later reformation into molecules or
for partial oxidation chemistry.

Ideally, catalysis for promoting the oxygen reduction reaction should possess
both mixed ionic and electronic conduction properties. This is most conveniently
achieved by a catalyst having a lattice closely related to the membrane bulk. This
requirement can be met by species, such as Fe2+, Co3+, or Ni4+, within perovskite B
lattice sites. The oxygen species, being energetically close to the perovskite-related
catalyst conduction band edge, can facilitate subsequent net electron transfer from
the metal to the dissociatively adsorbed oxygen ion, especially under conditions
where this band edge is negative to that of the dissociatively adsorbed oxygen
phase [21].

It has been reported [22] that micro/nano surface reactive layers intro-
duced on the surface of oxygen ion transport membranes enhanced the oxygen
permeability of dense oxygen-permeable perovskite-type ceramic membranes,
La0.7Sr0.3Ga0.6Fe0.4O3−�. The results also showed that the oxygen permeation flux
is influenced by the surface area of the surface-reactive layer.

Staged separations at controlled pressure ratios have been shown to produce more
oxygen from a specific amount of air and at lower power consumption when com-
pared with the single-stage operation [23]. However, staging in ITM devices is not
necessary to improve product purity.
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Flux Expression for Oxygen Separation

The flux of oxygen through an ITM device is given by the Nernst–Einstein formula,

jo2 = �iRT

4Ln2F2
ln

(
p′

o2

P′′
o2

)

where jO2 is the oxygen flux, F is Faraday’s constant, L is the membrane thick-
ness, n is the charge of the charge carrier (= 2), R is the ideal gas constant, T is
the absolute temperature, P′

O2
is the oxygen partial pressure at the feed surface of

the membrane, P′′
O2 is the oxygen partial pressure at the permeate surface of the

membrane, and �i represents the material conductivity.
This expression clearly identifies the natural logarithm of the oxygen partial

pressure ratio as the driving force for the oxygen flux. The oxygen flux through an
electrochemical device can be made quite high, simply by manipulating the partial
pressure ratio of oxygen on the two sides of a membrane. It is even more pronounced
by the thickness of the dense layer. In a conventional membrane (e.g., polymeric),
the driving force involves the difference between the two partial pressures, but yields
a relatively low range of potential fluxes due to poor separation selectivities. The
kinetic diameters of oxygen and nitrogen are too close to separate by size exclusion
filtration at commercially relevant production rates with desired product purities.

Integration of ITM Oxygen with Energy Cycles

The operation of the ITM oxygen technology is synergistic with power cycle inte-
gration applications. The co-production of oxygen and power with lower capital
cost and parasitic power loads compared to cryogenic processes is an incentive to
develop the ITM oxygen technology for energy and oxygen-intensive industries in
order to improve the cost, efficiency, and environmental performances. A US patent
[24] describes recovery of the useful work by expansion of the pressurized oxygen-
depleted, non-permeate stream at a temperature below the ITM device operating
temperature. A simple schematic of one implementation approach of an ITM oxygen
membrane is shown in Fig. 1.3a and illustrates the effectiveness of the membrane
separation in this application [25].

The approach in Fig. 1.3a is based on an ITM-specific developmental gas turbine.
With some gas turbines, the entire air stream required for oxygen production can be
extracted from the compressor section of a gas turbine and fed to the ITM unit.
Because this stream experiences relatively little pressure drop as it passes over the
membrane, the energy contained in the hot, pressurized non-permeate stream can
be recovered by reinjecting the hot pressurized oxygen-depleted, non-permeate gas
into the combustion turbine for conversion of its thermal and hydraulic energy to
shaft work. By contrast, if the air is fed to a cryogenic ASU instead of the ITM
oxygen unit, the heat in the air stream would be rejected and much of the pressure
energy expended during oxygen extraction.
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ITM oxygen is also amenable to other commercially available gas turbines where
only a portion of the air required for the ITM air separation unit can be extracted
from the gas turbine. In this case, as shown in Fig. 1.3b, a supplemental air compres-
sor is used to provide the remaining air. This approach has been shown to preserve
much of the cost benefits of the technology.
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ITM Oxygen Technology RD&D Program Overview

The goal of the ITM oxygen technology RD&D efforts is to develop and scale-up
the technology to tonnage-quantity scales for stand-alone oxygen plants and inte-
gration with coal gasification and other advanced power generation systems. A col-
lateral goal is to demonstrate nearly one-third lower capital cost and parasitic energy
requirement compared to conventional cryogenic air separation processes. The work
scope is extensive, long term, and high risk and requires a high degree of technical
sophistication needed to address the specific scientific and technical objectives of
the program mandates. The intended result is to overcome the technology, market,
economic, and environmental barriers to implementing ITM oxygen technology in
the nation’s energy portfolio.

Phase I involved materials and process R&D, material selection for scale-up,
engineering fundamental studies, module design approaches, ITM process and
ceramic infrastructure development, scale-up techniques, and technical risk reduc-
tion. Based on the successful outcome of Phase I, Phase II scaled up the technology
to a 5 TPD engineering prototype to obtain performance data on full-scale mem-
brane modules. In Phase III, the technology is being scaled to a 150 TPD Intermedi-
ate Scale Test Module to obtain materials, cost, engineering, fabrication, operating,
and performance data necessary for the 1,500–2,500 TPD unit as early-entrance
commercial plants. The three-phase technology RD&D effort will demonstrate all
necessary technical and economic requirements for scale-up en route to eventual
industrial commercialization.

RD&D Results and Accomplishments Summary

Phase I objectives, focused on materials and process R&D and the design, construc-
tion, and operation of a 0.1 TPD Technology Development Unit (TDU), have been
successfully achieved. The TDU test data allowed establishing the cost and perfor-
mance targets for stand-alone, tonnage-quantity commercial ITM oxygen plants and
integration schemes of ITM oxygen with advanced power generation systems. As
shown in Fig. 1.4, the commercial cost and performance targets for the ITM were
achieved. Studies on turbo-machinery integration schemes and pathways have been
completed.

Thin cost-optimized, planar ceramic wafers have been designed and fabricated as
the building blocks of membrane separation modules, and currently an inventory is
being built for constructing scaled-up prototypes. Statistical wafer samples undergo
quality control tests and a technique has been developed to re-use the rejected
wafers. This breakthrough enables the development of high-performance ITM mod-
ules at low cost and meets the lower cost goal of the ITM oxygen process. The
research team successfully built the first 0.5–1.0 TPD commercial-scale individual
ITM oxygen separation modules.
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The Phase II activities focused on the design, construction, commissioning and
testing of a 5 TPD sub-scale engineering prototype (SEP) facility. A schematic is
shown in Fig. 1.5. The prototype facility is testing the performance of the full-size
ITM oxygen modules housed in a pressure vessel at a variety of operating condi-
tions and generating process information for further scale-up to a 100–150 TPD
engineering test facility in Phase III.
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Fig. 1.5 Schematic of the Five TPD Subscale Engineering Prototype for Testing Commercial-
Scale ITM Oxygen Modules (Figure provided by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., under a US
Department of Energy Cooperative Agreement)
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The 5 TPD prototype achieved target performance for system pressure and tem-
perature at an airflow rate approaching commercial operating conditions. Designed
experiments assessed module performance through a series of scheduled process
variable changes producing oxygen of more than 99% purity. Two commercial-
scale modules in the SEP have been successfully cycled between operating and idle
conditions without any material and performance degradations. This success attests
that the materials and architecture of the new technology can withstand the stresses
accompanying anticipated operational transients and allow successful steady-state
operations to produce designed quantities of oxygen product. Thus significant mile-
stones enabling the technology towards commercial maturity have been achieved.

In Phase III, it is planned to operate the 100–150 TPD ITM facility integrated
with a gas turbine. The facility will provide the engineering, scale-up, cost, operat-
ing, and performance data for building an oxygen supply module for early-entrance
commercial plants.

ITM Oxygen Module Design

DOE has evaluated two different architectural approaches for ITM-based oxygen
separation, planar and tubular; however, engineering scale-up of the planar approach
is currently being pursued. The planar design allows desired gas phase mass transfer
and is amenable to standard ceramic processing technologies.

Structures composed of an ITM dense layer and the contiguous support are called
wafers. Several wafers, when joined together and placed inside a pressure vessel
forming a separation device, are the ITM air separation module. ITM module is the
separation devices and the ITM wafers form the building blocks of the separation
device that allows the selective permeation of oxygen at commercially relevant flux
and purity.

Inverse relationship of oxygen flux with membrane thickness requires that mem-
brane devices are composed of thin film structures. Mechanistically, the flux is
inversely proportional to the membrane thickness when surface oxygen exchange
kinetics is not controlling, and reducing membrane thickness can have a beneficial
effect. Ideally, oxygen flux should be dominated by transport through the dense
layer. The thin film membrane devices should be able to support the pressure and
mechanical loads, and a multi-layer structure has been developed (Fig. 1.6). The
porous layer is a continuum of the dense layer and preferably is made of the same
ITM oxygen material. Composite structures, where both the dense and porous sup-
port layers are made of ion–electron conducting phases, have been reported in a
patent literature [26]. The pore diameters of the porous layer are much lower than
the usual substrate pore size and oriented to minimize kinetic limitations thus sub-
stantially improving oxygen separation flux. The oxygen flux can be improved by
conduction through the walls of the pores.

Several solid state membrane wafer units are joined to form a membrane mod-
ule and channels are incorporated between the wafers for mediating the air flow.
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Fig. 1.6 Supported Thin-Film ITM Structure (Figure provided by Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc., under a US Department of Energy Cooperative Agreement)

Fig. 1.7 ITM Oxygen Module Architecture - Planar Wafer Stack Design (Figure provided by Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc., under a US Department of Energy Cooperative Agreement)

The wafer can consist of internal layers with different porosity or slots leading to
a central hole that, when joined with other wafers in a module stack, allow recov-
ering oxygen product from the module oxygen pipe (Fig. 1.7). Deposition of dense
oxygen separation layer on channel-free graded support but with connected poros-
ity reduces kinetic limitations to oxygen transport and, thus, significantly improves
oxygen flux [27].

Planar solid state membrane module for separating oxygen from air that provides
improved pneumatic and structural integrity and with ease of manifolding has been
fabricated. The modules are formed from a plurality of planar membrane units where
each membrane unit is composed of a porous support layer in contact with a dense
mixed conducting oxide layer in flow communication with air on the feed side from
which oxygen will be separated. A class of multi-component metallic oxides partic-
ularly suited for fabricating parts and components used in ITM oxygen separation
devices have been described in a patent [28]. These materials provide a favorable
balance of oxygen flux, resistance to degradation at high oxygen partial pressures,
favorable sintering properties and thermal expansion match with other separation
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parts. This material is represented by the formula LnxA′
xCoyFey′Cuy′′O3−z, where

Ln is selected from the lanthanide block.

Commercial Production of ITM Oxygen Modules

The planar wafers described in a previous section have been scaled to their full
commercial dimensions and produced in volume on a pilot production line using
standard ceramic manufacturing techniques. The production activities established
the feasibility of achieving low-cost production required to meet overall economic
targets. Multi-wafer modules were constructed and statistically tested; the modules
produced oxygen exceeding commercial flux and purity targets in high-temperature,
high-pressure, pilot-scale experiments. A schematic of a planar wafer module design
is shown in Fig. 1.7, in which four wafers are shown joined to a common oxygen
withdrawal tube.

Each wafer consists of a thin, outer ITM dense layer through which the oxygen
ions diffuse. The thin layer is supported by a porous layer, which is itself supported
by a slotted layer. Hot, high-pressure air flows between the wafers. Oxygen passes
from the air outside each wafer, through the thin dense outer layer, through the pores
of the porous layer, and into the slots of the innermost layer. Oxygen is collected
at the center of each wafer in a tubular region formed by the joined wafers and
passes out of the module through a ceramic tube sealed to a metal pipe. The high-
pressure air on both sides of each wafer serves to compress the wafer equally. The
planar design also makes for a very compact separation device while facilitating
good gas phase mass transfer. All the layers are made of the same ceramic material
and, therefore, provide thermal and chemical expansion match.

Stacking and joining a number of commercial-size wafers is used to construct
multi-wafer modules. Figure 1.8 illustrates the ITM oxygen submodule construction

Step 1:
Submodule

Construction

Step 2:
Module

Construction

12-wafer
submodule

0.5 TPD O2

Fig. 1.8 Commercial Module Construction Process Steps (Figure provided by Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc., under a US Department of Energy Cooperative Agreement)
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protocol. Individual wafers, each fitted with a ceramic spacer ring to maintain a
consistent gap between adjacent wafers, are joined together to form a 12-wafer
submodule. Fitted with a ceramic tube and cap for testing, such submodules have
succeeded in producing on the order of 0.1 TPD oxygen each in pilot tests. Multiple
submodules are joined to make commercial-size modules. Also shown in Fig. 1.8 is
a photograph of a 0.5 TPD commercial-scale module formed from joining multiple
submodules. The 0.5 TPD module is fitted with a conical tube and end cap. The coni-
cal tube facilitates connection of the module to an internally insulated metal pipe and
provides structural stability to the module. Scale-up to 1.0 TPD oxygen production
capacity modules by joining 0.5 TPD submodules has also been completed.

The engineering criteria used in the design of the SEP would apply to the design
of scaled-up modules and, thus, can predict performance of commercial plants.
A commercial concept of an ITM oxygen production vessel is shown in Fig. 1.9,
which shows an array of multi-wafer modules arranged in a common flow duct
and connected through a series of manifolds to an oxygen header below. Each
commercial-scale module produces approximately 1 TPD oxygen, and many mod-
ules are arrayed in parallel banks and the banks are arrayed in series to the gas flow.
The scale-up scheme for the modules is summarized in Fig. 1.10. The commissioned
5 TPD prototype described in a previous section is shown in Fig. 1.11.

ITM Oxygen Technology Validation and Technology Benefits

The ITM oxygen technology has been validated at both laboratory and pilot scales
showing a record oxygen flux exceeding the commercial target by over 30%.
Although the commercial flux is considered business-sensitive information, some
researchers [29] have reported oxygen flux through brownmillerite materials of
approximately 10 ml/min-cm2.

An array of ITM Oxygen modules 
(capacity:1 TPD oxygen/each) 

are manifolded in an insulated flow duct.

Stack planar wafers into 
modules, add modules 
to increase production

Fig. 1.9 Pilot-Scale Vessel Is a Prototype for Commercial-Scale Concept (Figure provided by Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc., under a US Department of Energy Cooperative Agreement)
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Fig. 1.10 Summary of Scale-Up Scheme (Courtesy of the US Department of Energy and Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc.)
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Fig. 1.11 Sub-Scale Engineering Prototype Commissioned: Oxygen Production from
Commercial-Scale Modules (Figure provided by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., under a
US Department of Energy Cooperative Agreement)
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Full-size wafers have been successfully operated at 200–400 psig pres-
sure loads at full operating temperatures for several thousand hours without
material, seals, or performance degradation. Oxygen was produced at > 99%
purity at conditions typically expected in commercial operations. The planar
design minimizes the effects of material creep and the ITM material used is
also resistant to unwanted chemical reactions at anticipated commercial pro-
cess conditions. The design provides for uncomplicated fabrication of compact
modules containing multi-layered ITM oxygen wafers for tonnage-quantity oxygen
production.

Process engineering and economic evaluations of IGCC power plants, comple-
mented with experimental data have compared ITM oxygen with a state-of-the-art
cryogenic air separation unit [30]. The study projects decreases in the power require-
ment of the air separation unit by nearly one-third, while increasing the power plant
output improves the installed capital of the IGCC facility by 7% and the efficiency
by approximately 2% by full integration with a power producing turbine. Studies
confirm the suitability of Siemens existing SGT6-6000G platform for use in sup-
porting significant air extraction, simulating full integration from the compression
side of the gas turbine for feed to the ITM vessel. A high volume of air is a key
parameter in reducing the amount of membrane required and lowering overall cost.
Full Integration means that the ITM ASU gets all of its air from the compressor
section of the turbine and supplies the turbine the high-pressure, high-temperature
non-permeate stream.

Partial integration system studies with other commercially available turbines pre-
serves the ITM-IGCC integration benefits including a reduction of the IGCC plant
specific cost ($/kW) by 9% with a net power (MWe) output increase of 15% and
plant efficiency increase of 1.2% with over 25% cost ($/short TPD) savings in oxy-
gen production. Partial Integration is when the ASU gets no or partial air from the
compression side of the turbine, but still supplies the non-permeate stream to the
turbine. This integration scheme needs a compressor.

It is now well recognized that use of oxygen in combustion processes would
also provide potentially cost-effective emission reduction and carbon management
opportunities, but the cost of oxygen has been a barrier to the widespread application
of coal Oxycombustion. ITM oxygen offers the potential for retrofitting the existing
coal-boiler fleet to Oxycombustion modes to improve power plant efficiencies and
mitigate pollutant emissions. Preliminary studies indicate that, for Oxycombustion
of coal, the power needed to operate the ITM ASU and the required capital expen-
ditures are lower compared to cryogenic ASU.

Oxygen-intensive industries such as steel, glass, non-ferrous metallurgy, refiner-
ies, and pulp and paper would realize cost and productivity benefits as a result of
ITM oxygen. Process economic analyses illustrate that the benefits of the ITM
oxygen technology relative to cryogenic air separation technology are signifi-
cant for nearly all oxygen-intensive industries. Process intensification and lower
plant foot prints are other benefits of integrated ITM oxygen-energy production
processes.
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ITM Oxygen Technology Commercialization Timeline

The Phase III of the ITM oxygen technology RD&D efforts include performance
testing of an intermediate scale test facility to produce 100–150 TPD of oxygen
from a prototype ITM oxygen pressure vessel integrated with a gas turbine. This
work will lead to an understanding of the engineering development and operational
issues of an integrated energy system and generate cost, engineering design, scale-
up, operational and performance data supporting the development and marketing of
integrated energy production systems.

Small commercial gas turbines may be used for integration with ITM oxygen
for co-production of power and moderate amounts of oxygen. This platform will
perform as an integration-ready machine for early low tonnage (100s) commercial
opportunities. Then the much larger, the first-of-a-kind, facility will lead ultimately
to an IGCC-ready ITM oxygen technology product (1,000’s TPD oxygen). The tech-
nology development plan is presented in Fig. 1.12.

5–50 TPD

100ís TPD

1000’s TPD

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Commercial
Partnerships

Fig. 1.12 Commercialization Pathway for ITM Oxygen (Figure provided by Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc., under a US Department of Energy Cooperative Agreement)

The ITM oxygen technology’s potential to serve industrial markets is expected
toward the end of the next decade. The anticipated commercialization time line is
summarized as follows:

2001–2007 Build and test 1–5 TPD prototype plant;
2010+ Build and test up to 150 TPD plant;
2014+ Build first early-entrance commercial plant (1,000–2,000 TPD).

Epilogue

DOE is supporting the development of the ITM air separation technology for large,
tonnage-quantity oxygen as stand-alone plants and for integration of ITM oxy-
gen with power generation systems. A multi-disciplinary effort was launched that
required the simultaneous development of ceramic materials and manufacturing
methods, engineering fundamental studies, energy cycle analyses, ceramic oxygen
conductor module design, construction, and operation. The project has since reached
and is moving beyond the prototype phase. ITM oxygen will enable advancement
of energy production systems by achieving step-change improvements in efficiency,
environmental performance, and cost. It has broad commercial potential to energy
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production applications, such as coal gasification and combustion systems, coal-
to-hydrogen and electricity co-production plants, and has the potential to provide
a technology-based response to global climate change concerns by improving the
CO2 emission performance and capture economics of coal-based power plants [31].

The compositions of ITM materials are complex and application dependent, and
are based on required operating temperature and environment. Generically, ITMs
are engineered ceramics that operate at 700–1, 000◦C and at high pressures, and
can be fabricated in tubular or planar configurations. Depending on the applications,
ITMs can be pressure driven or chemical potential driven. In general, these materials
allow the rapid transfer of oxygen ions, achieving very high flux which is orders of
magnitude higher than polymeric membranes with theoretically infinite selectivity.
This property enables compact and efficient gas separator equipment designs. ITMs
produce oxygen from air in a single separation stage under the gradient of oxygen
partial pressure.

The application of ITMs to important industrial needs requires the design and
fabrication of membrane modules that address both mechanical and process condi-
tions. The ITM effort has led to compact, ceramic separator module and equipment
designs and fabrication methods. Ceramic module architecture is typically either
tubular or planar; however, for oxygen applications the full potential of ITMs is
obtained through planar designs that rely on advanced lamination fabrication tech-
niques. Laminated structures composed of layers of featured ceramic materials are
joined to form an engineered structure. Layers are used to fabricate large, multi-
passage membrane architectures satisfying all flow distribution, heat exchange, and
mechanical strength requirements.

In partnership with DOE, Air Products has developed high-flux, compact oxygen
ion conductors in planar configurations to separate oxygen from air and achieved
production flux exceeding commercial performance targets with excellent product
purity. The research team built the first commercial-scale ITM oxygen air separa-
tion module. A 5 TPD subscale engineering prototype facility has been successfully
commissioned. The prototype achieved target performance for flux, oxygen purity,
and system pressure, temperature, and airflow rates typical of the commercial oper-
ating conditions.

ITM oxygen integrates well with turbine-based power cycles. Successful embod-
iment of ITM oxygen with advanced power cycles will increase efficiencies and
environmental performance while reducing the capital and operating costs of coal-
based energy plants. System and experimental studies confirm the economic ben-
efits of ITM oxygen technology. Process economic analyses to date have been
mainly focused on the coal-based IGCC power plant application. Other studies have
detailed the use of ITM oxygen in other applications, such as oxycombustion of
coal. These process economic analyses illustrate that the benefits of the ITM oxy-
gen technology relative to cryogenic air separation technology are significant. For
example, an ITM oxygen plant integrated with an IGCC facility could reduce the air
separation plant capital and power requirement by nearly one-third each compared
to IGCC-cryogenic facilities. ITM oxygen can reduce the parasitic power load of
coal boilers by over 30%.
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Advanced energy production systems and future environmental mandates would
require use of more oxygen rather than air. Today’s cryogenic technologies are chal-
lenged to produce affordable oxygen for energy and other oxygen-intensive indus-
tries. The planned accomplishments of the current efforts include the commissioning
a nominal 150 TPD test facility comprising an integrated ITM oxygen separator
with a gas turbine. The nominal 150 TPD unit will provide scale-up data to allow
the design and construction of a nominal 2,000 TPD plant planned for testing as the
oxygen supply module of early-entrance commercial plants for stand-alone oxygen
production, integration with IGGC other advance power generation systems, and
co-producing hydrogen and electricity from coal.
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Chapter 2
Viability of ITM Technology for Oxygen
Production and Oxidation Processes: Material,
System, and Process Aspects

Marcel J. den Exter, Wim G. Haije, and Jaap F. Vente

Abstract This chapter is devoted to the state of the art of the most important aspects
of high temperature ceramic air separation membranes for oxygen production and
oxidation processes. Alternative technologies, operational principle, fields of appli-
cation, energy efficiency and cost aspects, materials science, module design, and
sealing will be discussed.

Introduction

The threat of global warming due to increasing carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations
has been recognized as one of the main environmental challenges of this century. To
limit atmospheric CO2 concentrations to acceptable levels of about 550 ppm [1]
major changes in energy consumption are required in the coming decades. Still,
fossil fuels are widely expected to remain the world’s major source of energy for
well into the twenty-first century. Although supply of oil and gas is under threat due
to political instability and uncertainties on reserves, the use of coal is increasing,
with concomitant higher CO2 emissions [2]. To meet this target set for atmospheric
CO2 concentrations, the development of breakthrough technologies is essential.
Otherwise, it will prove to be impossible to reach the dramatic decrease of the CO2

emission into the atmosphere during the conversion of fossil fuels to other forms of
energy, for example, electricity or hydrogen. The three main routes for mitigation
of CO2 emissions in electricity plants can be defined as:

1. Post-combustion processes: CO2 is captured from the flue gases.
2. Pre-combustion processes: The fuel (natural gas or coal) is converted into hydro-

gen and CO2. The CO2 is separated and hydrogen is combusted in a gas turbine.
3. Oxyfuel processes: Combustion is carried out using pure oxygen, resulting in a

flue gas that mainly contains water (H2O) and CO2.
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These routes are connected with carbon capture with subsequent sequestration.
Another approach is to avoid the production of CO2 emissions altogether through
increased industrial energy efficiency and thus a lower energy consumption. The
topic of this chapter, oxygen production, is related to the last two points. In the first
three routes mentioned above, three different methods can be used for the separation
of CO2 and the other gases: absorption in solvents, separation by membranes and
adsorption or absorption on or in a sorbent.

This chapter is devoted to the state of the art of the most important aspects of high
temperature ceramic air separation membranes for oxygen production and oxida-
tion processes. Alternative technologies, operational principle, fields of application,
energy efficiency and cost aspects, materials science, module design, and sealing
will be discussed.

Alternative Technologies

Polymeric membranes are used for oxygen enrichment or depletion of air. Not only
are large-scale applications of the oxygen enrichment found in the industry but also
small-scale applications are possible which are much closer to the individual con-
sumer, such as for wellness and health branch. Oxygen depletion is often related to
safety as fire prevention in buildings and future blanketing over airplane fuel tanks.
The polymers are commonly based on among others polyphenyloxide (Parker Gas
Separation) and polyimides (Air Products). The separation is based on preferred
dissolution and diffusion of oxygen over nitrogen in these materials. Operating tem-
perature is limited by the thermal stability of the polymers used. The membrane
unit consists of bundles of hollow fibers, a porous polymer support with a dense
polymer separating layer, or spiral wounds. The technology is mature and due to
its modular nature applicable both for small and large production volumes. Pressure
Swing Adsorption (PSA) and Vacuum Swing Adsorption (VSA) technologies are
based on the preferred absorption of nitrogen in, for example, zeolite beds. Purities
of oxygen of about 90–94 percent are obtainable. Plant size is up to about 1,500 Nm3

per hr. Cryogenics is currently the most developed mature large-scale oxygen pro-
duction technology, with a typical plant size being 30,000–50,000 Nm3 per hr or
9,000–15,000 tons per day. The produced oxygen is of very high purity > 99%. In
addition, this technology can also be used to produce nitrogen and argon. However,
oxygen is believed to be the main incentive for the separation. Relatively new devel-
opments that are currently being investigated are the chemical looping combustion
[3, 4] cycle and the so-called Ceramic Autothermal Recovery (CAR) [5] process
originally devised by British Oxygen Company (BOC), now a part of Linde Gas.
These processes are very similar. In CLC a metal or metal oxide is oxidized by air
in one reactor and transferred to a reduction reactor that is fed with, for example,
syngas. The reduced material is transferred back to the oxidation reactor. The CAR
concept uses a set of two or more batch reactors alternating between oxidation and
reduction cycles, containing a perovskite material ABO3−� that is cycled between
two oxygen contents �1 and �2.
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General Aspects of ITM Technology

The process that is the subject of this article consists of the use of high temperature
ceramic membranes that selectively transport oxygen. They are referred to with sev-
eral acronyms of which ITM (Ion Transport Membranes), OTM (Oxygen Transport
Membranes) and MIEC (Mixed Ionic Electronic Conducting) membranes prevail.
We will use ITM throughout this article.

ITM technology can be used as a replacement of energy-demanding cryogenic
distillations or PSA/VPSA plants. ITM technology in ASU’s can result in high
purity oxygen streams provided that defect-free membranes can be prepared on
industrial scales and high quality sealing technology can be developed. The main
drawback of the ITM technology is that it does not produce nitrogen. Advantages
can be found in local decentralized production of oxygen to small-scale on-demand
production in places where oxygen is actually needed in chemical processes. This
would result in abandoning transport of oxygen over public roads, while storage
facilities and associated safety measures are no longer required.

PSA/VPSA technology provides oxygen ranging from small-scale (e.g., small
portable devices) to large-scale plants. It is anticipated that ITM technology can be
introduced in the medium to large-scale production range following normal eco-
nomical considerations while introduction in the “portable” sector requires compar-
ison of module sizes as a function of oxygen output, additionally.

A schematic representation of the air separation process using ITM as a whole is
presented in Fig. 2.1. The driving force for the transport of oxygen is a difference in
partial oxygen pressure (pO2) between the feed and permeate side of the membrane.
As a result, oxygen permeates from the side with the high pO2 to the side with the

Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of the transport of oxygen through an ion transport membrane
consisting of a dense (left) and porous (right) part. The sweep can be either “inert,” for example,
CO2 or H2O, or “fuel,” for example, CH4
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low pO2. On the feed side the oxygen molecules reduce to two oxide ions (O2−).
This pair of oxide ions permeate through a thermally activated hopping mechanism
to the permeate side and recombine. Simultaneously, two pairs of electrons move
from the permeate side to the feed side.

The majority of the ITM compounds showing mixed ionic electronic con-
ductivity belong to the structural family of Ruddlesden–Popper compounds [6]
An+1BnO3n+1. The end members of this family are the cubic perovskite SrTiO3 for
n = ∞ and the layered K2NiF4 structure for n = 1. These end members form two
very versatile families of compounds and are generally referred to as ABO3 and
A2BO4. The A cations are typically relatively large cations from trivalent lanthanide
series or divalent earth metals (large spheres in Fig. 2.2), the smaller B cations
are in general transition metals and are found in octahedral coordination. Ionic
conduction in cubic perovskites is achieved when oxygen vacancies are formed as
a result of a too low total formal valence on the cations. In the formed ABO3−�

compounds oxygen vacancies can move from one site to another through a thermally
assisted hopping mechanism. Typically this movement is quenched at temperatures
below ∼ 450◦C, and it becomes significant in terms of technical applicability at
temperatures well above 700◦C. In A2BO4 compounds, the oxide conduction can
be quite different from that of the perovskites. One option is similar to perovskites
and leads to sub-stoichiometric oxygen content. In the second option extra oxide
ions are intercalated in between the subsequent perovskite-like layers resulting in
an over-oxidized state (A2BO4+�), which may eventually lead to higher reduction
stability. ABO3−� is clearly an isotropic oxide conductor whereas A2BO4+� is a
2D anisotropic oxide conductor. Depending on the composition, both types can
show high electronic conductivity, and even super conductivity [7–9]. Well-known
examples of perovskites with a high oxygen conductivity are La1−xSrCo1−yFeyO3−�

[10], and for the layered systems La2Ni0.9Co0.1O4−� [11] can be mentioned.

Fig. 2.2 Archetypical structures of the cubic perovskite, ABO3, (left) and K2NiF4, A2BO4, (right).
Green balls: large A cations, blue octahedra of small B cation in the center surrounded by six
oxide ions
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Techno-economic evaluations [12] have shown that oxygen selective membranes
are required that can deliver oxygen at a rate of over 10 ml/cm2min. This value will
be used as a base case for all our considerations.

Applications

The two main applications of high temperature membrane technology are the pro-
duction of high purity oxygen as valuable chemical and as a reactant for various
(partial) oxidation processes such as methane conversion [13]. For the first applica-
tion, this technology is in direct competition with the well established and energy
intensive cryogenic distillation. For the second application this, in comparison, is
much less clear. Now the (partial) oxidation and the separation of air take place
within the same unit operation, leading to a membrane reactor. These applications
may look very similar at first sight, but difference start to appear on closer inspec-
tion. The most important ones are the necessity of catalysts and the very different
demands that are being put on the membrane materials. For the production of pure
oxygen a partial oxygen pressure of about 0.3 bar is anticipated on the permeate
side. In the case of partial oxidations this value can be as low as 10−18 bar. In the
chemical industry, oxygen is used in a large number of processes. In Table 2.1 the
main chemical processes are listed where air and/or pure oxygen is used, divided
into worldwide production figures in megaton per year.

The main use of oxygen in industry is for production of ethylene oxide, ethylene
dichloride, propylene oxide, and acetic acid. Notice that the sequence of product
production quantities is slightly different since different amounts of oxygen are
required for each ton of product. This especially applies for polyethylene, requiring
only a small oxygen quantity per ton of product. Most of these production processes
are carried out in plants making use of oxygen but sometimes air is used as oxygen
source as well. Additionally, many chemical processes are carried out using oxygen
in the form of air only. Examples are the production of nitric acid, formaldehyde,
terephtalic acid, and carbon black as the main air-consuming production processes.
Production of these 4 compounds consumes an additional 106.5 Mton/a of oxygen,
74% of the total oxygen consumption (129.5 Mton/a) of the full range of air con-
suming production processes.

Huge oxygen consumers outside the chemical industry are the steel producers.
The oxygen consumption for primary steel production being six times the sum of
the major oxygen consuming chemicals mentioned in Table 2.1. The relative con-
tributions to oxygen consumption in the steel industry can be found in blast furnace
enrichment (32%), basic oxygen furnaces (43%), electric arc furnaces (19%), and
cutting and burning activities (6%).

Next to bulk production of chemicals and steel, other applications exist where
oxygen is required. For instance, air enriched with oxygen is used for bleaching
purposes in the pulp and paper industry, not putting strains on the purity of the
oxygen used. Finally, a market that is likely to show a fast growth over the coming
years is that of oxygen of gas-to-liquid (GTL) plants. In this case natural gas is
first transformed into syngas, which in turn is used in a Fischer-Tropsch process for
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Table 2.1 World use of gaseous oxygen (GOX) in bulk production of chemicals and steel in 2004

Production O2 use
Product [Mt/a] [Mt/a] Process Description

Ethylene oxide 15.1 7.2 Oxidation of ethylene. Air is sometimes used
but O2 preferred in new and larger plants.

Ethylene dichloride 49.1 4.0 Oxichlorination of ethylene. Air is sometimes
used

Propylene oxide 5.8 2.0 Epoxidation of propylene: PO/TBA-route. Air
is sometimes used

Acetic acid 8.1 1.6 Oxidation of naphta/n-butane (35 %) or
acetaldehyde (5 %). Air is sometimes used

Titanium oxide 4.3 0.9 From the ore: chlorination (in presence of O2)
to TiCl4, subsequent oxidation to TiO2

Vinyl acetate 5.0 0.8 From ethylene, acetic acid and O2.
Acetaldehyde 2.4 0.7 Oxidation of ethylene (Wacker-Hoechst

process). The 1-step process uses O2; the
2-step process uses air

Perchloroethylene 0.7 0.1 Oxychlorination of ethylene dichloride (PPG
process)

Acetic anhydride 1.9 0.1 Oxidation of acetaldehyde. Air is sometimes
used

Polyethylene (LDPE) 18.7 0.01 Polymerisation of ethylene in a high pressure
tubular reactor. Oxygen is used as initiator
(radical formation)

Cyclododecanol
Cyclododecanone
Crotinic acid

0.01 0.02 Oxidation of cyclododecane. Air is sometimes
used

Subtotal 17.4
Steel [14] 1241.0 104.0

Total 121.4

the preparation of highly linear hydrocarbons. The air separation unit (cryogenic
distillation) on its own is responsible for about 30–40% of the total capital costs. A
similar costing figure can be put on the running cost.

Oxygen is put into the market as gaseous oxygen (GOX) by pipelines and lique-
fied oxygen (LOX) in bottles or tanks. Despite supplying both forms, most of the
oxygen in chemical processes is used in the gaseous form. Membrane technology
directly supplies gaseous oxygen that, depending on the process, only needs to be
pressurized for use whereas the temperature level allows for easy integration in high
temperature processes.

Pure Oxygen Production

A typical process flow diagram for oxygen production is presented in Fig. 2.3. Our
in-house assessments have shown that, if no high temperature thermal integration is
possible, the co-generation of oxygen and electric power is required to render this
system to be energetically more efficient than conventional cryogenic distillation.
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OCM
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Fig. 2.3 Large-scale oxygen production (30,000 Nm3/hr) using ITM technology. For small-scale
systems (1,500 Nm3/hr) the Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG) cannot be applied

One specific process scheme, as depicted in Fig. 2.3, consists of first compress-
ing the incoming air followed by internal combustion of natural gas. The hot air is
depleted of oxygen in the following separation module, and the retentate is fed to a
secondary combustion chamber. The hot off-gas is used to power the turbine, and the
flue gas is fed to a HRSG unit. If the energy efficiency of such a process is compared
with that of a cryogenic distillation unit in co-junction with the average efficiency of
the Dutch electricity park, an energy saving of over 20% can be achieved (Fig. 2.4).
However, if the base case includes a state-of-the-art STAG (steam and gas turbine),
then the efficiency improvement is limited to ∼ 8%.

This comparison can also be made with PSA- and VPSA-based system, as pre-
sented in Fig. 2.5. For this case, depending on the purity of the oxygen required,
the energy savings can range from −4% (so a small penalty!) to over 50%. It is
clear that the production of oxygen using ITM is most promising for small-scale
applications where very high purity oxygen is required.

Costs

We have made a rough estimate of the costs for both a large and a small-scale sys-
tem (Table 2.2). The difference between Total process equipment and Total fixed
capital is caused by including percentages, for example, piping, installation, and
engineering, following standard cost engineering procedures [15].

In order to determine the economic viability the running coasts and revenues
have been estimated (Table 2.3) as well. The main contribution to the fixed costs
can be found in the membrane overhaul that is supposed to take place every three
years. The oxygen price for large-scale production is taken to be equal to the price
for gaseous oxygen from a cryogenic plant. The small-scale price is taken to be
equal to that of a PSA plant.

For economic viability the simple pay out time (SPOT) should be smaller than
five years. This gap can be reduced by several factors: cheaper membranes, higher
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Table 2.2 Breakdown of total fixed capital for large and small-scale ITM systems (the HRSG is
not used in the latter system)

# ke # ke

Investments Large-scale Small-scale

Process equipment
Heat exchangers 3 362 2 112
Oxygen compressor 1 1530 1 18
Membrane module shells 38 7692 1 385
Burners (or modification) 2 200 2 60

Gas turbine + HRSG 1 33724 1 1100
Membrane tubes∗ 7500 375
Total process equipment 50809 2050
Total fixed capital 101949 4695

∗Oxygen flux taken: 10 ml/cm2min

Table 2.3 Economic evaluation of the large and small-scale systems

Me/year

Costs Large-scale Small-scale

Variable costs 12.3 0.490
Fixed costs 9.2 0.460
Admn. and sales 0.2 0.040

Total 21.5 0.970

Revenues
Oxygen 13.5 1.09
Electricity 13.6 0.280

Total 27.1 1.360

Cash Flow 5.5 0.400
Simple Pay Out Time 16.8 years 11.0 years

flux through the membranes, longer lifetime of the membranes, higher energy prices
and CO2 trading. Fluxes will have to be at least two to three times higher if this were
the only option. We do not believe that this is feasible.

Oxidation Reactions

The processes to be discussed under this topic are all designed to maintain a strict
separation between N2 and carbon containing streams in the generation of electric-
ity. Four different system configurations in which ITM provides the pure oxygen
can be distinguished:

� Systems in which all fuel is combusted in the membrane reactor (MR) at the
permeate side.

� Systems with partial oxidation in the membrane reactor at the permeate side.
� Systems without combustion anywhere near the membrane, but in a separate unit.
� Systems for afterburning of flue gasses from, for example, fuel cells.
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Table 2.4 Viability of ITM based membrane process options in power production

Oxidation Process Feed Coal, biomass, waste, slurry, etc. Natural gas, gasoline, syngas, etc.

Full oxidation in
membrane reactor

Not viable, mechanical deterioration
of membrane

Viable but temperature control
difficult and expensive

Partial oxidation in
membrane reactor

Not viable, mechanical deterioration
of membrane

Viable as a nitrogen free syngas
generator

Oxidation and
separation not
integrated

Viable in principle, but
techno-economic uncertainties; not
really a membrane reactor

Viable, systems being under
investigation by several groups
[16–19] (replaces ASU)

For coal gasification it is viable and
proven (replaces ASU)

Post-oxidation in
membrane reactor

Viable if flue gas is N2 lean, ASU is
competitor

Viable, especially in SOFC
applications (flue gas N2 lean)

In summary: the lighter the color of the cells in the table the more viable the option is.

When a distinction is made between fuels that can be present in the form of gas or
vapor and those that will be present as solids or liquids, the applicability of an ITM
based membrane reactor is found to be limited to a few cases (Table 2.4).

Quite a number of system layouts have been proposed for Zero Emission Power
Plants (ZEPP) [16–23]). From these specific systems a general scheme as depicted
in Fig. 2.6 can be constructed. The main issue is to keep the nitrogen and carbon side
of the system strictly separated. On the carbon side all conversions of the fuel take
place in the end leading to predominantly water and CO2 as combustion products
and the production of electricity by single or combined cycle processes. On the
nitrogen side air is separated at high temperature and pressure. The oxygen lean hot
retentate is expanded in a gas turbine combined cycle. In a few cases fuel is burned
on the nitrogen side to adjust the turbine entrance temperature to the optimum value,
in which case we have low emission power plants.

Costs

For the ZEPP system presented in Fig. 2.7 the allowable installed costs for
the capture plant have been estimated to be in between 80 and 120 Me for a
1.4 GWthermal input natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) plant. To meet the cost
targets, an ITM based ZEPP power plant should have an electric efficiency of at
least 52%. Capture ratios (carbon captured/carbon fed to the process) of 100%
result in plant efficiencies lower than 50%. Capture ratios of the order of 85% are
accompanied with plant efficiencies of about 52%. The allowable installed costs
window is satisfied when the oxygen flux is at least 20 ml/cm−2min−1 and the costs
of the ITM tubes should be less than 1,500e/m2. This clearly sets the targets for
materials and turbine development in order for the system to be economically viable
within the capture cost boundary conditions.
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Fig. 2.6 General building blocks for power/ITM /carbon capture systems in which carbon and
nitrogen sides are strictly separated (ZEPP)
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Fig. 2.7 ZEPP using ITM technology [16, 17]

Membrane Materials and Sealing Aspects

Membrane Materials

As mentioned earlier oxygen fluxes of at least 10 ml/cm2min are needed for eco-
nomic viability of the membrane process. This value is equivalent to an electron cur-
rent density of ∼3 A/cm2. From this flux, we can also calculate the time it takes for
all the oxide ions in the perovskite layer to be replaced by fresh oxide ions. Depend-
ing on the thickness of the selective layer, this value is of the order of a few minutes.
It is clear that these values put very large demands on the stability of the membrane
material. It also means that in one minute all the oxygen has to be removed from an
air layer with an equivalent thickness of ∼50 cm. We believe that that can only be
achieved if the air on the feed side is compressed. The selectivity demands of over
1,000 are likely to be met with defect-free membranes. Further demands include sta-
ble performance under real industrial conditions (presence of CO2, H2O). As shown
in Fig. 2.8, the required flux (> 10 ml/cm2min) can be reached by at least 2 dif-
ferent perovskites SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3−� (SCF) and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−� (BSCF) in
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Fig. 2.8 Oxygen fluxes for SCF, BSCF, and LSCF at 973 K and 1273 K for a 5×5 cm2 and 200 �m
thick dense membrane as a function of oxygen feed partial pressure

contrast to, for example, the lanthanum containing La0.2Sr0.8Co0.8Fe0.2O3−� (LSCF)
for which lower flux values are measured [24].

The two compositions, SCF and BSCF, have very similar oxygen fluxes at high
temperature, but at lower temperature, BSCF has a much higher oxygen flux than
SCF. This has been ascribed to the occurrence of a low temperature phase with the
brownmillerite (see Fig. 2.9) structure in which the oxygen vacancies are ordered in
rows [25]. Such ordered phases tend to have a lower permeability for oxygen [26].

Concomitant with the phase transition from brownmillerite to perovskite, SCF
shows a negative thermal expansion coefficient over a limited temperature range
[24]. This phase transition is present up to a remarkably high partial oxygen pressure
of ∼0.1 bar [25]. Such a phase transitions may cause stress and enhance degradation
of the membrane upon start-up and shut-down cycling. In contrast to SCF, BSCF
[27] was shown not to have transitions to brownmillerite and may therefore be pre-
ferred over SCF. However, BSCF is believed to be susceptible to kinetic demixing
[28] under the influence of a gradient in the oxygen chemical potential, and phase
separation may also play a critical role as life time determining factor [24].

SCF or BSCF are suitable candidates for the production of pure oxygen. For
more reducing conditions like using syngas as a combustible at the permeate
size the high content of Co is detrimental. Based on observations by [29–32]
Sr0.97Ce0.03Fe0.8Co0.2O3−� (SCFC) and La2Ni0.9Co0.1O4−� (LNC) were selected as
promising candidates for operation under reducing conditions and are at present
under scrutiny in our laboratories.

In Fig. 2.10, the oxygen flux through LNC and SCFC between 1,073 and 1,173 K
is presented. Both LNC and SCFC are measured as a 200 �m thick self-supporting
membrane of 5 × 5 cm2 surface area, denoted D. The feed is one bar of air and
the permeate side is swept with one bar of helium. Both materials have similar
fluxes up to about 1,100 K. At higher temperature, SCFC shows a strong increase
of oxygen permeation. Asymmetric SCFC membranes have also been made, con-
sisting of a porous support of about 200 �m thickness and a dense top layer of
about 10 �m thickness, denoted P-D, the porous part being on the air feed side.
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Fig. 2.9 The structure of SrCo0.8Fe0.2O2.5 in the brownmillerite structure

In one measurement He is used as a sweep gas and in the other a gas with a typical
composition of SOFC off gas (SOFC o.g.), for example, CO : CO2 : H2 = 1 : 2 : 2
and a relative humidity of about 40% that is clearly a reducing composition. The
oxygen flux is usually given by the following expression:

JO2 = RT�e�i

16F2(�e + �i)L
ln

(
ph

p1

)
(2.1)
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Fig. 2.10 Oxygen flux between 800 and 900◦C of a dense LNC membrane and dense and sup-
ported SCFC membranes with 1 bar air on the feed side and different sweep gasses on the permeate
side (see text)

Here JO2 is the oxygen permeation rate, R gas constant, T the absolute tempera-
ture, �e and �i the electronic and oxide ionic conductivities, F the Faraday constant,
L the thickness, and ph and pl the partial oxygen pressures on feed and permeate
side respectively. Here it is assumed that the bulk diffusion is rate limiting. From this
equation, it is clear that for high fluxes, high feed or very low permeate pressures
are benevolent as well as small membrane thicknesses. Purely based on thermody-
namics, values for the partial oxygen pressure at the permeate side can be as low
as 10−18 when partial or complete combustion of fuel takes place. Referring to the
measurements shown on SCFC it is clear that a thinner membrane gives a higher
flux as well as a lower oxygen partial pressure in the case of the reducing SOFC
off gas composition. Differences in temperature dependence between He and SOFC
off gas stem from the fact that the shift equilibriums also change drastically as a
function of temperature whereas in the case of He the exponential behavior of an
activated diffusion process is reflected. Clearly the transport in LNC is more difficult
than in SCFC at these temperatures.

Membrane Architecture

In order to obtain sufficiently high oxygen flux, a thin (10–40 �m) and dense per-
ovskite layer is required that must be strong and robust enough to withstand typical
pressure differences of ∼15 bar at elevated temperatures (800–1, 000◦C) Therefore,
a support is needed on which the perovskite layer is deposited. The main advantage
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Fig. 2.11 Oxygen-conducting membranes consisting of a porous support and a dense top layer;
both parts consist of the same perovskite

of a membrane configuration where the support material is identical to the dense top
layer is that the build up of undesirable tensions resulting from differences in the
thermal expansion coefficient can be prevented. Furthermore, solid state reactions
between the support and top layer are prevented, and no interlayer with a negative
effect on the oxygen flux will be formed. Tubular membranes can be prepared by
first extrusion of a porous perovskite support. Subsequently, a thin dense selective
perovskite layer is deposited. Challenges are still found in the preparation of a defect
free top layer that would otherwise reduce the selectivity. At the same time the
underlying support must remain porous. Fine tuning of the recipes for the extrusion
paste and the dense top layer, in terms of composition, viscosity, and so on. together
with appropriate drying and sinter protocols can result in supported tubular mem-
branes as depicted in Fig. 2.11. Our choice for a tubular membrane system has been
made on the basis of a conceptual module design as detailed below.

Sealing

A proper sealing system to link the ceramic membranes tubes to the steel module is
required.

High demands exist with respect to the seal materials since they have to operate
under rather extreme conditions in terms of an oxidizing environment in combi-
nation with a high temperature. It is not anticipated that low temperature sealing
is a viable option since this would create major temperature differences over the
membrane causing stress while parts of the membranes that are present in the low
temperature zones are not functional with respect to oxygen conductance, decreas-
ing the economics of the module. Many other aspects of concern affect the choice
of material:

– chemical inert towards the perovskite and the steel module;
– physical compatibility such as matching expansion coefficients, low creep rate;
– high temperature resistance;
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– resistance against oxidation;
– possibility of adaptation to un-roundness of the membrane tube (e.g. ductility);
– industrial producibility; ease of handling/manifolding.
– economical viability such as cost prize/automation

Apart from materials issues, the engineering aspects have to be addressed. Differ-
ent type of seal principles can be distinguished such as compression seal, ceramic
glue like, and, for example, glasses. Solid state reactions between one of the more
promising type of seal, a glass that crystallizes at the operating temperature are
rather common [33]. A proper choice of thermal expansion coefficients (TEC) of the
sealing materials is a prerequisite for success. The thermal expansions of SCF and
BSCF are known from neutron diffraction data [25, 27] and dilatometry [24]. The
values are rather high and are similar to that of commonly used stainless steel (e.g.
316). For a compression seal [34] the TEC of the sealing material should, preferably,
be just a little higher than that of both the steel parts and the membrane material as it
will be able to close the cap between both materials. For seal materials with a lower
TEC, end-cap materials are required with a smaller TEC. Different steel types with
lower TEC’s exist such as 410S, 430, and 444 or materials like Monel or Inconel.
The required oxygen resistance is, however, limiting the choice of steel types.

In Fig. 2.12, the principle of compression sealing of membranes with a tubular
configuration is depicted. The membrane tube is mounted in a metal end-cap and the
space in between end-cap and membrane filled by the sealing material. Compressive
forces are obtained upon increasing the temperature and the magnitude of these
forces can be tuned by proper selection of the metal type and sealing material, based

Fig. 2.12 Principle of
compression sealing of
tubular membranes
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on their TEC’s. This tunable principle is beneficial since the perovskite membranes
will likely have moderate strength compared to steel.

Other sealing material options can be found in ceramic glues with tunable TEC,
SCF-melt or SCF/binder systems. Last two options have the advantage of a proper
TEC but are less preferred from an economical point of view since manifolding will
be more complicated.

Module Concepts

The design of an adequate air separation unit highly depends on the type of mem-
brane configuration chosen. Several conceptual options are available: hollow fibers
[35], multi-channel monoliths [36], single tube [37], and tube-and-plate [38] config-
urations. Each membrane configuration has its advantages and disadvantages when
taking reachable surface area, sealing technology and possible use of a sweep gas
into account. Hollow fibers provide the highest membrane surface area but are rel-
atively fragile and difficult to seal. Sealing of multichannel monoliths, especially
when small channels are used for maximizing the amount of surface area, is also
difficult. Single tube configurations, on the other hand, are less difficult to seal while
up-scaling principles to one meter length has already been proven for other tubular
membrane systems.

The use of a sweep gas is, in contrast to the other configurations, very compli-
cated in the case of a tube-plate configuration since the space in between the plates
can be poorly reached.

A conceptual design study of a full-scale plant with an oxygen production capac-
ity of 3 × 104 Nm3/hr or 9,000 tonnes per day, values comparable to a normal sized
cryogenic distillation plant, was carried out. In this numerical study, the merits of
these membrane geometries were compared in terms of packing density, expressed
as surface area to module volume ratio (m2/m3) manufacturability and so on, leaving
influences of pressure drops and presuming a constant oxygen flux. The maximum
allowable gas velocity (25 m/s) has also been taken into account here since higher
gas velocities would result in resonances that might result in damaging of the mem-
branes, especially for fragile hollow fibers. The study reveals that the tubular mem-
brane with an outer diameter of ∼20 mm leads to the optimal configuration [39]
despite the fact that hollow fibers provide more membrane surface area. The maxi-
mum allowable gas velocity restricts the membrane length severely. With a decrease
of diameter of single-hole tubes, the maximum allowable length when reaching the
maximum gas velocity also decreases rapidly. This argument is especially valid
for thin hollow fibers and results in a high amount of small separation units that
are needlessly costly. Tubular configurations with dimensions of ∼20 mm diameter
allow membrane lengths exceeding 2.5 meter. Since the cost price of the stainless
steel vessel will make up ∼50% of the total cost price of the module, minimized use
of steel is to be preferred.
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Dimensional limitations contribute to the design of an air separation unit. Only
parts of the volume of the module can be used because of the arrangement of the
membranes. In this respect, hexagonal packed volumes are most desirable since they
allow for the highest module space-filling. In case of monoliths, the same argument
is valid, but additionally, a choice can be made with respect to the outer monolith
dimensions. Minimization of the lost space in between the monoliths by the use of
square monoliths rather then tubular one’s is to be preferred but, as can be seen from
Fig. 2.13, lost space at the boundary of module vessel and monolith will still exist.
Square monoliths will only increase the m2/m3 ratio with ∼10%.

Additionally, space is required for manifolding and heat insulation while space is
also required at the top and bottom of the module so as to gain maximal profit of the
available membrane surface area, Fig. 2.14. A module vessel consisting of an insulated
doublewallhas theadvantageofminimizationofexpensiveheat-andoxygen-resistant
stainless steel, used for relatively thin inner walls, and therefore reduction of the total
costs of the module. Accommodation of the pressure inside the module is reached by
a thick cold external wall that can be manufactured from cheap steel.

Based on the tubular configuration, and presuming a total module diameter of
about 2 meter including the space required for insulation, the module of Fig. 2.15
can be designed with a height of about 4.5 meter which contains ∼160 m2 of mem-
brane surface area. In order to meet an oxygen production of 30.000 Nm3/hr, 32 of
these module units will be needed.

For reaching the same oxygen production, single-hole tubes of 10 mm diameter
would increase the amount of units to 41, comparable to multi-channel mono-
liths (39 units). The extreme restriction in membrane length of hollow fiber sys-
tems would result in ∼1,800 modules. The difference in expansion behavior of
vessel wall and membrane tubes can be compensated by mounting the tubes in a

Fig. 2.13 Hexagonal packing of multi-channel tubular monoliths
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Fig. 2.14 Schematic view of the insulated double wall vessels filled with tubes (left) and tube-and-
plate assemblies (right), showing the space lost due to the manifolding and insulation

Fig. 2.15 Representation of a full scale module containing about 160 m2 of membrane area

“pipe-plate” at the top side of the vessel and a “centre-plate” at the bottom of the
vessel, keeping the membrane tubes centered while maintaining the possibility of
moving, see Fig. 2.16. In order to make use of a sweep gas, sweep gas supply tubes
with a diameter much smaller than the membrane tube diameter are connected to
the upper plate and stuck through each membrane tube over nearly the full length of
the membranes.
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Fig. 2.16 The pipe-plate from where the membrane tubes are suspended (left) and the centre-plate
at the bottom of the module (right)

This reasoning leading to the best option being tubular membranes in a module
does not necessarily apply for membrane reactors in which (partial) combustion takes
place. The necessity of catalysts also sets extreme demands as to bed permeability.

Concluding Remarks

From the discussion in this chapter, the conclusion can be drawn that the actual
implementation of ITM technology cannot be expected in the short term. We believe
that there is a number of technology challenges that still needs to be met. How-
ever, the small amount of public information from two large leading consortia in
the US, led by Air Products and Praxair, hampers a thorough and reliable assess-
ment of the current state-of-the–art ITM technology. Our vision on the viability of
high-temperature ITM technology can thus be unnecessarily pessimistic. From our
viewpoint, we can point at the following barriers that have to be removed before this
technology will be successfully applied

Economic Viability

This is one of the main issues for the implementation of any breakthrough tech-
nology. We believe that external factors like energy price, CO2 penalty and legis-
lation will play a decisive role in this respect. Our economic calculations are still
not exact enough for the determination of the maximum allowable membrane in
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module price. Significantly, increased membrane fluxes will lead to lower surface
areas and smaller number of modules. However, we do not anticipate a flux increase
of a factor 2–3 is likely with any material that is stable under the given conditions.
However, the inclusion of heat integration options in our assessments may result in
a much more optimistic view. Those options are certainly available when an ITM
air separation unit is combined with a partial oxidation reactor, for example, in coal
gasification, natural gas reforming, and iron ore reduction.

Technological Viability

One of the first assumptions in our economic considerations was that all the techno-
logical challenges were met. This remains, at the moment of writing, uncertain. In
the above discussion, a number of issues have passed, such as sealing technology,
thermodynamic phase stability of the cubic perovskite versus brownmillerite, and
kinetic demixing. In relation to this, we have not mentioned creep resistance as yet.
For SCF, this was shown to be very low [40], which is likely to be the case for BSCF
as well.

Acceptability

Before this technology can be applied on a full-scale as envisaged in our conceptual
module design, the end-users should gain sufficient trust in long term performance
and reliability of this membrane solution. We believe that to achieve this, first, a
number of smaller on-site production facilities must be set up. Only through wide
publication of the information obtained in those demonstration plants can significant
industrial application be expected.

Oxygen Production or Partial Oxidation?

At this moment, it is uncertain which of the two major possible applications will
be first on the market. The production of oxygen puts a much smaller demand on
the material properties. The change of oxygen partial pressure will be limited to
about one order of magnitude. The amount of impurities that may cause membrane
degradation in the feed is likely to be limited to H2O and CO2. When a membrane
reactor is considered, the change in oxygen partial pressure over the membrane is
expected to be much larger; up to 20 orders of magnitude can be envisaged. This will
put significant constraints on the membrane materials as they have to be stable under
a wide range of reducing conditions. However, thanks to the large driving force, the
demands on the intrinsic transport properties of the materials can be much relaxed.
As a result, materials with a larger creep resistance can be chosen. In this case
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of partial oxidation, catalyzed chemical reactions take place that are exothermic.
Precautions to prevent the occurrence of hot spots and runaways have to be in place.

Finally

Despite the fact that the current class of Co/Fe perovskites has been under inves-
tigation for over 20 years [10], there are still a large number of uncertainties in
getting this technology towards implementation. A joint research agenda combin-
ing the worldwide activities directed at achieving this implementation is likely to
be required. The involvement of public and private funding appears to be also
prerequisite.
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Chapter 3
Oxygen-Ion Transport Membrane
and Its Applications in Selective Oxidation
of Light Alkanes

Weishen Yang and Rui Cai

This article provides a brief survey of oxygen-ion transport membrane materials and
their applications as membrane reactors in the selective oxidation of light alkanes.

The development of oxygen-ion transport membranes (OITM) has attracted great
interests for their ability to supply high-purity oxygen and their potential applica-
tions for many industrial processes and advanced energy technologies. Compared
to cryogenic distillation of air, the conventional technology of oxygen production,
membrane separation process will cut the cost by nearly one-third [1]. One of the
most promising applications of OITM is as a membrane reactor for selective oxida-
tion of light alkanes, in which oxygen (or different oxygen species) can be controlled
when supplied from the oxygen-rich side to the reaction side.

The first section of this chapter gives a brief survey of major membrane concepts
and different membrane reactor configurations. Membrane materials are discussed
in the second section. The third section will present the recent development of OITM
reactors for selective oxidation of light alkanes.

Membrane Concepts and Reactor Configurations

Oxygen-ion transport membranes are made from materials that possess high oxygen
ion conductivity at proper temperatures, such as oxygen-ion solid electrolyte (SE)
or mixed ionic and electronic conducting (MIEC) materials. In the case of using
solid electrolyte membrane (Fig. 3.1a), only oxygen ions can permeate through the
membrane barrier. The SE membrane is sandwiched between two porous electrodes
and electrons flow through the external circuit. Under this condition, the driving
force of oxygen permeation is electric potential gradient. In the latter case, both
electrons and oxygen ions can simultaneously transfer through the membrane but in
the opposite direction in the same phase (Fig. 3.1b) or different phases (Fig. 3.1c).
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Fig. 3.1 The schematic diagram of oxygen-ion transport membrane. (a) SE; (b) single-phase
MIECM; (c) dual-phase MIECM; (d) operation modes of SE: 1. Open circuit, 2. Fuel cell mode,
3. Electrolytic cell mode

Oxygen partial pressure between the two sides of the membrane is the driving force
of oxygen permeation. Figure 3.1c shows a dual-phase MIEC membrane, which can
be visualized as a dispersion of a continuous electronic conducting phase into an SE
matrix. The electronic conducting phase is usually made from precious metal or
metal oxides.

When the solid electrolytes are used as membranes, there are three different
operation modes, as shown in Fig. 3.1d. Mode 1 is under open circuit operation,
in which no net current passes through the membrane. The reactor in this mode
often serves as a sensor or an in situ characterization technique for catalytic gas-
solid reactions under work conditions, named solid electrolyte potentiometry (SEP)
[2]. Mode 2 is the Galvanic cell (i.e. fuel cell) mode and mode 3 is the Volta cell
(i.e. electrolytic cell) mode. Both modes are under closed-circuit operation. Mode
3 is also called electrochemical oxygen pump. The oxygen pumping rate normally
obeys Faraday’s law, that is, current I corresponds to I/4F mol oxygen per second
transport through the SE. Interestingly, in some cases where oxygen and other reac-
tants were co-fed to the reaction side and air was supplied to the other side, when
applying a small current or potential, the reaction rates are dramatically promoted or
restrained, deviating from Faraday’s law. This is the famous phenomena called non-
faradaic electrochemical modification of catalytic activity (NEMCA). This has been
explained successfully with the catalyst work function change caused by the change
of electrode overpotential, as outlined in a recent book by Vayenas and co-workers
[3]. In this chapter, we will focus on the Oxygen-Ion Transport Membrane Reac-
tors (OITMRs) as oxygen distributors for selective oxidation, as the open circuit
operation mode and NEMCA phenomena are not of concern here.
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The two most common membrane geometries are the flat plate and the tube.
Single flat plate membranes are usually used in laboratory scale investigations due
to their ease of fabrication. Tubular membranes are more and more popular due
to their much larger ratio of the membrane surface area to the equipment volume
than flat plate membranes [4]. OITM reactor configurations with multi-planar or
multi-tubular structures are required for commercial use.

Membrane Materials

As we mentioned in Sec. 1, OITMs are made from two different types of mem-
branes, SE or MIEC.

The most frequently used SE is cubic fluorite yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ).
More than 90% of the literatures of SE membrane reactors for selective oxidation
are based on this kind of materials. The substitution of lower valence cations (e.g.,
Ca2+, Y3+, Sc3+, Yb3+, etc.) introduces oxygen vacancies and, in turn, oxygen-ion
conductivity [5]. Doped CeO2 has the same structure and much higher ion con-
ductivity than YSZ at 600–800◦C, while Ce4+ is easy to be reduced to Ce3+ and
the material presents electronic conductivity at low oxygen partial pressures [6].
�-Bi2O3, which also has fluorite-related structure, has intrinsic high oxygen-ion
conductivity at 729–825◦C without substitution of other cations. The �-phase can
be stabilized to lower temperatures by cation substitution for Bi in Bi2O3, such
as W6+, Y3+, Gd3+, Er3+ and the like. The conductivity of Bi1.5Y0.5O3 reaches
10−2 S.cm−1 at 500◦C. Unfortunately, the materials based on Bi2O3 suffer easy
reduction at low oxygen partial pressures [7]. Pyrochlores structure is derived from
an oxygen-deficient fluorite structure. Gd2(Ti1−xZrx)O7 is an oxygen-ion conductor
when x > 0.4, but conductivity of 10−2 S.cm−1 at 1,000◦C is not competitive with
other oxygen-ion SE materials [8].

Perovskite (ABO3) and related structure SE materials show promising future
for their higher conductivity than YSZ and good stability. Ishihara et al. [9] first
reported a pure oxygen-ion conductor La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O2.85 (LSGM) with
oxygen-deficient, cubic perovskite structure. The oxygen-ion conductivity is more
than 10−2 S.cm−1 at 600◦C and almost independent of oxygen partial pressure from
10−20 to 1 atm. Brownmillerite (A2B2O5) is a deriving structure from perovskite
[10]. Brownmillerite Ba2In2O5 presents higher oxygen-ion conductivity than YSZ
at temperatures more than 930◦C [11].

Abraham et al. [12] found that the tetragonal �-phase (stable at 400–500◦C) of
bismuth vanadate (Bi4V2O11) exhibits high oxygen ionic conductivity at moder-
ate temperatures. This phase can be stabilized to room temperature by partially
substituting other elements for vanadium that was identified as BIMEVOX.
Bi4Cu0.2V1.8O11−� exhibits excellent low temperature oxygen-ion conductivity,
10−2 S.cm−1 at 350◦C [13, 14]. However, high-chemical reactivity, low-mechanical
strength and a high-thermal-expansion coefficient limit its further application.

The search for new oxygen-ion conductors never stops. For example,
La2−xGeO5−� [15] and La2Mo2O9 [16], neither of which belongs to the structures
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mentioned above, were reported as alternative SE material in recent years. Further
information on oxygen-ion SE materials can be found in a recent review [8].

For MIEC, most efforts were focused on perovskite structure materials after
Teraoka [17] firstly reported high oxygen permeability of La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−�

perovskite membranes. Differing from perovskite solid electrolytes, a demand for
sufficient electronic conductivity as well as matching oxygen-ion conductivity
should be met. Electronic conductivity is introduced by substitution of multiva-
lent cations for B site cations of perovskite, which can be explained by Zerner’s
double exchange mechanism [18] or a small polaron mechanism with a thermally
activated mobility [19]. The oxygen permeation flux of perovskite-related materials
in the literatures is listed in Table 3.1. The stability of MIEC materials under severe
conditions is also of great importance. Perovskite SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3−� is thermody-
namically stable only at high oxygen partial pressures (> 0.1 atm) and high tem-
peratures (> 790◦C) [20]. Its perovskite phase with disordered oxygen vacancies
was transformed to brownmillerite phase in which oxygen vacancies are ordered
when the temperature is lower than 790◦C [21]. Proper substitutions of metal
ions for A or B site cations of SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3−� may improve the phase stabil-
ity. For example, partial substitution of La, Ba for Sr or Ti, Zr for Co signifi-
cantly improves the stability, but at the cost of oxygen permeability. Doping less
reducible ions for Co, such as Ga3+, Ti4+, Zr4+, is an effective method to improve
the stability of perovskite MIEC materials in reducing atmosphere at high tem-
peratures. BaZr0.2Co0.4Fe0.4O3−�, as an example, can withstand syngas production
from methane at 850◦C for more than 2200 h [22]. A series of new cobalt-free per-
ovskite membrane materials BaCexFe1–xO3–� was reported recently in our group
[23]. BaCe0.15Fe0.85O3–� exhibits the highest oxygen permeation flux among this
series, which can compare to what La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3–� exhibits at the same
temperature.

Alternative MIEC materials with other structures were also developed. A
brownmillerite-derived cobalt-free MIEC, La2–xSrxGa2–yFeyO5+�, was reported to
be stable for more than 1,000 h for syngas production from methane [29]. Sr4Fe6O13

adopts an orthorhombic intergrowth structure composed of alternating blocks of
(Fe4O5)2+ and perovskite-derived (Sr4Fe2O8)2− [30]. The tubular membrane of
Sr4Fe6O13 also ran more than 1,000 h for oxygen permeation [31]. Manthiram
et al. [32] reported another kind of materials with perovskite-related intergrowth

Table 3.1 Oxygen permeation fluxes of some MIEC membrane materials

Materials
O2 flux
(ml cm−2min−1) Temp. (◦C) Thickness (mm) Ref.

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3–� 0.62 850 2.0 [17]
La0.2Ba0.8Co0.2Fe0.8O3–� 0.4 900 2.3 − 3.1 [24]
La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.6Fe0.4O3–� 0.85 900 0.5 [25]
SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3–� 0.5 830 1.0 [26]
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3–� 1.3 900 1.5 [27]
BaZr0.2Co0.4Fe0.4O3–� 0.7 900 1.0 [28]
BaCe0.15Fe0.85O3–� 0.42 900 1.0 [23]
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structure, Ruddlesden–Popper (R–P) series An+1BnO3n+1, in which a number of
perovskite blocks having corner-shared BO6 octahedra alter with AO rock salt
layers along the c-axis. The oxygen permeability of these series materials is lower
than that of perovskite-type counterparts. Additionally, R–P series materials with
larger oxygen vacancies along c-axis, such as Sr3FeCoO7−�, are extremely sensitive
to atmospheric moisture [33].

Introduction of electronic conductivity to fluorite solid electrolyte was also
attempted by dissolution of oxides having multivalent cations [34, 35]. However,
the electronic conductivity is often orders of magnitude less than those of perovskite
based MIEC materials.

Dual-phase composite materials, which are made from oxygen ionic conducting
phase and electronic conducting phase, were also suggested as MIEC membrane
materials. Stabilized bismuth oxide or zirconia mixed with noble metals forms a
kind of dual-phase membrane, where the noble metal (Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, etc.) phase
should exceed 30 vol. percent in order to form a continuous electronic conducting
phase [36]. The high material cost and low oxygen permeability hinder this type of
composite membrane for practical applications. Perovskite MIEC also shows high
electronic conductivity and can be used as the electronic conducting phase. A dual-
phase La0.15Sr0.85Ga0.3Fe0.7O3–� (LSGF)-Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3–d (BSCF) com-
posite membrane presents a structure defined by the closed packing of LSGF grains
with a three-dimensional thin BSCF film running between the boundaries of the con-
nected LSGF grains [37]. The film phase is percolated at a volume percent as low as
7.2%. The oxygen permeation flux of LSGF-BSCF membrane (∼0.45 ml/cm2.min)
is nine times as high as that of the LSGF membrane (∼0.05 ml/cm2.min) at 915◦C.
H2 reduction experiment also shows that LSGF-BSCF membrane has a good stabil-
ity in a H2 containing atmosphere.

For practical applications, OITM materials used in membrane reactors must meet
a number of requirements, as shown in Fig. 3.2. These include (1) the materials
must be stable for long-term operation under strongly reducing atmosphere, such as
syngas (CO+H2); (2) the materials must have considerable high oxygen permeabil-
ity under the operation conditions; (3) the materials must have enough mechanical
strength for constructing the membrane reactor; (4) the oxygen permeability of the

Fig. 3.2 Criteria for oxygen permeable membrane
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membrane materials should avoid a decline with time; and (5) the materials should
be cheap enough for large-scale industrial applications.

OITM Reactors for Selective Oxidation of Light Alkanes

Alkanes are among the most chemically stable of all organic molecules with their
abundant reserves, such as in natural gas, petroleum, coal and synthetic fuels [38].
They are mostly burned as fuels for heat and power generation but their potential
as feedstock for more useful chemicals is of great practical importance. Selective
oxidation of light alkanes is one of the most attractive and challenging route and
has been intensively studied. The major problem holding back the large-scale use of
selective oxidation process is the low selectivity to object products because prod-
ucts are usually more active than feed alkanes, resulting in complete oxidation.
The effective method to increase selectivity to object products can be accomplished
by controlling the oxygen concentration and/or oxygen species. It is convenient to
be achieved by using a membrane reactor as an oxygen distributor. Furthermore,
using OITM also provides different types of active species (e.g. O2−, O−, O−

2 ) at
the membrane surface where the catalyst and reactants are located, which may also
enhance product selectivity. In the past 20 years, many efforts have been focused on
the selective oxidation of light alkanes by using OITM reactors. Several books and
review articles that covers partly or wholly this field have been published recently
[39–45]. Here, most attention is paid to the work published after 2000 in this field.

Oxidative Coupling of Methane

Oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) to ethylene and ethane is one of the most
desirable approaches to the direct conversion of methane. Although many efforts
have been devoted to this reaction on novel catalysts in the past two decades, the
per-pass C2 yield reported was limited to about 25% except for some occasional
reports. Researchers realized that the design of new reactors should also be consid-
ered. OITM reactors show promising application on OCM not only because of the
advantages of membrane reactors we mentioned above but also the intrinsic catalytic
activity of membrane materials for OCM [46].

Based on the work of Lin [47] and Yang [48], the reaction mechanism of OCM
in MIECM reactors is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The ideal condition for the OCM is that
all permeated lattice oxygen is consumed on the membrane surface and gaseous
oxygen is absent in the reaction side.

Both disk [49] and tubular [48] type membrane reactor based on BSCF material
were investigated in the application for OCM. Between 800 and 900◦C, methane
conversion was about 2–14%, which was apparently higher than 3.25–0.65% con-
version obtained in disk type reactors. On the other hand, the corresponding C2

(C2H4 + C2H6) selectivity was 38–52%, which was lower than 48.4–72.8% C2
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Fig. 3.3 The schematic diagram of mechanism of OCM in MIECM reactor

selectivity obtained in the disk type reactor. Compared to the packed-bed reactor
using BSCF as catalyst, the C2 selectivity increased by 20%. When active OCM
catalyst (La-Sr/CaO) was added to the tubular BSCF membrane reactor, both C2

selectivity and CH4 conversion were improved, and about 13–15% C2 yield was
obtained. Interestingly, the C2H4/C2H6 ratio reached 12, which was much higher
than that obtained in a packed-reactor under the same conditions. Actually, C2H4 is
most desired product in OCM reactions.

Lu et al. [50] investigated the OCM in a tubular membrane reactor, which con-
sisted of two layers, with SrFeCo0.5O3 as the MIECM and BaCe0.6Sm0.4O3 as the
secondary layer deposited inside the SrFeCo0.5O3 tube to minimize the effect of
the total oxidation catalytic activity of SrFeCo0.5O3. La/MgO as OCM catalyst was
added inside the reactor. C2 product yields of up to 7% were reported.

Recently, good results obtained in single-layer MIECM reactors in the absence
of additional catalyst were also reported. C2 yield of 16.5% with a C2 selectivity
of 62.5% was obtained in a single-layer BaCe0.8Gd0.2O3 tubular membrane reactor
[50]. Lin et al. [51, 52] studied the catalytic performance of a fluorite-structured
yttria-doped bismuth disk type membrane for OCM reaction. The reported C2

selectivity and yield were in the range of 20–90% and 16–4% respectively in the
membrane reactor of 25 mol percent yttria-doped bismuth oxide (BY25). When
samarium was doped in the BY25 lattice, the oxygen permeability and catalytic
performance were improved. In Bi1.5Y0.3Sm0.2O3–� (BYS) disk-type membrane
reactor, the highest C2 yield achieved is 17% with a C2 selectivity of about 80%.
More promising results were reported in a BYS tubular membrane reactor. As high
as 35% C2 yield was achieved with a C2 selectivity of 54% at 900◦C [51–55]. These
were the best results of C2 yield obtained for oxidative coupling of methane and
higher than the computed upper bound on OCM yield of 28% under conventional,
packed-bed, continuous-feed operation [56].
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Although the first study of OCM in OITM reactors for oxygen separation was in a
YSZ solid electrolyte membrane reactor with Ag and Ag/Bi2O3 as electrodes [57],
only a few articles in this field were reported after 2000. A kind of temperature-
programmed desorption (TPD) technique was used in SE membrane reactors to
investigate the oxygen species for the combustion reaction and the coupling reaction
separately [58].

Partial Oxidation of Methane

During the last decades, partial oxidation of methane to syngas has received much
attention and many investigations have been devoted to these studies over many dif-
ferent active catalysts with a result of high CH4 conversion, high CO selectivity and
proper H2/CO ratio of 2 for the downstream process. However it is a high-energy
and capital-intensive process because the downstream process requires the syngas
stream to be free from nitrogen, and consequently pure oxygen is needed. Using
OITM reactors can combine air separation and POM into a single unit operation
resulting in saving significant cost, which is expected to be cut by 25–35% from
the present method [59]. The hot-spot problem of the conventional co-fed reactor
can also be avoided by the separate feeding of methane and oxygen. In this process,
the OITM acts mainly as an oxygen separator and distributor, while its catalytic
properties are less important than that in the OCM process since the active catalyst
for POM is present.

From the point of view of the practical application in the partial oxidation of
methane to syngas, the membrane materials (including the electrode material in SE
membrane reactors) must be chemically and mechanically stable under severe oper-
ation conditions. One side of the membrane is exposed to an oxidized atmosphere
(usually air) and the other side is exposed to a very reductive gas mixture (CH4, CO,
H2, CO2, H2O and so on). Therefore, it is crucial that the membrane materials should
have a stable lattice structure under a wide range of oxygen partial pressure and high
resistance to the highly reductive atmosphere besides possessing the characteristics
with the desired oxygen permeability.

SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3–� shows the highest oxygen permeability in the (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)Ox

series. However, Pei et al. [60] found two types of structure failure occurred during
the POM process. The first type, occurring shortly after the beginning of reaction,
is the consequence of the lattice mismatch caused by the oxygen pressure gradient
between the two sides of membrane. The other one is the result of a chemical decom-
position in the severe operation atmosphere, which occurred after days of reac-
tion. The failure of structure crack was also found in other (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)Ox series
materials used as membranes for POM reaction. Diethelm et al. [59] developed a
bi-layered membrane, fabricated by depositing a thin film of (Sm2O3)0.1(CeO2)0.9

(SDC) on a La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3–� substrate via pulsed laser deposition, for POM
reaction. They compared the stability of the bi-layered membrane with the single
layer La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3–� membrane under POM operation conditions. In case
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of the single layer membrane, rapid deterioration of the oxygen transport properties
was seen within 1 h due to phase decomposition, whereas, in the case of the bi-layer
membrane coated SDC layer acted as a protective layer in the reaction side, the
reaction ran more than 50 h with no obvious decay. Another interesting result also
found that the methane conversion rate and CO formation rate showed a periodic
oscillatory behavior in SDC-coated membrane reactors due to a redox cycle of the
SDC layer.

Tsai et al. [61, 62] used La0.2Ba0.8Co0.8Fe0.2O3–� disk membrane successfully in
POM reaction for 850 h at 850◦C with 5% Ni/Al2O3 packed on the top of the mem-
brane. After the induction period of 500 h, CH4 conversion reached its steady state of
about 80% due to the gradual increment of oxygen permeation rate. Diethelm et al.
[59] used both planar and tubular La0.6Ca0.4Co0.25Fe0.75O3–� membrane reactor for
POM with an unspecified POM catalyst. For the planar reactor, the CO selectivity
and CH4 conversion were 99 and 75% respectively at 918◦C with pure methane. The
tubular reactor was operated stably to over 1,400 h with > 95% CH4 conversion and
> 90% CO selectivity at 900◦C.

BSCF membrane reactors, with disk [49] or tubular [63] shape, were
also successfully used for POM reaction for more than 500 h by packing
LiNaNiO/� − Al2O3 catalyst. In disk type BSCF membrane, a CH4 conversion
of 97–98%, CO selectivity of 95–97% and an oxygen permeation flux of around
11.2–11.8 ml/cm2.min were achieved during the 500 h run. H2-TPR results demon-
strated that BSCFO was unstable under reducing atmosphere. Fortunately, the
material was found to have excellent phase reversibility. The high oxygen perme-
ability of BSCF membrane can stabilize or re-oxidize the surface of the membrane
exposed to syngas atmosphere during the POM process. The oxygen permeation
flux of the tubular BSCF membrane was higher than 8.0 ml/cm2.min under POM
conditions, which was 8 times the value obtained under air/He experiment. The
selectivity to CO and the conversion of methane was 94% and higher than 95%
respectively during the 500 h run. It was also found that the mechanism of POM
in membrane reactor was another stabilization factor for BSCF membrane used for
POM besides the quite good structure reversibility of BSCF. POM in disk BSCF
membrane reactors at high pressures (2–10 atm) was investigated recently for further
large-scale commercial use [64]. The syngas production rate was 79 ml/cm2.min
(SPT) and oxygen permeation flux was 15.5 ml/cm2.min (SPT) at 850◦C and 5 atm.

The disk type membrane reactor made of BaCo0.4Fe0.4Zr0.2O3–δ in syngas pro-
duction experiments at 850◦C can be operated steadily for more than 2,200 h with
a high catalytic performance of 96–98% CH4 conversion, 98–99% CO selectivity
and an oxygen permeation rate of 5.4–5.8 ml/cm2.min. Moreover, a short induction
period of 2 h was also obtained.

La0.3Sr1.7Ga0.6Fe1.4O5+� [24] and SrFeCo0.5Ox [65] were also successfully used
as MIECM for POM more than 1,000 h. A membrane reactor based on a brown-
millerite structure materials could be continuously operated for over one year under
syngas atmosphere at 900◦C [66]. The syngas production rate was 60 ml/cm2.min,
and equivalent oxygen permeation flux was 10–12 ml/cm2.min. The composition of
the membrane was not specified in the literature.
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Kharton [67] studied the POM reaction on Ce0.8Gd0.2O2–�/Pt anodes in the reac-
tor made of YSZ and compared the performance with those in the MIECM reactors
made of La0.3Sr0.7Co0.8Ga0.2O3−� and La2Ni0.9Co0.1O4+� respectively. The reac-
tors with either MIECM or SE membranes showed similar tendency and high CO2

yields, which suggests the heavy dependence of the complete methane oxidation
on the interface between an oxygen ion-conducting membrane and gas phase, thus
making it necessary to incorporate reforming catalysts in the reactors. The solid
electrolyte membrane reactor, Ni catalyst-Au anode|YSZ|Ag had been employed
for partial oxidation of methane [68]. At 900◦C, both CH4 conversion and syngas
selectivity were more than 90% after 10 h that was required for reaching a steady
state.

In solid electrolyte membrane reactors, it is attractive to produce electric-
ity as well as syngas during POM process. A large power density and a high
CH4 conversion were attained by using La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.8Mg0.115Co0.085O3 or
La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.8Mg0.115Co0.085O3 as electrolyte and Ni and La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 as the
catalysts for POM [69].

Selective Oxidation of Other Light Alkanes

There are only a few studies of oxidation of alkanes other than methane because
OITM reactors are mostly used at high temperatures, typically more than
700◦C [40].

Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane (ODE) is one route of its direct conver-
sion to ethylene. Per-pass ethylene yield of 67% with ethylene selectivity of 80%
was achieved in a BSCF disk-type membrane reactor, while only 53.7% ethylene
selectivity was obtained in a conventional fixed-bed reactor under the same reac-
tion conditions with BSFC pellets as catalyst [70]. It was also clarified that the
high ethylene selectivity in MIECM resulted from the continuous supply of lattice
oxygen [71]. Lin et al. [72] studied ODE in a tubular membrane reactor made of
Bi1.5Y0.3Sm0.2O3 (BYS). At 875◦C per-pass ethylene yield was 56% with an ethy-
lene selectivity of 80%.

Partial oxidation of ethane to syngas was also studied in a BSFC tubular reactor
with LiNaNiO/�−Al2O3 as the catalyst [73]. The reactor was operated steadily for
100 h at 875◦C with ∼100% ethane conversion and higher than 91% CO selec-
tivity. Hamakawa [74] studied the selective oxidation of ethane to acetaldehyde
in Au|YSZ|Ag solid electrolyte membrane reactor at 475◦C. When oxygen was
pumped to the Au electrode, the selectivities to acetaldehyde and CO2 were 45%
and 55% respectively.

The oxidative dehydrogenation of propane (ODP) to propylene was stud-
ied in BSCF tubular membrane reactor at 700◦C and 750◦C [75] and in a Pt
|Bi4Cu0.2V1.8O11−�| Pt solid electrolyte membrane reactor with V2O5/TiO2 − ZrO2

catalyst within the temperature range of 350–450◦C [76]. A solid electrolyte mem-
brane reactor, using YSZ as a solid electrolyte and gold and silver as the anode and
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cathode respectively, has been employed for the selective partial oxidation of C2–C4

hydrocarbons at 500◦C [77]. MoO3 or V2O5 was simultaneously deposited as the
catalyst film on the Au anode. When oxygen was pumped to the anode catalyst film
through the YSZ, ethane and propane were selectively dehydrogenated to ethene
and propene respectively, while isobutane gave a small amount of methacrolein.

Conclusion

The present paper summarizes the recent development of oxygen-ion transport
membrane and its applications in selective oxidation of light alkanes. Although
OITMRs show a lot of advantages, there is not yet an easy way to go for their suc-
cessful commercial applications. For OCM, the crucial step is the proper selection
of a membrane material with good intrinsic OCM catalytic properties as well as the
appropriate oxygen permeation rate or the modification of membrane surface with
good OCM catalysts. For POM, the material must survive under severe reaction
conditions. The match of membrane material and the additional POM catalyst is
also needed to be considered. For other alkane conversion except methane, it is
necessary to develop a membrane material with sufficient oxygen permeation at low
temperatures (< 500◦C) to meet the need for selective oxidation of alkanes.
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Chapter 4
Ceramic Membrane Devices for Ultra-High
Purity Hydrogen Production: Mixed Conducting
Membrane Development

S. Elangovan, B. Nair, T. Small, B. Heck, I. Bay, M. Timper, J. Hartvigsen,
and M. Wilson

The cost of hydrogen will be a major factor in establishing a commercially viable
hydrogen economy. Economic projections suggest that a cost of $1.50/kg of ultra-
high purity (UHP) hydrogen is needed, compared with current costs of $5–6/kg. One
of the few ways in which such stringent cost targets can be met is to extract UHP
hydrogen from a process where it is a byproduct or from gasification products using
cost-effective fuels such as biomass. Current membrane technologies for hydrogen
separation are incompatible with the high-temperature, high-pressure environment
in these chemical processes and Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC)
systems. A ceramic composite membrane has been developed with high proton
conductivity and exceptional stability in high-pressure syngas environment. Initial
results using a 35-�m thick membrane have shown a concentration driven hydro-
gen permeation flux of over 20 cc/cm2-min (∼40 scfh/ft2). Thinner membranes of
∼10 �m thickness are projected to achieve a flux of 140 scfh/ft2.

Introduction

The commercial viability of hydrogen economy depends on the cost of high purity
hydrogen. Economic projections suggest that a cost of $1.50/kg of UHP hydrogen is
needed, compared with the current costs of $5–6/kg. Such stringent cost targets can
be met by cost-effectively extracting UHP hydrogen from a process where hydro-
gen is a byproduct or from gasification products using cost-effective fuels such as
biomass. Examples of select commercial processes include alkene synthesis, syngas
generation and IGCC systems. Current membrane technologies for hydrogen sepa-
ration have two primary drawbacks: low hydrogen flux and chemical incompatibility
with the high-temperature, high-pressure environment in these chemical processes
and IGCC systems. Thus, there is a critical need for the development of a robust
and efficient membrane system that can overcome these problems. An overview of
present membrane technology is given below.
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Hydrogen Membrane Technology Overview

A variety of metallic, ceramic and polymer membranes have been used for H2 sepa-
ration from gas streams. The most common metallic membrane materials are palla-
dium (Pd) and palladium alloys [1]. However, these materials are unsuitable for H2

separation from raw syngas due to the fact that they are poisoned by hydrocarbons
at concentrations as low as 0.5 part per million (ppm). Furthermore, oxygen con-
centrations higher than 50 ppm can lead to catalytic oxidation of hydrogen to form
water in the presence of Pd, resulting in localized hot spots and premature failure of
these membranes. A number of organic membranes (Nafion, for example) have also
been identified as protonic conductors, but these are limited to lower temperature
applications (less than 150◦C) and even at those temperatures they are severely
degraded by CO gas [2]. Ceramic membranes are the only alternatives available
for operation under conditions similar to the high-temperature, high-pressure envi-
ronment expected in IGCC systems.

There are two main categories of ceramic hydrogen separation membranes,
namely dense membranes and porous membranes. An overview of membrane tech-
nologies for H2 separation was given in a recent IEA publication [3]. The dense
membranes are proton conducting membranes that selectively transport H+ ions
at high temperatures (typically >800◦C) under driving forces such as a pressure
differential or an applied voltage. The main families of ceramic proton conductors
are perovskites, pyrochlores and acidic phosphates. Porous ceramic membranes, on
the other hand, separate hydrogen from gas mixtures by a mechanism of pressure-
driven transport of hydrogen molecules through networked pores that have charac-
teristic dimensions of a few nanometers (e.g. zeolites, mesoporous phosphates or
oxides). The very small size of the hydrogen molecule allows selective transport
of H2 over other heavier and larger molecules such as CO, CO2, O2 and N2. Mem-
branes fabricated from both dense and porous ceramic membranes have their respec-
tive advantages and disadvantages for hydrogen separation. Dense proton-exchange
membranes offer the possibility of recovering a very high purity hydrogen stream
as the proton-transport mechanism allows for very high selectivity over any other
gas species, but they are generally practical only at temperatures as high as 900◦C.
Porous ceramics are limited to lower temperature operation (typically 300◦C) due to
the instability of zeolites in H2O containing atmospheres, although efforts are cur-
rently underway to enhance flux by developing porous membranes that can function
at temperatures as high as 600◦C. The devices based on porous membranes however
do not generate high purity hydrogen, and it is clear that to meet the requirements
of automotive PEM fuel cells (<15 ppm CO), a membrane separation process is
required.

One category of dense proton conducting membranes that has received consid-
erable attention in the preceding decade is proton conducting perovskite type oxide
ceramics [4–6]. The stoichiometric chemical composition of perovskites is repre-
sented as ABO3, where A is a divalent ion (A2+) such as calcium, magnesium,
barium or strontium and B is a tetravalent ion (B4+) such as cerium or zirconium.
Although simple perovskites such as barium cerate (BaCeO3) and strontium cerate
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(SrCeO3) have some proton conductivity, it is now well known that doping these
perovskites at the B sites can significantly enhance their protonic conductivities.
The most common examples are structures of the form ABxD1−xO3−�, formed by
doping ABO3 with trivalent ions such as yttrium (Y3+) and ytterbium (Yb3+). For
example, BaCe0.95Y0.05O3−� has been shown to have a proton conductivity as high
as 1.27 × 10−2 S/cm at 800◦C in a H2/H2O atmosphere [7]. The authors of this
work concluded that while the protonic conductivity was very good, the electronic
conductivity of these materials is poor and needs to be improved in order for these
materials to be used as mixed conducting membranes. The addition of other cations
such as neodymium (Nd), europium (Eu) and gadolinium (Gd) has been shown to
further increase the hydrogen conductivity [8–10].

Although alternative dopants could also increase the electronic conductivity, the
increase in electronic conductivity is insufficient to allow the membrane to func-
tion effectively as a pressure-driven hydrogen separation membrane. Alternatively,
if a two-phase composite can be fabricated wherein an electronically conducting
phase and a protonic conducting phase form interpenetrating networks within a
dense ceramic, one can independently control the fluxes of protons and electrons.
Ambipolar conductivity of 8 × 10−3 S/cm has been reported for a cermet com-
position at Eltron Research Inc., with corresponding hydrogen separation rate of
0.3 cc/cm2/min for 1 mm thick membrane at 850◦C [11]. They also reported that
by using a cermet with graded ceramic to metal composition, a four-fold increase
in hydrogen flux could be obtained compared to a membrane with no surface
metal layer [12]. Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has also developed dense
ceramic/metal composite mixed conducting membranes for hydrogen separation
[13, 14]. The ANL group has reported hydrogen fluxes as high as 20 cc/cm2/min
when the metallic phase is also a hydrogen conductor. The composite membrane
had a ceramic matrix of either Al2O3 or yttria-stabilized zirconia. In spite of recent
progress, the selection of an appropriate metallic second phase with thermochemical
and thermomechanical stability is also a concern. Most metals are embrittled by H2

or corroded by trace components in syngas at elevated temperatures [15]. Relatively
inert metals, such as platinum and gold, have compatibility issues with the protonic
conducting phase or an inert ceramic matrix due to thermal expansion mismatch.
Therefore, while the use of cermets for pressure-driven H2 separation remains an
interesting possibility if additional technological improvements over the state of the
art can be achieved, there is a critical need for the identification and development
of alternative systems having both adequate thermochemical and thermomechan-
ical properties, and sufficient hydrogen flux to facilitate commercial applications.
Table 4.1 summarizes the various approaches for the use of ceramic membranes in
hydrogen separation.

In addition to the challenges mentioned above, the thermochemical stability of
the perovskite membranes in syngas environment is a major hurdle that needs to
be overcome for successful implementation of membrane technology for hydrogen
separation. Both SrCeO3 and BaCeO3 based compositions are shown to be unstable
in the presence of CO2 and H2O [16–18]. It was shown that replacing a fraction of
Ce in the perovskite with Zr also provided improved stability [19]. However this
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Table 4.1 Options for ceramic membranes for H2 separation

Membrane concept Benefits Drawbacks/challenges

Porous ceramic (zeolites) High H2 flux Poor selectivity
Low purity hydrogen
Requires significant cooling of

IGCC exhaust gas
Dense ceramic (doped

BaCeO3, SrCeO3)
High purity H2 Inadequate electronic conductivity

to function as pressure driven
membrane

Temperature compatibility
with IGCC exhaust

Requires electrical driving force,
thus cost and efficiency penalty

Dense ceramic/metal
composites
(Perovskite/metal
composite)

Very high flux if hydrogen
permeable metal second
phase used

Limited high temperature stability
of metal

High propensity for coking in
hydrocarbon environment

Thermal mismatch
Poor corrosion resistance and

mechanical properties of the
metallic phase

substitution of Zr4+ ions at the B-site results in a substantial decrease in protonic
conductivity. In general, dopants that increase stability have been found to lower the
ionic conductivity of BaCeO3 [20]. The use of pyrochlores, of the form A2B2O7,
has been studied as potential hydrogen separation membranes [21]. Without the
presence of Ba or Sr cations in the structure, they have also been shown to possess
good stability [22].

Ceramatec Membrane Concept

In a pressure driven system, both hydrogen ions and electrons generated by disso-
ciation of H2 molecules at the high-pressure surface must be transported through
the membrane to recombine at the low-pressure surface. Since these two are parallel
kinetic processes, the overall kinetics are limited by the slowest process. In the case
of a conventional mixed conducting single phase membrane, the paths for proton
conduction and electron conduction are the same. The proton flux ( jH+) through a
membrane where the primary charge carrying species are H+ and e− can be shown
[4] as

jH+ =
⎢⎢⎢⎣− kT

2e2

a∫
i

(σ tH+ te−)d ln pH2

⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4.1)
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where k is the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, e is the
magnitude of the electronic charge, σ is the total conductivity, pH2 is the partial
pressure of hydrogen and tH+ and te− are the transference numbers of H+ ions
and electrons through the membrane. The hydrogen flux thus depends on having
high conductivity for both species. The electronic conductivity of perovskites is
very low and therefore is usually the limiting factor to these materials being used
effectively as pressure-driven hydrogen separation membranes. For example, the
electronic conductivity of SrCe1−xYxO3−� is shown to be 2–3 orders of magnitude
lower than its protonic conductivity at 800◦C [23].

Our approach is to separate the conduction paths for H+ ions and electrons
through the incorporation of a ceramic second phase. This approach essentially
eliminates the combined dependence of hydrogen flux on electronic and proton
conductivities. The approach is to short-circuit the electron flow-paths so that the
overall flux is limited only by the proton conductivity. A similar mixed conducting
requirement exists for electrodes in high-temperature proton conducting fuel cells,
and some work has been carried out to develop mixed conductors as electrodes [24].

In addition to being a good electronic conductor at these temperatures, the mate-
rial chosen as the second phase should also possess good thermomechanical and
thermochemical stability (with ambient gases and the proton conducting perovskite)
at testing conditions involving temperatures as high as 900◦C and high pressures of
up to 5–10 atm. Furthermore, the material must be relatively cost-effective and eas-
ily processed. A ceramic-ceramic composite material has been developed, in which
independent migration of proton and electron species occurs through an interpene-
trating network of proton and electron conducting ceramic phases.

Advantages of All-Ceramic Composite Membrane

The primary benefit in selecting a ceramic second phase as the electronic conductor
arises from the thermochemical compatibility of the two phases. By appropriate
selection of compositions, the thermal expansion coefficient of the two phases can
be matched to allow for thermal cycling of the membrane device. Unlike a cermet
composite, the all-ceramic composite is not subjected to dewetting of the second
phase during fabrication and device operation. In addition to the lower cost of the
second phase material, traditional low cost ceramic processing techniques such as
tape casting and air-sintering can be used to fabricate the composite membrane
devices. Thus the hydrogen membrane devices fabricated using ceramic composite
materials are expected to be of low cost. It is estimated that the total cost (including
materials and processing) of a supported membrane structure with an active area of
over 400 cm2, as installed in a stack, would be less than $14.

Materials Selection

The cerate based perovskite materials such as SrCeO3 and BaCeO3 have been exten-
sively characterized for hydrogen conductivity. Thus they make good candidates as
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the primary ion conducting phase. By themselves these perovskite phases exhibit
very low electronic conduction, and thus require an addition of an electronically
conductive second phase. However, the selection of a second ceramic phase that is
an electronic conductor in reducing atmosphere is more challenging. In addition,
it would be beneficial if the second phase helps overcome the stability issues that
have been hindering the potential use of cerate materials in hydrogen separation
application. One of the fundamental limitations encountered in the use of cerate
materials is their inherent instability in CO2 and H2O containing atmospheres. The
cerate perovskite materials tend to dissociate according to

ACeO3 + CO2 = ACO3 + CeO2 (4.2)

and

ACeO3 + H2O = A(OH)2 + CeO2 (4.3)

where A is Ba or Sr. One approach to reduce the tendency for these materials to
react with CO2 or H2O is to add the reaction product CeO2 to the perovskite phase.
An intimate and well-dispersed mixture of the two phases is less likely to react with
CO2 or H2O than the baseline perovskite.

Doped ceria compositions have been evaluated as a solid electrolyte material
for oxygen separation [25–27] and solid oxide fuel cell [28–32] applications due
to their high oxygen ion conductivity. Although they function well as an oxygen
conductor in air for oxygen separation, their applicability in fuel cell application is
compromised by their mixed conducting property in the low oxygen partial pres-
sures (pO2) of fuels. In fact, the electronic conduction of ceria compositions is an
order of magnitude higher in hydrogen than their oxygen ion conductivity in air
[33]. The mixed conductivity in ceria results from the oxygen non-stoichiometry in
low pO2. In reducing atmospheres the ceria phase reduces according to

2CeO2 = Ce2O3 + 1/2O2 (4.4)

Using Kröger-Vink notation, it can be written as

4OO + 2CeCe = 2Ce′
Ce + 3OO + V••

O + 1/2O2 (4.5)

and

Ce′
Ce = CeCe + e′ (4.6)

Although the mixed conduction is detrimental to fuel cell application, the high
electronic conductivity of doped ceria in low pO2 conditions can be exploited in
hydrogen separation membrane technology. The chemical, thermal expansion and
processing compatibilities of the two oxides in the composite make pervoskite-ceria
combination suitable for the mixed conducting membrane application.
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Membrane Evaluation

A series of perovskite compositions were synthesized using oxides and carbonates
of the cations by conventional ceramic process. The synthesized powders were
characterized using powder x-ray diffraction technique to ensure phase purity.
Conductivity measurements were made in H2-H2O atmosphere to determine
proton conductity. As the perovskite compositions are inherently mixed con-
ducting, the transference numbers for proton and electron conduction were also
determined by varying the partial pressures of hydrogen and steam across the
membrane.

The composite material was synthesized by mixing the perovskite and doped
ceria in the desired volume ratio, using conventional ball milling process. In general,
the dopant for ceria was kept the same as the B-site dopant of the perovskite. Discs
were pressed and sintered for evaluating the mixed conducting properties of the
membrane. Stability of the proton conductor as well as the composite was studied by
exposing the material to syngas compositions at ambient and up to 2.7 atm pressure
at 900◦C for 4 hours. Stability evaluation in CO2 containing oxidizing atmosphere
was also performed. The materials were analyzed using x-ray diffractography. Per-
meation experiments were done by measuring concentration driven hydrogen flux
through the membrane. Pressure driven permeation tests were also performed at
lower temperatures due to concerns over seal leaks at higher temperatures.

Conductivity Measurement

A variety of dopants were evaluated to study their effects on the conductivity of
the perovskite material. The measured protonic conductivity of the doped BaCeO3

perovskite is compared to standard Y-doped BaCeO3 and SrCeO3 compositions. As
can be seen in Fig. 4.1, the new composition exhibits a conductivity nearly three
times that of baseline perovskites.

Fig. 4.1 Comparison of proton conductivity of modified perovskite to baseline compositions
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Mixed Conduction in Ceramic Composite

The selection of ceramic second phase compositions was based on its high elec-
tronic conductivity such that the overall hydrogen permeation is not limited by the
electronic transport through the membrane. In order to verify the electronic conduc-
tivity of the second phase, a composite disc was made using a well-known proton
conducting ceramic, SrCeO3. The overall transference numbers of the proton con-
ductor and the composite were measured using H2 − H2O/air concentration cells.
The comparison of the two materials is shown in Fig. 4.2. The open circuit poten-
tial across each type of membrane is shown as a function of cell temperature. The
calculated transference number, based on theoretical values of open circuit potential
for the gas composition used is also shown (open symbols). The baseline perovskite
clearly shows a proton transference number tH+ ∼ 0.8 to 1, while the composite
membrane exhibits a proton transference number tH+ ∼ 0.6–0.8 confirming the
enhanced mixed conducting behavior for the composite. When the membrane faces
reducing atmosphere on both sides, as would be in the intended application condi-
tions, the transference number is expected to be even lower thereby eliminating the
electronic conduction as the limiting step that was common in all ceramic single
compositions that have been evaluated previously.

Stability Evaluation

The stability of the ceramic composite was compared to baseline perovskite using
Thermogravimetry and powder x-ray diffraction techniques. Figure 4.3 shows the
comparison of weight gain measurements of baseline perovskite and the composite
material in CO2+air mixture. The baseline material continues to gain weight during
the heat-up and retains much of the gained weight during cool down resulting in a
net weight gain of about 3.5%. The composite membrane in comparison does not
show any measurable gain in weight and in fact does not show a net weight change
after cool down. A similar weight gain measurement of the composite was made in

Fig. 4.2 Evaluation of mixed conduction in composite membrane
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Fig. 4.3 Thermogravimetry comparison of baseline perovskite and the composite membrane in
CO2-containing oxidizing atmosphere

syngas atmosphere. No weight gain was noted even in the presence of CO2 and H2O
in reducing atmosphere. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4.

Two compositions of the composite materials were evaluated for stability in syn-
gas. Sintered pellets of the composite were crushed to powder form to increase the
surface area of the material. The powdered composites were exposed to syngas at
900◦C for 4 hours. A baseline perovskite composition was also exposed to similar
conditions. X-ray diffraction analysis of the materials is shown in Fig. 4.5. As can be
seen, while the baseline perovskite readily formed a carbonate phase, the composite
materials showed significantly improved stability in syngas.

Fig. 4.4 Thermogravimetry of the composite material in syngas atmosphere
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Fig. 4.5 Comparison of XRD pattern indicating improved stability of composite material

Thin Membrane Fabrication

The hydrogen flux through the composite membrane is inversely proportional to its
thickness assuming fast surface kinetics. It is anticipated that a membrane thickness
in the range of 10–30 �m may be needed in order to achieve the high hydrogen
flux required for commercial devices. In order to improve the reliability of the
thin membranes, they are typically supported on a porous substrate. A variety of
deposition techniques has been reported in the literature for fabricating thin ceramic
membranes. They range from physical and chemical vapor deposition to spin coat-
ing of polymeric precursors. The selection of an appropriate technique depends on
materials compatibility, process yield, and cost. Tape cast processing has been suc-
cessfully adapted for fabrication of thin planar ceramics by the electronics industry
with proven commercial success. Thus, conventional, low cost tape cast processing
was evaluated for membrane fabrication.

Dense, composite membranes that are 35 �m in thickness were successfully fab-
ricated. A cross section of a supported, thin membrane structure is shown in Fig. 4.6.

Membrane Scale Up

Functional hydrogen separation devices will consist of multiple layers of the mem-
brane with each layer having an active area as large as practical. Prototype mem-
branes with a sintered dimensions of ∼ 4.5 inch× ∼ 4.5 inch were fabricated
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Fig. 4.6 Thin, supported composite membrane

using tape cast and lamination technique. These membranes had a dense layer with
a thickness of about 50 �m with porous support layers. Photographs of a typical
sub-scale coupon that was used for permeation tests and a sintered full size laminate
are shown in Fig. 4.7.

H2 Permeability Measurements

Hydrogen separation experiments were carried out from hydrogen/nitrogen mix-
tures that clearly showed that partial pressure/concentration driven H2 separation
can be achieved through our membranes. The experiments were performed using
500 �m thick composite disks and supported 35 �m thick membranes similar to the
ones shown in Fig. 4.6. The active surface area of these membranes typically ranged
from 1 to 1.5 cm2. The feed side gas was at ambient pressure and the product side
was swept with nitrogen at a known flow-rate. The gas mixture from the product

Fig. 4.7 Photographs of sintered composite membranes
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side was then passed through a pre-calibrated yttria-stabilized zirconia tube and the
open circuit potential with respect to ambient air was determined from which the
hydrogen concentration at the product side was determined. The flux measurement
method is estimated to have an error of ±20% and is intended only as a prelimi-
nary demonstration. The absence of any leaks was verified by demonstrating that
when the flow-rate was doubled, the flux did not change substantially within the
limits of the measurement, which showed that the H2 permeation is partial pres-
sure/concentration driven. Although the maximum flux obtained through the thick
membrane was relatively low (∼ 1.4 ± 0.3 cc/cm2/min) as expected, the maxi-
mum flux obtained through the 35 �m membranes was ∼ 20 ± 4 cc/cm2/min, or
∼ 40 scfh/ft2. These results, shown in Fig. 4.8, are close to commercial targets
for membrane separation (>60 scfh/ft2) and by reducing the membrane thickness
further to 10–20 �m, and providing a pressure differential across the membrane it is
expected that commercially viable fluxes can be achieved.

In order to verify the effect of pressure on hydrogen permeation, measurements
were made using composite membranes of about 35–50 �m at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, TN [34]. These measurements were made at relatively low
temperatures of 600◦ and 700◦C due to limitations of the experimental set up. A
mixture of H2, CO, CO2 and CH4 was used as the feed gas at the desired H2 par-
tial pressure. Nitrogen sweep gas was used on the permeate side. Both the feed
and permeate compositions were monitored using a gas chromotagraph. The results
showed that only hydrogen was permeating through the composite membrane. The
measured hydrogen fluxes are shown in Fig. 4.9. The results clearly demonstrate the
pressure dependence of hydrogen flux.

Fig. 4.8 Hydrogen flux obtained through thick and thin composite membranes
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Fig. 4.9 Pressure-driven hydrogen flux

Summary

Pressure-driven membrane separation devices are ideally suited for hydrogen extrac-
tion from syngas produced in IGCC. The major technology hurdles in membrane
development are related to the selection of materials that are compatible with IGCC
operating conditions. We have identified a set of proton and electron conducting
ceramic materials that are well suited for the fabrication of an all-ceramic composite
membrane that addresses many of the known technology hurdles such as stability,
manufacturability, and cost, encountered by present cermet membranes.

It has been experimentally demonstrated that the ceramic – ceramic composite
material is a proton-electron mixed conductor selective to hydrogen transport and is
stable in syngas atmosphere. Both concentration-driven and pressure-driven hydro-
gen permeation test results demonstrate the viability of the composite membranes
for separating high purity hydrogen from high pressure hydrogen-rich gas streams.
Integration of composite membrane modules in the high pressure, high temperature
syngas streams for IGCC systems provides an opportunity of economic production
of UHP hydrogen.
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Chapter 5
Decomposition of Yttrium-Doped Barium
Cerate in Carbon Dioxide

Theodore M. Besmann, Robert D. Carneim, and Timothy R. Armstrong

Doped barium cerate and related perovskite ceramics currently dominate the
high-temperature proton conductor field. Unfortunately, these materials have very
stringent environmental limitations necessitating the costly and complex condi-
tioning or cleaning of the application feed-gas. This work shows through both
experimental results and thermodynamic modeling that Ba(Ce, Y)O3–� is ill-suited
for use in environments containing CO2. Despite efforts to improve the stability of
Ba(Ce, Y)O3–� through partial ZrCe substitution and adjusting the A-site to B-site
cation ratio, the perovskite phase is shown to be unstable in the presence of CO2 at
temperatures below ca. 1,000◦C.

Introduction

Proton conducting ion transport membranes are required to extract absolutely
pure hydrogen from mixed gas streams in the processing of fossil fuels and
other petroleum and petrochemical processes. Ceramic materials are required
to withstand these high-temperature processes. Yttrium-doped barium cerate
(BaCe0.80Y0.20O3–�) is currently one of the best materials when considering only
proton conductivity. However this material is very sensitive to the carbon dioxide
(CO2) and sulfur (e.g., H2S) contamination found in the fossil fuel process stream.
Barium cerate will decompose into barium carbonate (BaCO3) and ceria (CeO2) in
the presence of CO2; and CeO2 will react with H2S to produce a sulfided phase,
particularly in a highly reducing fuel environment. Two approaches for improving
the stability of barium cerate are examined: manipulation of the A- to B-site (in
this case, Ba and Ce/Y/Zr, respectively) stoichiometry and partial substitution of
Ce with Zr. Individually these techniques have been previously shown to enhance
stability [1–4]. In the present work, the effect of applying both modifications
simultaneously is explored. High-temperature x-ray diffraction (HTXRD) and
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simultaneous thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis (TGA/DTA)
were used to determine decomposition temperatures, extent of decomposition,
and reaction kinetics of various yttrium-doped barium cerate compositions in
CO2-contaminated environments.

Experimental Procedure

Sample Preparation

Small batches (≈ 10 g) of powders were prepared by the glycine-nitrate process
(GNP) [5]. Appropriate amounts of metal salts (barium-, cerium-, yttrium-, and
zirconyl nitrates, ammonium cerium [IV] nitrate, and barium acetate were [Alfa
Aesar, Ward Hill, MA]) and glycine were dissolved in deionized water. The solution
was heated on a hot plate in a stainless steel beaker until a sufficient amount of sol-
vent had evaporated allowing the precursor to ignite. The resulting ash was sieved
(100–mesh) and calcined for 20 min to 30 min at 1, 200◦C to produce the desired
single-phase perovskite. Additional material was obtained commercially (Praxair).
The following compositions were synthesized:

BCY—: Four compositions with varying barium stoichiometry: BaCe0.80Y0.20

O3–� with x = 1.00, 0.98, 0.95, and 0.90; designated BCY108, BCY88, BCY58,
and BCY08, respectively.

BCZ—: Three barium-deficient, non-acceptor-doped zirconium-substituted
compositions: Ba0.98Ce1–yZryO3–� with y = 0.15, 0.10, and 0.05; designated
BCZ885, BCZ89, and BCZ895, respectively.

BCZY15: One barium-deficient, acceptor-doped, zirconium-substituted compo-
sition: Ba0.98Ce0.65Zr0.15Y0.20O3–�; designated BCZY15.

The following compositions were purchased:
BCY—p: Two compositions with varying barium stoichiometry: BaxCe0.80Y0.20

O3–� with x = 1.00 and 0.98; designated BCY108p and BCY88p, respectively.

High-Temperature X-Ray Diffraction

Initial phase identification of the calcined powders was carried out using room tem-
perature powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) using Ni-filtered Cu K� x-rays (Scintag
PAD V diffractometer). HTXRD was conducted with the same radiation in a Phillips
X’Pert diffractometer with a platinum heater strip/sample stage in a hermetically
sealed chamber (HTK 16 High Temperature Camera). Resistance to degradation
due to the presence of CO2 was quantified by determining the temperatures at which
BaCO3 formed during heating and cooling of the single-phase perovskite in flowing
CO2 (pCO2 = p = 101 kPa [1 atm]) using the following procedure (Fig. 5.1):

HTXRD: Heat sample in N2 to t = 1, 400◦C and cool to 200◦C; perform scan;
change sample environment to flowing CO2 and hold 20 min; perform scan; raise
temperature by 50◦C and hold 5 min; perform scan; repeat preceding two steps until
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Fig. 5.1 Schematic of
temperature profile and gas
flow schedule used for the
high -temperature x-ray
diffraction procedure

t = 1, 400◦C; lower temperature by 100◦C and hold 10 min; perform scan; repeat
preceding two steps until t = 500◦C.

Measurements were taken over the range from 2θ = 20◦ to 2θ = 44◦. Tem-
perature was measured and controlled based on a type-S thermocouple welded to
the bottom of the platinum strip. At sufficiently high temperatures (t > 800◦C),
more accurate sample temperature measurements were possible through the use of
an optical pyrometer (Optical Pyrometer, Leeds & Northrup Co., Philadelphia, PA)
trained on the sample surface through a quartz window in the sample chamber.

Data obtained by the HTXRD procedure are presented by plotting the logarithms
of the peak ratios (areas under peaks attributable to only the perovskite phase vs.
those attributable to only non-perovskite phases; background intensity and noise
ensure finite results), lg(rp/c) vs. temperature during heating and cooling (Fig. 5.2).

Fig. 5.2 Example data set obtained by HTXRD showing raw data points from the individual scans,
a freehand curve fit of the data (arrows indicate increasing time), and phase fields: top section
indicates no detected decomposition products, the shaded section indicates just detectable BaCO3

and Ce(Y)O2 peaks, and the bottom region indicates significant decomposition
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Based on examination of the raw XRD data, a cut-off value of lg(rp/c) = −0.25 was
chosen to define transition temperatures and lg(rp/c) > 0 indicates no x-ray observ-
able BaCO3 and lg(rp/c) < −0.5 indicates the presence of a significant amount
of BaCO3. The temperatures at which carbonate phase forms and disappears on
heating, and forms again on cooling can be easily seen and compared.

An additional feature that stands out in this representation of the data is hystere-
sis in the high-temperature transition (i.e., the temperature at which BaCO3 disap-
pears on heating or appears on cooling). The high-temperature transition hysteresis
(�thyst) is defined as the difference between the transition temperatures measured
during heating and cooling. This quantity may be used for comparing reaction
kinetics between related materials undergoing the same reaction at comparable
temperatures.

Thermal Analysis

Simultaneous TGA analysis and DTA were performed (T/A Instruments SDT 2960
or Stanton Redcroft STA780) on select compositions. Multiple scans were per-
formed on certain compositions at heating rates between � = 1.6◦C · min−1and
� = 25◦C · min−1 in flowing CO2 to allow estimation of the reaction activation
energies using the Kissinger method [6, 7]. Additional experiments were carried
out at � = 1.6◦C · min−1 in mixtures of flowing CO2 and Ar-4%H2 to examine
the effect of CO2 in reducing environments. The two overall gas compositions used
were 3.85% CO2 + 3.85% H2 + 92.3% Ar and 95% CO2 + 0.2%H2 + 4.8% Ar (Air
Liquide, Oak Ridge, TN).

Modeling

A thermodynamic equilibrium analysis was carried out to predict the transformation
temperatures for reaction of BaCO3, CeO2, and YO1.5 to BaCe0.8Y0.2O3–�. Ther-
modynamic values (298 K heats for formation, 298 K entropies, and heat capacities)

were obtained from the SGTE database [8] and calculations using FactSage
TM

com-
putational thermodynamics software. Neither the SGTE database nor the literature
contained values for the BaCe1–zYzO3–�, thus this phase was treated as an ideal
solution of BaCeO3 and BaYO2.5. An ideal solution of the phases is a reason-
able assumption given that BaCeO3 and BaCe0.8Y0.2O3–� are both orthorhombic
(BaYO2.5 is not a reported phase). Data for these phases were obtained from the
literature and estimates. The 298 K heat of formation and entropy of BaCeO3 are
−1690 kJ · mol−1 and 144.5 J · mol−1 · K−1, respectively [9]. The heat capacity of
BaCeO3 over the temperature range of interest was taken as the sum of the BaO and
CeO2 heat capacities provided by the SGTE database.

The 298 K heat of formation and entropy of BaYO2.5 were estimated by inter-
polation of the values for the phases formed from the unary oxides along the BaO–
YO1.5 join; these were −16 kJ · mol−1 and 2 J · mol−1 · K−1, respectively [10].
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These, together with the 298 K values for the unary oxides from the SGTE database,
yielded the required 298 K enthalpy of formation and entropy: −1524.5 kJ · mol−1

and 122.82 J·mol−1 ·K−1 respectively. Again, the heat capacity relations were found
by summing the unary oxide values.

The phases CeO2 and YO1.5 are cubic and form extensive solid solutions,
although with a significant miscibility gap [11]. For the purpose of the current cal-
culations this was treated as a single ideal solid solution.

Results and Discussion

Barium Stoichiometry

High-Temperature X-ray Diffraction

Preliminary HTXRD experiments in CO2 showed no differences in the behaviors
of the three barium-deficient compositions (BCY88, BCY58 and BCY08), with
BaCO3 diffraction peaks becoming apparent at t ≤ 1, 050◦C on cooling. This was
deemed a slight improvement over the stoichiometric composition, BCY108, which
presented BaCO3 peaks already at t ≈ 1, 100◦C on cooling. Initial results during
heating showed no difference between the four compositions. Based on these pre-
liminary results, any of the barium-deficient compositions would serve to realize
improvement over the stoichiometric composition and stay well clear of a barium-
excess situation that would result in severe degradation of electrical properties [1, 2].
Therefore, the least (non-zero) barium-deficient composition (x = 0.98) was chosen
for more detailed study.

Measurements performed on BCY108 and BCY88 using the HTXRD procedure
described above revealed details of the differences in behavior of the stoichiometric
and barium-deficient compositions with respect to degradation in CO2. The various
transition temperatures are nearly identical for these two compositions (Fig. 5.3,
Table 5.1). The consequential difference between these two compositions is the
extent of transformation: the peak ratio (rp/c) is nearly one order of magnitude larger
for BCY88 than for BCY108. The temperature range in which BaCO3 is present and
the high-temperature transition hysteresis were similar for these two compositions.

Thermal Analysis

The transition temperatures of these compositions as determined by DTA are con-
sistently lower than as determined by HTXRD (Table 5.1). There is good agree-
ment in the DTA data between the synthesized and purchased powders (BCY88 and
BCY88p, respectively), allowing comparisons between results of the two methods
applied to different source powders. The DTA results, relative to the HTXRD results,
are approximately 250◦C to 300◦C lower for the initial decomposition on heating
and approximately 50◦C to 150◦C lower for the subsequent reactions (perovskite
formation on heating and decomposition on cooling).
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Fig. 5.3 High-temperature x-ray diffraction results for BaCe0.8Y0.2O3–�, Ba0.98Ce0.8Y0.2O3–�,
Ba0.98Ce0.85Zr0.15O3–�, and Ba0.98Ce0.65Zr0.15Y0.2O3–�, during heating (a) and cooling (b)

The differences between the results obtained from the two methods arise due to
a number of factors. The thermodynamic modeling results elucidate two features
relevant at this point (Fig. 5.4a): BaCO3 + Ce(Y)O2 is the stable low-temperature
phase compositions; and secondly, there is a three-phase region in which the per-
ovskite and the two decomposition products are in equilibrium approximately 155◦C
wide. Therefore, at low temperature in CO2, the perovskite is metastable and the
decomposition reaction is determined by kinetics. Slight differences in the sample
configuration and experimental conditions can greatly affect the observed transition
temperature. Furthermore, the two methods detect different phenomena that are not
necessarily dependent: the thermal analysis peaks reflect the addition of mass and
the chemical reactions to incorporate that mass into the structure; this may all occur
without immediately producing a crystalline phase, which is required for detection
using the HTXRD method. Finally, the differences observed in the high-temperature
reaction can further be due to the two methods being sensitive to the reaction at
different points while traversing the three-phase region. HTXRD requires a certain
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Table 5.1 Summary of results in CO2 from HTXRDa and DTAb experiments

Composition Method

Decomp.
on
heating/◦C

Perovskite
forms on
heating/◦C

Decomp.
on
cooling/◦C Hysteresis/◦C

Max. lg(rp/c)
decomp. peak
deflection

BCY108 HTXRD 780 1280 1160 120 −3.25
BCY108p DTA 486 1234 1056 178 n/a
BCY88 HTXRD 780 1330 1180 150 −2.35
BCY88 DTA 515d ≈ 1188e 1038 ≈ 150 n/a
BCY88p DTA 513 1239 1060 179 n/a
BCZ885 HTXRD 640 980 750 230 −0.80
BCZ885 DTA 550 1113 no rxn n/a n/a
BCZY15 HTXRD 600 1200 950 250 −1.45
BCZY15 DTA 539 1192 855 337 n/a
a Tabulated values were extracted from data as in Fig. 5.2 using lg(rp/c) = −0.25 cutoff value.
b 4◦C · min−1

c N.B., lg(rp/c) < −0.5 ≡ significant decomposition.
d Thermal analysis of the synthesized BCY88 powder shows a broad two-stage peak for this reac-
tion; the reported value corresponds to the initial, but smaller peak.
e Thermal analysis of this material showed a doublet peak; the average temperature is reported.

Fig. 5.4 Thermodynamic modeling results for BaCe0.8Y0.2O3–� in CO2 and 95% CO2 +
5% 96Ar • 4H2 (calculation for these two environments produced indistinguishable plots) (a) and
in 3.85% CO2 + 96.15% 96Ar • 4H2 (b)
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amount of crystalline material to be present before it can be detected, while the DTA
peak maximum corresponds to the maximum reaction rate; these two events do not
necessarily occur simultaneously.

Environment

Table 5.2 summarizes the results obtained by DTA experiments and thermodynamic
modeling for BCY108 in different atmospheres. Experiments in the 100% CO2 and
95% CO2 + 0.2% H2 (balance Ar) environments resulted in essentially identical
transition temperatures. Reducing the CO2 concentration to 3.85% and including
an equal amount of H2 (balance Ar) resulted in a slightly higher transition tempera-
ture for the low-temperature reaction and significantly lower transition temperatures
(i.e., during both heating and cooling) for the high-temperature reaction.

The temperature at which the metastable perovskite decomposes (i.e., the low
temperature reaction during heating) increased a mere 7◦C when the CO2 concen-
tration was reduced from 100% to 95%. Further reduction in CO2 concentration to
3.85% resulted in a further reaction temperature increase of only 33◦C. The high-
temperature reaction was also not significantly affected by the reduction in CO2

concentration from 100% to 95% and addition of 0.2% H2. There was a signifi-
cant response to the further reduction in CO2 concentration to 3.85% and relative
increase in H2-content (H2 : CO2 increased from 1:475 to 1:1). The reaction tem-
perature decreased by approximately 300◦C.

Modeling

Equilibrium calculations were performed over the temperature range from 700◦C to
1, 400◦C for the initial composition 1 mol BaO, 0.8 mol CeO2, and 0.2 mol YO1.5.
The above solution phases and all known condensed phases were included in the
calculations at one bar total pressure and the three different gas compositions. The
only stable phases computed to be present under all conditions were BaCO3 and the
two solution phases (Fig. 5.4). The results for 100% CO2 and the high CO2 : H2

ratio were identical (Fig. 5.4a). From 700◦C to 1, 025◦C the Ce0.8Y0.2O1.9 solu-
tion phase was the only stable condensed phase. Between 1, 025◦C and 1, 180◦C
there is a continuous conversion of the Ce0.8Y0.2O1.9 phase to the perovskite phase
with concomitant compositional changes within the phases (i.e., the Ce:Y ratio is

Table 5.2 Summary of DTAa and modeling results of BaCe0.8Y0.2O3–� in different gas mixtures

Gas composition

Decomposition
on
heating/◦C

Perovskite
formation
on
heating/◦C

Decomposition
on
cooling/◦C

Equilibrium
3-phase
field
range/◦C

CO2 470 1225 1062 1025–1180
95CO2 + 0.2H2 + 4.8Ar 477 1206 1054 1025–1180
3.85CO2 + 3.85H2 + 92.3Ar 510 945 717 795–910

a 1.6◦C • min−1
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not constant in each phase within the transformation temperature range). Above
1, 180◦C only the BaCe0.8Y0.2O2.9 is stable. At the lower CO2 : H2 ratio the reaction
forming the perovskite occurs at lower temperatures (Fig. 5.4b). The DTA results
are in amazingly good agreement with the predicted phase diagrams produced by
this relatively simple ideal solution model. The ranges defined by the hysteresis in
the DTA data correlate closely with the ranges defined by the predicted 3-phase
fields in the model (Table 5.2).

Zirconium Substitution

Undoped

Preliminary HTXRD results in CO2 on the three Ba0.98Ce1–yZryO3–� compositions
showed BaCO3 formation in the two lower Zr-content samples (y = 0.05 and 0.10)
and no x-ray detectable decomposition products in the y = 0.15 sample (BCZ885).
The two lower Zr-content compositions were abandoned and the detailed HTXRD
analysis and DTA were performed on BCZ885. This composition had considerably
improved chemical stability over the most similar non–zirconium-substituted com-
position, the acceptor-doped composition BCY88. The data just enters the BaCO3

region of the lg(rp/c) vs. t plot during both heating and cooling (Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b
respectively), and the DTA/TGA experiments showed no decomposition on cool-
ing whatsoever (Table 5.1). Furthermore, the temperature range in which BaCO3 is
present is smaller (trange ≈ 340◦C vs. 550◦C) and occurs at lower temperatures.

Yttrium-Doped

Zirconium substitution resulted in significantly improved chemical stability in CO2;
however, the material must be acceptor doped to provide any hope of practical pro-
ton conductivity. The composition BCZY15 incorporates the stability-enhancing
modifications examined earlier, slight Ba deficiency and 0.15 ZrCe substitution,
and reintroduces the standard 0.20 Y doping. The HTXRD analysis and DTA in
CO2 show that BCZY15 exhibits an intermediate behavior. On heating, BCYZ15
possesses characteristics of both the two simpler compositions (i.e., BCY88 and
BCZ885): a minor excursion into BaCO3 territory at t ≈ 600◦C similar to BCZ885;
then further BaCO3 formation above t ≈ 1000◦C, approximately the tempera-
ture of maximum conversion to BaCO3 of BCY88. The extent of conversion is
also intermediate to the two simple compositions. On cooling, BCZY15 behaves
slightly differently. Barium carbonate begins to form at a temperature approximately
midway between the onset temperatures for BCY88 and BCZ885. But rather than
distinct peaks in the lg(rp/c) data, as BCY88 has at t ≈ 1, 050◦C and BCZ885 at
t ≈ 700◦C—BCZY15 displays a gradual, monotonic decrease in lg(rp/c).

Since BCZY15 behaves approximately as a combination of the two component
compositions, the magnitudes of the BaCO3-presence temperature range and high-
temperature transition hysteresis are approximately equal to the greater of the two
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corresponding values for the simple compositions: trange ≈ 600◦C, comparable to
the trange value for BCY88; and �thyst ≈ 250◦C, similar to the �thyst value of
BCZ885. Furthermore, the high-temperature transition temperatures of BCZY15
fall between those of BCY88 and BCZ885 while the hysteresis is still comparable
to that of BCZ885.

Kinetics

Two methods of characterizing the reaction kinetics were employed. The hysteresis
in the high-temperature reaction temperature (�thyst; i.e., the difference between
the transition temperatures observed during heating and cooling) provides a qual-
itative measure of reaction kinetics for similar materials at comparable temper-
atures. The change in the reaction temperatures during heating as a function of

Fig. 5.5 Example data set used for calculation of reaction activation energies (BCY108p, per-
ovskite formation on heating): change in DTA peak temperature with changing heating rate (a) and
the same data plotted in the form of the Kissinger equation (b) (the slope of the line is –E/R, where
E is the activation energy and R is the universal gas constant
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Table 5.3 Reaction activation energiesa in CO2 on heating

Composition Decomposition on
heating/(kJ · mol−1)

Perovskite formation
on heating/(kJ · mol−1)

BCY108p 242 1881
BCY88p 205 2142
BCY88 148b 1452c

BCZ885 163 4152
BCZY15 230 1735

a Calculated by the Kissinger equation using results from up to four heating rates. (R2 > 0.95)
b Initial, but smaller peak used.
c Average temperature of doublet peak used.

heating rate allows the calculation of the reaction activation energies for both the
low-temperature decomposition reaction of the metastable phase as well as the
high-temperature reaction. Fig. 5.5a illustrates this effect for the high-temperature
transition in BCY108p with the corresponding Kissinger analysis plot in Fig. 5.5b.

Considering first the compositions BCY88 and BCZ885, it is clear that the
high-temperature transition occurs at significantly lower temperatures in BCZ885.
The high-temperature transition hysteresis, however, is greater: �thyst ≈ 230◦C for
BCZ885 (when this reaction occurs) vs. �thyst ≈ 150 − 179◦C for BCY88. Such an
increase in this quantity indicates an increase in the energy barrier for this reaction.
This is supported by the calculated activation energies (Table 5.3). The activation
energy for this reaction in BCZ885 is approximately three times its activation energy
in BCY88. (The difference in the activation energies calculated for the synthesized
and purchased powders, BCY88 and BCY88p, respectively, is likely due to differ-
ences in powder characteristics such as surface area and amorphous content.)

The high-temperature transition temperatures of BCZY15 fall between those of
BCY88 and BCZ885 while the hysteresis is still comparable to that of BCZ885.
However, the calculated activation energy, though it does fall between the values
for BCY88 and BCZ885, is comparable again to that for BCY88. This discrepancy
indicates that the materials being compared are too dissimilar to allow estimation of
the relative kinetics using the temperature hysteresis.

The calculated activation energies for the initial decomposition of the perovskite
on heating were not influenced greatly by the compositional changes studied in this
work. For this reaction, the highest value obtained for these materials was only
approximately 1.6 times the lowest value (cf. the factor of 3 difference for the
high-temperature reaction). Furthermore, the observed activation energies for the
initial composition are relatively low due to the elevated internal energy inherent in
metastable phases.

Summary and Conclusion

Two methods for improving the stability of yttrium-doped barium cerate in CO2

have been investigated. Producing slightly barium-deficient compositions and
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partial substitution of Zr for Ce have been previously, and in this work, shown
to increase the resistance to decomposition in the presence of CO2. The effects of
the individual modifications as well as their combined effects have been shown
utilizing thermal analysis and high-temperature x-ray diffraction. Although def-
inite improvements in CO2-tolerance were observed, absolute immunity was not
achieved at the levels of modification studied. Since it is known [8, 9] that significant
amounts of ZrCe substitution or Ba-deficiency severely decrease conductivity, the
prospect of producing a practical, durable high-temperature proton conductor in
this system with these techniques is unlikely.
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Chapter 6
Mixed-Conducting Perovskite Reactor
for High-Temperature Applications: Control
of Microstructure and Architecture

Grégory Etchegoyen, Thierry Chartier, Alain Wattiaux, and Pascal Del Gallo

High-temperature applications of perovskite-type membrane reactors require
improved material performances and operational stability. The reactor microstruc-
ture and architecture controls were found to be crucial for thermo-mechanical
integrity and oxygen permeation kinetics. A multilayer reactor was developed,
using second-phase particles to control its microstructure and a co-sintering process
to control its architecture.

Introduction

Mixed-conducting perovskite membranes were developed for several years now for
potential industrial applications (syngas production, oxygen tonnage production,
solid oxide fuel cell, . . .). As they operate at elevated temperatures and allow the
separation of oxygen from air with high selectivity, these membranes could offer an
interesting solution for the catalytic partial oxidation of natural gas thanks to their
improved efficiency and lower cost [1–4]. The first applications of these catalytic
membrane reactors (CMR) concern production of syngas or hydrogen from natural
gas resources [5–9].

This technology is based on both the ionic and electronic conductivity of sev-
eral oxides that allow oxygen transport through the bulk at temperature higher than
650◦C by an oxygen-gradient driven mode. When a dense thin membrane is exposed
to an oxygen pressure gradient between its opposite faces, oxygen is reduced on the
oxygen-rich side, then ionic oxygen diffuses through the crystal lattice up to the
permeate side where the reaction with methane occurs [10–13].

During the last two decades, an important research effort has been focused on
materials providing high oxygen permeation rates. Perovskite-type oxides (ABO3)
have been largely studied since Teraoka [11] reported the mixed-conductivity of
La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−� systems. The partial substitution of A-sites trivalent cations
by divalent cations is balanced by the creation of oxygen vacancies or change of
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B-site cation valence state to maintain charge neutrality. As a result, excellent ionic
conductivity is ensured by high oxygen vacancy concentration and thus the elec-
tronic conductivity is achieved by the B-cation multivalence state.

More recently, research was focused mainly on material compositions with the
objective to prioritize mechanical and chemical stability under industrial operating
conditions than only on oxygen-flux performances. La1−xSrxFe1−yGayO3−� systems
were found to offer good chemical stability under a reducing environment, high
oxygen-ionic conductivity and low dimensional variation when submitted to oxygen
gradients [14–18].

An actual breakthrough is to design both the microstructure (grain size,
porosity, . . .) of the different system materials (support-membrane-catalyst) and
the reactor architecture in order to obtain improved permeation properties and
stability during the time on stream [19]. Considering all the parameters, a special
consideration was given in this paper to the stack of the different materials at
different length scale, from the microscopic-scale (microstructure) to the assembly
of materials on the whole reactor thickness (architecture). An example of the
architecture/microstructure concept was used in the Multi Electrode Assembly
(MEA) approach.

Theoretical Models

The oxygen permeation flux through a dense membrane submitted to a chemical
potential drop is a multistep process, including a sequence of reactions and different
kinetics transports. As elementary steps are numerous and as their kinetics cannot
be easily reached, it is common to consider the following three steps: gas-diffusion
to surface, oxygen surface-exchange and oxygen-ionic diffusion in bulk [14, 20].
The overall flux kinetic is balanced by their respective resistive effect and thus
permeation fluxes can be significantly improved by acting on the rate-limiting step
[21–27].

Gas-diffusion to surfaces is mainly dependent on reactor configuration (geom-
etry) and is to be taken under considerations when the membrane architec-
ture includes a porous layer (grain size, porosity, interconnection shapes and
dimensions, . . .).

When oxygen-ionic diffusion is purely the limiting step, the one dimensional
oxygen permeation flux can be expressed by Eq. 6.1 according to the Wagner theory:

jO2 = RT

16F2L

lnpO′
2∫

lnpO′′
2

�i · �e

�i + �e
· dln(pO2) (6.1)

where �i and �e are respectively the ionic and electronic conductivity, F the Faraday
constant, L the membrane thickness and pO′

2 and pO′′
2 the oxygen rich-side and

oxygen lean-side partial pressure respectively.
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In some cases, the oxygen flux can be governed by the oxygen surface exchange
reaction on the oxygen-rich side or permeate side (oxygen lean-side) of the
membrane:

1/2O2(g) + V••
O ⇔ Ox

O + 2h• (6.2)

where V••
O and Ox

O denote respectively an oxygen vacancy and oxygen ion on an
oxygen lattice site and h• is an electronic hole. In a pure surface-exchange regime,
the oxygen flux can be expressed as:

jO2 = k.Cv.(pO2)0.5 (6.3)

where k is a surface exchange coefficient, Cv the oxygen vacancy concentration
and pO2 the oxygen partial pressure. Thus for a given oxygen pressure gradient and
temperature, the flux can be increased by reducing the membrane thickness L in
Eq. 6.1 or by increasing the coefficient k in Eq. 6.3.

Our approach is then to define, to design and to develop an architecture and a
microstructure for the reactor in order to optimize L and k parameters with respect
to permeation performances, as well as thermo-mechanical and chemical integrity
of the reactor.

Microstructure

Perovskite powders in the system (LaSr)(FeGa)O3−� were synthesized through a
solid state route and shaped as described above [18, 28].

The grain size of the mixed-conducting material of dense membrane can have a
great influence on:

� Oxygen permeation fluxes; oxygen exchange and transport models suffer from
not considering that the membrane is a polycrystal material in which grain
boundaries have different properties than bulk grain.

� Thermo-mechanical properties; the fracture and strength toughness of brittle
ceramic materials can be significantly improved by controlling the microstruc-
ture in order to decrease the size of critical defects.

� Membrane selectivity; as the dense membrane thickness is typically about
100 �m, it is then obvious to keep a small grain size (about 1 �m) in order to
prevent large defects and membrane leakage.

The sintering treatment of mixed-conducting materials generally leads to a coarse
grain microstructure due to their high oxygen diffusion rate that enhances both den-
sification and grain growth kinetics. The addition of dispersed secondary ceramic-
phase in the membrane bulk makes it possible to maintain a small grain size during
thermal treatment. These small particles presenting no chemical reaction with the
matrix material enable to slow down and/or to delay grain growth during sintering
by pinning grain boundaries. The pinned-grain size is balanced by the grain growth
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driving force and by its resisting force caused by the presence of stationary second
phase particles at grain boundaries. Thus, the final microstructure of dense mixed-
conducting materials can be controlled by the pinning particle volume fraction, grain
size and morphology. Besides the smaller grain size impacting critical defects and
increasing fracture resistance, the presence of well dispersed small particles is also
expected to improve toughness [29–31].

The secondary phase particles have to be chosen to upgrade microstructure with-
out altering oxygen permeation properties. A good candidate is magnesia that is well
known for its good chemical compatibility with perovskite mixed-conducting mate-
rials when used as a porous support layer [24, 27]. Mixtures of mixed-conducting
material (LaSr)(FeGa)O3−� and magnesia were referenced as LSFG, LSFG/2M,
LSFG/5M and LSFG/10M for respectively 0, 2, 5 and 10 vol. of magnesia content.

Control of Microstructures with Magnesia Used
as Pinning Particles

The preparation of LSFG/MgO composites has been described above [28, 32].
Characterization of shaped and sintered membranes was carried out by XRD, ICP,
SEM and EPMA. The experimental procedure and equipment were reported else-
where [28, 32]. Crystal structure of the LSFG perovskite phase was found to be
rhombohedrally distorted. Incorporation of magnesia had no influence on the main
phase composition (LSFG), of which chemical composition remained identical
before and after sintering. ICP and EPMA data did not evidence gallium volatiliza-
tion.

Small amounts of magnesia with a mean particle size of 0.5 �m, from 2 to
10vol%, significantly reduce grain size of sintered samples (Fig. 6.1). The per-
ovskite material without magnesia addition presents a larger grain size (more than
4 �m) and a lower density than LSFG/MgO composites.

For a given sintering temperature and a second phase grain size (radius r), final
grain size of the matrix (D) was found to depend on magnesia volume content (f)
according to the Zener law [33].

D

r
= a.f−b (6.4)

where a and b are constants of the model. The grain size of LSFG matrix can be
controlled by the amount and size of magnesia particles according to Eq. 6.4, with
a = 1.64 and b = 0.41 (Fig. 6.2).

MgO addition has an additional beneficial effect by enlarging the sintering tem-
perature range in which the material presents a high density. The microstructure of
pure LSFG material was found to be very sensitive to sintering temperature and
dwell time. The optimum sintering temperature is comprised between 1,250 and
1, 300◦C with a final relative density of 95%. Any further increase in temperature or
dwell time leads to a decrease in density, that is, 93 to 87% for 1 h and 4 h dwell at
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Fig. 6.1 SEM micrographs of (LaSr)(FeGa)O3−� containing Xvol% of MgO as pinning particles
(dark inclusions); (LSFG) X = 0; (LSFG/2M) X = 2; (LSFG/5M) X = 5; (LSFG/10M) X = 10
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Fig. 6.2 Average grain size of sintered (LaSr)(FeGa)O3−� in function of MgO volume content

1, 350◦C respectively. The decrease in density associated with an increase in grain
size (from 5 to 27 �m respectively) should likely affect membrane selectivity and
thermo-mechanical properties. On the other hand, the presence of magnesia inclu-
sions at grain boundaries decreases the grain boundary mobility and enables high
density (> 95%) and fine grain size until 1, 350◦C (Fig. 6.3).
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Fig. 6.3 Apparent density dependence on sintering conditions for (LaSr)(FeGa)O3−� based mem-
brane containing 0vol% (LSFG), 2vol% (LSFG/2M) and 5vol% (LSFG/5M) of MgO

Microstructure Effects on Oxygen Permeation Rates

It was found that the microstructure control can be achieved without modification
of its chemical nature, sintering temperature or powder synthesis protocol of the
mixed-conducting phase. Thus any modification in oxygen permeation properties
of the dense membrane can be completely attributed to microstructural changes.
Figure 6.4 represents the Arrhenius plots of the flux through dense 1 mm thick mem-
branes, sintered at 1, 300◦C for 2 h in an air/argon gradient with different average
grain sizes obtained with magnesia amounts of 0, 2 and 5vol%. The oxygen flux was
found to increase significantly from 0 to 5vol% of magnesia, while the mean grain
size was decreasing from 3.6 to 1.1 �m. The improved oxygen permeation flux is
associated with a decrease in the flux activation energies that can be attributed to an
evolution in the oxygen flux limiting step. The observed linear variation of the flux
with pO1/2

2 on air side (Fig. 6.5) and an argon flow on permeated side is in agree-
ment with Eq. 6.3 and suggests a limiting oxygen surface exchange mechanism.
The surface exchange coefficient k may be calculated from the line slopes using Cv
values calculated from Mossbauer data on Fe4+/Fe3+ ratio and thermogravimetric
analysis (Cv increases from 3.09 × 10−3 to 3.28 × 10−3 mol.cm−3 between 800 and
900◦C). The calculated values of k followed an Arrhenius law (Fig. 6.5) with an
activation energy of the surface exchange reaction similar to the overall oxygen flux
one determined in Fig. 6.4.

These results confirm that the flux in our system is limited only by the surface
exchange reaction on the membrane air side. The decrease of the average grain
size by adding small amounts of magnesia in the mixed-conducting phase results in
the increase of the k-coefficient (Table 6.1) and consequently in the overall oxygen
permeation kinetics. The effect of the microstructure was thought to be caused by
the difference of grain boundary density on the surface of the membrane. Grain
boundaries may offer a large number of catalytic sites for oxygen adsorption and
charge transfer. As far as the microstructure of the material is concerned, it has been
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air side for different temperatures (left) and corresponding values of the surface exchange coeffi-
cient calculated with Eq. 6.3 (right)

demonstrated that the microstructure of membrane material has a great influence on
the flux by acting on the surface exchange coefficient k.

Architecture

The term architecture refers to the specific spatial arrangement of different materials
constituting the reactor. As the membrane placed in a catalytic reactor has to satisfy
various functions such as oxygen separation from air, high oxygen permeation kinet-
ics and catalytic reactions with methane, a reactor can be defined as a Functionally
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Table 6.1 Surface exchange coefficient k of different membranes

Reference MgO content k at pO2 = 0.21 atm and T = 850◦C

LSFG 0 vol% 0.5 × 10−6 cm.s−1

LSFG/2M 2 vol% 3.5 × 10−6 cm.s−1

LSFG/5M 5 vol% 6.7 × 10−6 cm.s−1

NOTE: k values were estimated from oxygen permeation fluxes versus
pO1/2

2 .

Gradient Material (FGM) presenting discrete properties variation on its thickness.
It is then necessary to identify the requirements of each layer in order to define an
architecture in agreement with membrane functionalities:

� The dense layer has to present high oxygen conductivity and small dimensional
variation caused by oxygen activity gradient, to be achieved by the material
choice. On the other hand, the dense layer has to be thin (about 100 �m), of
small grain size and without leakage.

� The porous layer is required to ensure the thermo-mechanical integrity of the
thin dense layer. This support has (i) to allow gas species diffusion, (ii) to
present good chemical and thermal compatibility with the dense layer, (iii) to
have mixed-conducting properties in order to shift oxygen exchanges at gas/solid
interfaces inside its whole thickness, and (iv) to be of low cost for industrial
applications.

� The catalytic porous layer role is to promote the methane partial oxidation by
offering numerous and dispersed catalytic sites.

The main challenge for a multilayer reactor concept is to provide the lowest number
of manufacturing steps and to assure a perfect compatibility between each layer
in operating conditions. We have used perovskite materials with similar composi-
tions as membrane, support and catalytic layers. In addition, the multilayer reactor
has been sintered in a single stage (co-sintering) to benefit from simultaneous
shrinkages that reduces stresses, deformations or cracks occurrences. Reactors with
different architectures were developed by stacking films obtained by tape-casting
[19, 34].

Porous Layer Elaboration

Porous supports can be obtained by adding to mixed-conducting materials powder,
a fugitive organic material that will burn out, leaving large connected pores in the
membrane. A porous support was obtained by using 40vol% corn-starch particles
per mineral part. Large connected pores, with size ranging from 8 to 20 �m, were
obtained. The bulk surrounding the pores is dense with small grain size of about
1 �m. Pore size and pore volume would likely ensure easy gas diffusion through
open porosity, although the narrow pore interconnections of about 2 �m could be
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resistant to the gas flow. Gas permeability (argon, room temperature) of a 1.2 mm
thick porous support is presented in Fig. 6.6.

The linear pressure dependence of the gas permeability in function of the mean
pressure suggests a viscous flow regime. Therefore, the permeability of the support
can be improved by increasing gas pressure. In working conditions, the porous sup-
port is exposed to air pressure at 3 bars (0.3 MPa) that enables to reach a sufficient
permeability of 2.9 × 10−6 mol.m−2.s−1.Pa−1.
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Multilayer Membrane

As dense and porous layers are co-sintered, they must present similar shrinkages
and thermal expansion coefficients. Because the mineral skeleton density and sin-
tering reactivity is unchanged, the shrinkage of the porous layer, the porosity of
which is obtained with a fugitive material, was found to be equal to the dense layer
one (Fig. 6.7). Similar thermal expansion coefficients can be achieved by choosing
perovskite material compositions for both the membrane and the porous support.
Consequently, a multilayer reactor composed of a thin dense layer, a thick porous
layer and a thin catalytic porous layer can be developed using a co-sintering process.

A SEM micrograph of a co-sintered multilayer reactor is presented in Fig. 6.8;
no delamination or interfacial reaction can be observed on the membrane. These
co-sintered multilayer reactors, only based on perovskite materials, present higher
oxygen flux than dense 1 mm thick membranes in an air/argon gradient.

Conclusion

Our research is focused on the control of both the microstructure and the architecture
of perovskite-type mixed-conducting reactors for high temperature applications,
especially for oxygen separation from air and syngas production.

The grain size of perovskite materials such as (LaSr)(FeGa)O3−� was adjusted
by using magnesia second phase particles. The microstructures of perovskite/MgO
composites were less sensitive to sintering conditions and high densities, and small
grain sizes were obtained in a larger temperature range than samples without mag-
nesia. This behavior is beneficial due to the decrease of the risk of leakage and of
membrane failures. On the other hand, the surface exchange coefficient is improved
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by grain size reduction of the membrane and the overall oxygen permeation flux is
promoted.

Improved performances were obtained with a multilayer reactor composed of a
thick porous support, a thin dense layer and a thin porous catalytic layer. Perovskite
materials were used for all three layers. Reactor development includes the use of a
fugitive material to perform controlled-porosity in the support layer and co-sintering
to avoid cracks or deformations in the sintered membranes.
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research.
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Chapter 7
Mixed Protonic-Electronic Conducting
Membrane for Hydrogen Production
from Solid Fuels

Shain J. Doong, Francis Lau, and Estela Ong

Gas Technology Institute is developing a novel concept that incorporates a
hydrogen-selective membrane closely coupled with a gasifier for direct extraction
of hydrogen from coal/biomass. Mixed protonic-electronic conducting ceramic
materials of perovskite type have been identified as good candidate membranes for
the high temperature hydrogen separation application in the gasification system. In
this article, hydrogen permeation rates for the candidate perovskite membranes at
temperatures of up to 950◦C and pressures of up to 12 bar were measured. A rig-
orous model for hydrogen permeation through mixed proton-electron conducting
ceramic membranes was also developed based on non-equilibrium thermodynamics.
The effect of pressure on the hydrogen flux and the proton/electron conductivity
was elucidated from both experimental data and simulation results.

Introduction

Gasification combines carbonaceous materials, steam and oxygen to produce syn-
thesis gas or syngas, mainly hydrogen and carbon monoxide. After cooling and
cleaning, the syngas is shifted using water-gas shift reactor technology to generate
additional hydrogen and convert carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide. Hydrogen is
subsequently separated from the gas stream, typically through the use of Pressure
Swing Adsorption (PSA) technology. Depending on the feedstock price, the cost
of producing hydrogen from this conventional gasification process is currently not
competitive to steam reforming of natural gas [1]. Gasification, shift reaction, and
PSA operation are all relatively mature technologies. Continuing improving on these
technologies may result in only incremental reduction in the overall cost of hydro-
gen from coal/biomass. To achieve significant reduction of costs, novel, advanced
and breakthrough technologies must be developed.

One of the active research areas in reducing the hydrogen cost from the
coal/biomass gasification processes is the development of high temperature
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membranes that can be designed to separate hydrogen from the syngas. This
type of membrane system is primarily targeted as a membrane reactor for the
water-gas-shift reaction to convert syngas to hydrogen. Although pure hydrogen is
generated directly from the membrane shift reactor, the remaining gas containing
mostly CO2 and some CO and H2 is sent to a gas turbine to combust with oxygen
for power generation. The working temperature for the membrane shift reactor is
in the range of 200–500◦C. The best candidate materials are palladium (Pd) and its
alloys or microporous ceramic membranes. Recent studies performed by Parsons
[1] and Mitretek [2] showed that coal to hydrogen plants employing this type of
membrane system could achieve a significant reduction of hydrogen cost, compared
with the conventional hydrogen plant for coal gasification.

Advanced Membrane Reactor for Hydrogen from Coal/Biomass

GTI has developed another novel concept of membrane reactor by incorporating
a hydrogen-selective membrane near or within a gasifier for direct extraction of
hydrogen from the synthesis gases. As more than 50–60% of the final hydrogen
product is generated in the gasification stage, there is a great potential of maximizing
hydrogen production by separating hydrogen directly from the gasifier.

By configuring a hydrogen-selective membrane with a gasification reactor in a
closely coupled way, both gasification reactions and hydrogen separation can be
accomplished simultaneously in one processing unit thus increasing hydrogen pro-
duction and simplifying process operation. Figure 7.1 shows a simplified process
diagram for the novel membrane gasification reactor in comparison with the con-
ventional gasification process for hydrogen production from coal (or biomass).

Fig. 7.1 Hydrogen production from coal gasification based on the conventional gasifier and the
novel membrane gasification reactor concept
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Under ideal conditions in which carbon in the solid feed is completely converted
in a gasifier, the gasification reactions can be characterized by the following chemi-
cal reactions [3]:

CH4 + H2O = CO + 3H2 (7.1)

CO2 + CH4 = 2CO + 2H2 (7.2)

CO + H2O = CO2 + H2 (7.3)

If hydrogen is removed while it is being produced in the gasifier, the equilibrium
will be shifted toward the right hand sides of the above three reactions. As a result,
more H2 and CO will be produced and less CH4 will be present in the product gas. If
additional steam is added to the gasifier, CO will also be shifted (Eq. 7.3) to produce
hydrogen, potentially without the use of catalysts. Furthermore, because no other
hydrogen purification unit such as PSA is needed in the membrane reactor process,
the typical 20% loss of the hydrogen product in the PSA tail gas is completely
eliminated. Thermodynamic and preliminary modeling results show that hydrogen
production efficiency using the novel membrane gasification reactor concept can be
increased by about 30–50% versus the conventional gasification process [4].

Mixed Protonic-Electronic Conducting (MPEC) Membrane

Due to the high temperature operation in the gasifier, only inorganic materials can
be considered for this application. Dense ceramic membranes of perovskite type,
which exhibit mixed protonic-electronic conductivity at high temperatures, repre-
sent one group of promising inorganic membranes for use in the high temperature
membrane reactors. Under a gradient of chemical potential or partial pressure of
hydrogen across the membrane, only hydrogen can permeate through the membrane
(see Fig. 7.2). When a H2-containing gas mixture is introduced to one side of the
membrane, the H2 dissociates into proton (H+) and electron (e+) on the surface. The

Hydrogen at high pressure
H+

Mixed proton/electron
conducting membrane

H2 2H+
 +2e–

Hydrogen at low pressure

2H+
 +2e– H2 

e–

H+

e–

Fig. 7.2 Mixed proton/electron conducting membrane
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dissociated species are transported through the membrane to its opposite side where
the species recombine to H2 molecule. Iwahara and coworkers [5] first discovered
mixed proton/electron conduction in SrCeO3 based perovskite type ceramics in high
temperatures (> 500◦C) in a hydrogen-containing atmosphere. Several research
teams have also investigated the perovskite materials for high temperature hydrogen
separation [6–12]. However, the perovskite membranes may not be suitable for low
temperature (< 500◦C) membrane shift reactor applications. The best working tem-
perature range, 700–1, 200◦C of this type of material will be ideal for the membrane
gasification reactor applications as proposed in Fig. 7.1.

Among the known MPEC materials, BaCeO3 and SrCeO3 perovskite oxides have
the highest conductivity. To raise the conductivity, trivalent cation dopants such as
Nd, Y, Eu, Gd, Sm, Tm are added to the compound to replace part of the Ce4+ and
create oxygen vacancies, which are responsible for the transport of certain species
through the lattice structure. This article discusses the fundamentals of the MPEC
membrane materials in terms of the transport mechanism. The governing equations
for modeling the hydrogen permeation and the simulation results are presented. The
hydrogen fluxes for the Nd-doped BaCeO3 membranes as measured from a high
pressure permeation unit are also reported. Both the experimental data and the sim-
ulation results are used to elucidate the effect of pressure on the hydrogen flux and
the proton/electron conductivity.

Transport Model for the MPEC Membrane

A rigorous model for hydrogen permeation through the MPCE ceramic membranes
can be developed based on non-equilibrium thermodynamics. In a MPEC mem-
brane, the driving forces for the transport of charged species come from both chem-
ical and electrical potential gradients. The transport of four charged species, proton,
oxygen vacancy, electron, and electron hole can be described by a combination of
Fick’s law and the equation for ion migration:

Jk = − σk

z2
k F2

(
�μk

�x
+ zk F

�φ

�x

)
(7.4)

where Jk is the flux of the species k, μ is the chemical potential, φ is the electrical
potential, σ is the conductivity, z is the charge number of the species and F is the
Faraday constant.

When no external current is imposed on the membrane, the net flux for each
charged species is zero, that is

I =
n∑

k=1

Ik =
n∑

k=1

zk F Jk = 0 (7.5)
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Combining Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5, a relationship between the electrical potential and
the chemical potential can be obtained:

�φ

�x
= −

n∑
k=1

tk
zk F

�μk

�x
(7.6)

where tk is the transport number of species k, which is a relative measure of con-
ductivity of species k to the total conductivity.

tk = σk
n∑

i=1
σi

(7.7)

The flux equation, Eq. 7.4, now becomes

Jk = − σk

z2
k F2

(
�μk

�x
− zk

n∑
i=1

ti
zi

�μi

�x

)
(7.8)

Chemical potential μ is related to the chemical activity ai by

�μk

�x
= RT

� ln ak

�x
(7.9)

Under ideal conditions, activity a can be substituted with the concentration C.
Furthermore, the conductivity of the defect species can be correlated with its con-
centration and diffusivity by the Nernst-Einstein equation:

σk = z2
k F2

RT
Ck Dk (7.10)

Substituting Eqs. 7.9 and 7.10 into Eq. 7.8, the following equation can be
obtained:

Jk = −Ck Dk

⎡
⎢⎣ (1 − tk)

Ck

�Ck

�x
−

n∑
i=1
i �=k

zk ti
zi Ci

�Ci

�x

⎤
⎥⎦ (7.11)

Eq. 7.11 relates the flux of each species to the concentrations and the diffusivities
of all the species inside the MPEC membrane.

In the proton-electron conductors, charged carriers are protons (O H •), vacan-
cies (VÖ ), electrons (e−), and electron holes (h•). The concentrations of the
defect species in a typical proton conductor can be described by the following
stoichiometric equation [22]:
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1/2O2 + VÖ = Ox
O + 2h• K1 = C2

h/(CV p1/2
O2

) (7.12)

H2 + 2Ox
O = 2OH • + 2e− K2 = (C2

OH C2
e )/pH2 (7.13)

H2 + 1/2O2 = H2 O K3 = pw/(pH2 p1/2
O2

) (7.14)

where Ox
O denotes the lattice oxygen. Eqs. 7.12–7.14 establish the relationships

between the concentrations of the charged species inside the membrane to the gas
partial pressures outside the membrane. The chemical potentials of each charged
species can also be related to the chemical potentials of gases through the following
equations corresponding to Eqs. 7.12–7.14:

1/2μO2 + μV = 2μh (7.15)

μH2 = 2μOH + 2μe (7.16)

μH2 + 1/2μO2 = μw (7.17)

Also the electronic equilibrium requires

e− + h• = nil Ke = CeCh (7.18)

μe + μh = 0 (7.19)

The charged species concentrations can be converted to the gas partial pressures
by Eqs. 7.12–7.14 and 7.18, and the concentration gradients can be converted to the
gradients of the gas partial pressures by Eqs. 7.15–7.17 and 7.19. Eq. 7.11 for proton
OH • and vacancy VÖ , will become

JOH = − tOHσRT
2F2

[
(th + te)

� ln pH2

�x
+ 4tV σ

� ln pw

�x

]
(7.20)

JV = −tV σ
RT
F2

[
(th + te)

� ln pH2

� ln x
− (th + te + tOH )

� ln pw

�x

]
(7.21)

The hydrogen flux is related to the proton flux by

JH2 = 2JOH (7.22)

Essentially, a more general form of Wagner equation [8] was derived by including
contributions from two other defect species, vacancy and electron hole. Further-
more, the conductivities are expressed in terms of species concentrations and diffu-
sivities in the perovskite material according to Eq. 7.10. The Wagner equation can
be obtained if the proton and the electron are assumed to be the dominating species
and no steam is in the system. Thus with the aid of Eq. 7.22, Eq. 7.20 becomes

JH2 = − RT
4F2L

(σH+)(σel )

σH+ + σel
(ln(p f

H2
) − ln(p p

H2
)) (7.23)
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The term (σH+ )(σel )
σH+ +σel

in Eq. 7.23 is also called ambipolar conductivity.
Eqs. 7.20 and 7.21 can not be integrated directly because the transport numbers,

ti and the total conductivity σ are functions of the membrane position x . However at
steady state, JOH and JV are constant and independent of the membrane positions.
The above equations can be rearranged to give

RT
F2

� ln pH2

�x
= − 4JV

σ (th + te)
− 2JOH (th + te + tOH )

σ tOH (th + te)
(7.24)

RT
F2

� ln pw

�x
= JV

σ tV
− 2JOH

σ tOH
(7.25)

Given the boundary conditions at both the feed side and the permeate side of the
membrane, Eqs. 7.24 and 7.25 can be integrated with respect to x to obtain the pro-
files of hydrogen and water partial pressures across the membrane. The concentra-
tion profiles of the four defect species, proton (COH ), vacancy (CV ), electron (Ce),
and electron hole (Ch) are related to the gas partial pressure through Eqs. 7.12–7.14.
The required parameters for the membrane material are equilibrium constants –
K1, K2, K3, and Ke – as well as the diffusivity data for the four defect species.

Experimental

Hydrogen Flux Measurement in High Pressure Permeation Unit

As coal gasification for hydrogen production occurs at temperatures above 900◦C
and pressures above 20 atm, it is critically important to evaluate the hydrogen flux
of the candidate membrane materials under these operational conditions. To this
end, a high pressure/high temperature permeation unit has been constructed. The
unit is capable of operating at temperatures and pressures up to 1, 100◦C and 60 atm
respectively. The unit can allow screening and testing of the membrane materials
at more realistic gasification temperature and pressure conditions. The permeation
assembly consists of a permeation cell, a surrounding cylindrical heater, and an
enclosing pressure vessel. A simplified schematic illustrating the concept of the
permeation cell design is shown in Fig. 7.3. The membranes to be tested are in a disc
form, with a diameter of about 2 cm. Hydrogen gas flows through the upper inner
tube, and after contact with the membrane, it exits the system as a non-permeate gas
diverted by an outer tube. An inert sweeping gas passing through the lower inner
tube is used to sweep the hydrogen permeate from the membrane. Therefore, the
pressures on both sides of the membrane can be adjusted to be equal, which would
make the membrane sealing less difficult. A glass-based sealant material was used
to seal the membrane along the edge to the metallic holding tube.

The hydrogen content of the permeate is analyzed by a GC to determine the
hydrogen flux through the membrane. The inner tube, outer tube and the membrane
holding tube are made of Inconel material for its good resistance to heat and easy
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Fig. 7.3 High temperature/high pressure membrane permeation unit

machining and welding. The entire permeation cell assembly is heated by a cylin-
drical heater, which is enclosed in a pressure vessel purged with inert gas.

Before testing the membranes in the high pressure unit, helium was introduced
to the feed side of the membrane while nitrogen was used in the permeate side as
a sweeping gas to check the leakage across the membrane or the sealing material.
Absence of helium in the permeate stream indicated good quality of the membrane
and the seal. Pure hydrogen or hydrogen/helium mixture was used in the feed with
flow rates generally in the order of 1,000 cc/min. The flow rates of sweeping nitro-
gen varied from 80 cc/min to about 380 cc/min to generate about 1% hydrogen
compositions in the permeate stream. The data were obtained at pressures up to
about 12 bar and temperatures up to 950◦C.

Membrane Material Fabrication

Nd-doped BaCeO3 was selected as the candidate membrane for testing because
BCN (BaCe0.9Nd0.1O3−x) was shown in the literature to be among the highest proton
conductive materials of the perovskite [13]. Two BCN membranes, one unsupported
and the other supported, were fabricated. The unsupported membranes (0.2 mm
in thickness) was prepared by the tape casting method, followed by sintering at
1,450–1, 550◦C for 2–3 hours. The supported membrane was prepared by a com-
bination of the tape casting and the uniaxial pressing techniques. A thin (0.25 mm)
membrane was first made by the tape casting process. Another thick (0.25–0.5 mm)
membrane tape with 20vol.% of the organic pore former was then prepared as a
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membrane support. The two membrane tapes were pressed together to form a lam-
inate. The laminate was then heated to 1,450–1, 550◦C to sinter and densify the
thin membrane layer and create a porous support layer of about 0.33 mm with 31%
porosity. The dense layer of the supported membrane sample was 0.2 mm.

Results and Discussion

Hydrogen Permeation Data for Perovskite Membrane

The hydrogen permeation testing results are shown in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 for the
unsupported and the supported BCN membranes respectively. For the supported
membrane, the dense layer was facing the feed side in the experiment. The hydrogen
flux for the unsupported membrane is slightly higher than the supported one prob-
ably due to the additional mass transfer resistance in the porous support layer. The
hydrogen flux increases with the increasing hydrogen partial pressure in the feed and
appears to reach a maximum at about six bar, after which the flux starts to drop. The
reason why the flux decreases with the increasing hydrogen partial pressure will be
discussed in the section of the modeling results below. The pressure probably affects
the hydrogen flux through two mechanisms: (1) providing the driving force of the
permeation by the hydrogen partial pressure difference across the membrane and
(2) affecting the conductivity by the different proton and electron concentrations or
proton diffusivities inside the perovskite membrane due to the different hydrogen
pressures. This is the first time that the hydrogen permeation data at high pressures
for the MPEC materials have been reported. Because of the higher operating pres-
sures, the hydrogen flux generally is about one order of magnitude higher than those
reported in the literature.
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Figure 7.5 also shows that the flux increases with the increasing hydrogen con-
centration in the feed side. This is simply due to the increasing hydrogen partial
pressure difference across the membrane, which results in an increasing flux accord-
ing to Eq. 7.23. The data were obtained at 7.8 bar with 20, 60 and 100% hydrogen
in the feed side.

As expected, the hydrogen flux increases with the increasing temperature as
shown in Fig. 7.6 for the unsupported BCN membrane. The calculated activation
energy is about 11.8 Kcal/mole. An activation energy of 12 Kcal/mole for the pro-
ton conductivity of BCN material in the presence of steam was reported in the
literature [14].
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Simulation Results for Hydrogen Transport in MPEC Membrane

Because the physical parameters such as the diffusivities and the equilibrium con-
stants for the BCN membranes are not readily available in the literature, modeling
analysis of hydrogen permeation through the MPEC membrane was carried out for
the SrCe0.95Y0.05O3−x (SCY) perovskite membrane. The required physical parame-
ters are taken from the literature [15–19] and are listed in Table 7.1.

The simulation results are first compared with the experimental hydrogen flux
reported in [20] and are shown in Fig. 7.7. The feed was 4% hydrogen with the bal-
ance made of argon and the permeate side was maintained at 0.488% hydrogen with
argon. The model appears to match the data quite well, considering the uncertainties
of the parameters.

The concentration profiles of the 4 major defect species predicted from the model
at 700◦C are shown in Fig. 7.8. The feed is 4% hydrogen and the permeate is 0.488%
hydrogen, the same conditions as in Fig. 7.7. Both the proton and the electron
species dominate in the SCY membrane and the concentrations of the vacancy and
the electron hole are very low. The results are reasonable because hydrogen per-
meation is mainly facilitated by both the proton and the electron while the vacancy
and the electron hole are responsible for the oxygen transport. The proton and the
electron concentrations decrease from the feed side to the permeate side as expected.
Due to the low pressure operation, the proton concentrations generally are low,

Table 7.1 Equilibrium and diffusivity parameters used in the simulation

Equilibrium Value, in mole/cc and atm Diffusivity Value, cm2/sec
constant

K1 (Eq. 7.12) 5 × 10−6 [15] Proton 2.19 × 10−3 exp(−5339/T) [17]
K2 (Eq. 7.13) 4.12 × 10−4 exp(18884/T) [19] Vacancy 24.24 exp(−23467/T) [18]
K3 (Eq. 7.14) 1.31 × 10−3 exp(29809/T) [16] Electron hole 49.38 exp(−12589/T) [18]
Ke (Eq. 7.18) 1.0 × 10−6 exp(−23188/T) [16] Electron 49.38 exp(−12589/T) [18]
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Fig. 7.8 Concentration profiles for the four defect species, proton, vacancy, electron and electron
hole inside a SCY membrane

below 1.2 × 10−3 mole per mole of perovskite or 2.4 × 10−5 mole/cm3, with a
membrane density of 5.85 g/cm3.

This model was applied to simulate the high pressure operating conditions for
the SCY membrane. At 700◦C, with pure hydrogen in the feed and the permeate
stream kept at 1% hydrogen, the hydrogen fluxes at different hydrogen feed pres-
sures are shown in Fig. 7.9. The fluxes continue increasing with the pressure without
the maximum value as observed from the experimental data in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5.
As mentioned, the hydrogen flux is dependent on ln(p f

H2
) − ln(p p

H2
) according to

Eq. 7.23. To eliminate the effect of ln(p f
H2

) − ln(p p
H2

) on the hydrogen flux, the
ambipolar conductivities versus the hydrogen partial pressures in the feed from the
modeling results of the SCY membrane are plotted in Fig. 7.9. Likewise, the cal-
culated ambipolar conductivities from the experimental data of the BCN membrane
are shown in Fig. 7.10. Both Figs. 7.9 and 7.10 indicate that the hydrogen flux for
the perovskite membrane cannot correlate with ln(p f

H2
) − ln(p p

H2
) in a linear way

as in Eq. 7.23. The conductivity of the proton/electron depends on the hydrogen
partial pressure. The conductivity of the defect species such as proton or electron
depends on the concentration and the diffusivity as expressed in Eq. 7.10. More-
over, the concentration of the proton inside the perovskite membrane is dependent
on the hydrogen partial pressure according to Eqs. 7.12–7.14. Consequently, the
conductivity of the proton/electron is pressure dependent. However the model can-
not predict the trend of the data. The ambipolar conductivities from the model in
Fig. 7.9 increase monotonically with the increasing hydrogen pressures, while the
data in Fig. 7.10 shows a maximum conductivity.

One of the possible reasons that the model cannot predict the decreasing con-
ductivity with the increasing hydrogen partial pressure in the high pressure region
could be the inadequacy of Eq. 7.13. According to Eq. 7.13 the proton and the elec-
tron concentrations increase with the increasing hydrogen pressure. At an extremely
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high hydrogen partial pressure, the proton and the electron concentrations would
also reach infinitely high, which is unreasonable. Hydrogen concentrations in the
SCY membrane in the presence of steam were measured by Yajima and Iwahara
[21]. Their data showed that the proton concentrations or the water vapor solubility
appeared to reach a saturation limit at the very high partial pressure of water. Assum-
ing that the hydrogen solubility in the SCY membrane follows a Langmuir-type
isotherm, as a first approximation, Eq. 7.13 can be rewritten as

K2 = K ′
2

1 + VpH2

= (C2
OH C2

e )/pH2 (7.26)

Eq. 7.26 also implies that K2 is a function of hydrogen pressure. At the low
hydrogen pressure, C2

OH C2
e is a linear function of K2(= K ′

2), and at the very high

pressure, it is C2
OH C2

e = K ′
2

V . Using an arbitrary value of 10 for V, the effect of
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Fig. 7.11 Hydrogen flux and ambipolar conductivity at different hydrogen feed pressure from the
modeling results based on Eq. 7.26

hydrogen partial pressure on the flux of the SCY membrane was calculated based
on Eq. 7.26 instead of Eq. 7.13 in the model. The simulation results, along with
the ambipolar conductivities are plotted in Fig. 7.11. In comparison with Fig. 7.9, a
maximum value of hydrogen flux or conductivity can be seen, which indicates that
the limited hydrogen solubility in the SCY membrane could be one reason that the
ambipolar conductivity decreases with the increasing hydrogen pressure. It should
be noted that the data for Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 and the simulation results for the Figs. 7.9
and 7.11 were obtained with pure hydrogen in the feed and 1% hydrogen in the
permeate side. Therefore, the value of ln(p f

H2
) − ln(p p

H2
) was constant and the flux

only followed the change of the ambipolar conductivity. In general, the hydrogen
flux increases with ln(p f

H2
) − ln(p p

H2
) according to Eq. 7.23, except that the rate of

the increase, or the ambipolar conductivity, will first increase then decrease with the
increasing hydrogen pressure.

Conclusion

Mixed protonic and electronic conducting membranes are ideally suited for the
high temperature membrane reactor applications for hydrogen production from
coal/biomass gasification systems. We have measured hydrogen permeation rate
for the supported and the unsupported BCN membranes at temperatures of up to
950◦C and pressures of up to 12 bar in the high pressure permeation unit. The
hydrogen flux increases with the increasing hydrogen pressure in the feed up to
about 6 bar, after which the flux starts to decline. Modeling results seem to indicate
that in the high pressure region (>6 bar), the ambipolar conductivity could decrease
with the increasing hydrogen partial pressure due to the finite solubility of hydro-
gen in the perovskite membrane. More research works are needed to improve the
understanding of the fundamental transport mechanism for the MPEC membranes.
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Part II
Metal and Alloy Membranes



Chapter 8
Hydrogen Separation Using Dense Composite
Membranes: Part 1 Fundamentals

Michael V. Mundschau

Introduction

This chapter reviews some fundamental science critical for the understanding,
development and operation of many classes of dense composite inorganic mem-
brane used for transport of hydrogen. A companion paper follows in this volume
discussing some of the engineering issues of membrane scale-up.

By the term dense, it is implied that there are no intentional interconnected pores
in the membranes other than atomic interstices, atomic vacancies and dislocations.
Such void spaces are too small to accommodate even molecular hydrogen, and
dense membranes, of the type reviewed, transport hydrogen only in a dissociated
form. Dense membranes block transport even of helium, and the absence of larger
pores gives dense membranes hydrogen selectivity approaching 100%. Transport of
hydrogen in a dissociated form implies that dense membranes must possess ade-
quate catalytic activity for the adsorption and dissociation of H2 on the feed-side
surface (retentate) as well as for the subsequent recombination and desorption from
the permeate-side surface.

The term composite membrane, as defined in membrane technology, refers to
membranes with two or more distinct layers. A layer within a composite membrane
could itself be a composite material possessing two or more distinct components,
as in membranes employing a layer of palladium cermet (ceramic-metal) supported
by a layer of porous ceramic. The layers need not be composite, as in membranes
using films of palladium on both sides of foils of niobium, tantalum, vanadium or
zirconium.

A classic example of a composite membrane is that patented in 1916 by Snelling
who used porous ceramics to support dense layers of palladium, 25 �m thick [1].
Variations of his theme remain at the forefront of research [2, 3]. Examples include
use of porous alumina, silica, perovskites, and stainless steel to support thin layers
of Pd and its alloys [2, 3]. Snelling addressed issues of perforations and pinholes
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by electrodepositing thin layers of Pd onto relatively thick and robust foils of
non-porous copper. The thick Pd/Cu laminates, which were much less susceptible
to damage from handling, were then attached to the porous supports. After assem-
bly, the foil of copper was acid etched and dissolved to expose the underlying Pd.
Snelling patented membranes to extract hydrogen from coal-derived producer gas,
recommending operation above at least 800◦C [1].

Another class of composite membrane, patented by Makrides, Wright and Jewett,
in 1967 employs exceptionally thin layers (100–1000 nm) of palladium and its alloys
(Pd-Ag, Pd-Au, Pd-B) deposited onto both sides of dense foils of the highly hydro-
gen permeable metals, niobium, tantalum and vanadium [4]. Later variations used
substrates of zirconium [5, 6] or titanium and its alloys [7]. The coatings of Pd func-
tion as hydrogen dissociation catalysts and also protect the reactive metal substrates
from oxidation and other chemical reactions. Dense composite membranes of this
type have been used in the nuclear industry to separate hydrogen and its isotopes
from helium and other gases [5, 8]. For example, Buxbaum and Kinney discuss use
of Pd-coated Zr to separate deuterium from helium [5]. They also suggested the
use of Pd-coated Nb and Ta heat exchanger tubes for use in large-scale hydrogen
separation systems [5]. These authors state that such membranes have very high
tolerance to pinhole defects in the Pd because the non-porous substrates, usually
greater than 100 �m thick, are very unlikely to possess pinholes and will thus block
transport of other gases [5]. Such composite membranes, now using improved Pd
alloys as catalysts and novel alloys of Group IVB (Zr, Ti, Hf) and Group VB (V, Nb,
Ta) elements as substrates, are also at the forefront of membrane research [8, 9].

Composite membranes also employ dense cermets fabricated by sintering
together mixed powders of metal and ceramic [10–12]. Examples include powders
of Pd and its alloys sintered with powders of perovskites [11, 12], niobium sintered
together with Al2O3 [12], and nickel sintered with proton-conducting perovskites.
Layers of dense cermets, 25–100 �m thick, are supported by porous ceramic tubes.
Cermets employing chemically reactive metals, Nb, Ta, Ti, V, Zr, and their alloys,
are typically coated with Pd and alloys thereof [11, 12].

Dense composite membranes also include a class of material formed by sin-
tering together powders of two ceramics. For many proton-conducting perovskites
[13, 14], proton transport is limited by electron transport. In Ni-perovskite cermets,
for example, electron transport is augmented by the metal phase. Alternatively,
electron transport can be provided by an electron-conducting perovskite phase. In
ceramic-ceramic composites, as well as in cermets, powders are mixed to con-
tain approximately 40–60 volume percent of each phase. According to percolation
theory, this gives a high probability that both phases will form continuous matri-
ces in the composite material, ensuring conducting pathways for both protons and
electrons.

In yet another variation, composite membranes are fabricated by sintering
together powders of highly hydrogen permeable metals, Pd, Nb, Ta, Ti, V, Zr
and their alloys, with powders of a second metal or alloy that is non-permeable to
hydrogen [12]. The function of the non-permeable metal is to provide mechanical
support for the hydrogen transport materials, especially if the latter are to be
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operated under conditions that might lead to hydrogen embrittlement. Although one
may deem these all-metal systems as alloys, they are classified here as composite
materials because of their method of fabrication and composite microstructure. For
the reactive metals, protective catalytic layers are required on both sides of the
membranes.

Guide to Selection of Materials for Fabrication of Composite
Membranes

In the design of composite membranes containing metallic elements, it is fruitful
to consider the equations for hydrogen permeability compiled by S.A. Steward at
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory [15]. Selected equations of Steward are plotted
in Fig. 8.1. Hydrogen permeability, P, is derived from P = D · S, where D is the
diffusivity and S is the hydrogen solubility.

Figure 8.1 shows that hydrogen permeability of Nb, V and Ta far exceeds that of
Pd, which has hitherto been one of the most successful membrane materials [2, 3].
In accord with values calculated by Steward, many workers [5, 8, 9, 11,16–24]
have reported permeabilities exceeding 1 × 10−7 mol · m−1 · s−1 · Pa−0.5. These
are partially summarized in Table 8.1. Buxbaum and Marker [16] and Peachey,
Snow and Dye [17] also plot permeability of Zr and show that it can exceed that
of Nb above about 550◦C. Hill plots the permeability of �-Ti (the body centered
cubic allotrope of Ti) in an alloy of Ti-13V-11Cr-3Al (mass%), which exceeds that
of unalloyed Pd in the range of 300–425◦C [7]. These membranes have been used
in the nuclear industry [5, 7] and were operated continuously for more than 10,000
hours (416 days) according to Buxbaum and Kinney [5]. Buxbaum et al. also discuss
use of membranes of V-4Cr-4Ti and V-7.5Cr-15Ti (mass%) for isotope extraction
and for extraction of hydrogen from synthesis gas at 430◦C [18]. Addition of Ti to
V increases hydrogen solubility in the alloy relative to unalloyed vanadium [18].

According to the solution-diffusion theory [9], hydrogen permeability, P = D ·S,
depends both on the diffusivity, which gives an indication of how rapidly hydrogen
moves through the crystal lattice and the solubility, which is related to the number of
hydrogen atoms that can be accommodated by the lattice. It is instructive to consider
each of these factors in order to understand the underlying features contributing
to high hydrogen permeability of materials and as a guide to production of new
materials.

Diffusivity and diffusion coefficient are synonymous [25]. In dense membranes,
diffusivity is associated with the rate of movement of dissociated hydrogen from
site to site within a crystal lattice. In general, diffusivity of hydrogen is greater
in metals with the body centered cubic structure (bcc) relative to metals with the
face centered cubic structure (fcc) [26]. According to Wipf, dissociated hydrogen
occupies tetrahedral interstitial sites in bcc metals and hops between such sites.
Tetrahedral interstitial sites are only 1.01–1.17 Å apart in common bcc metals [26].
This relatively short distance permits quantum mechanical tunneling, which accord-
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Fig. 8.1 Plots of hydrogen permeability of selected elements based upon the equations of
Steward [15] (Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag, GmbH & Co. KGaA, 2006. Adapted with permission
from [8], Nonporous Inorganic Membranes.)

ing to Wipf is largely responsible for the high diffusivity of hydrogen in bcc metals
[26]. For reference, the theoretical Bohr radius of a ground-state hydrogen atom
is 0.5292 Å yielding an atomic diameter of 1.0584 Å. In common metals with the
fcc structure, hydrogen occupies octahedral interstitial sites with nearest-neighbor
distances ranging from 2.5 to 2.9 Å, making quantum mechanical tunneling less
probable and diffusion between such sites more difficult [26].

According to Wipf, vanadium (together with iron) has the highest hydrogen dif-
fusivity of all metals [26]. Quantum mechanical tunneling has been verified for
hydrogen in V using deuterium and tritium isotopes [26]. It is noteworthy that V
is practically transparent to thermal neutrons, which have nearly the same rest mass
and De Broglie wavelengths as that of atomic hydrogen.
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Table 8.1 Measured values of hydrogen permeability for membranes based on group IVB-VB
elements

Membrane
Material

Temperature
(◦C)

Permeability
(mol m−1

s−1 Pa−0.5) Reference

Zr 350 1 × 10−6 Buxbaum, Marker [16]
V 250 5.0 × 10−7 Ozaki, Zhang, Komaki, Nishimura [19]
Nb Tube >420 3.6 × 10−7 Buxbaum, Kinney [5]
Nb 420 3.26–4.26 × 10−7 Balachandran [22]
Group IV-VB
Composite

440 3.2 × 10−7 Mundschau, Xie, Sammells [11]

Nb 425 3.2 × 10−7 Buxbaum, Marker [16]
V-10Al 250 2.0 × 10−7 Nishimura, Ozaki, Komaki, Zhang [20]
V 300 1.48 × 10−7 Moss, Peachey, Snow, Dye [23]
Ta Tube 420 1.45 × 10−7 Buxbaum, Kinney [5]
Ta 350–420 1.07–1.45 × 10−7 Rothenberger, Howard, Killmeyer,

Cugini, Buxbaum, et al. [24]
Ta Disk 420 1.0 × 10−7 Buxbaum, Marker [16]
V-10.5Ni-4.5Al 350 6.29 × 10−8 Nishimura, Ozaki, Komaki, Zhang [21]

In the case of iron, high diffusivity allows hydrogen to rapidly diffuse even at
room temperature. This can lead to well-known hydrogen embrittlement of bcc iron
and its alloys. However, as shown in Fig. 8.1, the hydrogen permeability of iron
is relatively poor despite its exceptionally high diffusivity. This is attributed to the
relatively low hydrogen solubility of iron [27].

The diffusivity of hydrogen and its isotopes in Nb is also extremely high, relative
to most elements, but is slightly lower relative to V [26]. The higher permeability of
niobium at higher temperatures (Fig. 8.1), therefore, is attributed to higher hydrogen
solubility of niobium at higher temperatures.

Peachey, Snow and Dye also attribute the high permeability of Ta, relative to that
of Pd, as due to the much higher solubility of hydrogen in Ta [28]. Tantalum also
has diffusivity greater than that of Pd, just below that of Nb [26], so that both factors
contribute to the higher permeability of Ta over Pd.

The solubility of hydrogen in zirconium and �-titanium (hexagonal structure) far
exceeds that of Nb, Ta and V, according to Smithells, who summarized much of
the pioneering work of Sieverts [27]. At 300◦C, Smithells lists the solubility of Ti as
40,000 cm3 of hydrogen per 100 g of metal and that of Zr as 27,000. For comparison,
V is listed as 6,000 and Pd as only 330 cm3 of hydrogen per 100 g of metal at 300◦C
[27]. The exceptionally high hydrogen solubility of Ti and Zr is largely responsible
for their very high permeabilities [5–7].

For a wide range of temperatures, the metals, Ti, Zr, Nb, V and Ta, have a much
higher hydrogen solubility relative to Pd [27], which in turn far exceeds that of
most common metals [2, 3]. It is noteworthy, from the early work of Smithells
that the rare earth elements, for example lanthanum, neodymium, cerium, and
radioactive elements such as thorium, were shown to have very high solubility for
hydrogen exceeding that of Nb, Ta and V [27]. Hydrogen solubility in the range
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of 300–400◦C (of interest for membranes placed downstream from water-gas shift
reactors) follows the order: Ti > Zr > La > Ce > Th > Nb > V > Ta > Pd [27].

Metals with extremely high hydrogen solubility form solid solutions in which
the hydrogen-to-metal atomic ratios can approach stoichiometric compositions [27].
This is far in excess of ideal solid solutions of non-hydride forming metals that
might ordinarily contain only about one atom of hydrogen for every 1,000 atoms
of metal, according to Smithells [27]. In hydrides of the solid-solution type, mobile
hydrogen atoms occupy interstitial sites as in ideal solutions, and the lattice con-
stants can be little changed from that of the host lattice. The hydride phases form-
ing solid solutions are non-stoichiometric [29, 30]. However, phase transformations
between the solid-solution type of hydride, which retains the crystal structure of
the host metal lattice, to ordered hydrides (often of different crystal structure) can
cause large changes in the volume of a membrane material and, in general, must be
avoided. Ordered hydrides are often brittle and salt-like and can lead to membrane
failure. Understanding of hydride formation and their phase changes are critical for
composite membrane technology.

Considering Pd, its lower hydrogen permeability, relative to the metals discussed
above (see Fig. 8.1), is due both to its lower hydrogen solubility as well as to its
lower diffusivity. Lower diffusivity is attributed to longer hopping distance between
fcc octahedral interstitial sites, greater activation barrier between sites, and low
probability for quantum mechanical tunneling. The high density of fcc palladium
limits hydrogen solubility relative to the more open bcc metals.

The permeability of Pd can be improved by alloying [2, 31–34]. For exam-
ple, according to McKinley, alloying with silver to produce a composition, nom-
inally Pd-27Ag (mass%), improves permeability 1.40 times relative to unalloyed
Pd [32, 34]. This composition contains three atoms of Pd for each atom of silver
(Pd3Ag) and is equivalent to Pd-25Ag (atom%). The alloy containing nominally Pd-
10Ag (mass%) improves permeability 1.76 times, according to McKinley [32, 34].
Alloys of Pd-5Au (mass%) improve permeability by 1.07 times [32, 34].

Both silver and gold form ideal solid solutions with palladium. However, stoi-
chiometric compositions with unique properties, such as in Hunter’s preferred mem-
brane composition of Pd3Ag, [31], might suggest the possibility of intermetallic
compounds or ordered structures differing from that of the ideal solutions [35].
Palladium and copper also form ideal solid solutions, but in this system phase
diagrams clearly show additional phases with crystal structures differing from the
parent fcc phase of the solid solutions.

The cube edge of elemental Pd is 3.89 Å (see Table 8.2); that of Ag and Au are
larger, 4.09 Å and 4.08 Å respectively [36]. From x-ray diffraction, it is shown that
the addition of Ag or Au to Pd continuously expands the palladium lattice from its
unalloyed cube edge of 3.89 Å to a maximum of 4.08–4.09 Å for pure Au and Ag,
respectively [36, 37]. If Vegard’s Law [37] is obeyed, then adding 25 atom% Ag to
palladium, as in Hunter’s preferred membrane composition [31], would increase the
Pd lattice parameter by (0.25)(4.09–3.89 Å) = 0.05 Å, yielding a cube edge of 3.94
Å, close to the experimentally quoted value of 3.93 Å.
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Table 8.2 Some useful lattice parameters

Material Structure Cube edge (Å)

Pd fcc 3.89
Pd-Au fcc 3.88–4.08
Pd-Ag fcc 3.88–4.09
Pd-H – 3.88–4.05
Cu fcc 3.61
Pt fcc 3.92
Au fcc 4.08
Ag fcc 4.09
Fe bcc 2.87
Cr bcc 2.88
Pd-Cu bcc 2.99
V bcc 3.04
Mo bcc 3.15
W bcc 3.16
Nb bcc 3.30
Ta bcc 3.30
ß-Ti bcc 3.33
U bcc 3.44

Increase in the lattice parameters of Pd increases the octahedral interstitial dis-
tances and thus the hopping distance for hydrogen. Züchner has shown that the
hydrogen diffusion coefficients of Pd-Ag alloys decrease with increasing silver con-
tent [38]. Thus, the improved permeability of Pd-Ag is not due to increased dif-
fusivity but rather to increased solubility. Increased solubility has been shown for
Pd-Ag [2]. In general, permeability of Pd is improved by addition of elements that
increase hydrogen solubility, both by expanding the lattice and by forming more
stable hydrides.

In addition to increasing solubility, alloying of Pd with elements expanding the
lattice can reduce damage caused by the �-� hydride phase transformation. The
crystal structure of the palladium �-hydride phase is simply that of a solid solution
of dissociated hydrogen occupying octahedral interstitial sites of the fcc phase of
Pd [30]. The lattice parameters of the �-hydride phase differ little from the pure
Pd parent phase [30]. According to Darling, expansion and formation of the brittle
�-hydride phase is the mechanism for failure of Pd membranes lowered below the
�-� hydride phase transformation temperature in the presence of hydrogen [39].
According to Darling, the palladium �-hydride phase has a cube edge of 3.894
Å throughout its composition range, but swells to a structure with cube edge of
4.018 Å as the brittle �-hydride phase forms [39]. Using these parameters, calcula-
tions show that the cube edge increases by about 3% and the volume by about 9%
during the phase change. For reference, this volume change exceeds even that of
water, which expands about 8% when it freezes.

If unalloyed palladium is to be used in membranes, Darling recommends use at
temperatures no lower than 310◦C and preferentially no lower than 350◦C, which
are well above the critical temperature for the �-� phase transformation [39]. As
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indicated by Pd-H phase diagrams, the transformation occurs just under 300◦C in
unalloyed Pd [2, 27, 29, 38, 40]. Above 300◦C, only the �-phase is found for hydro-
gen partial pressures up to 1,000 atm [30]. For Pd membranes, Darling recommends
a very thorough purging of systems from hydrogen before membranes can be safely
lowered below the transformation temperature. This advice remains valid for com-
posite membranes employing palladium in forms that can undergo large chemical
expansion. Similar rules apply for Nb, Ta, Ti, V and Zr.

Another advantage of alloying is that compositions such as Pd-23Ag (atom%)
can reduce the critical temperature of the hydride phase change to near room tem-
perature, according to Paglieri and Way [2]. A similar lowering of the critical
temperature from just below 300◦C in unalloyed Pd to near room temperature is
observed for Pd-19Pt (atom%) [2]. This, in principle, allows membranes of such
alloys to be operated well below 300◦C without chemical expansion and hydrogen
embrittlement.

It is noteworthy that Pd combined with Sc, Y and the lanthanide elements form
ordered intermetallic compounds with the Cu3Au structure that have cube edges
in the range of 3.981–4.114 Å (see Table 8.3) [35]. In principle, these lattices are
capable of better accommodating the palladium �-hydride. The lanthanides, along
with scandium and yttrium, form hydrides that increase hydrogen solubility and
thus hydrogen permeability relative to unalloyed Pd [27, 30]. Hydrogen permeabil-
ity through some Pd-lanthanide alloys is more than double that of the best Pd-Ag
alloys. On the negative side, lanthanide hydrides react with water and possible oxi-
dation of the chemically reactive lanthanide elements must be considered if used in
membranes.

Alloying of Pd with Cu is complex, due to the various phases that form. The
cube edge of elemental fcc Cu is 3.61 Å, which is smaller than that of elemental
Pd. Addition of copper, for compositions and temperatures that retain the fcc struc-
ture and that persists as ideal solutions, contracts the Pd lattice and lowers hydro-
gen solubility and permeability [32, 34]. However, Pd-Cu phase diagrams indicate

Table 8.3 Lattice parameters of Pd3R compounds

System Cube edge (Å) Cu3Au structure

Pd3Sc 3.981
Pd3Y 4.068
Pd3Ce 4.114
Pd3Sm 4.110
Pd3Eu 4.087
Pd3Gd 4.081
Pd3Dy 4.076
Pd3Ho 4.064
Pd3Er 4.056
Pd3Yb 4.030
Pd3Lu 4.028

Adapted from Savitsky, Polyakova, Gorina
and Roshan [35].
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that a body centered cubic structure with a cube edge of 2.994 Å [36] forms for
temperatures below 598◦C and for compositions centered around approximately 40
atomic percent Pd and 60 atomic percent Cu (40Pd–60Cu (atom%)). It is noteworthy
that the bcc form of Pd–Cu has a cube edge intermediate to that of V (3.04 Å) and
Fe (2.87 Å), both of which allow quantum mechanical tunneling.

The composition, 40Pd-60Cu (atom%) is equivalent to 53Pd-47Cu (mass%), and
compositions within ± a few percent of this central value will have only the bcc
crystal structure, if the system is brought to equilibrium. The much studied 60Pd-
40Cu (mass%) composition, which is equivalent to 47.2Pd-52.8Cu (atom%), is just
beyond the phase boundary of the single-phase bcc region and at equilibrium will
contain a mixture of crystallites, some with the fcc and some with the bcc structure
at temperatures from 300◦C to above 500◦C. For a fixed composition, the ratio of
bcc/fcc crystallites in the material will depend upon the temperature; more bcc phase
favored at lower temperature. Higher concentration of Pd beyond 60 mass% will
favor the fcc structure. The 60Pd-40Cu (mass%) composition has permeability 1.08
times greater than that of unalloyed Pd [32, 34].

Readers should carefully note the distinction between 40Pd-60Cu (atom%) and
60Pd-40Cu (mass%). The former is in the center of the bcc phase region whereas the
latter is just beyond the phase boundary and in the region having mixed crystallites,
some with bcc and some with fcc crystal structure. Lowering the Pd concentration
to slightly less than 60 mass% will place the material in the region having only the
bcc crystal structure. Some authors use mass% and some atom%. Confusion can
arise if this is not carefully noted.

For the stoichiometric composition of Pd–50Cu (atom%), the ordered Pd1Cu1,
bcc structure is classified as having the more-specific CsCl crystal structure [30].
However, the disordered stoichiometric phase and compositions deviating from
exact stoichiometry are better classified as having the body centered cubic struc-
ture. The Pd-50Cu (atom%) composition corresponds to Pd-37.39Cu (mass%). This
places the 1 : 1 stoichiometric composition well into the region having mixed crys-
tallites of bcc and fcc structure.

As in the case of Pd, other highly permeable metals are also alloyed to alter
diffusivity, solubility, chemical expansion and mechanical properties [9]. According
to Mackay, the highly permeable elements, Nb, Ta and V all form �-phase hydrides,
which are solid solutions with hydrogen occupying tetrahedral interstitial sites [30].
A variety of complex hydrides can form at lower temperatures, which greatly expand
the lattices [30, 41]. According to Mackay, the �-phase hydride of V disappears
above about 200◦C and the � + �-phase region of Nb disappears above 140◦C [30].

As with Pd, these metals can be alloyed to lower the phase transformation tem-
peratures and to inhibit nucleation of brittle hydrides. For example, according to
Nishimura et al., the addition of nickel to vanadium to form V-15Ni (atom%),
reduces the linear expansion from 3.3% in unalloyed V to 1.3% in the alloys under
the same operating conditions [42]. This is attributed to reduced hydrogen solubility
in the vanadium-nickel alloys [42].

Nishimura, Komaki and Amano find that the addition of molybdenum expands
the vanadium lattice linearly, in accordance with Vegard’s Law [43]. The hydrogen
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solubility and permeability are found to drop [43]. Zhang et al. find that aluminum,
which has the fcc structure, also expands the vanadium lattice [44] and also lowers
hydrogen solubility and permeability [20]. Expansion of the lattice and increased
distance between interstitial sites is expected also to decrease the hydrogen diffu-
sivity so that lower permeability is attributed to both lower solubility and lower
diffusivity [44]. Cobalt and titanium expand the lattice of vanadium as well [45].

According to Nishimura et al., addition of Ni, Co, Fe, and Cr to vanadium lowers
hydrogen solubility [42]. In part, lower hydrogen solubility might be attributed to
diluting the vanadium lattice with weak or non-hydride forming elements. Contrac-
tion of the lattice can lower hydrogen solubility as well. In contrast, addition of Ti,
which both forms stable hydrides and increases the lattice parameters, increases the
hydrogen solubility in V-Ti alloys [18, 42]. On the negative side, greater hydrogen
solubility results in greater chemical expansion relative to that of unalloyed V—as
high as 4.5% for some V-Ti alloys [18].

If Vegard’s Law is obeyed, the lattice parameters as summarized in Table 8.2
imply that W, Nb, Ta and U also expand the lattice of vanadium. The non-hydride
forming element W may reduce solubility and permeability as in the case of Mo
[43]. The elements Nb, Ta and U that form strong hydrides, and which increase
lattice parameters as well, should increase solubility.

If it is assumed that the lattice parameters of unalloyed vanadium (and iron) are
near the optimum for quantum mechanical tunneling and, therefore, hydrogen diffu-
sivity, then expanding the lattice of vanadium will decrease the diffusivity and thus
the permeability unless solubility is increased by adding elements that form stronger
hydrides. Lower permeability may be acceptable if the alloying elements reduce
subsequent hydrogen expansion, nucleation of brittle hydrides, and the hydride
transformation temperature, or increase mechanical strength and so on.

In the case of iron, which has very high diffusivity but very low solubility, alloy-
ing with elements that form strong hydrides will increase solubility and thus per-
meability. Alloying candidates include V, Ta, Nb, Mg, the lanthanides, or even the
alkali elements—if the material could be protected from adverse chemical reactions.

For Nb and Ta, which have larger lattice parameters relative to V, alloying with
elements such as Fe, V, Mo and W will decrease the lattice parameters and increase
diffusivity. However, solubility will decrease.

Ternary and quaternary alloys are employed to further adjust lattice parame-
ters, diffusivity, solubility, chemical expansion, and other properties [9, 12]. Some
reported examples include Ti–V–Cr–Al [7], V–4Cr–4Ti [18], V-7.5Cr–15Ti [18],
and V–Ni–Al [21]). From Table 8.2 it is predicted that the addition of V and Cr
will contract the cube edge of �-Ti, increase diffusivity and decrease solubility.
Contraction of the lattice by V and Cr, however, can aggravate subsequent hydrogen
expansion in these alloys [18]. Addition of aluminum to Nb, Ta and V, can be used
as a getter for oxygen, reducing susceptibility of materials to oxygen embrittlement
or reaction between hydrogen and oxygen at voids to form internal steam [8]. Addi-
tion of Mo or W can inhibit undesired excess grain growth during high-temperature
processing and degassing of oxygen. Segregation of non-hydride forming elements
to grain boundaries may protect against intergranular embrittlement. Alloying with
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various metals, including Pd, may be beneficial for lowering the driving force for
interdiffusion between surface catalysts or supports [8].

Some of the concepts used in the design of alloys for hydrogen storage can be
used as guides for the development of new hydrogen membrane materials. Hydro-
gen storage materials typically contain elements for adsorbing and dissociating
hydrogen, such as Ni, Co, Fe, Mo, Mn, Pt, and Rh, along with elements form-
ing strong hydrides, Zr, Ti, V, Nb, Ta, Ca, Mg, and La. Examples include Zr–Ni,
Mg–Ni, La–Ni, Ti–Fe, Zr–Rh, La–Ni–Co, Mg–Fe, Mg–Co, Ca-Ni and allied mate-
rials. If palladium could be eliminated and replaced with less expensive hydrogen
dissociation catalysts, such as nickel, lower cost membrane materials could be pro-
duced. As in the case of membranes, hydrogen storage materials typically face the
same issues of chemical expansion, hydrogen embrittlement, and susceptibility to
oxidation.

Surface and Interface Effects

In the design of composite membranes utilizing metals and ceramics, it is criti-
cal that the metal and ceramic wet. The terms wetting and nonwetting are used as
defined in textbooks on surface chemistry and physics [46, 47]. By wetting it is
meant that the contact angle between a liquid and solid is zero or close to zero
so that the liquid spreads over the solid surface. By nonwetting it is meant that
the contact angle is greater than 90◦ so that the liquid tends to ball up and run
off the surface easily [46]. In both cases, overall interfacial energy is minimized
[46, 47]. The concepts of wetting and nonwetting have been extended to solid–solid
interfaces, especially in areas of thin film growth and in the joining of metals to
ceramics [48].

For ill-designed composite membranes, for example, formed by depositing pal-
ladium onto substrates which it does not wet, surface tension will force the thin film
to contract and ball up if the palladium atoms acquire sufficient surface mobility.
Pinholes may form as a prelude to complete de-wetting, or pinholes may remain
from the initial fabrication if the palladium did not fully wet its substrate. Kinetics of
de-wetting is accelerated at elevated temperature and in the presence of adsorbates
such as CO, which increase surface mobility of Pd. If molten metals do not wet
ceramics, they will be expelled from ceramic pores. During sintering of cermets, Pd
and other metals will not adhere to the ceramic phase, if the metal and ceramic do
not wet.

The phenomena of wetting and nonwetting are both driven by the tendency of the
system to lower its overall surface free energy. For a thin solid film to remain spread
on its substrate, it is desired that the surface free energy of the gas-film surface be
less than the sum of the free energies of the uncovered substrate and of the solid-
solid interface.

To minimize the surface free energy of the solid-solid interfaces, one strategy is to
design systems with coherent interfaces [11, 12]. The metal and ceramic are chosen
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Poor Lattice Match Leads to Strain,
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Advantage of Lattice Matching Metal to Ceramic
to Minimize Stress and Dislocations

Fig. 8.2 Lattice matching, a concept borrowed from the semiconductor industry, matches lattice
symmetry and lattice constants of metals and ceramics at the atomic level to minimize interfacial
stress and minimize formation of dislocations. Lattice matching allows production of more stable
cermets and allows better deposition of metal films atop porous ceramics

so that crystal lattices match at the atomic level. In lattice matching, both lattice
symmetry and lattice constants are matched. This concept is widely used in the
semiconductor industry to produce stable thin films with a minimum of dislocations
at the over layer-substrate interface [49]. In the joining of metals to ceramics, lattice
matching is also used in selecting compatible materials which wet [48].

Figure 8.2 shows schematically an example of a perfect lattice matched sys-
tem in which atomic diameters are identical, and an example of a mismatch in
which atomic diameters are drawn differing by 15% and for which a dislocation has
formed. In a poorly matched system, atoms across the interface are in poor registry.
This leads to high interfacial stress and high interfacial energy. Interfacial stress is
relieved by periodic formation of dislocations [49]. In general, a lattice match of
better than approximately 15% is required for a coherent interface [49].

In designing porous ceramic substrates for supporting Pd and in designing pal-
ladium cermets, it is found that many oxide ceramics with the perovskite crystal
structure (see Fig. 8.3) match the lattice of palladium and its alloys extremely well.
Some examples are listed in Table 8.4. By doping the perovskites and by adjust-
ing the composition of Pd alloys, near perfect lattice matches can be formed. This
aids wetting. Figure 8.4 shows an example of a well-adhered palladium film, which
was electrolessly deposited onto a porous perovskite substrate of LaFe0.90Cr0.10O3−x

[11, 12]. Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show a Pd-perovskite cermet fabricated by sintering
together powders of Pd and LaFe0.90Cr0.10O3−x [11, 12].

Palladium cermets have a number of advantages over thin films of Pd supported
by porous ceramics. For systems which wet, sintering cermets at very high temper-
atures (well above membrane operating temperatures) produces dense, pinhole-free
composites (see Fig. 8.5). Because Pd is closely confined within a matrix of ceramic
and because small, individual, micron-size Pd crystallites already possess a small
surface-to-volume ratio of low surface energy, the Pd has relatively low driving
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O2– - Site Oxygen Anion

A    - Site Metal Cation

B    - Site Metal Cation

Fig. 8.3 Perovskite crystal structure of oxide ceramic materials used to fabricate composite mem-
branes. A very large fraction of the metals in the periodic table can be substituted into the A and B
lattice sites. A-sites contain larger cations such as alkaline earth and rare earths, including Ca, Sr
and La, whereas the B-sites contain smaller transition metal cations such as Ti, Nb, V, Fe, Cr, Cu
and Co. A near infinite variety of materials can be synthesized

Table 8.4 Lattice matching of Pd to perovskite ceramics (Pd: 3.89Å)

Perovskite Formula Lattice Constant Å % Mismatch

LaCoO3–x 3.82 1.8
La0.6Ca0.4MnO3–x 3.83 1.6
CaTiO3–x 3.85 0.97
SrFeO3–x 3.87 0.55
La0.6Sr0.4MnO3–x 3.87 0.52
LaCrO3–x 3.88 0.26
LaMnO3–x 3.88 0.26
LaFeO3–x 3.89 0
SrTiO3–x 3.89 0
La0.6Ba0.4MnO3–x 3.90 −0.25
BaTiO3–x 3.98 −2.3

force to further contract or to form pinholes even at elevated temperatures, unlike
the case for very thin films of Pd supported on porous materials.

For some applications, as in membrane-assisted steam reforming of methane, it is
highly desired to operate Pd-based membranes at 600◦C or above to assist decompo-
sition of methane. Figure 8.6 shows a surface of Pd (on the right) after a cermet had
been used at >600◦C in a water-gas shift mixture containing H2, H2O, CO, and CO2.
Although the Pd surface was etched and underwent a change in morphology, pin-
holes were not observed, and interfaces remained coherent. Interdiffusion between
the ceramic and Pd phases at sintering temperatures can be an issue. Interdiffusion
at operating temperatures and under highly reducing conditions must be considered,
especially if the ceramic phase could be partially reduced by hydrogen or carbon
monoxide and if metal ions could migrate and poison the catalytic activity of Pd.
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Fig. 8.4 Scanning electron microscope images at two magnifications of a three micron thick palla-
dium layer deposited onto a fine porous layer of LaFe0.90Cr0.10O3–x perovskite ceramic. Metal and
ceramic are lattice matched to minimize strain and dislocations and to aid nucleation and growth
of the metal on the ceramic

10 µm

Fig. 8.5 Scanning Electron Microscope image of a perovskite-palladium cermet (ceramic-metal)
made by sintering together LaFe0.90Cr0.10O3−x and Pd powder to form dense continuous matrices
of both metal and ceramic. The palladium and ceramic were lattice matched to minimize strain
and interfacial dislocations. (S. Rolfe, Eltron Research) (Copyright Elsevier, 2005. Adapted with
permission from [11], Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage in Deep Geological Formations.)

U. Balachandran of Argonne National Laboratories has operated Pd-alloy cer-
mets successfully to temperatures as high as 900◦C [10, 22]. At such extreme tem-
peratures, most thin films of supported Pd and its alloys would be hard pressed not to
ball up or form pinholes. Operation at elevated temperatures is desired, for example,
in the extraction of hydrogen from gas mixtures containing compounds of sulfur. At
such elevated temperatures, and in the presence of sufficient hydrogen, bulk sulfides
of Pd are not thermodynamically stable, and the Pd-based cermets acquire some
degree of tolerance to sulfur [22, 50]. In addition, permeability of Pd increases at
elevated temperatures and becomes comparable to that of Ta and V (see Fig. 8.1).
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5 µm

Fig. 8.6 Surface of a palladium/LaFe0.90Cr0.10O3−x cermet. Ceramic phase is on the left, metal
on the right (Copyright Elsevier, 2005. Reproduced by permission. Adapted from [11], Carbon
Dioxide Capture and Storage in Deep Geological Formations.)

For the highly permeable metals, excellent lattice matches as well as good
matches of coefficient of thermal expansion are found, for example, between Nb
and Al2O3, Ta and CaAl2O4, V and SrTiO3 and Zr and Al2O3 [11, 12]. The system
Nb/Al2O3 is a classic lattice-matched system and has long been used in joining of
alumina to metals in metal-ceramic seals [48]. Figure 8.7 shows a cermet formed
from a structural ceramic that was lattice matched to a Group VB metal. Note the
excellent wetting between interfaces.

In the formation of cermets, it is also desirable that both components have
compatible sintering temperatures. For particles of the order of 1 �m in diam-

10 µm

Fig. 8.7 Cermets formed by sintering together powders of a ceramic (darker grey) and a Group
VB element. Note the coherent interfaces and excellent wetting. (Kleiner, Stephan, Anderson,
CoorsTek)
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eter, a reasonable sintering temperature is approximately three-fourths of the
absolute melting point. This implies that it is desirable that the ceramic and
the metal have similar melting points. Because melting temperatures and coef-
ficients of thermal expansion both depend upon the strength of inter-atomic
forces, which regulate lattice vibrations in the materials [25], melting temper-
atures also give a very rough guide to compatibility of coefficients of ther-
mal expansion. Ceramic-metal cermet systems matched by absolute melting
temperature include: Nb(2741K)–Al2O3(2345K); Zr(2125K)–Al2O3(2345K);
Ta(2969K)–ZrO2(2973K); V(2163K)–SrTiO3(2353K); V(2163K)–CaTiO3(2248K);
Pd(1825K)–BaTiO3(1883K). In general, melting points of metals are lowered by
alloying so that alloys can be designed to lower sintering temperatures and can
be adjusted to better match the sintering temperature of a compatible structural
ceramic.

For reactive metals, sintering is performed under vacuum or under inert atmo-
spheres containing sufficiently low partial pressures of gases containing oxygen,
carbon and nitrogen in order to minimize formation of brittle bulk oxides, carbides
and nitrides. In some cases, however, residual thin adherent oxides of the reactive
metals may be beneficial and act as intermediary layers to aid wetting with the
structural ceramic oxide in the cermet.

In the case of all-metal composite membranes formed by depositing palladium
and its alloys onto metal substrates based on Nb, Ta, and V, strong coherent inter-
faces are highly desired not only for wetting and adherence, but also to ensure, at
the atomic level, that the dissociated hydrogen is rapidly transferred between the
catalyst and substrate layers. The rules of epitaxial growth and lattice matching are
also used to optimize these solid-solid interfaces.

In the work of Peachey, Dye, Snow and Birdsell at Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory, the authors report advantages of using oriented tantalum foils coated with
oriented palladium [17, 51]. The authors, however, have not reported details outlin-
ing underlying reasons for this effect. Therefore, some of the fundamental science
is discussed as follows. For metals with the body centered cubic structure, it has
been known since at least the 1930s, that stress on the metal as it is cold-rolled
to form foils causes the crystallites in the polycrystalline foil to become aligned
[52, 53]. This is evidenced by x-ray diffraction, which shows large diffraction peak
intensities for reflections from specific crystallographic planes, which are not as
pronounced for well-annealed, equiaxed, polycrystalline foils. For foils of bcc iron-
based alloys, the alignment of the crystallites in directions of easy magnetization is
exploited in the fabrication of magnetic materials [52, 53]. This orientation effect
produced by cold-rolling foils of bcc metals is most often discussed in textbooks on
magnetic materials [52, 53]. According to Chen, foils of cold-rolled body centered
cubic metals can assume the (110)[001] orientation [53]. In such oriented foils, the
[001] crystallographic direction is aligned parallel to the rolling direction, and (110)
planes are parallel to the rolled surfaces and are exposed on both surfaces of the foil
[52, 53]. Crystallites of (100)[001] orientation may also be present.

The exposed bcc (110) surfaces have the highest atomic density of any bcc sur-
face. They, therefore, have the lowest surface free energy of any bcc surface. This
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implies that foils with clean exposed (110) surfaces will be stable with respect to
faceting. If annealed in vacuum, (110) planes grow at the expense of (100) planes.
However, if annealed in the presence of impurities such as oxygen or sulfur, (100)
planes may have lower surface energy and grow at the expense of (110) planes in
the case of iron-silicon alloys. Because of its lower surface free energy, (110) sur-
faces have the smallest driving force for the segregation of impurities to the buried
interface beneath the catalyst layers. This is important for minimizing formation of
hydrogen diffusion barriers that could form from impurities diffusing to the buried
interface.

Furthermore, it follows from the rules of epitaxial growth [49], that if a face-
centered cubic metal such as palladium is deposited onto the (110) surfaces of body
centered cubic Nb, Ta and V, the palladium will assume an orientation with the
Pd(111)//bcc(110) and Pd[110]//bcc[111]. This metal-metal interface is expected to
be coherent and of minimum interfacial energy. Because the Pd(111) surface is the
closest packed, it will also have the lowest surface free energy at both the solid-solid
interface and the gas-surface interface. The Pd(111) surface at the gas-solid interface
will be the most resistant to faceting, to de-wetting, to poisoning by adsorption from
the gas phase, and to poisoning by impurity segregation from the bulk.

A number of excellent epitaxial matches exist in the unalloyed systems. For
example: Pd(111)//V(110) and Pd[110]//V[111]; Pd(111)//Nb(110) and Pd[110]//
Nb[111]; Pd(111)//Ta(110) and Pd[110]//Ta[111]. Using the lattice parameters
of Table 8.2, the cube-face diagonal for unalloyed Pd in the closest-packed
fcc [110] direction is 5.50 Å. The cube diagonal for unalloyed V in the [111]
direction is 5.26 Å, and that of unalloyed Nb and Ta is 5.72 Å. Calculat-
ing the epitaxial mismatches only along the closest-packed directions, using
([over layer − substrate]/[substrate]) × 100%, yields mismatches of +4.6% for
Pd/V and −3.8% for both Pd/Ta and Pd/Nb. This is quite good if it is assumed that
mismatch of up to 15% is considered adequate for reasonable epitaxial fit [49].

For the Pd–25Ag (atom%) system, assuming cube edge of 3.94 Å, the cube-face
diagonal would expand to 5.57 Å, yielding a still better epitaxial fit of −2.6% on
Ta and Nb, and a slightly poorer fit of +5.9% on V. In general, the epitaxial fit of
many of the preferred Pd alloys including Pd–5Au (mass%), Pd-40Au (mass%) and
Pd–19Pt (mass%) are excellent on the (110) surface of Nb, Ta and V. Expanding
the vanadium lattice and contracting the Ta and Nb lattices by alloying makes the
epitaxial fit even better with the above Pd alloys.

For the Pd–Cu single-phase composition, which has the bcc structure,
the preferred epitaxial arrangements will be: Pd–Cu(110)//V(110) and Pd-
Cu[111]//V[111]; Pd–Cu(110)//Nb(110) and Pd–Cu[111]//Nb[111]; Pd-Cu(110)//
Ta(110) and Pd–Cu[111]//Ta[111]. Assuming a cube edge of 2.994 Å for bcc
Pd–Cu [36] and a cube diagonal of 5.18 Å, the epitaxial mismatches along the
closest-packed [111] direction will be −1.5% for Pd-Cu/V(110) and +9.4% for
Pd–Cu/Nb(110) and Pd–Cu/Ta(110). For the case of Pd–Cu, contracting the vana-
dium lattice, for example with nickel, will improve the match. Other lattice constants
might be assumed for bcc Pd–Cu having various ratios of Pd: Cu, but in general,
the epitaxial fit will be more than adequate on the (110) surfaces of Nb, Ta and V.
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A number of workers report use of various Pd alloys deposited onto substrates
of the Group VB elements and their alloys. Zhang et al. discuss sputter deposition
of Pd–Ag alloys onto membranes of V–15Ni (atom%) [54–56]. Yang et al. discuss
use of Pd–Cu alloys deposited onto V–15Ni (atom%), including Pd–40Cu (mass%)
[57, 58]. Paglieri et al. discuss use of Pd–Ag and Pd–Cu catalysts atop membranes
of V–12Cu (atom%), V–5Ti (atom%), V–6Ni–5Co (atom%) and atop unalloyed Ta
[59, 60].

Paglieri et al. at Los Alamos note that interdiffusion between Pd catalyst layers
and substrates of Ta and V is severe if membranes are operated much above 400◦C
[59, 60]. This has been noted by a number of authors [8]. Assuming that intermetal-
lic diffusion is an activated process with Arrhenius-type behavior, then the rate of
interdiffusion will depend exponentially on temperature. At 300◦C, Moss et al., also
at Los Alamos, state that no interdiffusion of Pd with V or Ta was detected by
Rutherford backscattering, and that membrane performance was stable for 775 h
[23]. According to the group of Nishimura, alloying of V with Ni lowers the hydro-
gen embrittling temperature and allows membrane operation at 200◦C [19, 21, 42].
This will further decrease interdiffusion exponentially. In principle, alloying of both
catalyst and substrate lowers the driving force for interdiffusion as metals become
saturated with alloying elements [8, 61, 62].

Surface Catalysis

The need for surface catalysis on dense membranes to adsorb and dissociate molec-
ular hydrogen has been alluded to above. Figure 8.8 shows schematically some
aspects of surface catalysis of dense membranes used to extract hydrogen from
water-gas shift mixtures containing H2, H2O, CO, CO2, H2S and other impurities.
According to Smithells [27], William Ramsey (winner of the Nobel Prize in chem-
istry in 1904) had realized already by 1894 that hydrogen must diffuse through
palladium in a dissociated form [63]. This was based upon the fact that nascent
hydrogen produced by electrolysis or acid hydrolysis in aqueous solution diffused
into Pd more rapidly relative to molecular H2 in solution at the same temperature
[27]. By the 1930s, it was very clear from the work of Sieverts, Langmuir and oth-
ers that there could be no diffusion of hydrogen through dense metals without the
preliminary steps of adsorption and dissociation [27].

The requirement for the adsorption, dissociation and later recombination and
desorption of molecular hydrogen (Fig. 8.8), implies that membrane catalysts must
be present on both membrane surfaces and that catalytic activity must be main-
tained. As with any catalyst, membrane catalysts must be protected from catalyst
poisons adsorbing from the gas phase or segregating to the surface by diffusion
from the bulk.

In the case of palladium, common catalyst poisons originating from the gas
phase include CO, alkenes, alkynes and unsaturated organic compounds, elemen-
tal carbon, S, Te, P, As, Sb, Bi, Hg, Cd, Cl, Br, I, and Si. Metal carbonyls and
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Fig. 8.8 Schematic of a composite membrane coated with hydrogen dissociation catalysts on both
sides. Catalyst poisoning by sulfur and competitive adsorption by molecules such as CO must be
considered

oxyhydroxides can also transport metals such as Fe, Ni and Cr. Particulates of many
types, originating from the process gas or reactor walls, can encrust and deactivate
membranes. Impurities originating from adhering particulates can diffuse and con-
taminate large surface areas of membrane. If the palladium is supported, elements
from the support can diffuse into the palladium and segregate to the Pd catalytic sur-
faces. If the membranes are used in steam, stable refractory oxides may form from
diffusing species, which are trapped at the surface and which can block adsorption
of molecular hydrogen. Oxide forming elements of concern include, but are not
limited to, Fe, Cr, Si, Ca, Mg, Nb, Ta, Ti, V, and Zr.

At lower temperatures (< 250◦C), CO can readily form a monolayer on Pd and
other Pt-group metals, effectively blocking adsorption of hydrogen and poisoning
the surface [64, 65]. At elevated temperatures (> 300◦C), CO rapidly desorbs allow-
ing hydrogen to adsorb and dissociate [50]. In general, CO and hydrogen will be in
dynamic equilibrium and will compete for surface sites. The fraction of the mem-
brane surface covered by CO will depend upon the temperature and partial pressures
of CO, H2, and other components of the gas mixture.

Adsorbed CO can dissociate via the Boudouard reaction: 2CO = C + CO2.
Elemental carbon can accumulate on the surface and block adsorption of hydrogen.
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Adsorbed organic compounds can also compete with hydrogen for surface sites or
can crack, depositing a residue of elemental carbon. Accumulation of elemental
carbon is prevented by ensuring that the feed gas mixture contains adequate steam,
thus removing carbon by the reaction: C + H2O = H2 + CO [50].

Palladium and Pd–Ag are very susceptible to poisoning by sulfur [33, 50]. Under
some operating conditions, a few parts per billion by volume H2S is sufficient to
form bulk Pd4S [50]. To increase tolerance to sulfur, researchers have employed Pd–
Cu [32–34, 57–59, 66–71], Pd–Au [4, 32–34, 66, 72, 73] Pd-Pt [2, 62], Pd–Rh, Pd–
Ru, and various ternary Pd alloys such as Pd–25Au–5Pt (mass%) [69, 74]. Accord-
ing to McKinley, a Pd–40Au (mass%) alloy is superior to a Pd–40Cu (mass%) alloy
towards poisoning by H2S [33]. For measurements at 350◦C, pressures up to 300
psig (20.7 barg) and using stainless steel porous supports, unalloyed palladium
and Pd–27%Ag (mass%) were rapidly poisoned, but Pd–40Au (mass%) retained
80% of its permeability after 6 days with 4 ppmv H2S and 40% of its permeability
with 20 ppmv H2S [33]. The Pd–40Cu (mass%) was not satisfactory according to
McKinley [33]. Paglieri and Way discuss a Pd–19Pt (atom%) alloy for its benefits
of lowering the �–� phase transformation [2], and Buxbaum discusses use of plat-
inum black atop Pd layers [62]. Buxbaum and Kinney state that replacing the Pd
surface with fresh palladium restores activity lost by deterioration [5]. In general,
the sulfides of Pt, Ir, Rh and Ru are much less stable than those of Pd, and these
elements show better tolerance to poisoning by sulfur.

To protect Pd membranes from the entire gamut of potential gas phase catalyst
poisons, McBride et al. [75] and McBride and McKinley [76] successfully employed
guard bed adsorbents. Guard beds were used to adequately remove solids, hydro-
carbons, oils, compounds of sulfur and other impurities from the feed [75]. Parallel
guard beds were used. One was kept in service while the second was regenerated
or replaced [75]. Iron oxides were used to partially remove H2S [76]. Zeolites
and other adsorbents were also employed. Nine plants based upon Pd membranes
were in operation by Union Carbide by mid–1965 [76]. The largest plant produced
9,000,000 ft3 (250,000 m3) of hydrogen per day. Total capacity of all 9 plants was
34,000,000 ft3 (960,000 m3) per day [76]. Recovery of hydrogen from coke-oven
gas was envisioned.

Membranes were supported by porous stainless steel and were run at 350–400◦C
[76]). Operation at relatively low temperature likely limited interdiffusion with sup-
ports and seals. Copper gaskets and stainless steel frames were used to form com-
pression seals [75]. Pressure vessels and the porous stainless steel supports were
designed to handle feed pressures of 650 psig (44.8 barg) [75]. Purging with high-
purity nitrogen was used to remove hydrogen and to bring systems up and down
through temperatures otherwise favoring the brittle palladium �-hydride phase.
Membranes were not permitted to be exposed to hydrogen below 330◦C [75]. A
pilot plant built in South Charlestown, West Virginia (U.S.A) was in continuous
operation for more than three years [76].

Palladium surfaces and their catalytic activity must be protected from impurities
diffusing through the bulk and originating from supports. For example, although
porous stainless steel is an excellent support for Pd [72], and was used successfully
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in the large plants built by Union Carbide [75, 76], Fe and Cr can diffuse into Pd
at elevated temperatures. For some applications this may not be an issue. However,
if steam is used in the retentate, the Fe and Cr may be oxidized and trapped at
the Pd–gas interface poisoning the hydrogen dissociation reaction. To prevent this,
attempts have been made to employ diffusion barriers on the stainless steel surface
[2]. Issues of wetting must be considered in the choice of diffusion barrier.

If SiO2, glass or other silicon-bearing materials are used in substrates, there is
the potential that a small fraction of silicon will be reduced in the highly reducing
environment of the pure hydrogen permeate and then react to form palladium sili-
cides. Silicon can diffuse into the Pd via dislocations or spread on the Pd by surface
diffusion from pinholes. If steam is present in the feed, stable oxides of silicon
may form in the more oxidizing environment and block the hydrogen dissociation
reaction.

Other oxides used as supports, and normally considered refractory, may also be
reduced to a minor extent depending upon temperature and pressure of hydrogen
[77]. Metals originating from the ceramic supports can diffuse through the Pd layer
and react with steam in the retentate, forming oxide layers that block the adsorption
of hydrogen.

Reactive metals Nb, Ta, Ti, V and Zr can diffuse into Pd at temperatures above
about 400◦C, especially in the presence of hydrogen [59, 60]. These can diffuse
through thin layers of Pd and react with steam in the retentate to form refractory
oxides blocking the adsorption of hydrogen.

In general, oxides of Pd are not thermodynamically stable in the partially reduc-
ing atmospheres of water-gas shift mixtures, and pure Pd is not poisoned by high-
pressure steam alone [50]. However, if impurities are present in Pd, which segregate
to the gas–Pd interface and react with steam to form stable oxides, then the Pd can be
poisoned. Likewise, hydrothermal transport of silicon and metals by high-pressure
steam via volatile oxyhydroxides, originating from ill-chosen reactor wall materials,
can also poison the catalytic activity of Pd.

Although hydrogen predominantly diffuses through Pd via interstitial sites, the
much larger metal atoms must diffuse through the dense Pd by a vacancy mechanism
or through edge dislocations [78–80] spanning the Pd crystallites or through the
edge dislocations at grain boundaries [81]. Atoms of carbon and oxygen can also
diffuse through edge dislocations of Pd and recombine on the permeate surface to
form CO or CO2 or react with hydrogen to form H2O or CH4. These are well-
established mechanisms for contamination of hydrogen transported through dense
Pd membranes.

Formation of vacancies in metals and alloys is an activated process [82]. Diffu-
sion of metals into Pd is decreased exponentially by simply decreasing the absolute
temperature at which the membranes are operated. Effects of interdiffusion can also
be decreased linearly by increasing the thickness of the Pd. In general, doubling the
thickness of a layer of Pd will double the time required for metals to diffuse through
the layer and thus double the operation time before decay of the catalytic activity.
This assumes that Pd is not poisoned by surface diffusion of impurities originat-
ing from pinholes or the membrane seals. It follows that poisoning of supported
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membranes by diffusion from the bulk will be most severe for the thinnest Pd layers
operated at the highest temperatures.

To inhibit impurity diffusion through edge dislocations, both at grain boundaries
and within crystallites, it is highly desirable that grain boundaries and dislocations
be minimized or that immobile species are formed from reaction of two elements,
meeting and precipitating in the dislocations to block diffusion of impurities. It
is imperative that additives do not weaken cohesion of grain boundaries or foster
intergranular fracture or embrittlement.

Membrane Flux Measurements

Referring to Fig 8.8, hydrogen flux, J, through the gas phase to the retentate-side
surface of the membrane is given by Fick’s First Law of Diffusion [83, 84]: J =
-D(dc/dx) where J is in mol m−2 s−1; D is the diffusivity at a given temperature in
m2 s−1; dc = (c1 − c2), the change in concentration in mol m−3 from the gas phase
to the membrane surface; and dx = x1 − x2, the geometric path length in meters,
m. If the flux is limited by mass transport through the gas phase, which can easily
happen for very thin Pd membranes or for super-permeable membranes using Nb,
Ta or V [8, 85], the hydrogen flux will be directly proportional to the first power (or
approach the first power) of the hydrogen partial pressure in the feed. Indications
that gas phase mass transport is limiting flux include increase of flux with increase
in feed flow (without change in hydrogen partial pressure), increase in flux with
increase in gas feed turbulence [85], and negligible or anomalously low activation
energies (i.e. little change in flux with change in temperature). If flux is limited
by porous support materials or porous guard bed materials, flux will be directly
proportional to the hydrogen partial pressure if pore size is such that Darcy’s Law
holds [86].

Fick’s First Law of Diffusion is fundamental and will also describe flux through
a dense membrane if the concentration of hydrogen on each surface is known. The
most common approximation for the concentration of hydrogen on surfaces is given
by Langmuir’s Isotherm [87, 88]. Assuming dissociative adsorption of hydrogen on
the surface, two surface sites are required to accommodate two hydrogen atoms.
Adsorption of hydrogen can be represented by the equation.

H2 + 2 (adsorption sites) � 2 H (adsorbed).

The rate of hydrogen adsorption is proportional to the partial pressure of hydro-
gen in the gas phase and the square of the number of empty adsorption sites on the
membrane surface, and can be written thus:

rate(adsorption) = k1pH2(1 − �)2

where k1 is the rate constant for adsorption, pH2 is the partial pressure of H2 in
the gas phase above the membrane and � is the fraction of the surface covered by
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hydrogen. The term (1-�) is the fraction of the surface uncovered by hydrogen. The
rate of desorption from the surface is given by:

rate(desorption) = k−1�2,

where k−1 is the rate constant for desorption of molecular hydrogen.
At equilibrium, the two rates are equal and thus:

k1pH2(1 − �)2 = k−1�2.

Solving for �, the surface coverage, gives:

� = (k1/k−1)1/2p1/2
H2

1 + (k1/k−1)1/2p1/2
H2

If the partial pressure of hydrogen is low then 1 � (k1/k−1)1/2p1/2
H2 , and � ∝

p1/2
H2 . It is thus seen that the coverage of hydrogen on the membrane surfaces will

be proportional to the square root of the hydrogen partial pressure. Historically, it
was the square root dependence that indicated dissociation of molecular hydrogen
through dense membranes. From this, one can justify the origin of the square root
dependence of hydrogen flux according to Sieverts’ Law:

J = P · d−1(p0.5
f − p0.5

p )

where P is the permeability in mol ·m ·m−2 ·s−1 ·Pa−0.5, d is the membrane thickness
in m, and pf and pp are the partial pressures of hydrogen in Pa on the feed and
permeate side of the membrane.

However, if the hydrogen partial pressure in the feed is high, 1 � (k1/k−1)1/2p1/2
H2 ,

and then �1 = 1. The feed-side surface will become saturated with hydrogen at some
pressure, and the flux will no longer be a function of the hydrogen partial pressure
but will remain a constant. Thus at high hydrogen feed pressure the equation for
hydrogen flux may become J = constant (or J ∝ p0

H2), independent of the partial
pressure of hydrogen in the feed. For a gradient to exist, obviously the surface
concentration, �2, on the permeate side of the membrane cannot also equal 1.

For intermediate partial pressures of hydrogen, the full Langmuir expression
would be needed to determine the surface concentration and the rate of diffusion
as a function of hydrogen partial pressure. The exponent of the partial pressure of
hydrogen would lie between 0 and 0.5.

The Langmuir Adsorption Isotherm assumes that all surface sites are identical,
that the heat of adsorption does not change with coverage, and that the system
reaches equilibrium [87, 88]. In practice, the surface of the membranes will be
heterogeneous, and heats of adsorption will vary with hydrogen coverage and the
system may not reach equilibrium. The pressure dependence may then follow a
Freundlich or other isotherm and be a function of pressure to some power other
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Fig. 8.9 Hydrogen flux data from a 100 �m thick unalloyed palladium foil. Sieverts’ Law is fol-
lowed very well, and the square root dependence implies that hydrogen is transported through the
membrane in a dissociated form. The membrane, sealed by copper gaskets, was essentially 100%
selective towards hydrogen with no leak to helium detected. Permeability at 440◦C was 1.9×10−8

mol m−1 s−1 Pa−0.5

than 0.5 (i.e., p1/n) or the pressure dependence may be logarithmic [89]. Finally, the
Langmuir approximation does not take into account exchange of adsorbed hydrogen
with the bulk.

Figure 8.9 shows a plot of hydrogen flux through a 100 �m thick membrane of
unalloyed palladium (non-composite and unsupported) measured at Eltron Research
& Development Inc. Sieverts’ Law is followed extremely well, implying that hydro-
gen is transported in a dissociated form and that hydrogen flux is limited by mass
transport through the Pd bulk. Permeability at 440◦C was 1.9 × 10−8 mol m−1

s−1 Pa−0.5, in good agreement with the calculations of Steward (Fig. 8.1) [15]. For
this membrane thickness, leaks towards helium were below detection limits and the
membrane was essentially 100% selective towards hydrogen.

Figure 8.10 plots hydrogen flux through an all-metal composite membrane fab-
ricated by using one of the Group IVB-VB elements. Permeability was 2.3 × 10−7

mol m−1 s−1 Pa−0.5 also at 440◦C. Higher mechanical strength relative to the soft
unalloyed Pd allowed the unsupported membrane to withstand 33 bar differential
pressure and to achieve hydrogen flux exceeding 400 mL min−1 cm−2 (STP) in an
ideal H2/He feed mixture with close to 100% H2 in the feed to minimize gas phase
mass transport limitations. Such composite membranes show great promise if they
can be scaled up to industrial size and used under industrial conditions. Efforts at
scale up are discussed in a companion paper in this volume.
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Membrane:  Group IVB-VB Composite Material
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Fig. 8.10 Hydrogen flux data of a composite membrane incorporating a Group IVB-VB material.
Sieverts’ Law is followed very well and a permeability at 440◦C of 2.3 10−7 mol m−1 s−1 Pa−0.5

was achieved. The membrane, sealed with copper gaskets, was essentially 100% selective towards
hydrogen showing no detectable leak to helium. The disk withstood 33 bar differential pressure
(Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag, GmbH & Co. KGaA, 2006. Adapted with permission from [8],
Nonporous Inorganic Membranes.)

Summary

In order to improve composite membranes for hydrogen separation and purifica-
tion, fundamental scientific principles are applied. For dense composite membranes
approaching essentially 100% selectivity for hydrogen, hydrogen must be trans-
ported in a dissociated form. This implies the need for adequate catalytic activity
on the feed side of the membrane for adsorption and dissociation of molecular
hydrogen as well as for catalytic activity on the permeate side surface for recom-
bination and desorption. Membrane catalytic activity must be adequately protected
from poisoning and inhibition from impurities originating from the gas phase as
well as segregating from the bulk. Permeability, P, of membranes is dependent upon
diffusivity D, and solubility, S. Diffusivity can be altered by varying lattice param-
eters and thus the hydrogen hopping distance and activation energies. Solubility is
increased by adding elements forming stable hydrides and decreased by diluting
lattices with elements not forming stable hydrides. For fabrication of composite
membranes, components must be compatible to allow wetting while minimizing
interdiffusion. Components of composite materials must possess compatible coeffi-
cients of thermal and chemical expansion. Many elements including especially Nb,
Ta, V and Zr can exceed the permeability of palladium and its alloys.
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Chapter 9
Hydrogen Separation Using Dense Composite
Membranes

Part 2: Process Integration and Scale-Up for H2
Production and CO2 Sequestration

David H. Anderson, Carl R. Evenson IV, Todd H. Harkins, Douglas S. Jack,
Richard Mackay, and Michael V. Mundschau

Introduction

This chapter describes the scale-up of dense composite hydrogen transport
membranes that can separate hydrogen from carbon dioxide and other components
of water-gas shift (WGS) mixtures derived from coal gasification. The primary
application considered is a hydrogen separation system for production of hydrogen
from synthesis gas produced from a coal-fired Integrated Gasification Combined
Cycle (IGCC) power plant. A companion chapter reviews the fundamentals of dense
composite inorganic membranes used for the transport of hydrogen [1]. Another
benefit of the hydrogen membranes is the ability to retain carbon dioxide (CO2)
at high pressure from the balance of the membrane feed. This feature reduces the
compression cost for the CO2 captured.

Hydrogen derived from coal could be used as a non-polluting fuel in hydrogen-
powered turbine engines or in fuel cells. Hydrogen could also be used to produce
very large quantities of synthetic fuels including very low-sulfur diesel fuel, substi-
tute natural gas, and methanol. In many parts of the world, sequestration of CO2 is
now being considered. The petroleum industry also has the need for large quantities
of high-pressure CO2 for injection into oil wells and for enhanced oil recovery from
marginal wells.

Advantages of membranes over conventional systems include the ability to
retain both hydrogen and carbon dioxide at high pressures, thus saving on capital
and operating costs for compression. Potential hydrogen separation technologies
include dense membranes, porous or size exclusion membranes, pressure swing
adsorption (PSA), and solvent recovery methods. Hydrogen is separated from
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syngas after coal gasification and pre-combustion, whereas CO2 may be separated
pre- or post-combustion. Amine absorption is the current method of choice for
post-combustion CO2 capture from flue gas [2]. Use of methanol (Rectisol) or
glycol (Selexol) for physical absorption/regeneration are established solvent-based
techniques that may be used to capture CO2 from synthesis gas pre-combustion
(Chiesa et al. [3], for example). Solvent-based recovery may require refrigeration
and/or additional heating that can reduce thermal efficiency. In addition, another
disadvantage of solvent absorption/regeneration is that CO2 is recovered at reduced
pressure. For transport through pipelines and for geological sequestration, the CO2

must be compressed.
The technology under development for dense hydrogen membranes has reached

the point where important consideration must be given to the integration of mem-
branes into actual applications such as DOE’s FutureGen initiative that is based on
a coal fired IGCC power plant [4]. Eltron is taking the approach of developing a
complete hydrogen separation system rather than individual hydrogen separation
membranes. The difference between a hydrogen separation membrane unit and a
complete hydrogen separation system is illustrated in Fig. 9.1. The distinction is
critical in that hydrogen separation membranes must be integrated with upstream
WGS and gas cleaning technologies and downstream technologies such as fuel
cells and/or hydrogen turbines for power production. Technologies such as warm
gas cleaning and hydrogen turbines are also currently under development in other
programs. Therefore, it is more practical to design an entire hydrogen separation
unit as a whole to allow for integration of these technologies. For example, by
considering an entire hydrogen separation process, Eltron can optimize hydrogen
separation membranes for integration with WGS catalysis, warm gas cleaning, and
CO2 sequestration on the feed side of the membrane, and simultaneously match
operating condition for hydrogen turbines or high pressure hydrogen recovery on the
permeate side of the membrane. Development of a complete hydrogen separation
system includes demonstration of lifetime and scale-up issues such as membrane
configuration and sealing.

Eltron is working to ensure that membranes will integrate seamlessly with
the gas clean-up and turbine technologies being developed by others. Membrane

Fig. 9.1 Application of hydrogen separation membrane for hydrogen production and CO2

sequestration
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development includes new membrane materials, optimized catalysts and deposition
techniques for the dissociation and desorption of hydrogen on respective sides of
the membrane, and the testing of membranes under expected operating conditions
including the effect of potential poisons such as mercury and hydrogen sulfide.

Hydrogen Membrane Applications

Industrial sources of hydrogen include

� steam reforming of hydrocarbons, mainly methane in natural gas;
� partial oxidation of coal or hydrocarbons;
� dissociation of ammonia;
� electrolysis of water.

Hydrogen is used in a large number of chemical processes, and may be used as
a fuel itself or as a reactant in the production of synthetic fuels such as in the
Fischer–Tropsch hydrocarbon synthesis process, for example. In applications where
hydrogen purification is required, membranes can be used for hydrogen separation.
Other hydrogen purification methods include pressure swing adsorption and cryo-
genic separation.

Process Description for Hydrogen from Coal

One possible process scenario incorporating membranes for sequestration of CO2

is shown schematically in Fig. 9.2. Synthesis gas is produced from coal gasification
with oxygen and steam. The synthesis gas (or syngas) product streams from these
hydrogen generation processes largely consist of water, carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, and hydrogen. These are components of the WGS reaction, which further
converts carbon monoxide with steam to carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Natural gas
or other hydrocarbon may also be used as fuel for syngas production. The syngas
product may also include unreacted fuel or hydrocarbons, particulate matter, and
impurities such as hydrogen sulfide (H2S).

The objectives of process integration and scale-up are to:

1. Provide hydrogen source from steam reforming or partial oxidation of coal.
2. Convert CO in the feed stream to CO2 and hydrogen using the WGS reaction.
3. Separate hydrogen and CO2 rich streams.
4. Supply hydrogen for use as:

(i) clean burning fuel for gas turbine;
(ii) feed to fuel cell;

(iii) chemical feedstock;
(iv) fuel for mobile users.

5. Separate CO2 rich stream at high pressure for sequestration.
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Fig. 9.2 Scenario for integrating hydrogen separation membranes with coal gasifiers and WGS
reactors for producing hydrogen at high purity while retaining CO2 at high pressure and concen-
tration for economic sequestration

Hydrogen for Power Production

In one configuration envisioned for the plant, the hydrogen would be fed to
hydrogen-powered turbine engines, which would produce electricity and steam
as exhaust. An estimated hydrogen inlet pressure of 435 psia (30 bar) is assumed.
Another possibility is that solid oxide fuel cells may be used in the plants. Conven-
tional solid oxide fuel cells would require hydrogen at ambient pressures or at a few
atmospheres pressure at most. Use of solid oxide fuel cells would avoid the need to
compress hydrogen to high pressures, saving on such compression costs. However,
solid oxide fuel cells will likely operate at 850–1,000◦C, requiring re-heating of
hydrogen as well as heating oxygen to the fuel cell operating temperature. Large
quantities of oxygen (or air) would need to be circulated past the cathode side of
the fuel cells.

Hydrogen for Production of Synthetic Fuels

In the future, coal-fired electric power plants, in their off-peak hours, may also
need to serve as chemical production facilities for various synthetic fuels. Coal-fired
power plants have the capital-intensive infrastructure for mining, transport and han-
dling the massive quantities of coal that will be required. At least 1 billion metric
tons per year of coal would be required to replace present U.S. consumption of
petroleum distillates by synthetic fuels [5]. For perspective, approximately 1 billion
metric tons of coal are now produced annually by the United States, 92% of which
is used by electric power plants. All synthetic fuels will require large quantities of
hydrogen at high pressures.
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Once coal is gasified to synthesis gas, the H2 and CO can be utilized in a number
of synthetic routes. Fischer-Tropsch liquids can be synthesized at approximately 300
psia (20.7 bar) according to the reaction: (2n+1)H2+nCO = CnH2n+2+nH2O. This
route can produce low-sulfur diesel fuel. Methanol, CH3OH, can be produced at
600–1,160 psi (40–80 bar) by the reaction: 2H2 + CO = CH3OH. Substitute natural
gas can be produced at 600 psia (41.4 bar) by the reaction: 3H2 +CO = CH4 +H2O.
Finally, in the Bergius Process, coal can be reacted directly with hydrogen (produced
from synthesis gas) at pressures of 3,000–10,000 psia (207–690 bar) to produce
liquid hydrocarbons.

IGCC Plants

The process scenario incorporating membranes for hydrogen separation and seques-
tration of CO2 in an IGCC plant is shown schematically in Fig. 9.2. Instead of burning
coal directly in air as in older conventional power plants, coal is reacted with steam
and pure oxygen in gasifiers typically operating above approximately 1,040◦C to
form synthesis gas. In order to avoid diluting downstream CO2 with tons of atmo-
spheric nitrogen (that will add to the costs of separating and sequestering CO2),
oxygen for the gasifier needs to be separated from the other components of air using
conventional cryogenic technology or possibly using advanced oxygen separation
membranes or chemical looping. The oxygen will be produced with approximately
95% purity by a conventional Vacuum Swing Absorption (VSA) Air Separation
Unit (ASU) and the bulk of the inert will be argon. Coal gasifiers equipped with
conventional oxygen separation technology are already used in practice in advanced
IGCC electric power plants now in place in some plants operating around the world.

From the perspective of the membrane system, the major impact of selecting oxy-
gen as opposed to an air blown gasifier is that it improves membrane performance
by increasing the hydrogen partial pressure in the membrane separator. IGCC plants
also have the advantage of gas clean-up at high pressure prior to combustion, to
reduce or eliminate potential pollutants such as sulfur dioxide (SO2).

Coal Gasifiers

Coal gasifiers are designed to operate at pressures of up to 1,000 psia (69 bar) [6]
and will likely operate above about 1,040◦C. Retaining CO2 near 1,000 psia (69
bar) would save the bulk of compression costs that would otherwise be required to
compress CO2 collected at lower pressure. In addition to delivering CO2 at high
pressures, higher gasifier pressure also increases hydrogen partial pressure in the
syngas. Production and retention of hydrogen at high pressure would save on the
compression costs for utilization of hydrogen in hydrogen-powered turbine engines,
projected to operate with H2 at about 435 psia (30 bar) inlet pressure. Although coal
gasifiers with operating pressures of 1,000 psia (69 bar) would allow considerable
downstream savings in capital costs for compressors for both CO2 and H2 and for the
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compressor operating costs, operation at 1,000 psia (69 bar) would add to the capital
costs of the coal gasifiers and all system components that would be required to
operate at 1,000 psia (69 bar). In addition, pure oxygen would need to be compressed
to 1,000 psia (69 bar). In the final selection of the operating pressure of the coal
gasifiers, costs must be weighed between the capital and operating costs of the coal
gasifiers and system components operating at 1,000 psia versus capital and operating
costs of compressing both CO2 and H2.

From a process analysis perspective, higher gasifier pressures favor hydrogen
transport membranes (HTMs) because permeate H2 can be obtained at increasingly
higher pressures for a given recovery. The General Electric (GE) gasifier has demon-
strated operation at 1,000 psia (69.0 bar) whereas other entrained-flow gasifiers
operate below 500–600 psia (34.5–41.4 bar) [6]. The GE gasifier is also commonly
outfitted with quench syngas cooling, thereby avoiding a more costly syngas cooler
and steam addition upstream of the sour WGS reactor. Methane (CH4) conversion
in the GE gasifier is also typically greater than in staged-fed gasifiers.

WGS Reactors

In addition to efficient production of electricity and sequestration of CO2, another
objective is the production of low cost, high purity hydrogen. To maximize the
production of H2 from synthesis gas, the CO in the syngas will be reacted with
steam in a commercial WGS reactor: CO + H2O = CO2 + H2. To avoid sintering
and deactivation of commercial WGS catalysts such as Fe3O4/Cr2O3 or Co-Mo,
temperature of the syngas would need to be adjusted from gasifier temperatures
above 1,040◦C to approximately 320◦C at the inlet to the WGS reactor in order
to maintain temperatures well below 440◦C for Fe3O4/Cr2O3 or 550◦C for Co-Mo
as heat is released by the exothermic WGS reaction. Heat extracted from cooling
the syngas from 1,040◦C to 320◦C would be used to raise clean steam for power-
ing non-polluting steam turbines. Membranes can also operate in the 320–440◦C
temperature range of the WGS reactors.

Lowering the syngas temperature to 320◦C would allow insertion of particulate
removal systems to remove impurities that might clog the entrance to beds of WGS
catalyst. High temperature (i.e. 320–440◦C) WGS catalysts, such as Fe3O4/Cr2O3,
however, are fairly robust and have been used with coal-derived synthesis gas since
the beginning of the twentieth century. Dual guard beds of sacrificial Fe3O4/Cr2O3

may also be employed to protect Fe3O4/Cr2O3 placed downstream. Sulfur-tolerant
(sour) shift reactors may be desirable depending on the impurity removal method
used (see later section).

Role of Membranes in CO2 Sequestration and Hydrogen
Production

From the FutureGen vision, the plant will be designed to sequester on the order
of 1,000,000 metric tons of CO2 per year. It is estimated that a plant will pro-
duce approximately 265 metric tons of hydrogen per day. This is equivalent to
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5.9 million standard liters of hydrogen per day (4100 L H2 min−1). Membranes,
therefore, must be capable of separating this capacity of hydrogen. However, mem-
branes do not presently exist at the scale required for the projected FutureGen plant.
Eltron Research is working to develop appropriate membranes that can withstand
coal-derived WGS conditions at pressures of up to 1,000 psia (69 bar) and can
economically extract hydrogen.

Membranes would extract hydrogen from WGS mixtures while retaining the
CO2-rich stream near the pressure of the coal gasifier. After condensation of steam
in the retentate, the CO2, at very high concentration and remaining at high pressure,
would then be further pressurized to CO2 pipeline pressures of 2,200–2,700 psia
(151–186 bar). Some additional processing may be required to reduce impurities
in the final CO2 stream. After transport through the pipelines, CO2 pressure would
need to be further increased to force it into final storage sites. Carbon dioxide will
be in the liquid phase above its critical pressure of 1,071 psia (73.9 bar) if cooled
below its critical temperature of 304.2 K (31.1◦C). It should be appreciated that
pressurization of liquid CO2 at 1,071 psia (73.9 bar) to pressures of 2,700 psia (186
bar) and above will consume much less energy than that required to compress the
gas from ambient pressure to 1,071 psia (73.9 bar) [7]. Carbon dioxide capture and
compression cost is estimated as adding 25% to the cost of electricity when using
Selexol process for CO2 separation [8].

In principle, hydrogen pressure in any membrane permeate cannot exceed the
partial pressure of hydrogen in the membrane feed. At best, membranes can only
bring partial pressures of hydrogen on either side of the membrane to equilibrium.
Assuming a partial pressure of hydrogen of 400 psia (27.6 bar) in the membrane
feed, obtained using a gasifier operating at 1,000 psia (69 bar), the maximum pres-
sure of pure hydrogen in the permeate, therefore, cannot exceed 400 psia (27.6 bar).
In addition, a hydrogen pressure of 400 psia (27.6 bar) in the permeate can only be
achieved if the membrane brings the partial pressures of hydrogen to equilibrium at
equal partial pressures on both sides of the membrane. If gasifiers are to operate at
a total pressure of 450 psia (31 bar), the partial pressure of hydrogen downstream
from a WGS reactor would be approximately 40% of this or 180 psia (12.4 bar) and
the pressure of hydrogen in a membrane permeate could not exceed this value. As in
the case with CO2, production and retention of hydrogen in the membrane permeate
at elevated pressures will save on compression capital and compression operating
costs relative to the case of hydrogen collected at lower pressure.

Impact of Impurities and Gas Cleaning Methods

Significant impurities in the syngas emerging from the gasifier include particulate
matter, hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbonyl sulfide (COS), nitrogen compounds, and
mercury. Many of these impurities may be poisons for the WGS catalyst and/or
hydrogen transport membrane. Gas cleaning methods are used to remove the impu-
rities. Cold and warm cleaning systems are available or under development. Cold
gas cleaning implies cooling the gas to a point where the bulk of diluent water
is condensed. This often means conducting gas cleaning at approximately 105◦F
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(41◦C), although some systems such as Rectisol (that uses chilled methanol) operate
as low as −40 to −80◦F (−40 to −62◦C).

Several cold gas cleaning technologies are commercially available, such as amine
absorbers. Cold gas cleaning technologies are often complex and lose thermal effi-
ciency due to the additional heating and cooling duties that are required. This ther-
mal efficiency penalty is greater when using air blown gasifiers due to large amounts
of nitrogen handling. Cold gas cleaning will, however, benefit hydrogen membrane
performance by raising hydrogen partial pressures due to the removal of water vapor
and CO2. Also, cold gas cleaning is capable of achieving low total sulfur concentra-
tions if required.

For sulfur treatment, various cold gas systems have been developed to remove
the bulk of sulfurous contaminants. The technologies and the levels of gas cleaning
that they can achieve were summarized by Korens et al. [9]:

� Chemical solvents such as methyldiethylamine (MDEA) that are suitable for sul-
fur removal (H2S) to approximately 10–20 ppmv.

� Selexol, a physical solvent that can remove H2S to between 10 and 20 ppmv and
lower levels are possible by chilling.

� Rectisol, a chilled methanol solution that, by operating between −40 and −80◦F
(−40 and −62◦C), can accomplish deep gas cleaning down to as low as 0.1 ppmv.
Although high sulfur removals are possible, this technology is expensive because
of the refrigeration requirements.

Most of these systems, except Rectisol, will typically be preceded by a catalytic
hydrolysis stage to convert COS into H2S [9]. The hydrolysis occurs over an acti-
vated alumina catalyst at approximately 400◦F (204◦C) and is typically required
because COS has poorer absorption capacity in most of the solvents relative to H2S.

Overall, the implication is that a system incorporating such a membrane and cold
gas cleaning will require the following steps:

1. Gas cooling;
2. Carbonyl sulphide hydrolysis to H2S;
3. Primary acid gas removal using, for example, an amine;
4. Secondary clean-up using packed bed systems to remove metal carbonyls, mer-

cury and trace acid gas;
5. Gas reheats to an appropriate temperature for membrane operation;
6. Membrane hydrogen separation.

The Selexol method of acid gas removal may be used for combined removal of H2S
and CO2 [3, 9], in which case it is desirable to employ sulfur-tolerant shift reactors
before the Selexol system. On the other hand, if H2S alone is removed with a cold
gas cleaning system, it is preferred to do so before shift reactor to avoid loss of CO2.

It is also desirable for process efficiency to choose gas cleaning techniques with
operating temperatures that avoid large amounts of heating and/or cooling. R&D
projects are underway on warm gas (300–700◦F) cleaning technology [10]. It sim-
plifies the reheat cycle and has higher thermal efficiency.
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Membrane Performance and Testing

Eltron Research & Development Inc. has the ability to test membranes under a
variety of experimental conditions including high pressures and simulated WGS
feed streams. As a step to scale-up, Eltron designed a reactor to be flexible for
testing a variety of membrane configurations including multiple planar or tubular
membranes up to a hydrogen separation rate of several pounds of H2 per day. Sep-
aration membranes are housed in a containment vessel that is 5.7 feet (1.7 m) long
and 7.75 inches (19.7 cm) in diameter. The containment vessel is surrounded by
a tube furnace with a 3.5 foot (1.07 m) hot zone. Gas flows are supplied to the
hydrogen transport membrane using mass flow controllers. Feed gases including
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, helium, methane, nitrogen, and steam
are controlled individually and manifolded together into a single feed stream prior
to entering the reactor. Any ratio of feed gases is possible up to a total feed rate of
30 SLPM. Membranes can be operated with no sweep gas or with sweep gases of
nitrogen or steam. Under dry hydrogen/inert gas mixtures, the unit is capable of feed
pressures up to 1,000 psig (70 bar). Under gas mixtures that include steam, the unit
can be operated up to 500 psig (35.5 bar). Gas chromatographs and mass flow meters
monitor both permeate and retentate streams. Appropriate safety protocols including
over-pressure, over-temperature, and carbon monoxide alarms are integrated into the
system and monitored with a programmable logic controller (PLC).

The hydrogen membrane reactor was initially evaluated by measuring the per-
formance of a pure palladium membrane. The permeability of pure palladium under
various conditions has been well established and therefore can be used as a baseline
test to verify if a new hydrogen membrane reactor is calibrated properly. At 440◦C
and under a simulated WGS feed stream, the pure palladium membrane exhibited a
permeability of 2.0 × 10−8 mol · m−1 · s−1 · Pa−0.5 that is consistent with literature
reports.

To establish the effect of higher pressure of full WGS feed streams compared
to a H2/N2 feed stream, two equivalent membranes were tested. Both membranes
were 150 �m thick. The first membrane was tested at 380◦C with a total feed flow
rate of 10 L · min−1. The composition of the feed stream was 40 mol% hydrogen,
54 mol% nitrogen, and 6 mol% helium for leak checking. 2.5 L · min−1 of argon
sweep gas was used on the permeate side of the membrane. The second membrane
was tested at 390◦C using the same total feed flow rate of a simulated WGS mixture.
The composition was 40 mol% hydrogen, 3.2 mol% carbon monoxide, 17.6 mol%
carbon dioxide, 37.4 mol% steam, and 1.8 mol% helium for leak checking. The
same 2.5 L · min−1 of argon sweep gas was used on the permeate side of the mem-
brane. For each membrane the feed pressure was increased to greater than 200 psig
(14.8 bar) and the hydrogen flux across the membrane was recorded. The results of
these two experiments are shown in Fig. 9.3.

The solid diamonds in Fig. 9.3 represent data collected for the first membrane
tested with a feed stream composed of hydrogen, nitrogen, and helium. Hydrogen
flux increased as the pressure on the feed side of the membrane was increased. At
250 psig (18.3 bar) feed pressure, the hydrogen flux rate was 85 mL · min−1 ·cm−2.
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Fig. 9.3 H2 flux vs. the difference in the square roots of hydrogen partial pressure across the
membrane for equivalent membranes tested under H2/N2 and full WGS feed streams

The triangles in Fig. 9.3 represent data collected on the second membrane that was
tested using a full WGS feed stream. As shown, the initial permeation rate was lower
than when a hydrogen/nitrogen feed stream was used. The drop in flux was attributed
to competitive adsorption of CO on the surface of the membrane. The feed pressure
was increased to 200 psig (14.8 bar) and the average hydrogen flux rate reached
70 mL · min−1 ·cm−2. For comparison, at the same feed pressure the membrane
tested with the hydrogen/nitrogen feed had a hydrogen flux of 80 mL ·min−1 ·cm−2.

The reactor described above also has the ability to operate without a sweep gas.
In this mode of operation 100% pure hydrogen can be separated at high pressures to
avoid significant compression costs. One of Eltron’s membranes was placed in the
reactor and exposed to the simulated WGS stream at 440◦C. Measured membrane
thickness was 514 �m in this case. The feed stream was composed of 41.8 mol%
H2, 3.3 mol% CO, 17.3 mol% CO2, 35.4 mol% steam, and the balance He for leak
checking. Results of the permeation experiment are shown in Fig. 9.4. The feed
pressure was steadily increased to 325 psig (23.4 bar) while maintaining a constant
pressure of 9 psig (1.6 bar) on the sweep side of the membrane. At this point the
sweep gas was removed. The feed pressure was increased to 450 psig (32.0 bar)
and the permeate pressure increased to 28 psig (2.9 bar). Under these conditions
the membrane achieved a hydrogen flux rate of 47 mL · min−1 ·cm−2. With the
appropriate feed side driving force Eltron has been able to operate membranes with
100% pure hydrogen at 450 psig (32.0 bar) on the permeate side of the membrane.

A scale-up hydrogen separation unit was designed with a membrane surface
area of 63 cm2. This unit, shown in Fig. 9.5, allows investigation into planar mem-
brane scale-up variables such as supports, thermal expansion, and sealing. Outer
diameter of the vessel is 15 cm. The unit was tested at 380◦C, and, under full
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Fig. 9.4 H2 flux vs. the difference in the square roots of hydrogen partial pressure across the mem-
brane for a membrane tested under a WGS feed stream with and without a permeate sweep gas.
Open triangles represent data collected with N2 sweep gas. Filled circles represent data collected
with a 100% H2 permeate stream

Fig. 9.5 Hydrogen
membrane module to separate
1.5 pounds (0.7 kg) of H2 per
day from a simulated WGS
feed stream

WGS composition used in Fig. 9.4 (previous paragraph), a permeation rate of
82 mL · min−1 ·cm−2 was recorded. At this rate this unit was able to separate hydro-
gen at 5.2 L · min−1 or 1.5 lbs H2/day (0.66 kg/day) as shown in Fig. 9.6.

The membrane permeation rate is based on an activated, power law driving force
as shown below:

Q = AQo

t
exp

(−E

RT

)
(Pn

H2 ret − Pn
H2 perm)
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Fig. 9.6 H2 flow vs. the difference in the square roots of hydrogen partial pressure across the
membrane for a 63 cm2 membrane tested under a simulated WGS feed stream

where Q is the permeation rate, Qo is the permeability pre-exponential factor, E is
the permeability activation energy, A is the membrane surface area, t is the mem-
brane thickness, R is the gas constant, PH2 ret and PH2 perm are the retentate and
permeate H2 partial pressures and n is the power law exponent. Sieverts’ Law fol-
lows n = 0.5.

Concepts for Membrane Scale-Up

Scale-up to meet production quantities require larger and/or more membranes in
the process. General membrane scale-up was discussed by Edlund [11]. Here we
discuss the types of configurations that may be employed for the current system.

Composite membranes may be scaled up in various geometries. For the all-
metal membranes, both planar (Fig. 9.7) and closed-one-ended tubular configura-
tions (Figs. 9.8 and 9.9) are candidates for larger scale systems. Closed-one-ended
tubes (Fig. 9.10) are the preferred configuration for the cermet-type membranes.
Closed-one-ended tubes have the advantage of allowing free thermal and chemical
expansion and of minimizing membrane seal areas. The planar configuration has
possible advantages of simplicity, ease of fabrication, and precedence in chemical
industry.

The design shown in Fig. 9.7 is from a patent filed by Union Carbide in 1964
(U.S. Patent 3,336,730) [12]. According to a paper published by the inventors [13],
Union Carbide had a membrane capacity for separating 10 million cubic feet (25
tons) of hydrogen per day in operation by 1965. At that time, Union Carbide used
sheets of palladium-silver alloys approximately 1 ft × 1 ft square (30.5 × 30.5 cm)
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Fig. 9.7 Scale-up design for a planar, all metal membrane system from Union Carbide Patent
3,336,730, 22 August 1967 [12]. Precedence for a 10 million cubic feet (25 tons) per day hydrogen
plant using metal membranes

Fig. 9.8 NORAM conceptual design of a commercial metal membrane unit capable of separating
25 tons per day (∼10 MMSCFD) of hydrogen based upon closed-one-ended all-metal membrane
tubes. Sizing is based upon syngas at 1,000 psig (69 barg), 450◦C, 50 vol.% H2 in feed (Courtesy
C. Brereton, J. Lockhart, and W. Wolfs, NORAM)
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Fig. 9.9 A tantalum metal
heat exchanger shown as a
concept for scale-up of
closed-one-ended all-metal
membrane tubes (NORAM)
(Courtesy C. Brereton, J.
Lockhart, and W. Wolfs,
NORAM)

Fig. 9.10 (a) Concept for
closed-one-ended ceramic
tubes bundled for cermet
membrane applications. (b)
Bundle of ceramic membrane
tubes produced by CoorsTek
for an earlier industrial
separation application
(Courtesy R. Kleiner, J.
Stephan, and F. Anderson,
CoorsTek)

sealed by copper compression gaskets. In one patent design, planar membranes were
stacked to yield 1,000 ft2 (93 m2) of membrane, which operated at 500 psia (34.5
bar) feed pressure. The cost of thick palladium-silver membranes for industrial scale
use has since become prohibitive. However, this or similar configurations could be
adapted for new all-metal membrane materials.

Figure 9.8 shows a closed-one-ended tubular configuration designed by NORAM
for the all-metal membranes. The envisioned tubes are approximately 20 feet in
length. This configuration is similar to that used in tantalum heat exchangers such
as that shown in Fig. 9.9 that have long been used in the nuclear industry.

Figure 9.10a shows a concept for scale-up of cermet (ceramic-metal) type mem-
branes. Ceramic closed-one-ended tubes coated with thin, dense hydrogen perme-
able materials are envisioned for the cermet-type membranes (Fig. 9.10a) As with
the all-metal systems, the closed-one-ended tube arrangement allows free chemical
and thermal expansion and minimizes the seal area. CoorsTek has had previous
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experience in scale-up of ceramic membranes for various industrial separations. Fig-
ure 9.10b shows an example of a bundle of open-ended ceramic tubes of porous alu-
minum oxide shipped by CoorsTek to an industrial customer in a previous project.
Tubes shown are approximately three feet long and are sealed to headers. CoorsTek
also has extensive experience in the mass production of ceramic tubes. Ceramic-
supported cermet membranes may have a low cost of scale-up.

Plant Design Issues

Process simulation and economic evaluation studies (techno-economic analysis)
are used to compare use of hydrogen transport membranes (HTM) with conven-
tional separation technologies. Both power-focused and hydrogen-focused process
schemes can be evaluated. Ultimately, HTM-based processes are most likely to
prove advantageous by enabling the elimination of conventional CO2 absorption
(e.g. MEA, Selexol, Rectisol) while maintaining reasonable permeate total pressures
and minimizing H2 losses in the CO2-rich retentate. In their 2005 book [2], the
Carbon Capture Project team stated that “The team believes that membrane reactors
for hydrogen production have the potential for significant cost reduction and gave
this technology its top priority.”

DOE has provided guidelines for techno-economic analyses of CO2 capture
systems [14]. The guidelines include a representative basis for plant size and operat-
ing requirements, such as fuel specifications, fraction of CO2 captured, plant emis-
sions, power generation, and the like. Process economics depend on assumptions for
equipment costs, feed and product prices, and so on. Previously published techno-
economic studies on coal-derived power and H2 include those by Mitretek [15],
Parsons [16–18], Nexant [19, 20], and others [21–23]. Reviews of existing coal-
based chemicals plants can also provide useful insight. Such plants demonstrate
relevant technologies such as sour WGS reactors, absorption-based H2S and CO2

removal and PSA-based H2 production in a gasification environment. Furthermore,
they demonstrate that downstream processes involving sensitive catalysts can be
successfully operated given appropriate impurity mitigation steps [24, 25]. Analogs
could be drawn for HTM-based systems. Specific examples of such plants include
production of coal-derived substitute natural gas at Great Plains Synfuels in North
Dakota, methanol at Eastman’s Kingsport, Tennessee complex and Fischer-Tropsch
liquids at Sasol facilities in South Africa. Also, coal-derived NH3 and urea is pro-
duced in the US (Coffeyville, Kansas), Japan (Ube) and China (e.g. Lunan, Weihe,
Huainan, and Haolinghe).

Summary

Hydrogen transport membranes provide advantages in separating streams of hydro-
gen and CO2 from synthesis gas produced in coal gasifiers. Key advantages of
membranes over conventional systems include the ability to retain both hydrogen
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and carbon dioxide at high pressures, thus saving on capital and operating costs
for compression, and membrane separation can occur at temperatures of the WGS
reaction. The membranes will work with synthesis gas generated from any source
including coal, petroleum coke, natural gas, or biomass after gas cleaning. Scale-up
of hydrogen transport membranes is under development based on planar and tubular
configurations of similar systems.
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Chapter 10
Gasification and Associated Degradation
Mechanisms Applicable to Dense Metal
Hydrogen Membranes

Bryan Morreale, Jared Ciferno, Bret Howard, Michael Ciocco John Marano,
Osemwengie Iyoha, and Robert Enick

Scope

Dense metal membranes have been identified as a promising technology for
post-gasifier forward water-gas shift (WGS) membrane reactors or post-shift
membrane separation processes. It is known that both major and minor gasification
effluent constituents can have adverse effects on the mechanical and chemical
stability of potential metal membranes. With this in mind, the scope of this chapter
is to provide introductions to the gasification process and dense metal membranes,
and the possible degradation mechanisms that dense metal hydrogen membranes
may encounter in gasification environments. Degradation mechanisms of interest
include catalytic poisoning, oxidation, sulfidation and hydrogen embrittlement.
Additionally, the influence of in-situ and post-WGS gas compositions and CO
conversions on the aforementioned degradation mechanisms will be addressed.

Gasification and Integrated Membrane Technologies

The US Department of Energy’s National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)
is aggressively pursuing research and development directed toward reducing appre-
hensions over fuel independence, energy availability and reliability, and environ-
mental issues especially as related to global warming. The production of “synthesis
gas” (syngas) via the gasification of indigenous carbonaceous feedstocks has the
potential to address some of these energy and environmental concerns. The abun-
dance of coal in the United States in conjunction with the flexibility of syngas,
which can be converted into electricity, hydrogen and/or liquid fuels, is considered
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a promising near- to mid-term component in the transition to a renewable energy
society.

Gasification of carbonaceous solids, such as biomass or coal, is generally accom-
plished in a fixed bed, fluidized bed or entrained flow reactor at operating tempera-
tures and pressures ranging from 698 to 1,873 K and 0.1 to 7 MPa respectively. Gasi-
fication involves complex reaction mechanisms for partial and complete oxidation
of the carbon in the feedstock as described in detail by Higman [1]. The resulting
syngas is primarily composed of H2, CO, CO2, H2O and CH4. Additionally, the
impurities often encountered in the feedstock can result in minor syngas constituents
including H2S, NH3 and other low molecular weight S- and N-containing com-
pounds such as COS and HCN. In general, the syngas must be cleaned to remove
impurities and particulates before use as fuel or chemical. After gas cleaning, the
syngas may be mixed with air and combusted in a gas turbine to produce elec-
tric power (topping-cycle). Waste heat is recovered from the combustion turbine
exhaust by generating steam in a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG). The steam
is then sent to a steam turbine for additional power production (bottoming-cycle). A
simplified schematic of an integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) plant is
illustrated in Fig. 10.1.

When compared to existing coal combustion systems, gasification systems have
higher process efficiencies, feedstock and product flexibility, and the potential for
achieving “near-zero” emission levels of SOx, NOx, particulate matter, and toxic
compounds of Hg and As. Moreover, gasification has the potential to effectively
generate electricity while minimizing greenhouse gas emissions through more facile
CO2 capture and sequestration. As shown in Fig. 10.2, the production of a sequestra-
tion ready CO2 stream is accomplished by reacting to the CO-rich syngas with water
to produce H2 and CO2, via the WGS reaction. Current gasification schemes use an
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acid gas removal (AGR) system, such as UOP’s Selexol
TM

absorption process, to
selectively separate the CO2 and trace amounts of H2S from the H2-rich syngas.
The highly concentrated CO2 is compressed for transport to a suitable sequestra-

tion site. Currently, 90% CO2 capture using the state-of-the-art Selexol
TM

scrubbing
increases the cost of electricity by 30% relative to an IGCC plant with no-capture
and reduces the net power plant efficiency by 7–10%.

In order to further reduce the cost of carbon capture with IGCC, a number of
novel technologies are being investigated for separating H2 and CO2. In particu-
lar, hydrogen separation membranes have garnered considerable attention in recent
years. Figure 10.3 identifies possible integrations of hydrogen separation mem-
branes into an advanced IGCC power plant [2]. Integration of hydrogen separation
membranes with IGCC for carbon capture has a number of potential advantages.
Foremost is the production of CO2 for sequestration at relatively high system pres-
sures, thus minimizing the amount of further compression required. Generally, with
hydrogen separation membranes, hydrogen is produced at low pressure, but with
the proper selection of operating pressure and the use of a permeate sweep gas, a
“turbine-ready” hydrogen stream can be produced with minimum re-compression
requirements.

Process conditions, gas composition, pressure, and temperature are different at
the various membrane locations identified in Fig. 10.3. The operating envelope for
any given membrane technology should match the conditions at the position of the
membrane in the system. Each location has unique advantages and disadvantages
with regards to hydrogen separation and recovery. In addition, other technologies
under development, such as warm-gas clean-up systems, will influence selection
of a H2-CO2 separation technology and may or may not complement membrane
separation. Proper placement of a membrane unit in the process is critical, and it is
unlikely that one type of membrane material can perform adequately in all feasible
locations in the process. The challenge to developers is to take advantage of the
unique characteristics of individual membrane technologies, while minimizing any
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Fig. 10.3 Possible gas separation membrane integration with IGCC

Table 10.1 Approximate compositions and conditions of the gas streams of the gasification pro-
cess where membrane technologies have potential impact

Constituent Gasifier exit WGS inlet WGS outlet

Temperature (K) 1,300 500 500
Pressure (MPa) 4.2 3.9 3.6
H2O (mol%) 18 45 26
CO (mol%) 34 20 0.5
CO2 (mol%) 14 11 30
H2 (mol%) 28 19 39
N2 (mol%) 1 1 1
CH4 (mol%) 4 2 2
COS (ppm) 400 200 5
H2S (ppm) 7,000 4,000 4,000
NH3 (ppm) 3,000 2,000 2,000

shortcomings of the conditions at each potential membrane location, as detailed in
Table 10.1.

In principle, membranes can be employed anywhere downstream of the gasifier.
Discussion here will be limited to placement of membranes upstream of acid-gas
removal, the so-called “hot end” of the IGCC process because the focus of this
article is on dense-metallic membranes. Upstream application of membranes could
be solely for the separation of H2 from CO2, or could additionally incorporate the
WGS reaction as a “WGS membrane reactor” (WGSMR). Operating temperatures
in the hot end of the IGCC process range from as high as 973 to 1,173 K prior and
during syngas cooling, to as low as 513–593 K exiting the last reactor stage used
for the WGS. Nominal coal gasification pressures range from 2 to 6 MPa. However,
higher pressures may be feasible. Operating at higher pressures will improve the
driving force for gas separation.
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The WGS reaction (Eq. 10.1) is typically carried out at elevated temperatures
in order to improve reaction kinetics. However, the reaction is exothermic and
equilibrium is favored at lower temperatures. Therefore, the high-temperature shift
(573–823 K) is often followed by a low temperature shift (473–573 K) to maxi-
mize conversion of CO. In addition, excess steam (H2O/CO > 2.5) is also used to
enhance the equilibrium for the production of H2 and to prevent the production of
coke on the WGS catalysts.

CO + H2O ↔ CO2 + H2, �Ho
298 = −41 kJ/mol (10.1)

Clearly, the application of any type of membrane in the hot-end of the IGCC
process can improve the conversion of CO if the membrane can selectively remove
H2 or CO2 from the syngas. A highly selective membrane for H2 relative to the other
syngas components is required to enhance equilibrium as well as to prevent the loss
of valuable reactants and to minimize the need for further purification of the H2-rich
permeate.

Combining the H2/CO2 separation with the WGS reaction can be achieved either
by integrating membrane separators between WGS reactor stages or by combining
the membrane module and WGS reactor in a single vessel, referred to as a WGSMR.
The latter could be accomplished by taking advantage of the catalytic properties of
the membrane, loading the WGSMR with WGS catalysts, or possibly by applying
an additional catalytic coating to the membrane surface.

In addition to improved conversion as a result of Le Chatelier’s principle, inte-
gration of the WGSMR can potentially provide other process improvements. These
include lowering of the steam-to-carbon ratio, reduction of the number of reactor
stages, improvement in reaction kinetics by operation at elevated temperatures and
possible elimination of the need for additional external catalyst beds.

The integrated WGSMR concept presents a number of challenges due to opera-
tions at conditions typically beyond those normally encountered for hydrogen mem-
brane separations. The feed gas will contain particulates and other impurities. High
temperature corrosion, large temperature gradients along the length of the reactor,
and potential side reactions (Boudouard, CO-hydrogenation and methanation) may
be problematic.

As noted above, high hydrogen selectivity is a prerequisite for successful appli-
cation of gas separation membranes in this service. The severity of the conditions
encountered by a membrane will likely result in the use of advanced or exotic
materials with associated high membrane production costs. The total membrane
area required will need to be minimized to mitigate these costs. In order to reduce
membrane area, the membrane will need to have a very high H2 permeance. A
sweep gas may also be required on the permeate side of the membrane to improve
the driving force for separation. Although these membrane characteristics may be
achievable, they are counter to gas separation membrane commercial experience,
where mostly low-cost, relatively low permeance and moderately selective mem-
branes have demonstrated a competitive advantage over other separation technolo-
gies. Finally, it may be difficult to achieve extremely high rates of H2 recovery in
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this system since the WGSMR will still be subject to a hydrogen partial pressure
pinch, limiting hydrogen transport at the outlet end of the unit, and some additional
gas separation may be required downstream of the membrane reactor.

Dense Metal Membrane Materials, Configurations, Mechanisms
of Transport, and Permeability

Palladium

Initial hydrogen diffusion experiments with metal membranes began as early as the
middle of the nineteenth century with palladium [3–5]. Since these experiments, Pd
has been the most widely investigated membrane material with the most acknowl-
edged studies being conducted in the mid-twentieth century [6–11]. Additionally,
several comprehensive reviews have been published that summarize the develop-
ments of palladium membrane technologies over the past 150 years [12, 13].

Interest in palladium as a membrane material stems from its relatively high
permeability as compared to other pure metals (Fig. 10.4), its infinite selectivity
for hydrogen, reasonable mechanical characteristics, and highly catalytic surface
[14, 15]. Although palladium has been the most highly investigated membrane mate-
rial, properties including cost and chemical stability inhibit its widespread applica-
tion in large-scale processes such as gasification.

The cost of palladium, varying between about $180 and $1,100 per troy-ounce
over the last decade, makes it economically impractical as a membrane material
for large-scale processes in which a thickness of greater than ∼25 microns is
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employed. Current membrane research is focusing on the development of new and
more efficient technologies to circumvent the high capital costs of palladium. These
technologies include alloying palladium with lower cost metals, applying very thin
films of palladium and palladium alloys to highly permeable substrates, and identi-
fying efficient means of recycling “used” membranes [16–64].

Palladium Alloys

Palladium alloy research has been conducted in an effort to minimize the amount
of palladium needed in membrane fabrication, increase the performance, promote
chemical robustness and increase mechanical integrity by improving mechani-
cal strength and reducing the effect of the hydride phase change [12, 65, 66].
Palladium has been alloyed with an array of elements including boron [67, 68],
cerium [67–70], copper [26, 33, 57, 67, 68,71–76], gold [67, 68], iron [77], nickel
[27, 43, 44, 67, 68, 78], silver [16, 20, 30, 41, 51, 57, 67, 68, 71,78–82], yttrium
[70, 83, 84], and others. Although all the metals alloyed with palladium have some
effect on performance and deformation resistance, cerium, copper, gold, silver and
yttrium are unique in that these binary alloys can exhibit higher permeability values
than each of the pure metal components exhibit individually [12, 66, 67], as shown
in Fig. 10.5. The observed change in permeability of a metal alloy is attributed to
increasing either the solubility and/or the diffusivity of hydrogen within the metal
and thus increasing permeability [12,85–89].
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The palladium-silver alloy membrane system was successfully commercialized
in the early 1960s [12], but the reduction of palladium content by the addition of
silver would still not be a cost-effective alternative for large-scale processes [42]
unless micron-scale films could be prepared, a goal currently being addressed by
many researchers. In recent years, the Pd–Cu system has been the most heavily
investigated alloy for hydrogen membrane applications due to the high permeabil-
ity of select alloys [67, 90, 91], enhanced mechanical properties [92] and reported
chemical resistance. The elevated permeability identified for select Pd–Cu alloys is
attributed to an increase in both the solubility and diffusivity of the B2 crystalline
phase [86–88] as compared to the face-centered-cubic (fcc) phase that exhibits per-
meability values proportional to the Pd-content [89, 91, 93].

Super-Permeable Metals

In the past 20 years, select refractory metals (niobium, tantalum, vanadium, and
zirconium) have been of increasing interest due to their very high permeability (rel-
ative to palladium as shown in Fig. 10.4) and have been the focus of a comprehen-
sive review by Mundschau and co-workers [94]. Although these “super-permeable”
materials show very high performance potentials, the application of these materi-
als to large scale processes has been hindered due to an insufficient catalytic sur-
face (attributed to oxide formation associated with even brief exposure to dilute
concentrations of oxygen during handling, transport, installation or operation), and
embrittlement due to the formation of metal-hydrides [12,95–98]. Efforts by numer-
ous researchers have focused on incorporating these super-permeable metals and
super-permeable metal alloys (ex. V85Ni,V85Cu) into an effective composite mem-
brane [15, 18, 21, 42,47–49,54, 95,98–111]. These composite membranes generally
involve the application of a highly catalytic surface coating (such as palladium) on
an oxide free super-permeable metal or metal alloy substrate. The resultant compos-
ite membranes can demonstrate a very high performance (governed by the super-
permeability metal), reduced costs (reduced amounts of palladium), and increased
mechanical strength (high strength of the refractory metals). Additionally, since the
“super-permeable” substrate is utilized as a dense foil, a highly pure hydrogen prod-
uct will be produced even in the presence of defects in the coatings. Conversely, a
defect in a coating layer on a porous substrate can allow essentially unrestricted flow
of all the gas components.

Transport Mechanism of Hydrogen Through Dense Metal
Membranes and Governing Permeation Equations

Hydrogen transport through a dense metal membrane is usually envisioned as fol-
lowing an atomic transport mechanism. The atomic transport process, assuming
transport from the high hydrogen pressure surface to the low pressure surface,
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Fig. 10.6 Illustration of the accepted hydrogen transport mechanism through dense metal
membranes

is illustrated in Fig. 10.6 and follows several sequential steps: (1) the adsorption
of hydrogen molecules, (2) the dissociation of the adsorbed hydrogen molecules
into hydrogen atoms, (3) the transport of atomic hydrogen through the bulk of the
metal via hopping through defects and/or interstitial sites within the metal lattice,
(4) recombination of atomic hydrogen to molecular hydrogen and (5) followed lastly
by the desorbtion of molecular hydrogen from the membrane surface [79, 112, 113].

Defect free dense metal membranes are infinitely selective to hydrogen due to
the atomic transport mechanism that can be described through derivation of Fick’s
Law (defining the transient mass transfer of hydrogen in the direction of decreasing
concentration).

dNH

dt
= −D

dCH

dx
(10.2)

In relation to the hydrogen membrane processes, the direction of mass transfer
would be defined from the retentate (hydrogen rich feed stream) to the permeate
(hydrogen poor stream). Assuming a steady state permeation process and integrat-
ing Eq. 10.2 yields the governing, steady state form of Fick’s law for membrane
processes, Eq. 10.3,

NH = 2NH2 = −DM
�CH

XM
(10.3)

where NH is the atomic flux of hydrogen, NH2 is the molecular flux of hydrogen,
DM is the diffusivity of the membrane material, and �CH is the atomic concentration
gradient of hydrogen across the membrane thickness XM.

For “thick” membranes, the rate-limiting step in the transport mechanism is
assumed to be the diffusion of the atomic hydrogen through the membrane because
the adsorption and dissociation of hydrogen on the catalytic surface is expected to
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be very rapid. As a result of the slow diffusion process, it can be assumed that the
atomic concentrations at the membrane surfaces are at equilibrium with the reten-
tate and permeate hydrogen gases. Application of Sieverts thermodynamic relation,
Eq. 10.4, gives the atomic concentration of hydrogen in terms of the partial pressure
of the hydrogen gas at the membrane surface.

CH = KSP0.5
H2

(10.4)

Combining Eqs. 10.3 and 10.4 gives the governing membrane permeation equa-
tion in terms of the hydrogen partial pressures of the retentate and permeate, the
Richardson Eq. 10.5 [102].

NH2 = −DMKS

2

(P0.5
H2,Ret − P0.5

H2,Per)

XM
(10.5)

Defining the isothermal permeability constant of a membrane material by half of
the product of the membrane diffusivity and the Sieverts constant, and substituting
into the Richardson Eq. 10.5 yields Eq. 10.6, which is the governing equation for
the diffusion limited, atomic transport membrane process.

NH2 = −kM
(P0.5

H2,Ret − P0.5
H2,Per)

XM
= k′

M(P0.5
H2,Ret − P0.5

H2,Per) (10.6)

The rate of the molecular dissociation on the membrane surface and atomic-
diffusion through the membrane has a large influence on the exponent of the partial
pressure drop across the membrane. If the dissociation of hydrogen on the surface
of the membrane is the rate-limiting step, then the exponent of the partial pressure
is 1.0, while membranes governed by a rate-limiting step of hydrogen diffusion
have an exponent of 0.5 in the partial pressure expression. However it has been
demonstrated that for some atomic-diffusion processes the partial pressure exponent
can range from 0.5 to 1.0 due to the competing rates of dissociation and diffusion
[114]. Thus Eq. 10.7 represents a more global form of the membrane governing
equation, which compensates for the competing “rate-determining steps” associated
with the applicable mechanism.

NH2 = − kM

XM
(Pn

H2,Ret − Pn
H2,Per) (10.7)

Additionally, the temperature dependence of the permeability of a dense metal
membrane is observed to follow an Arrhenius-type expression, Eq. 10.8. Ep and
ko represent the activation energy of permeation and the pre-exponential constant
respectively.

kM = ko exp[−Ep/RT] (10.8)
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The permeability through a composite membrane consisting of several dense
metal layers can be described by a “resistances in series” methodology, similar to
that used in heat conduction through a composite wall [100]. The total permeability
for a composite dense metal membrane can be estimated from Eq. 10.9 where XM,Tot

is the total thickness of the membrane.

kM,Tot

XM,Tot
= 1∑ XM,i

kM,i

(10.9)

Metal Membrane Fabrication Methods

Dense metal membranes have been of interest to researchers for many years and
have been identified as a promising technology for producing highly pure hydrogen
from mixed gas streams such as those resulting from the gasification of fossil fuels
and biomass. Unfortunately, inadequacies including relatively high cost, suscepti-
bility to surface poisoning and corrosion in the presence of gases such as H2S, NH3,
CO, CO2 and Hg, and hydride formation have prevented the widespread application
of these dense metal membranes. In an effort to mitigate the costs associated with
membranes containing precious metals and to increase the performance of dense
metal membranes, researchers are focusing on the development of fabrication meth-
ods that would yield a commercially viable membrane configuration. Some of these
approaches will be described in the following sections.

Unsupported Thin Foils

In an effort to reduce the concerns over the use of high-cost metals in membrane
fabrication as well as to increase membrane performance, researchers are investi-
gating the feasibility of “thin” foil development [25, 26, 115]. Limitations of “tradi-
tional” rolling techniques for the production of thin foils include the high potential
for foil defects and thickness inconsistency over the foil width due to difficulties
encountered in maintaining precise roller tolerances and avoiding roller deforma-
tion at increased sheet widths. Methods including vacuum deposition on removable
substrates and acid etching are being investigated for the fabrication of foils as thin
as 3 microns. However, applying these thin foil membranes to processes where ele-
vated transmembrane pressure differentials are encountered would require the use
of a mechanical support.

Thin Films on Porous Substrates

Several researchers are investigating the feasibility of Pd-based membranes
deposited onto highly permeable, porous metal and/or ceramic substrates, Fig. 10.7a
[76,116–119]. Currently, the most common method used for the deposition of the
“active” membrane layer onto the porous substrate is electroless plating, although
some researchers have utilized physical and chemical vapor deposition techniques.
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Membranes fabricated in this manner rely heavily on the characteristics of the
substrate, such as pore size and pore size distribution. Support substrates having
large pores often require much thicker Pd-layers leading to decreased performance
and increased materials and fabrication costs. Several other factors, including
spalling (loss of adhesion) of the coating material, intermetallic diffusion between
the substrate and the coating, and coating defects can lead to less than desirable
performance characteristics including membrane failure, decreased permeability,
and the presence of unwanted constituents in the permeate stream. Membranes
currently being fabricated by the abovementioned methods include Pd-based mem-
brane layers ranging from 1 to 30 microns in thickness, with separation factors
generally greater than 100.

Layered Membranes

Analogous to application of a Pd-based alloy on a highly permeable porous sub-
strate, some researchers have focused efforts on applying hydrogen dissociation
catalysts onto highly permeable dense metal substrates, Fig. 10.7b. These highly
permeable dense metals, often referred to as “super-permeable” metals, generally
utilize Nb, Ta, V, and/or Zr as major components. Unfortunately, with the formation
of non-catalytic, highly stable surface oxides prevents these super-permeable metals
from being used as stand-alone membranes. Applying a Pd-based metal layer by
physical or chemical vaporization techniques to the surface of a highly clean super-
permeable metal substrate provides a coating that will catalyze the dissociation of
molecular hydrogen to atomic hydrogen as well as a barrier to prevent surface oxi-
dation. Mundschau and co-workers recently published a comprehensive review on
composite membranes utilizing Pd-based catalyst layers on super-permeable dense
metal substrates [94].
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Dense Metal Membrane Degradation Mechanisms

The successful implementation of a dense metal membrane in the gasification
process would require the membrane to retain both its mechanical and chemical
integrity in the presence of both major and minor gasification constituents such
as CO, CO2, H2O and H2S. As stated in a previous section, the hydrogen trans-
port through dense metals involves catalytic and diffusion processes. Reductions
in any of these steps can cause reductions in apparent performance. Therefore, the
following sections will describe possible degradation mechanisms of dense metal
membranes in the presence of relevant gasification constituents.

Catalytic Poisoning

Researchers have reported the influence of various chemical species on the per-
formance of palladium-based membranes. Observed reductions in hydrogen flux
through dense metal membranes are typically attributed to the blocking of the
adsorption of molecular hydrogen, which is a necessary step in the atomic transport
mechanism [13, 80, 112, 114,120–123].

Many palladium membrane studies initiate testing with an oxygen exposure prior
to characterizing hydrogen permeability. The oxygen pretreatment has been shown
to positively influence permeability values [80, 114, 124, 125]. The improvement
in performance is thought to arise from an “activation” of the membrane by the
removal of surface contaminants that can inhibit the surface reaction required in the
hydrogen transport mechanism. Although the operation of a palladium membrane
in an oxidizing atmosphere can remove surface contaminants, it has been revealed
that such exposures can highly influence surface morphology even though palladium
oxides are not observed [121].

Various studies have focused on the influence of major gasifier effluent species
(CO, CO2, and H2O) on the performance and viability of palladium-based mem-
brane materials [13, 57, 80, 120, 123, 124,126–130]. Although it is apparent that
all major gasification constituents decrease the hydrogen flux through Pd-based
membranes [126], the consensus from these studies is that CO has the largest effect
[20, 123, 126, 131, 132]. Decreases in hydrogen flux as high as 75% have been
observed in the presence of CO; however, as temperature increases, the apparent
influence decreases [131, 132]. Although the favored explanation for the observed
reductions in hydrogen flux in the presence of CO (as well as CO2 and H2O) for Pd-
based membranes is competitive adsorption, phenomena including the formation of
graphitic carbon within the interstitials of the palladium crystal structure decreasing
the bulk diffusion rate have been noted [126].

Minor gasifier effluent constituents, such as S-containing gases, have been
reported to deleteriously affect hydrogen flux through dense metal membranes.
The decreases observed in the presence of S-containing gases are generally
attributed to catalytic deactivation by adsorbed S [67, 72, 79, 80, 124], although
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a subsequent section will address corrosive decay. Catalytic poisoning by S-
containing gases has been the focus of many experimental and theoretical studies
[67, 72, 79, 80, 124,133–141]. Experiments using surface science techniques such
as XPS, LEED, TPD, STM and AES have been utilized on various catalyst surfaces
dosed with S-containing gases and have generally shown that hydrogen adsorption
decreases with increasing S-coverage. Sulfur appears not only to block hydrogen
adsorption sites, but also exhibits steric hindrance where only 0.28 monolayer of
S was required to completely inhibit hydrogen adsorption on a Pd(100) surface
[133–135].

Pd-based catalyst studies have focused on the influence of S-containing gases
on reactions including thiophene hydrodesulphurization and methane oxidation. It
appears that not only does the presence of sulfur-containing gases decreases the
effectiveness of the Pd-based catalysts studied, but the formation of Pd-sulfides does
as well [136, 137]. Feuerriegel and coworkers demonstrated complete Pd-catalyst
deactivation for the oxidation of methane with as low as 5.4 ppm of H2S present and
as little as 0.08 ML of S completely poisoning the surface [137], while Vazquez and
co-workers witnessed a 60% decrease in thiophene conversion for a sulfided catalyst
as compared to a sulfide-free Pd catalyst [136].

The interaction of S with various Pd surfaces has also been the focus of numer-
ous atomistic computational studies [138–142]. It is apparent from these theoretical
studies that S coverage ranging from 0.33 to 0.5 ML is sufficient to completely
inhibit the adsorption of hydrogen, but the coverage appears to be dependent on
the crystallographic surface studied. Furthermore, Alfonso and co-workers demon-
strated that the binding energy of S on various metals shows the following trend:
EPd(111) > ECu(111) > EAg(111), while Pd-alloys with Cu and Ag show weaker binding
energies than pure Pd [140]. Additional studies conclude that while H2S will adsorb
and dissociate relatively easily on a Pd(111) surface, S is the most stable adsorbed
species at low surface coverage (�S ≤ 0.5). Although at a surface coverage of sulfur
greater than 0.5 ML, adsorbed sulfur has a tendency to form S–S bonds on the Pd
surface [141, 142].

Many studies have been conducted on the influence of S-containing gas mix-
tures on the hydrogen flux of various Pd-based membranes over a wide range of
temperatures, membrane thicknesses and H2S concentrations [67, 68, 72, 77, 79,
80, 91, 111, 112, 114, 124,143–145]. The explanations of the observed changes in
hydrogen membrane performance in the presence of S-containing gases vary con-
siderably between studies. Several researchers attribute the observed decreases in
hydrogen flux in the presence of S-containing gases to the blocking of the hydrogen
surface reaction by adsorbed S, but the affect appears to be dependent on S con-
centration, temperature and alloy composition [67, 72, 80, 91, 124]. Recent work
conducted by Morreale and co-workers at NETL suggest that the mechanism of
poisoning can be derived from the shape of the flux degradation curve. An immedi-
ate decrease in flux to a lower and constant value coupled with a membrane surface
free of bulk corrosion after testing is attributed to catalytic poisoning. Figure 10.8
shows an example of this phenomenon and is consistent with similar reported
studies [67].
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Fig. 10.8 Hydrogen flux degradation curve shape attributed to catalytic poisoning in the presence
of H2S for a Pd-based alloy

In summary, adsorbed sulfur on a metal surface can significantly impact the
hydrogen adsorption and dissociation properties of the catalyst, with the influence
increasing with increasing surface coverage. Additionally, adsorbed sulfur has been
shown to decrease the reaction rate as well as conversion of several reactions involv-
ing a hydrogen dissociation step. These decreases in catalytic activity due to the
presence of sulfur may have significant impacts on the performance of hydrogen
membranes due to the inability of hydrogen to adsorb and dissociate on the mem-
brane surface. However, the impact of the catalytic activity of the membrane surface
does not account for all of the observed decreases in hydrogen flux. The effects of
corrosion will be the focus of the following section.

Corrosive Decay

High temperature corrosion is a widespread problem affecting many industries and
processes including power generation, aerospace, gas turbines, heat treating, min-
eral and metallurgical processing, chemical processing, refining and petrochemical,
automotive, pulp and paper, as well as waste incineration. Types of corrosion that
are important to these industries include oxidation, sulfidation and carburization.
The thermodynamic stabilities of corrosion products can be estimated from the
appropriate Gibbs free energy values (Figs 10.9 and 10.10), but this information
does not give any insight on the growth rate of the corrosion product [146–148].
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 10.11 Illustration of the possible scale phenomena as they pertain to membrane transport: (a)
Cross section of a corrosion free membrane, (b) membrane with porous corrosion scale, (c) mem-
brane with cracked corrosion scale, (d) membrane with spalling corrosion scale, (e) membrane
with continuous, dense corrosion scale

The formation of a corrosion product layer on a membrane surface can have
significant impacts on the overall membrane performance (and mechanical life), but
the influence relies heavily on the structure/formation of the scale. For example, the
surface scale may only partially cover the membrane surface, such as a porous scale
or a scale exhibiting cracks resulting from relieving surface stresses (Fig. 10.11).
The partially covered membrane surface may still exhibit enough catalytic sites
to promote the adsorption and dissociation of hydrogen, but may yield a smaller
amount of atomic hydrogen due to the reduced active metal surface area.

A second impact of a corrosion product may involve the formation of a contin-
uous, dense scale on the membrane surface. This continuous scale would entirely
cover the catalytic surface of the original membrane inhibiting the interaction of the
gas phase molecular hydrogen with the original catalytic surface of the membrane.
However, if the sulfide scale exhibits transport properties for molecular hydrogen
(i.e. through grain boundaries) that permits hydrogen to contact the membrane at
the metal/scale interface, hydrogen may still dissociate and diffuse through the
membrane. If the sulfide scale exhibits catalytic properties for dissociating hydro-
gen [149–151] and diffusive properties for atomic hydrogen, the membrane may
transport hydrogen to the scale-metal interface to allow atomic diffusion through
the metal. The performance of the sulfide scale with respect to hydrogen transport
would depend on the hydrogen solubility and diffusivity properties of the scale and
the scale thickness (scale permeance).

Several membrane studies have reported the formation of corrosion scales on
membrane surfaces or a significant change in surface appearance and morphology
[67, 79, 91, 111, 114, 145]. A consistent observation in most of the studies reporting
flux as a function of exposure time is that the apparent decrease in performance
is gradual. Morreale and co-workers at NETL recently hypothesized and demon-
strated, through corrosion growth rate data and observed decreases in flux in the
presence of H2S-containing gases, that the gradual flux reduction observed may be
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at least partially attributed to the low permeability of the growing surface scale,
Fig. 10.12 [91].

Impact of WGSMR Operation on Corrosion

The Gibbs free energy of formation values, Figs. 10.9 and 10.10, can be used to esti-
mate the dissociation pressure or the gas composition where surface scale formation
will be thermodynamically feasible. Assuming the formation of the corrosion prod-
uct follows a similar reaction as the decomposition of palladium-sulfide (Eq. 10.10),
the correlation between the equilibrium constant and Gibbs free energy of formation
is illustrated by Eq. 10.11.

Pd4S(s) + H2(g) ↔ H2S(g) + 4Pd(s) (10.10)

�G f = −RT ln KPd/Pd4S
EQ = −RT ln

(
a4
PdaH2S

aPd4SaH2

)
(10.11)

From Eq. 10.11, it is evident that the formation of corrosion products is depen-
dent on the ratio of the partial pressures and activities of the products and reactants.
This relation is analogous to the evaluation of the stability of oxides in CO2-CO
atmospheres, except that the driving force for oxide scale stability is proportional to
the CO2-to-CO partial pressure ratio. The activity for pure metals is often assumed
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to be unity, although the activity of metal species in alloys is often only identified
through experimentation. However, by assuming that the alloy forms an ideal solu-
tion, the activity of an individual metal component can be estimated as the mole
fraction (Pd70Cu30 alloy yields aPd = 0.7 and aCu = 0.3), an approximation often
utilized when the actual activity is not known.

In the WGSMR concept, the syngas would be reacted with steam to enhance
the conversion of CO to CO2 and H2, while simultaneously removing produced
hydrogen and shifting the reaction towards complete conversion by Le Chatelier’s
principle. Therefore, in an effort to determine the corrosivity of the gaseous atmo-
sphere within the membrane reactor, a COMSOL R© multi-physics model was used
to qualitatively illustrate the concentrations of the major gaseous constituents and
H2S along the length of a WGSMR (Fig. 10.13). The feed gas composition used
in the model was based on values from Table 10.1 at the WGS inlet and con-
sisted of approximately 45%H2O, 20%CO, 19%H2, 11%CO2 and 0.4%H2S. Fur-
thermore, additional model assumptions included: isothermal operation, a mem-
brane permeability comparable to pure palladium, membrane transport limited by
atomic hydrogen diffusion, the membrane is infinitely selective for hydrogen, the
use of a sweep gas on the permeate, countercurrent flow pattern between retentate
and permeate, no additional catalyst, and kinetics verified through experimentation
conducted at NETL.

As expected, the concentrations of H2O, CO and H2 decrease along the length of
the WGSMR while the concentrations of H2S and CO2 increase. Although hydrogen
is produced via the WGS reaction, the decreasing H2 concentration profile within the
WGSMR is attributed to the rate of hydrogen extraction being greater than the rate
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of hydrogen production via the WGS reaction. Furthermore, the increase observed
for the concentration of H2S within the reactor is attributed to a decrease in total
reactant mass within the reactor due to the selective extraction of hydrogen via the
membrane. The changes in gaseous concentrations along the length of the reactor
can significantly impact the corrosiveness of the environment. The increase in CO2

concentration coupled with the decrease in CO can result in higher driving forces
for oxidation, while similar trends with respect to H2S and H2 can result in higher
driving forces for sulfidation. Figure 10.14 illustrates the change in the oxidation
(CO2-CO ratio) and sulfidation (H2S-H2 ratio) driving force along the length of the
reactor as simulated by the COMSOL R© model.

A qualitative depiction of the changing corrosiveness that could exist in a
WGSMR is illustrated in Fig. 10.14. The driving force for oxidation and sulfidation
increases substantially along the reactor length. Using the previously shown ther-
modynamic stability data (Figs. 10.9 and 10.10), the minimum gas ratio required
for reaction or the dissociation pressure of various metal oxides and sulfides can
be estimated by Eq. 10.11, assuming that the activities corresponding to the metal
and oxide or sulfide product are unity. The resulting dissociation pressure of various
metal oxides and sulfides are illustrated in Figs. 10.15 and 10.16 respectively as a
function of temperature.

The equilibrium lines for the corrosion products can be used to qualitatively
access the tendency for a pure metal to form a corrosion product in a given gaseous
environment. If the driving force for oxidation (PCO2–PCO) is above the equilibrium
line at a given temperature, then the specific metal would be expected to oxidize.
The feasibility of sulfide formation can be evaluated in a similar fashion.
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Using the aforementioned methodology, the feasibility of pure metal oxidation
and/or sulfidation can be estimated based on the gaseous concentrations simulated
using COMSOL R© model. Also shown in Figs. 10.15 and 10.16 are lines indicating
the assumed best and worst case scenario for corrosion; gasifier inlet and outlet
composition respectively.
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Inspection of the thermodynamic properties of the various corrosion products
and gaseous compositions encountered at the WGSMR inlet and outlet, illustrated
in Figs. 10.15 and 10.16, suggest that no pure metal is likely to be resistant to both
oxidation and sulfidation under the assumed conditions.

Other strategies must be employed to successfully operate a WGSMR in the
presence of typical gaseous environments. From a process vantage point, research
should continue on the development of methods for contaminant removal. Limiting
the extent of conversion in the WGSMR could also be considered as an approach to
control corrosion.

Efforts should also continue on the design of membranes that can tolerate the
associated gaseous environments. Additionally, the development of alloys that could
potentially be corrosion resistant due to activity changes, coating materials that may
be “unaffected” by the gaseous environment, and/or the use of corrosion products
and associated kinetics to protect the membrane materials could be methods to over-
come corrosion issues.

Summary

Coal gasification has been identified as a means of addressing the national issues
of fuel independence, energy availability and reliability, and the environment. The
abundance of coal in the United States in conjunction with flexibility in the use
of syngas, which can be converted to electricity, hydrogen, and/or liquid fuels, is
considered a promising near- to mid-term component in the transition to a renew-
able energy society. Coal gasification processes coupled with the successful iden-
tification of a hydrogen membrane that can be integrated into a WGSMR has the
potential to increase process efficiency and decrease hydrogen production costs,
while producing a “sequestration ready” stream of CO2.

Significant progress has been achieved in membrane fabrication methods over
the past 15 years, including thin film deposition on highly permeable substrates and
ultra-thin foil development. However, a significant technical barrier for the imple-
mentation of hydrogen membranes in the gasification process is their chemical and
mechanical susceptibility to syngas constituents. It has been demonstrated that as
little as 0.3 ML of surface coverage by adsorbed gas species can completely inhibit
hydrogen adsorption and dissociation.

Additionally, the corrosive nature of the syngas stream can have significant
impacts on the mechanical and chemical stability of the membrane. Researchers
have shown that a pure palladium membrane can develop a corrosion scale as
thick as 35 microns after only 5 days of operation in the presence of 0.1%H2S-
H2, making thin film palladium membrane technologies impractical in such an
environment [91].

In conclusion, hydrogen membranes can have significant impact on the over-
all process efficiency of gasification by implementation as a separation device or
an integrated WGSMR. However, chemical degradation from syngas constituents
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and contaminates prohibits the widespread application of hydrogen membrane
technologies to fossil fuel conversion processes. Therefore, both computational and
experimental research efforts should focus on the development and identification
of membrane materials and configurations that lend themselves to the successful
integration of hydrogen membrane technologies and the gasification process.
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Chapter 11
Un-supported Palladium Alloy Membranes
for the Production of Hydrogen

Bruce R. Lanning, Omar Ishteiwy, J. Douglas Way, David Edlund,
and Kent Coulter

Thin self-supported permeable membranes of palladium alloys such as Pd60Cu40

have many applications in which hydrogen separation is required. Magnetron sput-
tering onto selected flexible or non-flexible substrates, for example using a water-
soluble release agent or backing, has allowed lift-off and production of high quality
films of controllable alloy composition down to 3 �m in thickness. The targeted
manufacturing process is a low-cost reel-to-reel process that will theoretically meet
the targets established by DOE. The results from a recently completed project and
some of the remaining problems are discussed.

Introduction

Coal gasification and fuel cells are two of our nation’s most promising technologies
for the efficient production of clean electricity. At the heart of these technologies
is hydrogen, the most simple, ubiquitous element known in the universe. Unfortu-
nately, the ability to produce pure hydrogen has been a particular challenge that has
impeded progress in both areas and will only become a more significant issue in the
years ahead. Hydrogen is costly to produce or to separate from gas mixtures such as
reactor effluent or waste streams due to the high capital and energy expenditures
associated with compression, heat exchange, cryogenic distillation and pressure
swing adsorption (PSA).

An affordable, tough and selective hydrogen separating membrane, on the other
hand, could significantly reduce these costs and ultimately replace traditional unit
operations or be integrated into an existing process to recover hydrogen. Polymer
membranes, representing one type of commercially available membranes, currently
compete with the other technologies to reduce the hydrogen/carbon monoxide ratio
in synthesis gas (syngas), or to recover hydrogen from the purge of off-gas streams
in ammonia or petrochemical plants. Polymer membranes are economical in some
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applications, although the higher temperatures of most chemical reactions and many
waste gas and reforming (i.e., coal gasification/natural gas) streams preclude their
use, at least without process modifications such as cooling prior to introduction
into the module. In general, membrane systems, such as the polymer type, require
lower capital investment although their main liability is that recompression of the
permeated hydrogen is usually required.

Considerable research in the area of inorganic membranes for hydrogen gas sep-
aration for purification at high temperatures has taken place in recent years, much of
which has been supported by DOE. Of the two general classes of high-temperature
membranes available (ceramic and metal), microporous ceramic membranes have
been developed and commercialized to a greater extent for gas separation. Such
materials, however, pose key challenges from several perspectives. Typically, the
ceramics must exhibit an extremely fine, highly controlled pore size that can be
difficult to fabricate over large areas. In addition, the mechanical integrity of thin
ceramic membranes can come into question given the harsh environment associated
with coal gasification while some of the ceramics being considered are rather exotic
and expensive to make. Hence, the ability to manufacture ceramic membranes at
low cost and in a continuous process has yet to be fully established.

Metal membranes, however, appear to have significant advantages over ceramic
and polymer membranes in terms of manufacturability, lifetime (durability) and ease
of sealing for the former and higher operating temperatures and selectivity for the
latter. Of the metal membranes, self-supporting, dense palladium alloy membranes
have been shown to exhibit extremely high hydrogen perm-selectivity and are able to
produce high purity hydrogen feed streams needed for recycling. The outcome leads
to saving on downstream separation requirements, equipment size and energy usage.

An excellent review of palladium membrane research has been published by
Paglieri and Way [1], covering all aspects of performance, fabrication and applica-
tions. The present contribution is intended to enlarge upon the prospects for vacuum
deposition and, in particular, magnetron sputtering for membrane production.

Palladium as a Membrane Material

Pd-based membranes operate by dissociative adsorption of molecular hydrogen on
membrane surfaces.

H2 (gas) � 2H (surface)

which comes about because of the powerful catalytic properties of palladium. Given
the equilibrium between H2 molecules in the gas phase and hydrogen atoms within
the surface (related by the respective rate constants for adsorption and dissociation),
the concentrations of atomic hydrogen just within the metal is proportional to the
square root of hydrogen partial pressure according to Sieverts’ law.

The dissociated atomic hydrogen diffuses through the membranes and is recom-
bined into molecular hydrogen that desorbs on the other side of the membrane.
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The hydrogen permeation process is influenced by the surface topography, the purity
of the metal and its defect structure (e.g., grain boundaries and dislocations). Within
the metal, the hydrogen occupies octahedral interstitial sites. At high hydrogen con-
centrations, above 20◦C, the � phase of palladium hydride exists, and one of the
problems associated with pure palladium as a membrane is hydrogen embrittlement
and the distortion of the metal by repeated adsorption/desorption cycles of exposure.

Palladium Alloys

A solution to this problem is to alloy the palladium, for example with silver, copper
or ruthenium. Such alloys have higher hardness and tensile strength than Pd. Not
only is Pd60Cu40 appreciably cheaper than palladium, but it has increased perme-
ability and sulfur tolerance. The hydrogen permeance of a range of Pd–Cu alloys
over a wide range of temperatures has been studied by Howard et al. [2], and the
increased permeability is attributed to the formation of a bcc structure. It has been
suggested that the electronic effects are the cause of this behavior [3]. According
to Roa et al. [4] the highest hydrogen permeability is obtained at about 60 wt% Pd
measured at 350◦C, while McKinley [5] recommends 42 wt% Cu and 58 wt% Pd to
obtain a single phase � structure.

It is an important advantage of Pd–Cu alloys that they are resistant to the poi-
soning effects of sulfur at high temperatures, perhaps caused by the formation of
impermeable sulfur compounds. Progress at the National Energy Technology Labo-
ratory (NETL) on S-tolerant hydrogen membranes has been reviewed by Killmeyer
et al. [6]. Carbon, for example originating from pump oil, is another deleterious
impurity that must be avoided (1).

Economic Constraints

Palladium is an expensive metal and this imposes limits on the thickness of mate-
rial that can be used for hydrogen purification in competition with other industrial
methods. Emonts et al. estimated that films less than about 5 �m in thickness need
to be used in a fuel-cell methanol reformer [7], while Criscuoli et al. [8] concluded
that 20 �m is an upper limit for membranes to be economically competitive. These
economic estimates overlook the possibility of recycling the palladium or palladium
alloy. This becomes a very real possibility in the use of free-standing membranes
rather than composite structures with other metals or ceramics. Recycling prospects
probably increase the thickness constraint to something between 5 �m and 8 �m, a
value that is also consistent with factors such as limitations on the volume of space
occupied by a multiple membrane assembly.

In the past, thin metal membranes have been fabricated by rolling between pre-
cision rollers, but potential for pinhole defects limits this method for Pd-alloy mem-
branes to a current state of the art of 25 �m (0.001 in.). Difficulty in controlling
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deformation across the length of the press rolls used in forming the membranes
limits the practical width of the membranes to approximately 10 cm. Other meth-
ods, such as traditional ‘thick-film’ coating techniques, have been used to fabricate
self-supporting membranes. Coating methods, such as electroplating and electroless
deposition, have been demonstrated, but have significant concerns with contamina-
tion from organic carbon, and the ability to keep a controlled and consistent bath
chemistry over multiple cycles and large areas.

Even though palladium utilization has been increased by the techniques pre-
sented above for self-supporting membranes, further reductions in thickness are
needed to make this technology economical. As an example of an economic driver,
for a residential hydrogen purifier or reformer, a series of more than a dozen mem-
branes are required to purify a sufficient volumetric flow rate. In addition to the cost
of the palladium (approximately one ounce for a stationary fuel cell reformer), the
cost of labor and materials to assemble multiple membrane elements is high. Hence,
a method to fabricate thinner, large-area palladium-alloy membranes in a continuous
or even semi-continuous manner would represent a significant breakthrough in the
development and commercialization of hydrogen purifiers for fuel cells and coal
gasification.

Vacuum Deposited Palladium Membranes

Vacuum deposition methods are used in a wide variety of industries including
semiconductors, machine tools, razor blade manufacture and packaging. At the
manufacturing level, vacuum-based processes can be cost-effective. For example,
an important subclass of vacuum deposition processes is vacuum roll coating, the
treatment of large flexible substrates often hundreds of meters in length and up to
several meters wide. The economics and scale-up issues of roll coating have been
well established for a number of markets. Using these methods, flexible polymeric
materials and metal foils have been coated with a variety of metal and ceramic mate-
rials for use in capacitors, magnetic media, thin film batteries and food packaging.
These products are all subject to economic constraints and the competitiveness with
other coating methods.

One form of physical vapor deposition widely used is electron beam evaporation
in which the intense focused power of an energetic electron beam heats a crucible
of the source material in vacuum and it evaporates on to the work piece. This is less
suitable for alloy deposition because differing vapor pressures of the constituents
alter coating composition by something akin to distillation. Much better, therefore,
is magnetron sputtering in which ions from a dense plasma strike the surface of a
target and release atoms kinetically by collision. The composition of the deposited
coating remains close to that of the source material after an initial period of equili-
bration. The impinging atoms have much greater energies than those in the case
of thermal evaporation and this increases ad-atom mobilities on the work-piece
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surface to produce denser, more pin-hole free films, especially at high deposition
rates (several nm/sec).

Moss and Dye [9] and Peachey et al. [10] used sputtering to deposit thin (100 nm)
films of palladium on both faces of 40 �m thick foils of tantalum or of vanadium,
after first removing native oxide by argon ion sputtering. This was in order to remove
the diffusion barriers presented by metal oxides. The palladium provides the neces-
sary catalytic activity for dissociative chemisorption of hydrogen. The resulting per-
meabilities were 20 times greater than that of a 40 �m Pd foil, and the H2/He ideal
separation factor was very high, at 50,000. The membrane was stable up to 300◦C
but at higher temperatures diffusion of palladium into the substrate foil decreased
the permeability. This is generally the case with composite metallic membranes and
is a strong reason for the preparation of self-supporting palladium alloy membranes
of monolithic composition.

In summary, a vacuum-based process must be capable of enhancing catalyst
activity at the palladium surface, perhaps by atomic displacement, and of optimizing
diffusion pathways, perhaps by formation of small grains and many grain bound-
aries. Finally, the film nucleation and growth process must favor production of a thin
but pin-hole free film and avoidance of island formation known as Volmer-Weber
growth.

Self-Supporting Palladium Alloy Membranes

The novel feature of our approach is to prepare freestanding, thin membranes by
vacuum deposition on to a suitable temporary substrate that can easily and cleanly
be removed. Important requirements for the substrate material are that it be very
smooth and free of contaminants, pinholes and surface defects. The materials should
also have decent thermal stability and be inexpensive (relative to the membrane),
reusable and/or recyclable. Based on these requirements, two initial approaches
were envisioned: (1) deposition of the membrane onto a polymeric substrate, which
can be subsequently chemically dissolved or (2) deposition onto a rigid substrate
with and without pre-treatment with a thin release coating that may be water soluble.

In the first case, high-quality polystyrene (PS) or polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) film
0.002–0.005′′ thick was used. Pd-alloy films were deposited by vacuum deposition
methods (discussed in further detail below), initially onto individual sheets approxi-
mately 10 in.2 each, then onto larger sheets up to 75 in.2 in area, and ultimately onto
continuous rolls up two 12′′ wide and several feet long. The metallized polymer
films were then cut to size (as needed) and mounted between a set of high trans-
mission metal mesh. At this point, appropriate sealing attachments could also be
incorporated. Finally, the polymer film is removed by exposure (e.g., immersion)
to a suitable solvent. It is essential that any hydrocarbon residue be removed in
order to limit carbon contamination of the membrane during operation at elevated
temperatures.
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Experimental

Two different approaches to the problem of releasing deposited alloy films have
been assessed. One is to use a polymeric substrate that can be dissolved in a suitable
solvent, while the other is to choose a solid substrate to which the deposited film
adheres very poorly so that it is easily lifted off. Yet another procedure is to coat a
polymeric film such as KaptonTM with a water-soluble release agent such as sodium
iodide or barium chloride. There are many other such possibilities.

In the first experiments, palladium copper alloy was deposited by magnetron
sputtering from a target with the composition Pd 60%/Cu 40% (by weight) in an
argon plasma, on to flexible film of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, trade name ‘Solublon’)
and on to polystyrene. The alloy films were from 0.5 to 3 microns thick and had
a minimal intrinsic stress. This was evident from the fact that the films had no
tendency to curl up.

In other experiments, thermal evaporation from separate sources of palladium
and copper was carried out using electron beam to vaporize material. Pd–Cu alloy
films were formed on polymer backing materials in the 12′′ wide drum or web-
coating system shown in Fig. 11.1. Deposition rates of palladium and copper were
independently controlled using crystal quartz monitor or electron impact emission
spectroscopy (EIES). After having established uniformity profiles and elemental
distribution across the deposition zone, a design of experiments (DOE) approach
was conducted to correlate processing parameters (i.e., deposition/web feed rates,
drum temperature, polymer pre-treatment, etc.) with final properties (response) of
the Pd–Cu alloy films (i.e., composition, defects, strain). Finally, in other experi-
ments magnetron sputtering was used to fabricate free-standing Pd–Cu alloy films
using rigid silicon and glass backing materials, i.e., vacuum processing parameters
were optimized to promote dense film formation with minimal adhesion to backing
material.

Fig. 11.1 Schematic of web roll coater with evaporation sources
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Plastic Backing Removal

Pd–Cu alloy coated plastic samples were first cut into discs 75 mm in diameter, sand-
wiched together with a porous metal disc (Monel) between two microscreens and
then clamped (refer to schematic in Fig. 11.2). To remove the plastic backing mate-
rial, the samples are then lowered horizontally with the coated polymer discs up,
Monel mesh down, into the appropriate solvent; hot water (60–80◦C) for Solublon
and chloroform (room temperature) for polystyrene. Polymer dissolution (removal
rate) was evaluated as a function of temperature and time. Nominal times were 30 s
for the Solublon and 600 s for the polystyrene. Upon dissolution of the polymer
backing material, samples were removed from the solvent, carefully disassembled
and then dried.

H2 Permeation Testing

A membrane foil is first sandwiched between two circular supports, such as alumina
paper, and then sealed with either a Kalrez O-ring (max. use to 315◦C) or Grafoil
packing material (allowing a 650◦C upper use temperature in oxygen-free environ-
ments) in the 25 mm Millipore membrane cell. The membrane is then checked with
helium to confirm a tight seal and that the membrane is defect (pinhole) free. Sub-
sequently, the membrane is heated to operating temperature to begin permeation
testing.

Fig. 11.2 Schematic of sandwich configuration
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Pd–Cu Alloy Deposition on Plastic

Although procedures have been developed and routinely employed to deposit and
release Pd–Cu films, 2–5 �m-thick and >75 in.2 in area from PS and PVA poly-
mer backing materials (refer to Fig. 11.3 showing appearance of 6′′ by 6′′ film
deposited on the polymeric film), we observe appreciable through-thickness defects
(pinholes) for film thicknesses less than 6 �m. Though a small percentage of
the defects are related to the deposition process (and therefore potentially elim-
inated), the majority of the defects are due to characteristics of the sacrificial
substrate.

Some defects appear to be associated with the tendency for polymeric films to
become electrostatically charged and hence to attract fine air-borne particulates.
These impede the formation of a continuous film of a few microns thickness. Other
problems are caused by a low density of nucleation points for metal films to grow
and spread across the surface, a process that requires some wettability.

Two treatments methods were investigated to promote spreading of the Pd–Cu
films on the polymer backing materials, that is, Ar/O2 plasma and deposition of
a precursor layer such as SiOx with a more favorable surface energy. Although
argon plasma treatment (with 5% O2) was shown to decrease water contact angles
(increase film wettability) on all plastics tested (PS, PVA, Kapton and PET), we
were not able to completely eliminate defects in films less than 5 �m. Based upon
the success of deposition on oxidized silicon wafers, an evaporated layer of sil-
ica (SiOx) was applied to plasma-treated polymer substrates. Unlike the case for
rigid silicon substrates, the SiOx-coated polymer substrates did not yield films with
a lower defect density. Therefore, irrespective of the surface treatment options
tested (plasma or seed layer), we were not able to produce defect-free Pd–Cu
films on flexible polymer substrates over large areas at thicknesses <6 �m (it is
important to note however that defect-free films have been produced at thicknesses
>6 �m).

(a) (b)

Fig. 11.3 Pd–Cu alloy films on (a) polystyrene and (b) polyvinyl alcohol films
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Pd–Cu Alloy Deposition on Silicon

The initial alloy coatings deposited on to polymers showed a tendency to exhibit
pinhole defects most of which have since been attributed to the presence of dust
particles. Polymer films have a propensity to accumulate an electrostatic charge
that attracts fine particles. As an alternative, interim method to address the issue
of defects in the Pd–Cu alloy membrane films, films were deposited onto smooth,
silicon wafers. Particulate and other contaminants can be more readily controlled
(i.e., minimized) on a silicon surface, in comparison to plastic, and is considerably
smoother than plastic. In experiments using magnetron sputtering, we were able to
produce defect-free Pd–Cu films on 12 in. diameter silicon and 4 in. square glass
plates. A released film, 4 �m thick, is shown in Fig. 11.4. Films as thin as 0.7 �m
have been produced in this way.

Although we have established procedures for the formation of Pd–Cu alloy films
over large areas (> 75 in.2) on sacrificial polymer backing materials, formation
of Pd–Cu alloy materials on silicon wafers has helped us to address the issue of
defect formation (i.e., pinholes). In general, the key factors that affect formation of
a thin, dense, defect-free, Pd–Cu alloy film are surface energy, roughness and oxy-
gen/moisture content of the backing material. By using thermally oxidized silicon
wafers, we have been able to reduce the surface roughness while at the same time,
control surface chemistry and, more specifically, oxygen activity. Correspondingly,
using vacuum processing conditions that have been optimized to minimize intrinsic
film stress, we have produced pinhole-free Pd–Cu alloy films over large areas at
thicknesses below 5 �m.

Fig. 11.4 Free-standing Pd–Cu Foils, 4 �m-thick; (a) from rigid, 12′′ silicon wafer
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Annealing

As has been previously reported, as-deposited membranes are usually in the alpha
phase and transform to a beta or mixed alpha and beta phase upon heating to 400◦C
[2]. Because these membranes are very thin it may not be possible to assemble
the membranes into a module while still in the fcc phase as the change in lattice
parameter associated with the phase transformation can result in a slight contraction
that could place significant stress on the membrane and cause it to rupture. Hence
we began a series of annealing experiments to convert the membrane to the desired
phase prior to assembly in a module. The membrane is held between two pyrex glass
plates with simple binder clips that have been stripped of paint prior to use. Stainless
steel lock wire is used to maintain a separation between the plates to limit air entrap-
ment and allow the membrane to expand or contract more freely without curling.
After mounting, the membrane samples were placed in a tube furnace purged with a
continuous flow of Ar annealed at 450◦C for 12 h. XRD showed that the as-received
membranes were in the pure alpha phase while the annealed samples were purely
beta (Fig. 11.5). SEM images indicated that the membrane was unchanged during
the annealing process.
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Fig. 11.5 XRD spectrum of 051206#1 before and after testing

Economics of Vacuum Deposited Separation Membranes

Of the elements that comprise a hydrogen purification module, the membrane is pre-
sumed to be by far the most significant cost contributor. Analogous to a computer’s
central microprocessor, the membrane lies at the heart of the purification system
and is the key element defining system performance. The DOE has set aggressive
performance and cost targets for several membrane properties in 2005 and 2010
including flux, cost per square foot, hydrogen purity and differential pressure.
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For Pd alloy membrane fabrication, the materials cost is expected to be higher
relative to other fixed costs. Another key element impacting the cost is material
throughput. If a greater square footage of material can be produced over a given
time, the labor and capital equipment costs can be substantially reduced. In fact,
we believe that it is highly likely a semiconductor process tool can be adapted
to produce full-size Pd alloy membranes up to 12 in. in diameter. The membrane
throughput for such a system can be estimated to first order using the following
empirical equation:

P = 0.785 N D/d

where P is the throughput (ft2/min), N is the number of process stations, D is the
deposition rate (nm/min) and d is the target membrane thickness in nm. A typical
system can allow up to five 12-in. wafers to be processed simultaneously and depo-
sition rates of 600 nm/min are possible. So for a membrane thickness of 4 microns
(4000 nm), 0.59 sq ft/1 min of membrane can be produced. Obviously this estimate
neglects the contributions of cycle time and downtime due to maintenance although
these may be included by altering the above equation in the following manner:

P = 0.785 N D U (1–C)/d

where U is the average uptime percentage and C is the percentage of time in each
cycle where material is not being deposited. Assuming 75% uptime and 25% coating
cycle idle time, then 0.33 sq ft/min of membrane will be produced on average.

The next issue to consider is raw materials cost. The cost of palladium greatly
exceeds that of copper so we can reasonably omit the latter from consideration.
Sputter deposition processes are highly efficient with more than 95% of sputtered
material typically deposited on the support material in a production system. The
balance of the material can be recovered as scrap and recycled. The other cost
consideration is the fabrication of the PdCu alloy target. This is usually done by
taking powders of each material in appropriate quantity to make the desired alloy
composition then hot pressing the power in vacuum or inert atmosphere to make
a plate typically 0.5 in. thick. For this calculation we add an additional 25% to the
cost of palladium for target manufacturing and material recovery. Based on this as
well as the composition, density and thickness of the membrane and market price
of Pd, we can calculate the membrane raw materials cost per square foot using the
following empirical equation:

R = 1.2 × 10−2 P W (W + 3) T

where R is the raw materials cost per square foot, P is the market price ($/oz),
W is the weight percentage and T is the membrane thickness in microns. Hence a
4 micron thick, 60 wt% Pd alloy membrane with a market price of $330/oz, will
have approximately $35/ft2 of Pd in it. Combine this information with the projected
material throughput, we can arrive at a total cost for manufacturing based on the
following factors
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T = (F + L + E)/(P ∗ S ∗ 1.75 × 105) + R

where T is the total cost per square foot, F is the annual equipment deprecia-
tion, L is the fully burdened annual labor costs, E is the annual cost of utilities and
maintenance, P is the throughput per minute and S is the number of 8 h shifts per
day. If we assume a $1.5M piece of equipment with level amortization over 3 years,
4 full time personnel (3 technicians and 1 engineer) working a total of two shifts at
$0.50M/yr, and $0.20M/yr in utilities and maintenance, and the above estimates for
productivity and raw materials, we get a total cost of $45.40 per square foot. Even
if we have significantly underestimated the throughput, equipment or labor costs,
this cost estimate is still more than an order of magnitude lower than the DOE 2010
target, which gives us great confidence that the process will be cost effective.

Hydrogen Permeation Testing

The first successful membrane to be tested was a 12.7 �m-thick foil with a composi-
tion slightly off the ideal Pd60Cu40 (i.e., slightly higher palladium weight fraction).
The membrane was heated to 250◦C, and the H2 permeability at this temperature
was determined to be 3.8 × 10−5 cm3(STP) · cm/cm2 · s · cm Hg0.5 (for compar-
ison, the permeability of a Pd60Cu40 foil at 250◦C from the patent literature [USP
3,439474] is 9.2×10−5 cm3[STP] · cm/cm2 · s · cm Hg0.5). This is good agreement
given that the palladium composition of the foil sample is higher than 60 weight per
cent and that the H2 permeability declines sharply for higher Pd contents.

Figure 11.6 shows molar flux versus driving force for this membrane at 250◦C.
The membrane was then heated up to 300◦C. The flux declined to approximately
one-third of the value at 250◦C. One possible reason for this could be carbon con-
tamination from the O-ring. Upon removing the membrane from the cell, the O-ring
appeared to have degraded. Another explanation could be that the membrane did
not undergo a phase change to the higher permeability FCC �-phase, and that it
may have moved into the mixed � and � phase.

As shown in the phase diagram of Fig. 11.7, if the composition of the Pd–Cu
membrane is greater than the pure � boundary and within the �/� phase (at an
approximate palladium concentration [in weight percent] of 61%), then a two phase
structure can exist and thereby reduce the efficiency of the membrane. For a constant
composition, the membrane can transform from the single phase � to the two phase
� + � structure by merely heating up the membrane and thereby crossing the phase
boundary.

XRD analysis was performed on the treated 12.7 �m-thick membrane discussed
above as well as on a piece of as-received foil. The treatment consisted of: (1) expo-
sure to H2 at 250◦C for 24 h, (2) 300◦C for 72 h, (3) 250◦C for 24 h and finally (4)
air quench to room temperature. The XRD pattern is shown in Fig. 11.8. Analysis
indicates that the foil is in the � phase.
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Fig. 11.8 XRD pattern of heat treated PdCu foil

An additional membrane, thickness ∼ 9 �m, displayed a pure hydrogen flux of
16.8 cm3(STP)/cm2 · min; this is 2.2 times greater than that of the thicker mem-
brane presented above at the same temperature and driving force. This is shown in
Fig. 11.9 along with the results from other membranes. Further tests are ongoing
with this membrane.

The H2 permeability of the 9 �m-thick membrane above is 5.1×10−5 cm3(STP) ·
cm/cm2 · s · cm Hg0.5. Correcting the permeability value to 350◦C using the
data in the McKinley patent (USP 3,439,474), [5] we obtain a value of 7.4 ×
10−5 cm3(STP) · cm/cm2 · s · cm Hg0.5. This value compares very well to the per-
meability reported by McKinley for a 62.5% Pd membrane of 7.9×10−5 cm3(STP) ·
cm/cm2 · s · cm Hg0.5. Another comparison is that the hydrogen permeability of the
9 �m membrane is 56% of the value at the same temperature reported by McKinley
for a PdCu alloy membrane with the optimum 60 wt.% Pd composition. We believe
that the discrepancies are due to differences in the Pd composition of our samples
and the cold-rolled foils used by McKinley and Edlund [12].

Another membrane 6 �m thick was tested, although exhibiting a small helium
leak that was attributed to Knudsen diffusion (i.e., pure hydrogen flux vs. driving
force measurements showed a pressure dependence of �Pn where n was approxi-
mately 0.6, indicating that there is likely a pinhole in the membrane). This mem-
brane was sealed in the cell using a Kalrez R© O-ring. All of the following hydrogen
fluxes were therefore corrected for the observed leak. The membrane was heated and
then held at 257◦C for 12h under helium. The hydrogen flow was then initiated and
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Fig. 11.9 Pure hydrogen flux for a 20 psig feed pressure for various membranes

the pure hydrogen flux at 20 psig was measured. The flux at these conditions slowly
decreased from about 28 cm3/cm2 min to about 20 cm3/cm2 min over a period of
5 days. At this point, the flow to the membrane was switched from hydrogen to
helium and left overnight with a feed pressure of 0 psig. After remaining under
helium for approximately 15 h, the membrane was tested again for pure hydrogen
permeation at 20 psig. The pure hydrogen flux jumped to 36 cm3(STP)/cm2 min.
The pure hydrogen flux was measured again at 36 cm3/cm2 min the following day
after the membrane was exposed to helium again overnight. This flux corresponds
to a pure hydrogen permeability of 7.4 × 10−5 cm3(STP) · cm/cm2 · s · cm Hg0.5

at 250◦C. This value is within 20% of the pure hydrogen permeability at 250◦C
reported in the McKinley patent [5].

Remaining Issues

In this ongoing research program, there are several issues that need to be addressed.
One, mentioned briefly above, is the fact that the Pd–Cu alloy composition is critical
in the as-prepared and annealed samples. Figure 11.10 shows hydrogen permeability
as a function of the palladium content (in weight per cent) at 350◦C, and it is evident
that there is a critical composition close to 60 wt.% Pd.

Analysis of our films shows that they are slightly palladium-rich with a com-
position near Pd 63.3 wt.%, Cu 36.7 wt.%. A similar problem was encountered by
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Fig. 11.10 H2 permeability of PdCu foils at 400◦C

Athayde et al. [13] in the sputtering of Pd-Ag alloys: their films were also palladium-
rich relative to the sputtering target. This is something that can be adjusted by addi-
tion of copper to the target.

Another issue is that of achieving good seals without damaging the thin mem-
branes. The pressure from O-ring seals is considerable and can exert lateral stress on
thin films. There are various solutions to this problem that remain to be evaluated.

Other flexible substrates than polystyrene and PVA may have better properties in
terms of coating nucleation and wettability and so allow the continuous production
of membranes by a reel-to-reel process.

Conclusions

Self-supporting Pd–Cu alloy membranes have been produced with thicknesses down
to about 3 �m. The polymer substrates (PS and PVA) evaluated so far require thicker
coatings, above about 7 �m, in order to be pinhole-free.

Good hydrogen permeability rates have been measured and self-supporting mem-
branes are free from the problems due to metallic interdiffusion in composite struc-
tures, and so should exhibit a long life at temperatures above 300◦C.

It has been shown to be feasible to produce pore-free membranes below 5 �m in
thickness that should consequently be competitive with other methods for hydrogen
separation in energy applications.
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Chapter 12
Palladium-Copper and Palladium-Gold Alloy
Composite Membranes for Hydrogen
Separations

Fernando Roa, Paul M. Thoen, Sabina K. Gade, J. Douglas Way,
Sarah DeVoss, and Gokhan Alptekin

Electroless plating was used to fabricate PdCu and PdAu alloy composite
membranes using tubular Al2O3 and stainless steel microfilters to produce high
temperature H2 separation membranes. The composite membranes were annealed
and tested at temperatures ranging from 350 to 400◦C, at high feed pressures (≤250
psig) using pure gases and gas mixtures containing H2, carbon monoxide (CO),
carbon dioxide (CO2), H2O and H2S, to determine the effects these parameters had
on the H2 permeation rate, selectivity and recovery. Reformulating the palladium
electroless plating solution dramatically increased the H2 permeability of the metal
membranes and improved their stability in gas mixtures containing CO, CO2 and
steam. No flux reduction was observed for a PdAu membrane for the water-gas shift
(WGS) mixture compared to a pure H2 feed gas at the same 25 psig partial pressure
difference and 400◦C. A typical pure H2 flux for a PdAu membrane was 245
SCFH/ft2 = 0.93 mol/m2.s for a 100 psig H2 feed gas pressure at 400◦C. This flux
exceeds the 2,010 DOE Fossil Energy pure hydrogen flux target. The H2/N2 pure
gas selectivity of this PdAu membrane was 1,000 at a partial pressure difference
of 100 psi. However, inhibition of the H2 flux was observed for similar WGS
experiments with PdCu composite membranes. H2S caused a strong inhibition of
the H2 flux of the Pd-Cu composite membranes, which is accentuated at levels of
100 ppm or higher. Adding 5 ppmv to the WGS feed mixture reduced the hydrogen
flux by about 70%, but the inhibition due to H2S was reversible. At H2S levels above
100 ppm, the membrane suffered some physical degradation and its performances
was severely affected. The use of sweep gases improved the hydrogen flux and
recovery of a Pd-Cu composite membrane.
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Introduction

The US Department of Energy’s FutureGen program aims to demonstrate the techni-
cal and economical feasibility of a coal gasification plant to produce power with near
zero emissions, including the emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2). In this approach,
coal is first gasified to produce a carbon monoxide (CO)-rich synthesis gas. As
shown in Fig. 12.1, the impurities in the syngas are removed and the CO content is
reduced by converting the CO to CO2 and H2 through the WGS reaction. Finally, the
hydrogen is separated from other compounds, mainly CO, CO2 and water. Although
no coal-based facilities have been constructed that produce both hydrogen and elec-
tric power, system level studies indicate that the efficiency of the coal-to-hydrogen
plant could be enhanced if the WGS and H2 separation were combined into a single
step [1]. A key feature of this process intensification improvement is that a WGS
membrane reactor would produce both a high pressure CO2 product stream and a
high-purity hydrogen stream for power generation. This would greatly facilitate the
economics of carbon sequestration as this CO2 rich stream has value for enhanced
oil recovery as well as carbon credits in the European Union.

A successful hydrogen separation membrane for this application should provide
robust performance, high hydrogen throughput, high selectivity and recovery, resis-
tance to inhibition from impurities and long life at low cost. Palladium (Pd) alloy
membranes have all of these attributes. Palladium and its alloys, as well as nickel,
platinum and the metals in Groups III–V of the Periodic Table are all permeable to
hydrogen. Hydrogen-permeable metal membranes made of palladium and its alloys
are the most widely studied due to their high hydrogen permeability, their chemical

Fig. 12.1 Schematic of a coal-to-hydrogen co-generation plant [1]
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compatibility with many hydrocarbon containing gas streams, and their theoretically
infinite hydrogen selectivity.

Many palladium alloys such as Pd73Ag27, Pd95Au5, and Pd60Cu40 possess higher
hydrogen permeability than pure palladium. In his pioneering work in the 1960s,
McKinley and coworkers [2, 3] reported that binary alloys of Pd with Au and Cu
had pure hydrogen permeabilities greater than Pd that were unaffected by thermal
cycling, and had some resistance to sulfur poisoning by hydrogen sulfide. This is
shown graphically in Fig. 12.2. In particular, the inhibition or reduction of the pure
hydrogen flux due to exposure to 4 ppm hydrogen sulfide through the 40mass%
Au alloy was the least compared to pure Pd, PdAg, and PdCu alloys. Our recent
research efforts have focused on developing sulfur resistant, composite metal mem-
branes consisting of a relatively thin palladium or palladium-alloy coating on porous
ceramic or metal supports. Such a composite membrane can achieve high flux
because the palladium film is very thin, which also minimizes materials costs.

The sulfur resistance of PdCu foil membranes was further investigated by
researchers at the DOE NETL laboratory [4]. They reported the best sulfur resis-
tance, essentially no inhibition, with a 20mass% Cu in Pd binary alloy having an
FCC crystal structure. However, as shown in Fig. 12.3, this Pd80Cu20 alloy has 20%
of the H2 permeability of pure Pd and about 2 times less than 40% Au.

In previous publications from our group [5–8], we have discussed many issues
surrounding the fabrication and testing of Pd and Pd-Cu membranes. For the present
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work, we tested the permeation properties of Pd, Pd-Cu, and Pd-Au membranes
supported on tubular, porous ceramic and stainless steel substrates. Feed gases
consisted of pure H2 and N2 as well as mixtures containing H2S, H2O, CO, and
CO2 to simulate separation of hydrogen from an equilibrium WGS mixture. We
also investigated the effect that sweep gases had on membrane performance. These
conditions emulate those expected to be observed in real-world applications. By
testing the membranes under these conditions, we hoped we could learn more about
their behavior and possibly to improve their performance.

The DOE Fossil Energy cost and performance targets for hydrogen selective
membranes are summarized in Table 12.1 below.

Table 12.1 DOE hydrogen membrane performance goals

Performance Criteria 2007 Target 2010 Target 2015 Target

Fluxa 100 200 300
Operating Temperature (◦C) 400–700 300–600 250–500
Sulfur Tolerance Yes Yes Yes
Membrane Cost ($/ft2) 150 100 <100
WGS Activity Yes Yes Yes
Operating Pressure Capability (psi) 100 400 800–1,000
CO Tolerance Yes Yes Yes
Hydrogen Purity (%) 95 99.5 99.99
Stability/Durability (years) 3 7 >10

a) SCFH/ft2 @ 100 psi �P H2@ 50 psia perm side pressure.
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Experimental

Materials

Composite Pd alloy membranes were fabricated by sequential deposition of pal-
ladium and copper or gold from electroless plating baths onto symmetric 0.2 �m
cut-off �-alumina tubes (GTC-200) fabricated by CoorsTek, formerly Golden Tech-
nologies. The symmetric (constant pore size) GTC supports were chosen over the
higher flux Pall Exekia T1-70 filters to maximize strength and safety working at
high feed and transmembrane gas pressures.

More recently, composite membranes were prepared using Pall AccuSep c©
microfilters, which are zirconia-coated, porous stainless steel, tubular membranes
[9]. The primary challenges in preparing Pd alloy composite membranes on stainless
steel supports are twofold. First, the mean pore size of the porous metal material is
typically about 2 �m requiring thicker Pd alloy films to bridge these larger pores
[10]. Second, a diffusion barrier layer is usually required to prevent intermetallic
diffusion between the Pd alloy film and the stainless steel support. A strategy used
by Pall Corporation to mitigate both of these issues is to deposit an oxide coating
on the stainless steel filter as shown in Fig. 12.4. This creates a diffusion barrier and
reduces the surface roughness of the substrate.

Gases used in this study were nominally 99.999% pure (UHP grade) and were
used without further purification.

Membrane Preparation

Prior to palladium plating, the surface of the membrane support is first seeded with
Pd particles. The seeding procedure involves impregnation of the ceramic support
with a chloroform solution of palladium acetate, followed by calcination and reduc-
tion in flowing hydrogen or aqueous hydrazine solutions [5].

Fig. 12.4 Two Pall AccuSep ZrO2 coated porous stainless steel filters at top. Pd coated AccuSep
filter at bottom. These substrates have approximately 30 cm2 of active area
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Table 12.2 Summary of membranes fabricated and tested

Sample # Support Thickness (�m)

Alloy
Composition
(mass %)

H2 Flux at 20
psig, 400◦C
(mol/m2.s)

EDTA in
Pd Film?

GTC-6 GTC-200 7 Pd94Cu6 0.026∗ Yes
GTC-30 GTC-200 6 Pd94Cu6 0.11 No
GTC-31 GTC-200 7 Pd87Au13 0.22 No
Pall-77 AccuSep R© 9 Pd85Au15 0.2 No
∗Tested at 350◦C

Pd and Cu or Au electroless plating baths were then used in sequence to deposit
films ranging from 6 to 9 microns in thickness. Conditions and bath compositions
for Pd and Cu electroless plating can be found in our previous work [11].

A description of our electroless Au plating process was given by Foo [12]. We
believe that the mechanism of Au plating is a combination of displacement plat-
ing, caused by the more positive reduction potential of Au3+, along with electroless
plating of Au using hydrazine as the reducing agent.

Pd electroless baths commonly contain ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid
(EDTA), a complexing agent that increases the stability of the plating bath [6].
Recently, we have determined that the use of EDTA can leave up to 6mass% carbon
in the Pd membranes and this carbon reduces permeability and can react with CO2

present in the feed gas, contributing to membrane instability [13, 14]. The majority
of the membranes discussed in this article were prepared without using EDTA.

Table 12.2 summarizes the properties of membranes investigated in this work.

High Temperature Permeation Tests

The membrane to be tested was loaded into a stainless steel module, which in turn
was mounted in a tube furnace. Figure 12.5 shows a sketch of the module and a
photograph of a typical membrane. To avoid embrittlement, the membranes were
heated under helium and no H2 was introduced until the membrane reached 350◦C.
Annealing the two metals was achieved during the initial single gas permeability
tests. Transmembrane pressure differentials varied from a 5 psig to 250 psig (up to
18 bar), while operating temperatures varied from 350 to 400◦C. Permeate pressure
was local atmospheric pressure (12 psia = 820 mbar), except for the test using a
sweep gas.

Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was utilized to determine film thickness;
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX) were
used to study crystal structure and determine Pd alloy composition.
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Fig. 12.5 Photograph of a typical membrane and the high temperature testing module

Results and Discussion

Pure Hydrogen Permeation

The pure H2 flux of a Pd94Cu6 alloy film plated onto a GTC 0.2 �m symmetric
support (membrane GTC-30) is shown in Fig. 12.6 as a function of feed pressure
over the range of 10–100 psig. Please note that the flux of membrane GTC-30 is
about 110 SCFH/ft2 at 400◦C for a 100 psig feed pressure. Therefore this compos-
ite membrane, fabricated on an inexpensive, symmetric support easily exceeds the
2007 DOE Fossil Energy hydrogen flux target. The ideal H2/N2 selectivity for this
membrane ranged from 227 at 80 psi to 407 at 20 psi. The calculated “n-value” or
pressure exponent for GTC-30 is 0.6, which is slightly higher than the theoretical
value of 0.5, which is observed when diffusion of hydrogen atoms through the bulk
Pd film is limiting hydrogen permeation. The n-value of 0.6 may indicate some
hydrogen mass transfer resistance of the symmetric ceramic support. Two additional
data sets are given in Fig. 12.6 showing that the pure hydrogen flux declined after
mixed gas permeation tests with a WGS equilibrium mixture and that subsequent
oxidation of the membrane restored about half of the flux reduction due to the WGS
tests. We have previously observed that oxidation can improve the flux of composite
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Fig. 12.6 The influence of feed pressure on pure H2 flux for Pd94Cu6 membrane GTC-30 at 400◦C.
SCFH/ft2 refers to ft3(STP)/ft2•h

palladium alloy membranes [15]. The fact that oxidation increases the flux after
testing the membrane with a feed mixture containing CO and CO2 suggests that
carbon (coke) may be forming on the PdCu membrane surface [13].

Pd-Au alloy membranes have also been deposited on symmetric, 0.2 �m, alu-
mina GTC supports. As demonstrated in Fig. 12.7, the hydrogen flux at 400◦C and a
partial pressure difference of 100 psi is 245 SCFH/ft2, which is over twice the DOE
Fossil Energy 2007 flux target and higher than the 2010 target. The H2/N2 pure
gas selectivity of membrane GTC-31 is about 1,000 at a partial pressure difference
of 100 psi. These data demonstrate that by reducing the membrane thickness and
reducing carbon contamination in the Pd film, we have improved the H2 flux by
about a factor of five compared to similar membranes made using the same sym-
metric, ceramic support from GTC (CoorsTek) [5]. The pure hydrogen flux for the
Pd87Au13 membrane is about twice that of the Pd94Cu6 membrane at similar feed
pressure. This is roughly the same ratio estimated from the data of McKinley [3]
shown in Fig. 12.3.

Gas Mixture Experiments

CO/CO2 Effects

In order to investigate the impact that CO and CO2 have on hydrogen perme-
ation through Pd-Cu membranes, membrane GTC-6, shown in Fig. 12.8, was fed a
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Fig. 12.8 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of PdCu membrane #GTC-6 used for
CO/CO2/H2S tests. The apparent or visible thickness is 7 �m
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Fig. 12.9 The impact of the CO/CO2 levels on the H2 flux for Pd-Cu composite membrane GTC-6.
Balance was 51% H2 and 21% water, at 262 psia, 350◦C

gaseous mixture containing 51% H2, 21% water and varying concentrations of CO
and CO2. The sum of the CO and CO2 compositions was held constant at 28mole%.
Figure 12.9 shows the effect of varying the CO/CO2 concentrations on the H2 flux
at 350◦C and 250 psig feed pressure. Shown also in Figure 12.9 is the hydrogen
recovery, which was maintained at about 40%. At the highest CO concentration
of 8mole%, the reduction in the hydrogen flux was about 17%. The copper alloy
concentration was 10% that may have increased the resistance of the membrane to
inhibition or coking by CO.

Chabot and coworkers studied the effects of gas phase impurities such as CO,
CO2, and CH4 on the hydrogen flux through a PdAg alloy foil membrane [16] over
a range of gas compositions and temperatures. The degree of inhibition (hydrogen
flux reduction) they reported for 9.5mole% CO in H2 feed gas mixture was similar
to what we observed. Inhibition was a minimum between 350 and 400◦C. Above
400◦C, CO methanation was also observed.

Similar degrees of inhibition due to CO exposure were reported by Hughes and
coworkers [17] for a Pd composite membrane prepared by electroless plating. At
380◦C and 50 psig feed pressure, a CO concentration of 12mole% caused a reduc-
tion in the H2 flux of about 20%.

WGS Mixture

The effect of changing the feed gas mixture to PdAu membrane GTC-31 from
H2/N2 to the WGS mixture (51% H2, 21% water, 26% CO2, and 2% CO) at
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Fig. 12.10 The influence of the feed gas mixture on the flux of Pd81Au19 membrane GTC-31 at
constant H2 partial pressure at 400◦C and 72 psia. The H2 partial pressure difference is 25 psi

constant hydrogen partial pressure on the flux is shown in Fig. 12.10. The total
feed pressure was 72 psia and the temperature was 400◦C. The permeate flux was
about 70 SCFH/ft2 or 0.26 mol/m2.s at a hydrogen partial pressure difference of
approximately 25 psi. This was essentially the same flux measured for pure hydro-
gen similar temperature and H2 partial pressure difference. For example, as shown
in Fig. 12.7, the pure H2 flux measured for GTC-31 when the feed pressure was
25 psig was 70 SCFH/ft2 = 0.26 mol/m2.s. The driving force corresponding to
the mixture composition was 8.5 psi0.75. The pure gas flux was calculated using the
least-squares fit equation in Fig. 12.7. The interesting result is that no inhibition or
reduction of the hydrogen flux was observed when CO, CO2, and steam are present
in the feed gas for the PdAu membrane.

SEM and EDAX data for PdAu membrane GTC-31 obtained after permeation
testing are given in Figs. 12.11 and 12.12 below. The composition of this membrane
is 87mass% Pd and 13mass% Au.

An additional PdAu alloy membrane Pall-77 was fabricated and tested with the
WGS gas mixture at 400◦C. As shown in Fig. 12.13, a ∼9 micron thick PdAu
membrane on a Pall AccuSep c© stainless steel support (Pall-77) was fed a WGS
mixture and produced an H2 permeate stream containing only 5 ppm CO and a H2

permeate purity of 99.9% using graphite seals. The flux of this membrane is modest,
only 61 SCFH/ft2 for a hydrogen partial pressure difference of 25 psi. Assuming the
support resistances are similar, we would expect a slightly lower flux compared
to GTC-31 given that Pall-77 has larger membrane thickness and this is what was
observed.
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Fig. 12.11 SEM image of PdAu membrane GTC-31 after several hundred hours of pure and mixed
gas permeation testing

Element Wt% At%
Pd 86.93 92.49
Au 13.07  7.51

Fig. 12.12 EDAX spectrum and alloy composition of Pd87Au13 membrane GTC-31

WGS Mixture Including H2S

Figure 12.14 presents permeation and exit gas concentration data corresponding to a
permeation experiment for membrane GTC-6 fed the same WGS mixture at 262 psia
and 350◦C in which H2S was added at different concentrations from 0 to 250 ppm
to study its effect on the permeation behavior of the membrane.

H2S causes a strong inhibition on the H2 flux at all concentrations with the effects
of this inhibition being greatest at higher H2S levels. For example, in the presence
of 10 ppm H2S, the H2 flux was reduced by approximately 50%. The H2 flux is not
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Fig. 12.13 The influence of the feed gas mixture on the permeate flow rate and composition of
Pd81Au19 membrane Pall-77 for the WGS feed mixture at 400◦C and 72 psia. The H2 partial
pressure difference is 25 psi. Feed composition = 51% H2, 26% CO2, 2% CO, and 21% H2O.
The hydrogen permeate flow corresponds to a flux of 61 SCFH/ft2 or 0.23 moles/m2 s. The CO
composition in the permeate averaged 5 ppmv

Fig. 12.14 The effect of H2S inlet concentration on the permeate stream gas concentration and
flux of membrane GTC-6. Feed consisting of 51% H2, 21% H2O, 26% CO2, and 2% CO at 262
psia and 350◦C

shown in Fig. 12.14 from 100 to 400 min due to equipment malfunction, but the
experiment continued. The solid grey bars at about 500 min and 950 min indicate a
period when the membrane was exposed to pure H2. Note that the flux was recovered
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each time to the levels prior to H2S exposure. At approximately 1,600 min, the
membrane was exposed to 250 ppm H2S and the H2 flux increased continuously
until the H2S concentration was reduced again to 0 ppm when the H2 flux was
0.18 mole/m2 s. We interpreted this H2 flux increase as membrane failure due to
pore formation.

McKinley [2, 3] presented data showing that Pd alloy membranes containing Au
and Cu have excellent resistance to H2S in mixtures with H2. More recently, Edlund
[18] and Morreale and coworkers [4] have shown that exposure to 1,000 ppm of H2S
in H2 did not significantly change the H2 flux of 50–100 �m thick PdCu foil mem-
branes at temperatures and/or compositions corresponding to the fcc phase [19]. The
study by Morreale and coworkers used a feed gas mixture containing 1,000 ppm H2S
in pure hydrogen. This high partial pressure of hydrogen could favor the dissociation
of palladium sulfide to form H2S. An additional difference in the present study is
that instead of a binary mixture of only H2 and H2S, our feed mixture contained
steam that we have observed to have a much greater poisoning effect [20].

The experiment described in Fig. 12.14 was repeated for Pd94Cu6 membrane
GTC-30 and the permeation data are shown in Fig. 12.15. It is interesting to exam-
ine how the permeate flux changes in the presence of the WGS feed mixture even
without H2S. The flux drops by about 33% when the feed gas is changed from
H2/N2 to the WGS mixture. This is in sharp contrast to what was observed for the
PdAu membrane, shown in Fig. 12.10, where there was no change in the flux for the
WGS feed gas. Introduction of 5 ppm H2S into the WGS mixture reduces the flux
by another 37%. However the inhibition caused by H2S in the feed gas is completely
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Fig. 12.16 SEM image of PdCu membrane GTC-30 after several hundred hours of pure and mixed
gas permeation testing

reversible. The final feed gas composition in Fig. 12.12 is the WGS mixture alone
and the flux returned to the same value of 0.06 mole/m2 s = 15 SCFH/ft2.

In addition, there may have been some carbon deposition on the membrane. After
the series of WGS tests, membrane GTC-30 was again tested with pure hydrogen,
shown in Fig. 12.6. The pure H2 flux was 50% lower after WGS testing. An oxida-
tion treatment partially restored the pure hydrogen flux.

A scanning electron microscope image of the surface of membrane GTC-30
after several hundred hours of pure and mixed gas permeation testing is shown in
Fig. 12.16. The EDAX spectrum and tabulated composition data for this membrane
is shown in Fig. 12.17. The composition of GTC-30 is 94mass% Pd and 6mass% Cu.

Sweep Gas Effects

As shown in Fig. 12.18, membrane #GTC-6 was fed a gas mixture consisting of 51%
H2, 26% CO2, 21% H2O, 2% CO, and 1 ppm H2S at 350◦C and 17 barg. Two con-
ditions were run, a helium sweep and a helium and steam sweep. We observed that
the composition of the permeate was affected little by the introduction of the sweep
gases with the H2 fraction remaining fairly constant over the period of the testing at
∼91%. The effect of the different sweep gases on the total flux of the membrane was
a bit more pronounced. The use of helium and helium/steam sweep gases improved,
although marginally, the performance of the membrane with the first condition pro-
ducing an H2 flux increase of about 5% and the latter of 9%.
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Element Wt% At% 
Cu 6.40 10.28 
Pd 93.60 89.72 

Fig. 12.17 EDAX spectrum and alloy composition of PdCu membrane GTC-30
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Fig. 12.18 The effect of different permeate sweep gas conditions on the flux for membrane #6 at
350◦C. The feed pressure was 17 barg while the permeate pressure was 3.45 barg. The top curve
is the He/steam sweep, the middle data set is for the He sweep, and the lowest flux is the case with
no sweep gas

This observation is surprising given literature reports that steam adsorbs strongly
on Pd membranes [17] and also causes inhibition of the H2 flux when present in the
feed gas stream at lower temperatures. The enhancement due to the steam sweep
stream could be due to a cleaning effect where the steam reacts with CO or carbon
present on the permeate side of the membrane to form CO2 as we have observed
that the Pd-Cu membrane is a catalyst for the WGS reaction. Carbon dioxide is less
strongly bound to the surface of the membrane than CO that would free additional
sites for the formation of molecular hydrogen. The He sweep could have a similar
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effect of encouraging desorption of CO from the permeate side of the membrane
simply by reducing the CO concentration in the permeate gas stream.

Conclusions

PdAu and PdCu composite membranes supported on 0.2 micron porous alumina
tubes and Pall AccuSep R© stainless steel substrates were fabricated using electroless
plating and tested with a variety of feed gases including pure H2, a WGS equilibrium
mixture and the WGS mixture with H2S. Reformulating the palladium electroless
plating solution by removing EDTA dramatically increased the permeability of the
metal membranes and improved their stability in gas mixtures containing CO, CO2,
and steam.

For a PdAu membrane (GTC-31), no flux reduction was observed for the WGS
mixture compared to a pure H2 feed gas at the same 25 psig partial pressure differ-
ence and 400◦C. A typical pure H2 flux was 245 SCFH/ft2 = 0.93 mol/m2 s for
a 100 psig H2 feed gas pressure at 400◦C. This flux exceeds the 2010 DOE Fossil
Energy pure hydrogen flux target. The H2/N2 pure gas selectivity of membrane
GTC-31 was about 1,000 at a partial pressure difference of 100 psi.

An additional PdAu membrane, supported on a Pall AccuSep R© support achieved
a 99.9% pure H2 stream was produced from the WGS mixture.

Similar WGS experiments were performed with a PdCu composite membrane. At
the same driving force, the hydrogen flux was roughly 50% of that measured for the
PdAu GTC-31 membrane. Exposure to the WGS feed mixture reduced the hydrogen
flux by 33%. Adding 5 ppmv to the WGS feed mixture reduced the hydrogen flux
by about 70%, but the inhibition due to H2S was reversible.

The inhibition caused by CO/CO2 gases on a 7 �m thick Pd-Cu composite
membrane (GTC-6) was modest (≤17%) over a wide range of concentrations at

Table 12.3 DOE hydrogen membrane performance goals and current status of CSM membrane
technology

Performance Criteria 2007 2010 CSM Status

Flux (SCFH/ft2)a 100 200 206 (PdAu)
Operating Temperature (◦C) 400–700 300–600 350–450
Sulfur Tolerance Yes Yes Yes
WGS Activity Yes Yes Yes (PdCu)
Cost ($/ft2) 150 100 TBD
Operating Pressure Capability (psi) 100 400 300
CO Tolerance Yes Yes Yesb

Hydrogen Purity (%) 95 99.5 99.93c

Stability/Durability (years) 3 7 3 months pure H2, 2 weeks PdAu

a) Calculated @ 150 psia feed H2 and 50 psia perm side from data in Fig. 12.7.
b) Tested with 2mol% CO, see Figs. 12.9–12.13
c) From mixture test with WGS feed mixture, see Fig. 12.11. CO permeate concentration less than
5 ppmv.
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350◦C. H2S caused a strong inhibition of the H2 flux of the same Pd-Cu composite
membrane, which is accentuated at levels of 100 ppm or higher. The membrane was
exposed to 50 ppm H2S 3 times without permanent damage. At H2S levels above
100 ppm, the membrane suffered some physical degradation and its performances
were severely affected. The use of sweep gases improved the hydrogen flux and
recovery of a Pd-Cu composite membrane.

Table 12.3 summarizes the performance parameters for our Pd alloy composite
membranes and compares them to the DOE Fossil Energy targets from Table 12.1.
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Chapter 13
Composite Pd and Pd/Alloy Membranes

Yi Hua Ma

This chapter deals with the synthesis and characterization of composite Pd and
Pd/alloy membranes for hydrogen separation and reaction applications. The elec-
troless plating of Pd on porous stainless steel with an intermetallic diffusion barrier
is emphasized. Membranes with the intermetallic diffusion barrier prepared by the
in-situ oxidation coupled with bi-metal multilayer (BMML) deposition have been
shown to be stable under reaction conditions for over 6,000 h at 500◦C. Techniques
for the membrane characterization include macroscopic flux measurements by shell-
and-tube arrangement and microscopic surface and microstructure analysis by XRD,
SEM, TEM, XPS and AFM. Factors affecting hydrogen flux and long-term stability
of the membrane include membrane thickness, types of supports and mass trans-
fer resistances. Interdisciplinary approach and industry university collaboration are
emphasized. This article concludes with an optimistic view on the prospect of a
near future commercialization of composite Pd and Pd/alloy porous metallic support
membranes for large scale industrial hydrogen production processes.

Introduction

Palladium is one of the six transition metals that are also known as the “platinum
metals” and has high hydrogen solubility to make it attractive as a hydrogenation
catalyst and hydrogen separation membrane. The early works of the palladium as a
hydrogen separation membrane is mostly concentrated on palladium foils. An excel-
lent review on hydrogen permeation in palladium and palladium hydrogen systems
was presented in detail by Lewis [1].

In the past decade, because of increased demands in the hydrogen production for
petroleum and petrochemical industry and potentially large increases in hydrogen
needed for the hydrogen economy, there have been considerable advances in devel-
oping processes for hydrogen separations and productions. Of particular importance
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is the substantial increase in research and development of the hydrogen separation
and production by membranes and membrane reactors at high temperatures and
pressures.

This paper provides discussions on the hydrogen permeation through Pd mem-
branes, methods of the formation of thin Pd and Pd/alloy films on porous supports
with special emphasis on electroless plating, porous metallic supports, formation of
intermetallic diffusion barrier and long term membrane stability at high tempera-
tures.

Pd-Hydrogen System: Thermodynamics and Hydrogen
Permeation

Figure 13.1 shows that the pressure–concentration relation (p–C isotherm) for the
hydrogen–palladium system exhibits an immiscibility gap region between the � and
� phase with both phases having an FCC crystalline structure at temperatures below
∼ 300◦C [2, 3]. Since the lattice parameter of the � phase is larger than that of the
� phase, the nucleation of the � phase from the � phase leads to hydrogen embrit-
tlement. Although loading hydrogen in palladium at temperatures above 300◦C also
causes changes in the lattice parameter, these changes are gradual and do not involve
phase changes. Therefore, unless very low pressures are used [4, 5], it is necessary
to operate a pure palladium membrane at temperatures above 300◦C to avoid the
hydrogen embrittlement. In order to minimize the hydrogen embrittlement problem,
alloying Pd with other metals such as Ag or Cu will lower the critical temperature
for the � to � phase transformation.

Fig. 13.1 Isotherms for Pd-H system where n = H/Pd
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Although there may be a number of steps for hydrogen permeation through a
composite Pd membrane [6], the major steps are: (i) adsorption and dissociation
of hydrogen molecules to hydrogen atoms at the membrane surface of the high
pressure side, (ii) diffusion of hydrogen atom through the bulk of the Pd layer, and
(iii) re-association of hydrogen atoms and desorption of hydrogen molecules at the
membrane surface of the low pressure side. Under most normal operating condi-
tions, the rate of the hydrogen permeation is generally controlled by the hydrogen
diffusion through the bulk of the Pd layer.

Assuming that the rate of hydrogen permeation is controlled by the hydrogen
diffusion through the Pd layer and no phase transformation between � and � occurs,
the hydrogen flux J can be expressed by the Fick’s first law,

J = −D
�C

�X
= D

(CHP − CLP )

δ
(13.1)

For low H/Pd concentrations, C = kp1/2 is a good approximation outside the immis-
cibility region, Eq. 13.1 then reduces to

J = kD
(p1/2

HP − p1/2
LP )

δ
(13.2)

where J is the hydrogen flux, m3/m2 s, or kmole/m2 s, k the Henry’s law constant
defined above, kmole/m3 Pa1/2, D the diffusivity, m2/s and δ the thickness of the
membrane m. Subscripts HP and LP designate the high and low pressure side,
respectively. Both k and D are functions of temperature and kD is the permeabil-
ity. Since it is often difficult to accurately determine the membrane thickness δ,
P = kD/δ (kmole/m2 s Pa1/2) defined as the permeance is frequently used. Eq. 13.2
is commonly known as the Sieverts’ law. However there have been cases reported in
the literature where the exponent of the pressure is not 1/2 due to factors such as the
non-linearity of the p1/2-C isotherm, surface reaction and existence of significant
mass transfer resistances in addition to that of diffusion through the Pd bulk [6].
Therefore, Eq. 13.2 can be expressed in a more general form as

J = P(pn
HP − pn

LP ) (13.3)

where 1 ≥ n ≥ 1/2. For the Sieverts’ law, n = 1/2.

Deposition of Pd on Porous Substrates

Some of the methods using more sophisticated equipment for the deposition of Pd
or Pd/alloy on porous substrates include, among others [7], the metal-organic chem-
ical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [8, 9], and electron beam evaporation and ion-
beam sputtering [10]. On the other hand, electroless plating uses relatively simple
equipment. The techniques using sophisticated equipment are quite powerful and
especially useful for the deposition of alloy films. However, their major drawbacks
are low area of the prepared membranes, difficult for large scale production and/or
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high cost of the necessary equipment. Therefore the practical applicability of these
techniques may require further investigation. The electroless plating, on the other
hand, is attractive and widely used because of the possibility of uniform deposition
on complex shapes and large substrate areas, hardness of the deposited film, and
very simple equipment [11].

Electroless Deposition

An electroless palladium plating bath generally includes: a palladium ion source
(e.g. PdCl2, Pd[NH3]4Cl2, Pd[NH3]4[NO3]2, and Pd[NH3]4Br2), a complexant (e.g.
ethylenediamine tetra acetic acid [EDTA] and ethylenediamine [EDA]), a reducing
agent (e.g. hydrazine [NH2 − NH2], sodium hypophosphite [NaH2PO2 · H2O], and
trimethylamine borane), stabilizers and accelerators. The electroless plating of Pd on
a porous stainless support normally consists of pre-treatment of the porous stainless
steel (PSS) support, surface activation and plating [7]. Pre-treatment of the PSS
support consists of: (i) complete removal of foreign contaminants (grease, oil, dirt,
and corrosion products), (ii) activation of the support surface with palladium nuclei,
which during the electroless plating initiates an autocatalytic process of the reduc-
tion of a metastable Pd salt complex on the target surface, and (iii) electroless plating
with a plating solution consisting of (Pd(NH3)4)Cl2H2O, Na2EDTA, NH4OH, and
H2NNH2 at pH around 10.4 and temperature of 60◦C. The Pd deposition occurs
through the following autocatalytic reaction:

2Pd(NH3)4Cl2 + H2NNH2 + 4NH4OH → 2Pd0 + N2 + 8NH3 + 4NH4Cl + H2O

or

2Pd2+ + H2NNH2 + 4OH− → 2Pd0 + N2 + 4H2O

Pre-seeded palladium nuclei at the activation stage reduce the induction period of
the autocatalytic process at the beginning of the deposition. The composition of a
typical Pd plating solution is shown in Table 13.1 [7].

The thickness of the plated Pd layer can be determined gravimetrically from the
plated amount and the density of Pd (12.0 g/cm3). It can also be estimated directly
from the SEM picture of the cross-section of the membrane. However, the latter

Table 13.1 Composition of the electroless palladium-plating bath

Pd(NH3)4Cl2 · H2O, g/l 4.0
NH4OH (28%), ml/l 198
Na2EDTA, g/l 40.1
H2NNH2 (1 M), ml/l 5.6–7.6
PH ∼10.4
Temperature, ◦C 60
Vsolution/Splatingarea, cm3/cm2 ∼3.5
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method is destructive and generally not preferred. For the formation of the Pd/alloy
membranes, sequential plating followed by thermal treatment (“coating and diffu-
sion treatment”) has been used to obtain homogeneous alloy films [12]. Although it
is more difficult to obtain appropriate solution compositions, co-plating can also be
used for making composite Pd/alloy membranes. In addition to lowering the critical
temperature, some of the added advantages of Pd/alloy membranes include higher
hydrogen permeance (e.g. Pd/Ag [13, 14], Pd/Au [15], and sulfur tolerant Pd/Cu
[16]). The formation of homogeneous alloys by high temperature heat treatment,
however, remains a serious challenge, which is especially true for using porous
metal substrates due to the possibility of the intermetallic diffusion between the
components in the substrate and the membrane layer.

Porous Substrates

Both porous ceramic and dense metallic membranes are suitable for hydrogen
separation and reaction applications. Porous ceramic membranes have the main
advantages of high hydrogen flux and good chemical stability but suffer from low
separation factors because of the small size of the hydrogen molecule. On the other
hand, dense metallic membranes, in particular palladium and palladium/alloy, have
high separation factors (in theory, infinite) but, in general, have low hydrogen fluxes.
One way to minimize this problem is to support Pd or Pd/alloy thin films on either
porous ceramic or metallic supports to provide the necessary mechanical strength
and at the same time to increase the hydrogen flux, thereby reducing the palla-
dium cost.

The main advantages of porous ceramic supports include small and uniform pore
size distribution. Both of these make it easier to plate thinner membranes on porous
ceramic supports. The major drawbacks for porous ceramic supports are fragile,
susceptible to cracking and difficulty in sealing ceramic to metal parts for process
integration. On the other hand, the advantages of porous metal supports include easy
module fabrication and process integration. However, the main disadvantages of
porous metal supports include large pore size, wide pore size distribution and inter-
metallic diffusion between the chemical elements in the support and the deposited
film causing the deterioration of the hydrogen permeability.

As indicated in the above discussion, Pd and Pd/alloy membranes deposited on a
porous metal support can easily be integrated into the process and are preferred for
industrial applications especially for large scale process applications. However, in
order to have a long term stability on permeabilities and selectivity, it is necessary to
minimize the intermetallic diffusion between the chemical elements in the support
and the deposited film by having a barrier layer between the deposited film and the
support. A variety of methods have been used to produce the barrier layer including a
thin aluminum oxide layer sandwiched between the vanadium foil and the palladium
foil (Pd/�-alumina/V) [17], sputtering titanium in a nitrogen atmosphere to form a
TiN layer [18], applying nickel powder followed by sintering combined with the
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application of a thin �-alumina layer by the sol gel method [19] and a controlled
in situ oxidation of the porous metal at temperatures greater than 400◦C to produce
an in situ oxide barrier layer [20]. The thickness of the formed oxide layer from the
in situ oxidation increased but with negligible effects on the pore size as the oxi-
dation temperature was increased [21]. The oxide layer was predominantly formed
on both the exterior surface and in the pores and pore mouths near the surface,
resulting in no significant increases in the mass transfer resistance in the support.
The membrane prepared with the oxide barrier layer has been shown to be stable
in the temperature range of 350 and 450◦C for over 6,000 h [22]. The tempera-
ture range for the membrane stability can be increased by the bi-metal multi-layer
(BMML) deposition technique, which involved the formation of a porous Pd-Ag
composite layer by consecutive deposition of Pd and Ag layers with no intermediate
surface activation [23, 24]. The BMML formed an extremely effective intermetallic
diffusion barrier and several membranes prepared by this technique have been sta-
ble under hydrogen permeance conditions for over 500 h at temperatures exceeding
500◦C [23]. In addition, one of the membranes was stable for 6,000 h under steam
reforming conditions [25]. Further improvements of the in situ oxide barrier layer
to increase the thermal stability of the membranes are covered in several additional
US patent and patent applications [26–28].

Membrane Characterization

Although the tubular geometry is normally preferred in the chemical industry, both
tubular and flat plate geometries have been used for making composite Pd and
Pd/alloy membranes. Methods used for the membrane characterization include,
among others, macroscopic permeation flux measurements and microscopic surface
and microstructure analysis by various techniques such as X-ray Diffraction (XRD),
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM),
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).

Permeation Flux Measurements

For tubular membranes, the permeation flux measurements are generally carried out
by a shell-and-tube arrangement as shown in Fig. 13.2 [7]. Since the membrane is
plated on the outside of the porous substrate, the feed gas flows upward through the
outside of the membrane (shell side), and the permeate gas is collected on the tube
side. A purge gas can also be used on the tube side if desired. The upstream pressure
is monitored by a capacitance pressure transducer and the permeate side pressure is
kept atmospheric. The gas permeation rate (the volumetric flow rate) is measured in
the permeate side at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. For mixture exper-
iments, the permeate and retentate can be analyzed by an online gas chromatograph
equipped with appropriate detectors, such as Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD),
Flame Ionization Detector (FID) or others, depending on the specific gas mixture
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Fig. 13.2 Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up for permeation measurements

used in the experiments. A typical Sieverts’ plot for a composite pure Pd/stainless
steel membrane at 4 temperatures is shown in Fig. 13.3 [29]. The slope of the line
gives the permeance of the membrane at each temperature, from which the activation
energy for hydrogen permeation can be determined from the slope of the Ahrrenius
plot shown in Fig. 13.4. The relatively low activation energy (E) is due, in part, to the
mass transfer resistances in the porous stainless steel support. It should be cautioned
that although the n value may vary from membrane to membrane and the Ahrrenius
plot based on different n values will give different fitted values for the activation
energy, only the activation energy value obtained from Sieverts’ plot has theoretical
meaning associated with the hydrogen diffusion through the bulk of the palladium
layer [30].

Microscopic Surface and Microstructure Analysis

XRD, SEM, TEM, and AFM are extremely useful techniques for understanding
the surface morphology, phase identification and microstructure of the thin Pd and
Pd/alloy layer. The formation of an alloy phase can be obtained from X-ray spectra
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although it is difficult to determine the homogeneity of the formed alloy phase
through the entire membrane layer. The homogeneity of the alloy film, however,
may be determined by using SEM equipped with EDS to analyze the cross-sectional
composition of each element. Figure 13.5 shows Pd/Cu alloy film on a porous stain-
less steel support after the heat treatment at 600◦C for 10 h under helium atmo-
sphere [21]. Figure 13.6 shows the composition profiles of different elements along
the direction of the arrow in Fig. 10.5 by EDS line scan [21] demonstrating the
relative homogeneity of the formed Pd/Cu layer.

Fig. 13.5 Pd/Cu film on PSS support that was oxidized at 800◦C for 10 h. The annealing was
carried out at 600◦C for 10 h under helium (3KX)

Fig. 13.6 Compositions profiles of different elements along the arrow in Fig. 13.5 by EDS line scan
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AFM can be used to study the surface morphology of a membrane. Varma’s
group [31] appeared to be the first one to use AFM to measure the surface rough-
ness to characterize the differences between conventional electroless plating and
electroless plating assisted by osmotic pressure of a thin palladium layer supported
on Vycor glass surface. AFM was also used to characterize the oxidized Pd sur-
face [32, 33].

The microstructure of Pd and Pd/alloy membranes can be examined by SEM and
TEM. Since the size of Pd grains is in the range of nanometers, TEM will be more
appropriate for the examination of the change of grain sizes as a function of thermal
treatment and long term uses at high temperatures. A powerful technique to study
the alloy formation as a function of temperature and time is the High Temperature
X-ray Diffractometer (HTXRD) [34]. Other surface techniques, such as XPS and
Electron Probe Microanalyzer (EPMA), are also useful for the membrane composi-
tion analysis.

Factors Affecting Membrane Flux and Long-Term Stability

There are a number of factors affecting the quality of the membrane and its long-
term stability. Only some of the more important ones are discussed here to illus-
trate the complexity of the problem. Depending on the specific applications, factors
important to one application may not be critical to the others. Few studies dealt
with the membrane’s long-term stability. Most long-term stability studies reported
in the literature are in tens, with few in hundreds, of hours. However, in order for the
membrane to be viable for industrial applications, long-term stability tests should be
carried out in thousands of hours. The 2007 stability/durability target set by the US
DOE is 3 years while the ultimate goal for 2015 is greater than 10 years [35].

The long-term thermal stability between 350 and 450◦C for a composite Pd
porous stainless steel membrane with an oxide intermetallic diffusion barrier layer
is shown in Fig. 13.7. As shown in the figure, the membrane showed no sign of
deterioration after over 6,000 h of continuous testing.

Although thermal cycling stability may not be an important factor for large scale
industrial applications, it may be crucial for other applications such as fuel cells for
mobile applications. There are practically no thermal cycling studies reported in the
literature. When performing thermal cycling studies, the cycle temperatures, the rate
of temperature changes and the number of cycles are important factors to consider.
Although the first two factors may depend on specific applications, the number of
cycles should, in general, be in thousands of cycles in order to provide meaningful
data for practical applications.

Membrane Thickness

One of the most important factors affecting the hydrogen flux is the thickness of the
membrane. Thin layers can generally be deposited on substrates with a relatively
smooth surface and small pores with a uniform or narrow pore size distribution [36].
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Fig. 13.7 Long-term thermal stability of composite palladium-porous stainless steel membrane

Since the hydrogen flux is inversely proportional to the membrane thickness, thin
membranes give high hydrogen fluxes, assuming the permeation process is con-
trolled by the hydrogen diffusion through the bulk of the Pd or Pd/alloy layer. In
addition, a two-fold reduction of the membrane thickness simultaneously increases
the hydrogen flux by a factor of two. The net economic benefit is the reduction of
the membrane material cost by a factor of four.

The selectivity of a membrane may, among other factors, be also affected by the
membrane thickness. Thin membranes may give high hydrogen fluxes with a lower
selectivity. For applications in the electronic industry and fuel cells, high purity
hydrogen is required but is not necessarily essential to applications in refineries.
Therefore, performing an optimization study will be needed in order to maximize
the benefits to obtain the required membrane thickness.
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Table 13.2 Coefficients of thermal expansion for some metal and ceramic material

Material
Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion 10−5 m/m K

Palladium 1.2
Austenitic stainless steel 1.6–1.8
Copper 1.4–1.8
Silver 2.0
Nickel and its alloys 1.2–1.7
Alumina ceramics 0.6–0.7
Zirconia 0.6
Gold 1.4

Support Type

Because of the cost and difficulty of obtaining metal powders with small and uni-
form particles, porous metallic substrates have, in general, larger pores with a wider
pore size distribution than those of their ceramic counterpart. In addition, intermetal-
lic diffusion, which is not a concern for ceramic substrates, between the chemical
elements in the substrate and the deposited layer will cause the permeance to dete-
riorate. On the other hand, metallic substrates offer invaluable advantages of ease
of module fabrication and process integration that is especially important for large
scale industrial applications but not afforded by ceramic supports.

The difference in coefficients of thermal expansion between the substrate and
the deposited film is another important factor to consider. Table 13.2 lists the coef-
ficients of thermal expansion for some materials relevant to this discussion. It is
clear that these materials cover a wide range of values of the coefficients of thermal
expansion. Since process applications of the composite Pd and Pd/alloy membranes
involve high temperatures and temperature cycling in certain cases, the matching of
the values between the support and the membrane layer is one of the critical factors
for obtaining a leak-stable membrane.

Mass Transfer Resistances

There has been some discussion on the permeation process being controlled by sur-
face reaction for thin membranes in the literature. In this case, the reduction of the
membrane thickness will not increase the hydrogen permeation fluxes. The same
phenomena will occur when the permeation process is controlled by one or more of
the mass transfer resistances, including the formation of a boundary layer between
the bulk gas phase and the membrane surface and flow through the support pores by
Knudsen diffusion and viscous flow. There are only a few studies in the literature
addressing the existence of these resistances. The reduction of these resistances is
critical for the membrane to achieve its maximum permeation flux.
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Concluding Remark

Since Graham [37] first observed that palladium possessed the unusually high
hydrogen permeation flux and good hydrogen solubility, the Pd-hydrogen system
has been studied by various investigators for over 100 years. The use of palladium
membranes for hydrogen separations has been investigated for close to 50 years with
the granting of what appeared to be the first Pd membrane patent to De Rosset [38]
of Universal Oil Products Company in 1958 and subsequent granting of patents
to McKinley [39], McBride et al. [40] and McKinley [41, 42], all of Union Car-
bide Corporation. However, no significant large-scale industrial applications have
resulted from these inventions. Considerable progress has been made in recent years
through the renewed interests in using Pd membranes for high temperature separa-
tion and reactor applications in energy related fields. It is likely that large-scale
industrial applications of Pd and Pd/alloy may result from these intense research
activities in the foreseeable future.

The perception that palladium is too expensive to be economically feasible for
large-scale applications is misleading. Since it is possible to reduce the thickness
of a composite membrane to less than 10 �m, the quantity of palladium used is so
small that its cost becomes an insignificant fraction of the total cost. On the other
hand, the cost of the support may play a considerably more important role in making
composite membranes economically viable for large scale industrial applications.
When large quantities of supports are needed their cost will most likely come down,
thereby making the process more competitive to the conventional steam reform-
ing processes. It should be emphasized that to get the maximum economical and
operational benefits, Pd and Pd/alloy membrane reactors should be used to combine
reaction and separation in a single unit operation.

Although the recent surge in Pd and Pd/alloy research has produced some
rather encouraging results, many technical challenges, such as making even thinner
membranes with long term stability of permeance and selectivity, still need to be
addressed. It is imperative that interdisciplinary approaches be employed to tackle
these technical challenges. The collaboration between industry and academic should
be encouraged to bring technologies to market in a speedy and timely manner.
Such interdisciplinary approaches and industry/university collaboration can make
the commercialization of Pd and Pd/alloy membranes for large-scale chemical engi-
neering process applications a reality in the near future.
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Chapter 14
Model-Based Design of Energy Efficient
Palladium Membrane Water Gas Shift Fuel
Processors for PEM Fuel Cell Power Plants

Mallika Gummalla, Thomas Henry Vanderspurt, Sean Emerson, Ying She,
Zissis Dardas, and Benoı̂t Olsommer

An integrated, palladium alloy membrane Water-Gas Shift (WGS) reactor can
significantly reduce the size, cost and complexity of a fuel processor for a Poly-
mer Electrolyte Membrane fuel cell power system. Physics-based system modeling
that accounts for component performance under transient conditions is essential to
derive the full benefit from this technology. Modeling elucidates system designs
and operating philosophies that maximize system efficiency and performance. This
advanced WGS membrane reactor fuel processor is enabled by high activity noble
metal alloy/ceria-based WGS catalysts [1, 2] and porous metal tube supported pal-
ladium alloy membranes such as those investigated by Ma and co-workers [3–6].

Introduction

Palladium membranes have been known for years, and the concept of a membrane
reactor that would allow the continuous removal of a reaction product from an
equilibrium controlled reactor has been discussed and to some degree practiced
for several decades. Hydrogen production, via some type of hydrocarbon reform-
ing or catalytic partial oxidation, coupled with the WGS reaction CO + H2O �
H2 + CO2 (�G◦ = −41 kJ/mole) is one application for such a membrane reactor.

In the past, there was no need for small-scale (< 1 MW) distributed hydrogen
production from hydrocarbons where such reactors would likely be first employed.
In any case, unsupported palladium membranes have required too much expensive
metal to be economically feasible for all but special purposes. The potential avail-
ability of cost effective, high hydrogen permeance, palladium membranes supported
on porous, stainless steel, tubular substrates combined with the advent of stable, high
volumetric activity WGS catalysts is the driving force behind the system modeling
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described in this article. The construction of a fuel cell power plant system model
allows the determination of the best overall design parameters to achieve a set of
system requirements.

In the work described here, the performance requirements for the fuel processing
system (FPS) will be reviewed followed by an overview of a fuel cell power plant.
The layout of a particular FPS is considered that incorporates a WGS membrane
reactor (WGSMR) with a very active WGS catalyst developed at UTRC [1, 2] and
a supported, thin, palladium alloy membrane. Although the WGSMR design is the
focus of this particular article, a brief overview of palladium membranes, which
make such a study possible, is given for background. For the purposes of this study,
it is assumed that a suitable membrane with high durability and adequate perfor-
mance properties (e.g. permeance) is chosen. Once the system and the behavior of
membranes have been introduced, the rest of this article will focus on the modeling
results.

Performance Requirements

The industrial requirements on catalyst performance, acceptable reactor size, and
dynamic response of the catalytic reactor, arise from the end application and the
system level interaction between the catalytic reactor and the remaining components
of the device. For example, in fuel cell applications for electrical power generation,
processing of the fuel (gasoline, natural gas, diesel, etc.) involves a train of catalytic
reactors to produce hydrogen that is used in the fuel cell stack. There are also strin-
gent cost, volume, life, and performance criteria that need to be met for application
of fuel cell power plants in automobiles and auxiliary power units. These criteria
are the primary drivers for the design specifications of the individual reactors and
components. These design specifications, in turn, drive the research to develop high
quality catalysts and palladium membranes in the WGSMR. As discussed below,
the properties of the membrane have a strong impact on performance and life of the
system.

Therefore, fuel cell power plant system level models, detailed component mod-
els, and their analysis are needed to determine the performance targets for the
WGSMR, subject to the power plant cost, weight and performance targets set by
the Department of Energy (DOE), USA, for future automotive applications with an
on-board fuel processing system as shown in Table 14.1 [7]. Keeping these criteria
in mind, the fuel cell power plant must now be considered.

Table 14.1 DOE’s fuel processing targets for an on-board fuel processing system

Requirement Target

Efficiency 78%
Power density (with insulation) > 700 W/L
Cost $25/kW
Start-up time < 1 min for 33% full power (FP)
10–90% transient response time ≤ 5 s
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Power Plant Description

Fuel cell power plants are designed to operate on gasoline, natural gas, or other fuels
to produce electricity that can be used to drive electric motors in the automotive,
or supply power to the grid, in the case of distributed power generation. Fuel cell
power plants are complex systems that include chemical reactors, fuel cell stacks,
turbo machinery, heat exchangers, valves, power conditioning, and other electrome-
chanical components. The design of such a system requires consideration of sev-
eral strongly interacting subsystems that are themselves complex and challenging to
design for high performance.

The various sub-systems in the fuel cell power plant are: the fuel-processing
subsystem (FPS), the thermal and water management subsystems (TMS, WMS),
the cell stack subsystem (CSS), and the power conditioning subsystem (PCS) as
shown in Fig. 14.1. In the FPS, the fuel is converted to a hydrogen-rich gas stream
that can be used in the fuel cell. The efficiency of the fuel processing system is the
ratio of the useful chemical energy in the species utilized downstream to the total
chemical energy in the fuel entering the system. The FPS includes a desulfurizer,
fuel reformer, WGSMR, and a catalytic burner to burn any unutilized hydrogen
and unconverted hydrocarbons to generate heat and steam that is recuperated in the
overall power plant.

A conventional FPS, shown in Fig. 14.2, includes a reformer, two WGS reactors,
and two Preferential Oxidation (PrOx) reactors, located downstream of the WGS.
For PEM fuel cells, it is a necessity to assure < 10 ppm of CO in the cell stack.
These reactors form a considerable fraction of the FPS weight, volume, and cost.
Replacing this train by an integrated hydrogen permeation selective membrane on
the water gas shift reactor, shown in Fig. 14.3, results in a considerable reduction in
the number of components, cost, and volume of the FPS. This will make fuel cell
power plants practical and affordable for power generation in a wide range of appli-
cations, especially for residential and transportation. Numerous published works
[8, 9] in the area of catalytic membrane reactors can be quoted in the experimental
[10] and numerical [11, 12] domains.
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Fig. 14.1 Schematic of the fuel cell power plant showing the various subsystems and the interac-
tions between them
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Fig. 14.3 Schematic of simplified fuel processing system with a WGSMR

The CSS converts the chemical energy in the hydrogen fuel to electrical energy.
The efficiency of the fuel cell is the gross electrical power generated to the chemical
energy supplied to it. The cell stack, subsystem includes the fuel cell stacks and the
components that enable hydrogen recycle and so on. In the process of generating
electrical power, the CSS also generates heat and water. The cell stack, considered
in this system analysis, is based on porous water transport plate technology [13] and
operates close to ambient pressure.

The TMS and WMS are greatly integrated in a system with a WGSMR. The heat
from the exhaust gases from FPS and CSS is utilized for raising steam. The water
generated by the fuel cell is partially recovered in the fuel cell stack and in an energy
recovery device (ERD) down stream of the plant exhaust and is converted to steam,
which is used in the fuel processing system. For efficient management of the energy
and water, system level modeling and analysis is a great resource and is described
later.

Palladium Alloys for Long Life and Performance

Producing long, lasting, defect-free, thin palladium membranes for a WGSMR is
a major technical challenge. There are materials issues that need to be considered
when designing the membranes for a WGSMR. Although the path to solve these
problems is not the subject of this article, some of the issues to be considered in
the appropriate choice of a membrane are described here. For the modeling work
to follow, it is assumed that suitable membrane materials are selected to meet
the FPS requirements and that such membranes are capable of being fabricated
economically.
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It is well known that at temperatures below 295◦C, hydrogen dissolves in pal-
ladium forming the �-phase hydride. The �-phase hydride has a lower density and
higher hydrogen content than the �-phase hydride that is stable at higher temper-
atures. This means in practice that unalloyed palladium, if exposed to hydrogen
pressure at temperatures below 295◦C, expands due to the formation of the �-phase
hydride and then contracts above 295◦C due to the transition to the �-phase hydride.
Such volumetric changes due to temperature transitions can result in cracks devel-
oping and subsequent membrane failures.

Binary addition elements, having in general Face-Centered-Cubic (FCC) crys-
tal structures, stabilize the �-hydride phase against the �-hydride phase transition,
reducing the problem of embrittlement, and also increase hydrogen permeability
above that of pure palladium (see Table 14.2).

The equilibrium amount of hydrogen in Pd-Ag alloys increases as the relative
amount of silver in the alloy is increased. However, the diffusion coefficient of
hydrogen in the alloy decreases with increasing silver content. As a result of these
two opposing factors, the hydrogen permeability (the product of the solubility coef-
ficient and the diffusion coefficient) for the Pd-Ag system reaches a maximum of 1.7
times the permeability of pure palladium at 23wt.% Ag at a temperature of 350◦C.
However, Pd-Ag is rapidly and irreversibly poisoned by sulfur and, even with the
best sulfur clean-up technologies, there is a reasonable chance that a process upset
or a change in feedstock would expose the membrane to sulfur. Clearly neither Pd
nor Pd-Ag membranes are suitable for use with sulfur containing feed gas.

There has been a great interest in the Pd-Cu system due to its reported resis-
tance to sulfur poisoning compared to the Pd-Ag system. Within the Pd-Cu binary
system, the 60wt.% Pd-40wt.% Cu (Pd0.47Cu0.53 in atomic or mole%) composition
was found to exhibit the highest hydrogen permeation [14–16] presumably because
of the formation of an ordered, Body-Centered-Cubic (BCC) crystal structure (B2
phase). This phase is an anomaly since both palladium and copper have FCC crys-
tal structures. The stability range of the BCC phase narrows as the temperature
increases, and at 60wt% Pd-40wt% Cu is very close to the B2/FCC–B2 solvus line
[17] in the operating region of a WGSMR at 350–400◦C with possible excursions to
450◦C (723 K). Howard et al. [18] tabulates hydrogen permeance values of various
Pd-Cu alloys from the literature, presents additional data and discusses the impact

Table 14.2 Improvement in permeability of various binary Pd alloys at 350◦C in hydrogen [5]

Alloy Metal
Wt.% for Maximum
Permeability

Normalized Perme-
ability (Palloy/PPd)

Y 10 3.8
Ag 23 1.7
Ce 7.7 1.6
Cu 40 1.1
Au 5 1.1
Ru, In 0.5, 6 2.8
Ag, Ru 30, 2 2.2
Ag, Rh 19, 1 2.6
Pure Pd – 1.0
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of crossing the solvus line by changing the temperature on hydrogen permeance.
Hydrogen permeance is affected not only by the alloy composition but by the refor-
mate composition as well.

Combined experimentation, atomic scale predictions and thermodynamic model-
ing were made of H interactions with the Pd-Cu system in the vicinity of the Pd-Cu
BCC phase region, in order to establish the necessary fundamental understanding to
support the development of Pd membrane alloys with improved thermal and chem-
ical stability. Experimental measurements of H solubility in the Pd0.44Cu0.56 B2
alloy were made with a Sievert’s type apparatus [19]. This data was assessed along
with the existing experimental data describing the binary phase interactions and first
principles predicted finite temperature data for hypothetical end-member phases, to
develop a thermodynamic description of the ternary Pd–Cu–H system encompass-
ing the PdCu B2 phase [19]. The thermodynamic assessment was used to model H
solubility in the Pd-Cu B2 phase in terms of Sievert’s constant, the proportionality
factor between H solubility and the square root of pressure at a given temperature.
First principles ground state and lattice dynamics simulations were used to predict
favorable pathways for thermally activated hydrogen diffusion within the B2 lattice.
The predicted diffusivity was shown to be in reasonable agreement with previous
measurements by Völkl and Alefeld [20] and Piper [21]. The newly derived solubil-
ity and diffusivity parameters were evaluated within a mass transfer model to predict
the ideal bulk permeability in the absence of other mass transfer contributions [22],
which was found to be consistent with the permeability rankings of Ma [5].

Reformate obtained from low to moderate sulfur liquid fuels (< 15–30 ppm S
by weight) would contain about 1–2 ppm sulfur species by volume. This sulfur
concentration is low enough to be tolerated by the 60wt.% Pd-40wt.% Cu system
according to the literature. Kulprathipanja et al. give an excellent discussion of the
impact of sulfur [23] and other components of reformate [24], CO, CO2 and H2O
on self supporting Pd-Cu foil and supported thin film Pd-Cu membranes.

Thin Pd alloy membranes supported on very smooth nano-porous oxide layers
deposited on porous stainless steel tubing offer advantages over self-supporting
foils. In our view, system protection from catastrophic failure is more significant
than the presumed cost advantage. Assuming a tube and shell design that optimizes
fabrication cost and heat and mass transfer considerations, the size of the integrated
WGSMR is governed primarily by the permeance of the palladium alloy membrane.
For a given reformate composition and a given alloy, permeance is inversely propor-
tional to membrane thickness. A mathematical model is used to identify the perfor-
mance metrics of the membrane and the reactor that meet the FPS requirements
of Table 14.1.

Modeling and Analysis of Membrane Reactor Systems

Modeling of fuel cell systems can be carried out at various levels of fidelity, during
different stages of the technology development process. The first phase in the tech-
nology development process, after concept synthesis, is demonstration of feasibility.
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To screen high potential concepts, estimate the maximum attainable system effi-
ciency, and to establish the feasible design space, low fidelity thermodynamic mod-
eling is often handy. To design components and systems that meet high performance
metrics, while lowering the development risk, physics-based detailed component
models [25, 26] of higher fidelity are required. Physics-based modeling, as the
name suggests, incorporates the essential physics that represents the system, and
subsequent analysis of the transient behavior and steady-state performance provide
design guidance to the extent of validity of the assumptions. Such physics-based
system level models, developed for the fuel cell power plant including the membrane
reactor module, are discussed below.

System Level Models of Fuel Cell Power Plants

The fuel cell power plant, shown schematically in Fig. 14.1, consists of several com-
ponents including the fuel cell stack, chemical reactors for processing the fuel and
burning the effluent gases, heat exchangers, compressors, blowers, expanders, pipes,
valves, and control units. These components are represented as lumped models with
physics essential for conceptual level of analysis. These models can be built and
analyzed in chemical process modeling tools such as gPROMS [27], ASPEN [28],
ABACUSS [29], any other simulation package, or even in conventional software
languages. Each of these tools provides some advantages and disadvantages over
the other, and the choice of the tool depends on the problem at hand and the detail
required for modeling them, ease of use, reusability, and maintainability. For the
current system, gPROMS is used as the simulation tool, due to the ease of use and
the capability to simulate detailed distributed models for steady state and transient
operation. The system model accounts for pressure drop in various components,
the energy used to drive the mechanical components, the energy conversion losses
(electrical to mechanical, chemical to chemical in the FPS, chemical to electrical in
the fuel cell), heat losses from the components, and effective use of thermal energy.
Furthermore, in these models, continuity of mass, momentum, and energy across
interfaces is ensured. A solution of the system level model provides the local pres-
sure, temperature, flow rate, and composition of each of the streams in the power
plant, representing a virtual power plant. The overall electrical efficiency of the
system and efficiencies of the different subsystems are also tracked. Using these
models, the impact of the WGSMR for hydrogen separation has been studied, and
the impact of the reactor design changes on the performance metrics was evaluated.
Since WGSMR is a critical component of the compact fuel processing system, a
higher fidelity model, described below, is used both at the component level and at
the system level.

WGSMR Modeling

A typical WGSMR consists of three main sections: (1) the reformate side with a
WGS catalyst, (2) the palladium membrane, and (3) the permeate side to collect the
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separated hydrogen gas. Membrane reactors can be conceived to be in a tubular or
planar setup. Even in a tubular setup, few combinations for the location of the WGS
catalyst are plausible. Although different designs can be conceptualized with these
three essential sections to generate and separate hydrogen from the reformate, only
one of the configurations is discussed here. In this configuration, shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 14.4, the inner tube is filled with the WGS catalyst where the reformate
gas flows, the wall of the inner tube contains a hydrogen selective permeation mem-
brane, and an outer shell is used to collect the hydrogen separated by the membrane.

The WGSMR is modeled [26] using the conservation equations of mass, energy
and momentum. The reactor is represented in a one-dimensional distributed domain,
where the mass transfer limitations in the radial direction were neglected, capturing
the variations in the axial domain, along the length of the reactor. The mass transfer
resistance in the radial direction can be neglected in cases where the radial transport
time scale in the reformate side and permeate side for hydrogen is considerably
less than that through the membrane. The reactor is modeled as three units with
mass transfer between them. The most involved model is the inner WGS section,
containing supported catalyst, represented with multiphase gas transport, heat and
mass transport limitations to the catalyst surface, proprietary WGS reaction kinetics,
and appropriate thermodynamics.

For the assumption of negligible external transport of hydrogen to and from a
membrane, the hydrogen permeability of the membrane is modeled using Sievert’s
law, represented as Eq. 14.1 [30]. In this equation, Q0 is the hydrogen permeability
constant, l is the thickness of the membrane, Ea is the activation energy for mem-
brane permeability, R is the universal gas constant and T is the average temperature
(in K) of the inner and the outer shells. The flux is the volumetric flow of hydrogen
per unit area per unit time. In a palladium membrane, the separation process occurs
in a few steps, first with hydrogen dissociating on one side (the high pressure side),
then diffusing as atoms through the palladium lattice and finally reassociating to

Fig. 14.4 Schematic of the WGSMR showing the internal tubes and flow of reactants
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molecular hydrogen at the low pressure side. Since the H diffusion step in the Pd
bulk is the rate-limiting step, the flux of hydrogen is proportional to the difference
in the square root of the partial pressure of hydrogen between the two sides of the
reactor/separator and is inversely proportional to the thickness of the membrane.

flux = Q0

l
· exp(− Ea

RT
) · (P0.5

H2h − P0.5
H2l) (14.1)

The hydrogen flux through the membrane can be increased by different opera-
tional strategies. For higher flux, greater difference in partial pressure of hydrogen
between the reformate side and the permeate side is required. One way is to increase
the partial pressure of hydrogen on the reformate side by increasing the pressure
and/or mole fraction of hydrogen. The other way is to decrease the pressure on the
permeate side by maintaining vacuum or using sweep gas to decrease the mole frac-
tion of hydrogen, thus decreasing the partial pressure there. Each of these methods
has positive and negative effects on the system efficiency, and will be discussed
below. The analysis of the membrane reactor will be discussed first, followed by the
analysis of the fuel processing subsystem and system level results, and last with the
impact of the WGSMR design on the system performance metrics.

Reactor Design Analysis

The WGSMR simulations assumed that the reformate gas is supplied to the inner
tube filled with water gas shift catalyst, operating at 6 bar. The reformate gas is
distributed to several 1-in diameter tubes in a staggered arrangement (all tubes are
considered identical). The outer shell geometry is designed to envelope these tubes,
with steam as sweep gas. A fuel cell system generates electricity from hydrogen,
and in the process generates water. This water is used to raise steam used as an inlet
to the outer shell.

Figure 14.5 shows the partial pressure of hydrogen in the inner and outer sections
of the reactor along its length, where the reformate and the permeate flow in a cocur-
rent configuration. It is seen that the driving force for permeation is higher near the
inlet and very low at the outlet. The partial pressure of hydrogen in the permeate
side is zero at the entrance of the reactor, providing a large driving force for hydro-
gen separation. Additionally, hydrogen is produced at the front end of the reactor,
increasing the partial pressure of hydrogen, which is subsequently removed, causing
the peak in the partial pressure of hydrogen at the entrance of the reactor. The CO
fraction decreases along the length of the reactor due to conversion to hydrogen,
lowering the equilibrium limited reaction rate. Since the hydrogen removed from
the reformate side is added to the permeate side, the partial pressure of hydrogen
increases along the length of the reactor for the co-flow configuration.

Analysis of the hydrogen permeation rate across the membrane indicated that the
driving force is higher near the inlet of the reactor for all conditions simulated. The
rate of WGS reaction along the length of the reactor is also indicated in the same
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Fig. 14.5 The radial averaged
reaction rates and partial
pressure of hydrogen along
the length of the reactor in a
co-flow configuration

plots. For the operating conditions assumed, the reaction approaches equilibrium
within 20% of the reactor length. Note that this factor would strongly depend on
the length of the reactor and the recovery fraction of hydrogen. Recovery fraction
is defined as the ratio of the hydrogen separated to the sum of hydrogen generated
through the WGS reaction and hydrogen that enters the reactor with the reformate.
Though the reaction rate is relatively low over the remaining reactor length due to
the shifting of the equilibrium, it is a finite value greater than zero. The additional
length of the reactor is predominantly utilized for hydrogen separation. It is evident
from these simulations that hydrogen separation is the slower process relative to the
shift reaction. Therefore, in these systems the remaining 80% of the reactor can be
empty or filled with low performing catalyst. Hence, potential cost savings in the
catalyst can be obtained without greatly compromising reactor efficiency.

Figure 14.6 shows the effect of hydrogen recovery from the WGSMR for increas-
ing membrane thickness, in cocurrent-flow and in countercurrent-flow configu-
rations, with identical reactor geometry and conditions. Permeation of hydrogen
through the membrane is inversely proportional to the membrane thickness, as indi-
cated by Sievert’s Law. As seen from Fig. 14.6, to achieve more than 90% hydrogen
recovery, a ∼2–3 �m thick Pd membrane is required, for an assumed volume of the
reactor.

As the thickness of the membrane increases, for identical tube geometry, the size
of the reactor increases to achieve the same recovery fraction. Furthermore, since the
surface area is proportional to the diameter of the inner tubes and the reactor volume
is proportional to the square of the diameter, the overall size of the reactor would
scale inversely proportional to the radius of the tubes, for constant surface area of
the membrane. This is representative for the cases where the permeance through
the membrane determines the size of the reactor, and the hydrogen removal fraction
is proportional to the area of the membrane. Other contributing factors that tend
to provide better recovery are increasing the number of inner tubes and increasing
the flow rate of the outer shell carrier fluid (sweep gas). However, there is a trade
between the reactor geometry (determining the overall volume of WGSMR) and the
hydrogen recovery that can be achieved.
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Fig. 14.6 Effect of
membrane thickness on
hydrogen recovery through
the membrane

Typically, the cost of the membrane reactor increases proportional to the volume,
arising from the cost of manufacturing, installation, and usage of expensive mate-
rials like palladium. When steam is used as the sweep gas, increasing the sweep
gas flow rate in the outer shell would increase the thermal energy requirements to
sustain the system, thus reducing the overall efficiency. Furthermore, in the case
where there is no sweep gas flow, or relatively low flow rate, higher pressure needs
to be maintained at the reformate side or vacuum on the permeate side to maintain
the same hydrogen recovery fraction. There is a trade off between the thermal and
parasitic power required to sustain the power plant reflected in the system efficiency.

The geometric flow of the permeate and the reformate relative to each other also
alters the extent of hydrogen recovery for identical operational conditions. Also
shown in Fig. 14.6 is the removal fraction for the countercurrent flow case, wherein
the sweep gas enters the reactor towards the reformate exit section. At this location,
the reformate has a lower fraction of hydrogen and hence lower partial pressure.
With pure steam, at this location, the partial pressure of hydrogen on the permeate
side is even lower, enabling further removal of hydrogen towards the end of the
reformate side. This results in overall better driving force for hydrogen removal and
hence better hydrogen recovery, for identical reactor volume and operating condi-
tions. It is important to note that the effect of flow geometry and location dependent
driving force for hydrogen separation along the length of the reactor is better repre-
sented with distributed models and are ignored in lumped models.

Fuel Processing Subsystem

The fuel processing subsystem primarily consists of a desulfurizer, reformer (oper-
ational conditions varied from that of partial oxidation conditions to auto thermal
reforming), WGSMR, catalytic burner, heat exchangers and vaporizers. Although
higher steam fractions to a reformer are known to yield higher efficiency, a fixed
size membrane WGS reactor downstream of the reformer can recover only a fraction
of the hydrogen produced. Figure 14.7 shows the reformer efficiency and hydrogen
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Fig. 14.7 Model based prediction of FPS and reformer efficiency is shown along with hydrogen
recovery from the fixed volume membrane reactor

recovery fraction of the membrane reactor, and their product defining the efficiency
of the fuel processing system. Higher amounts of hydrogen require larger membrane
surface area for removal, and with a fixed size it is difficult to remove a greater
fraction of hydrogen without altering the design or operating conditions. Therefore,
for maximum efficiency of the fuel processing system optimal operating conditions
can be established, while meeting the size requirements. The heating value of the
fuel not used in the FPS is used to raise steam, rather than using a larger membrane
reactor to separate hydrogen and subsequently use the lower heating value to raise
steam. It should be noted that FPS efficiency is not a monotonic function of the
hydrogen removal rate.

System

A system level model of the power plant has been implemented and simulations
were carried out over a wide range of design parameters with the aim to mini-
mize fuel processing system volume and maximize the overall system efficiency.
Although the FPS and CSS efficiencies have been defined earlier, the mechanical
efficiency reflects the net power generated by the power plant to the gross power
produced by the CSS. The electrical power in excess of the net power is lost dur-
ing the process of power conditioning, for operation of blowers, compressors and
pumps. Since the FPS operates at high pressure, the air compressor and a turbine
are operated on the same shaft to minimize the electrical power required to sustain
the system, hence improving the mechanical efficiency of the system. With the effi-
ciency definitions provided above, the system efficiency is the product of the FPS,
CSS and mechanical efficiencies.
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For a specific design change in the system, the virtual fuel cell power plant is
simulated to determine its effect on the performance metrics. In a typical simulation,
with a 7-L WGSMR (that corresponds to a 4-�m membrane thickness), the CSS effi-
ciency is at 54% (end of life), the FPS efficiency is at 68% with a reformer efficiency
of 79% and the mechanical efficiency is at 84%. The overall system efficiency is
at 31%. Conventional systems operating on gasoline are projected to provide near
26% efficiency. It should be noted that to decrease the size of the FPS unit to meet
multiple objectives of cost and dynamic response, a maximum efficiency system
does not translate to a maximum fuel processing efficiency. To maximize the FPS
efficiency, either the thermal energy to raise steam or parasitic energy to maintain
vacuum needs to be provided. These design changes could lower the mechanical
efficiency in the system, affecting the overall system efficiency. Although the analy-
sis discussed so far is based on steady-state system level and component models, the
dynamics of the FPS with focus on the membrane reactor to meet the performance
targets must also be analyzed.

Start-Up Time and Transient Capability

One of the concerns with bulky reactors is the time taken to start up the reac-
tor. Startup involves bringing the temperature of the essential components to the
required level to kick off the reaction kinetics, supplying the required fuel to the
reactors, and ensuring durable operation where all the reactors work seamlessly. In
conventional systems, a large number of units need to be brought up in temperature
before activating the reactions. In the case of a membrane reactor-based FPS, the
catalytic partial oxidation (CPO) reformer, vaporizers, and membrane reactor need
to be brought up in temperature.

Figure 14.8 shows the response of the membrane reactor for a predetermined
startup procedure adopted. The fuel heat of combustion warms up the CPO and
its effluent hot gases subsequently warm up the membrane reactor. Since both the
reactors are relatively compact and the thermal masses are low, they can be warmed
up in less than 30 s. The red line shows the flow of the reformate from the CPO.
The CPO being a compact exothermic reactor, responds to fuel flow change in a few
seconds and is capable of providing the required flow rate to the WGSMR within
20 s after initiating the startup protocol. The steam is not necessarily available at this
point for the most efficient hydrogen removal from the membrane reactor. However,
even with no steam as sweep gas, the simulation shows that 50% of the hydrogen
required for full power can be provided by the compact membrane reactor in ≈ 30 s
of startup. Assuming that the steam can be generated within 1 min, 100% power can
be provided seconds after that demonstrating the capability to meet the startup time
requirements.

Another critical aspect to consider for application of a membrane reactor in the
FPS is the rapid transient capability. The requirement is to deliver required hydro-
gen in less than 5 s when a step change in the electrical load is changed from 10
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Fig. 14.8 Model based start-up simulation of the membrane reactor module

to 90%. Modeling results demonstrated less than 5 s load following capability, and
that the compactness and low thermal mass of the reactor were essential to meet-
ing this stringent requirement. The compact fuel processor established its new state
relatively quickly, corresponding to the fast dynamics of reaction and transport of
produced hydrogen through the support and membrane. Mass transport dynamics of
the membrane were assumed to be relatively faster than through the support, hence
pseudo-steady state approximation was made. Similar dynamics were evaluated for
increasing the reformate flow from 10% power to full power (90% up-transient).
First order response to the fuel flow change was observed with the system establish-
ing its new state in less than 5 s. These simulations were carried out independent of
the system, which might respond slower in terms of the reformate flow change.

Design Specifications Based on Systems Analysis

Once the overall system efficiency is established along with the subsequent subsys-
tems efficiency, the performance requirements from the WGSMR are established.
To achieve the 68% FPS efficiency, a membrane reactor should enable near 85%
hydrogen recovery. The membrane reactor size for a varying permeance through the
reactor, with steam as sweep gas in a counter flow configuration with nearly 40%
steam by volume at the sweep gas exit point, is identified in Fig. 14.9. Although
higher membrane permeance can be achieved with thinner membrane and higher
temperatures, the selectivity to hydrogen is at stake. Based on a plot shown in
Fig. 14.9, the design engineer can decide the size of the reactor for a given thickness
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Fig. 14.9 Permeance requirements for a given volume reactor to achieve maximum system effi-
ciency for set conditions

of the membrane or an experimentalist can target the required permeance from the
membrane to fit into the system design requirements.

Practical Issues

The advanced, physics-based component and system level model development and
simulations can be used as a virtual prototyping for the design engineer to perform
different trade-offs and optimize the overall fuel cell power plant for performance,
size, and cost. The models developed in this work, although aimed for a gasoline
on-board fuel processor with a CPO for rapid startup and transients, are fuel flexible
and can be applied to any type of fuel and reformer (i.e. catalytic steam reformer,
autothermal, and CPO). In these cases, the overall system efficiency and membrane
size will vary from the predicted values in this study. With this analysis we predicted
that a Pd alloy membrane WGSR will give an ≈ 60% system size reduction and an
≈ 45% system cost reduction for the FPS relative to the baseline system and a 3.5%
efficiency increase. What is now needed is the positive identification and life testing
under realistic conditions of robust, reliable, palladium alloy membranes with suf-
ficiently high permeance as well as a route to their cost effective, commercial-scale
production.

Conclusions

Contrary to what might be assumed, the modeling work here has shown that the
maximum efficiency of a WGSMR based fuel cell power system typically is not
reached at maximum hydrogen recovery efficiency, provided the heating value of
the retentate is captured as thermal energy elsewhere in the system. Furthermore,
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the FPS system efficiency has a broad maximum, the location of which is a function
of the membrane reactor size and design. The WGSMR size is strongly dependent
on the permeance of the palladium alloy membrane under operating conditions.
Since the WGS catalyst activity is very high, most of the reactor volume is devoted
to hydrogen recovery. The heat and mass transfer aspects of the reactor design, such
as the membrane tube diameter and flow configuration, are other aspects that can
affect hydrogen recovery and efficiency.
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Chapter 15
Zeolite Membranes

Weishen Yang and Yanshuo Li

In the present chapter, an outline of the preparation and characterization of zeolite
membranes is given. Emphasis is then placed upon the zeolite membranes for energy
and fuel applications, including clean fuels from fossil energy sources, biofuels
from renewable and sustainable energy, hydrogen energy, energy-efficient and cost-
efficient separations, membrane reactors and solar energy utilization.

Since the mid-1990s, owing to the potential molecular sieving action, controlled
host-sorbate interactions and high thermal and chemical stability, the preparations,
characterizations and applications of membranes, films and coatings of zeolite and
zeolite-like materials (in the present article, in short called “zeolite membranes”)
have been extensively investigated. Some excellent reviews [1–8] and book chapters
[9] on the preparation and characterization of zeolite membranes appeared during
the last several years. Focusing on the topics of this book and limited the length, this
present review attempts to emphasize the application of zeolite membranes for both
the production of tomorrow’s clean fuels and the establishment of energy-efficient
process. For more general information on the subjects of preparations, characteriza-
tions and otherwise applications of zeolite membranes, the above cited reviews and
book chapters are recommended.

Preparation of Zeolite Membranes

Although zeolite membranes have some comparabilities to zeolite powders, they
indeed require new synthesis strategies and new synthesis techniques as opposed to
traditional crystalline zeolite powders synthesis. The most used strategies are in situ
synthesis [10], secondary (seeded) growth synthesis [11] and vapor phase transport
synthesis [12]. Various techniques have been applied, such as conventional heating,
microwave heating [13, 14], synthesis under centrifugal field [15], moved-synthesis
[16], and so on. Diversified methods through different combinations of above
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synthesis strategies and techniques have been reported to prepare different kinds
of zeolite membranes. Often, pre-treatment of supports [17] and post-treatment
of membranes [18] are carried out to improve the qualities of the as-synthesized
membranes.

Characterization of Zeolite Membranes

Zeolite membranes are commonly characterized by SEM, XRD. TEM, EPMA,
SEM-EDX, TEM-EDS, and Nitrogen adsorption are also used to study the morphol-
ogy, microstructure and composition of zeolite membranes. Usually single gas per-
meation, mixed gas separation, pervaporation and vapor permeation are performed
to evaluate the properties of zeolite membranes. Recently, some novel characteri-
zation techniques have been applied. Infrared reflectance measurement was used to
characterize membrane thickness [19]. Fluorescence confocal optical microscopy
was used to image the grain boundary structure of zeolite membranes [20]. FTIR-
ATR method was used to characterize the T-O vibration of zeolite membranes [21].

Applications of Zeolite Membranes

In the middle of the last century, the original form of zeolite membranes were syn-
thesized by dispersing the zeolite crystals in polymer membrane matrixes, which
were used for gas separation and pervaporative alcohol/water separations. In the last
few decades, the researches of polycrystalline zeolite membranes that supported on
ceramic, glass, or metal substrates have grown into an attractive and abundant field.
Their applications for gas separation, pervaporation, membrane reactors, sensors,
low-k films, corrosion protection coatings, zeolite modified electrodes, fuel cells,
heat pumps et al. have been wildly explored. In the following text, the applications of
supported polycrystalline zeolite membranes for energy and fuels will be presented.

Tomorrow’s Fuels

One of the greatest challenges facing the global society of today and tomorrow
involves the production of adequate, clean, sustainable energy for all people. It is
clear that new technologies are required, nevertheless adequate energy can be pro-
vided by intelligent use of solar, geothermal and fossil energy sources. These new
technologies require integration of knowledge and expertise from science, engineer-
ing, and economics. New technologies are also needed for the management and use
of wastes involved in energy production, including greenhouse gases. Zeolite mem-
branes, although an end branch of material science, are expected to make contribu-
tions in the coming transition from non-sustainable energy system to a sustainable
future.
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Clean Fuels from Fossil Energy Sources

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, along with the coming of the peaking of
world oil production, oil production from conventional reservoirs begin to decline,
creating a gap between supply and demand. Alternative energy sources are needed
to fill the gap. Among which, coal and natural gas, which have already played an
important role in electricity generation, industrial manufacture and residential uti-
lization, are expected to be the dominant choices because of its relative abundant
reserves and mature infrastructure. In addition, with much attention paid to the pro-
tection of public health and the environment, environmentally friendly liquid fuels
based on natural gas and coal are desired when gasoline and diesel fuel are substi-
tuted by them. When the times of need arose, Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) synthesis, an
“old” technology that began in the 1920s, staged a comeback. Coal-to-liquids (CTL)
and gas-to-liquids (GTL) process can realize the conversion of coal and natural gas
to high value liquid fuels.

A common feature of all catalysis for F-T synthesis, whether they are cobalt or
iron based, is that the catalytic activity is reduced due to the oxidation of active
species. Under the typical reaction conditions, this oxidation may be caused by
water, which is one of the primary products in the F-T process. On the other hand, at
low partial pressure water can also help to increase the product quality by increasing
the chain growth probability. Thus, in situ removing some of the water from the
product and keeping the water pressure at an optimal value may improve the cataly-
sis activity and promote the reaction rate. Zhu and coworkers [22] have evaluated the
potential separation using NaA zeolite membrane to in situ removal of water from
simulated F-T product stream. High selectivity for water removal from CO, H2 and
CH4 were obtained. This result opened an opportunity for in situ water removal
from F-T synthesis under the reaction conditions.

Espinoza et al. [23] also studied the effect of zeolite membranes in Fischer-
Troscher reactors. Mordenite, ZSM-5 and silicalite membranes on stainless steel
supports were used to evaluate their functions of in situ partial removal of the reac-
tion water.

Besides producing mixed-hydrocarbons (ultra-clean diesel), F-T process can
also selectively produce mixed-alcohols (oxygenated fuel). The addition of mixed-
alcohols into gasoline can effectively reduce HC and CO emissions. However,
before directly used as fuels or blended with conventional fuels, the water con-
tent in the as-produced F-T mixed-alcohols must be reduced below 0.5wt.%. This
dehydration step is essential but difficult since most of the contained alcohols form
azeotropies with water. In our group, we studied the dehydration performance
of microwave synthesized NaA zeolite membrane toward F-T produced mixed-
alcohols [24, 25]. The membrane also showed excellent pervaporation performance
toward dehydration of simulated F-T produced mixed-alcohols. The permeate con-
sisted of only water and little methanol (< 10%) in all the range of feed compo-
sition. This result confirmed that NaA zeolite membrane based pervaporation (or
vapor permeation) process could be an effective technology for dehydration of F-T
produced mixed-alcohols.
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Biofuels from Renewable and Sustainable Energy

The substitution of oil by coal and natural gas to produce fuels is only a makeshift
effort because as non-regenerable fossil energy sources, coal and natural gas will
ultimately be depleted. The perceived risk of running out of conventional fossil fuels
led to numerous programs in developing renewable sources. More recently, the risks
associated with CO2 emissions and global warming have again spurred interest in
renewable energy. With the search for alternative renewable energy sources, biofuels
are fast becoming a viable solution. Bio-ethanol is a readily available, clean fuel that
is defined as “carbon neutral” under the Kyoto Protocol, and by replacing some of
automotive gasoline with biomass ethanol, a reduction in CO2 emissions can be
expected.

Ethanol permselective membrane system has been used for the extraction of
ethanol from fermentation broth. However, both membrane distillation and poly-
meric silicon rubber membranes showed low separation factors of ethanol and were
invalid in this case. M. Nomura et al. [26] investigated the continuous extraction
of ethanol from ethanol fermentation broth through a silicalite-1 membrane. From
4.73wt.% ethanol concentration of broth, the permeate ethanol concentration was
81.0wt.%. In our group, we have also investigated the potentiality of silicalite-1
membrane for alcohol extraction from aqueous solution [27].

The same as F-T produced mixed-alcohols, low purity bio-ethanol extracted from
fermentation broth must be refined into high purity fuel grade ethanol. The pervapo-
ration dehydration pilot plant based on NaA zeolite membrane was set up by Mitsui
Engineering & Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. (MES) in 1999. Recently, a pilot-scale NaA
zeolite membrane based vapor permeation dewatering installation has been set up in
our group with a handling capacity of 250 L/D. This installation can continuously
produce 225 L 99.7wt.% ethanol per day. Meanwhile the permeate is nearly pure
water.

An alternative way to utilize renewable biomass is the so-called biomass-to-
liquids (BTL) process. Parallel with GTL and CTL, BTL is essentially a variant
of the F-T process that uses biomass as a feedstock. Hydrophilic zeolite membrane
can also play an important role in the downstream dehydration process.

Hydrogen Energy

In the span of less than 150 years, the world has successfully transitioned from wood
to coal, to petroleum, to increasing contributions from natural gas, hydro, nuclear
energy and, most recently, renewable sources. Right now we may be standing on
the brink of the next big energy transition – “Hydrogen Economy”. This future
“hydrogen Economy” features hydrogen as an energy carrier (like electricity) in
the stationary power, transportation, industrial, residential and commercial sectors.
In the near- to mid-term, hydrogen will likely be produced by steam reforming
natural gas or coal gasification process and possibly other carbon reserves such as
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biomass. However, H2 usually coexists with other light gases (containing CO2, CH4,
CO, H2O, etc.) when it is produced from industrial processes such as gasification
reaction and steam reforming reaction. To use these hydrogen-rich gas streams as
fuels requires gas separation. For separation of hydrogen from gaseous streams,
membranes can provide an attractive alternative to PSA and cryogenic separation.
In regard to separations under steam reforming reaction conditions (i.e. with the
presence of water at temperatures between 500–800 K and pressures of 40–70 atm),
existing technologies are inefficient or unable to operate. However this can poten-
tially be performed using zeolite membrane processes because they can operate over
a wide temperature and pressure range and in chemically challenging environments.
Studies in separation of H2 have been performed by many groups in the past decade,
as summarized in Table 15.1. Some attractive works are highlighted as follows.

Hong et al. [29] exploited silylation reactions with proper silane precursors to
engineer the pore size of zeolite membrane for hydrogen separation. As a result,
H2/CH4 separation selectivity can be increased more than 50% from 35 to 59.

Lai et al. [30] prepared ZSM-5 zeolite membrane using a template (TPA+) free
synthesis gel. In this way, calcinations, which often results in cracks in zeolite film,
were unnecessary. Another advantage was that expensive and toxic templates were
not applied in the synthesis gel, which made the preparation process more cost effec-
tive and environmentally friendly.

Generally, zeolite membranes are synthesized on tubular supports, and used
as tubular-type modules. Packing density (i.e. membrane separation area/module
volume ratio) of the tubular module was low as it was compared with that of the
polymeric membranes. Xu et al. [32] synthesized of NaA zeolite membrane on
a ceramic hollow fiber with an outer diameter of 400 �m, a thickness of 100 �m
and an average pore radius of 0.1 �m. The quality of the as-synthesized NaA
zeolite membrane held a He/N2 separation factor of 3.66 and He permeance of
10.1 × 10−8 mol/(m2.s.Pa).

Table 15.1 H2 separation data

Gases Membr.
H2 Permeance
[10−8 mol/(m2 sPa)] Selectivity Ref.

H2/CH4 SAPO-34 5.0–17 4.5–13.5 [28]
H2/CH4 SAPO-34 — 59 [29]
H2/CH4 ZSM-5 12.0 231 [30]
H2/CO2 ZSM-5 — 235 [29]
H2/CO2 ZSM-5 12.0 57 [30]
H2/N2 ZSM-5 12.0 109 [30]
H2/N2 NaA 0.64 4.6 [31]
H2/N2 NaA 213 3.2 [13]
H2/N2 NaA 17.1 5.6 [14]
H2/n-C4H10 SAPO-34 3.2 450 [28]
H2/n-C4H10 NaA 28.6 106 [32]
H2/n-C4H10 Sodalite 11.4 >1,000 [33]
H2/CO2, CO, CH4 ZSM-5 67.8 16.6 [34]
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Aiming at practical applications, we used microwave heating (MH) technique to
prepare NaA zeolite membrane [13]. The permeance of the NaA zeolite membrane
synthesized by MH was four times higher than that of the NaA zeolite membrane
synthesized by conventional heating, while their permselectivities were comparable.

We also developed a novel synthesis method (“in situ aging – microwave synthe-
sis” method) for microwave synthesis of zeolite membranes without seeding, which
was adapted to the scale-up of the membrane synthesis to integrated supports (e.g.
multi-channel tube modules and hollow fibers) [14].

Welk et al. from Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) (USA) [34] have inten-
sively studied the potential applications of zeolite membranes in reforming streams
separation. ZSM-5 zeolite membranes synthesized by them showed excellent per-
formance for hydrogen separation from light gases mixture. It was reported that after
a single pass through the ZSM-5 zeolite membrane, the H2 purity was enriched from
76% (simulated reforming stream) to >98%.

The use of fossil resources (natural gas, coal, petroleum, etc.) to produce hydro-
gen will emit carbon dioxide (a main greenhouse gas). Therefore, to utilize fossil
resources for cleaning hydrogen production facing the “Hydrogen Economy” is
essentially dependent upon the associated R&D effects on CO2 capture and seques-
tration. Membranes are considered to be an economical technology for capture of
CO2. Large research efforts particularly in Japan were devoted to studying zeolite
membranes for CO2 separation [35].

Energy-Efficient Process

Energy-Efficient and Cost-Efficient Separations

In chemical manufacturing processes, separations account for 43% of the energy
consumed and up to 70% of the capital costs. For bulk filtration processes, the
energy use is low because this physical separation is simple. The more the sepa-
ration reaches the molecular level, the more sophisticated the separation technology
needed and the higher the energy use.

Distillation, the separation of liquids by evaporation and condensation, is the
most used technique. The thermodynamic efficiency of distillation is, however, very
low and is in the order of 10%. Besides the high energy use, in many sectors of the
industry about 40–70% of the investment and operational costs are used for separa-
tion technology. Membrane separation (a membrane is a partially selective barrier
for transport of matter) is seen as one of the most promising and energy-efficient sep-
aration technologies. Recently, Veerle Van Hoof et al. [36] performed an economic
analysis comparing different processes for the dehydration of isopropanol/water.
It was concluded that the Distillation-PV hybrid process using NaA zeolite mem-
branes is the most interesting process from the economic point of view.

Beside isopropanol/water, there are many other systems that are conventionally
achieved by distillation, which is inferior to membrane separation both in operating
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Table 15.2 Performances of water selective zeolite membranes

Feed Solution a Membr. WaterFlux (kg/m2h) Selectivity Temp. (◦C) Ref.

Water/Methanol NaA 0.57 2, 100 50 [36]
Water/Ethanol NaA 2.15 10, 000 75 [36]
Water/2-Propanol NaA 1.76 10, 000 75 [37]
Water/Acetone NaA 0.91 5, 600 50 [37]
Water/2-Propanol NaA 0.13 8, 000 25 [38]
Water/2-Propanol NaA 0.79 4, 000 70 [38]
Water/Ethanol NaA 0.64 10, 000 70 [14]
Water/Ethanol NaX 0.89 360 75 [37]
Water/Ethanol NaY 1.59 130 75 [37]

a: All the feed solution contained 10wt.% of water.

costing and energy consumption. However, polymeric membranes are not always
generically applicable. Systems based upon zeolite membranes have a large poten-
tial for energy savings in the process industry. Table 15.2 summarizes pervaporation
results of water/alcohol mixture by hydrophilic zeolite membranes.

Although pervaporation has gained widespread acceptance in the chemical
industry as an effective process for separation of azeotropic mixtures, the appli-
cation to separate organic liquid mixtures such as aliphatic/aromatic hydrocarbon
or alcohol/ether is still very limited because of low selectivity due to swelling of
polymer membranes. Zeolite membranes have the advantage of being chemically
and mechanically robust; they can withstand severe operating conditions and not
undergo physical and chemical changes as a result of exposure to organic liquids
and elevated temperatures. Thus zeolite membranes are expected to be inherently
superior for the separation of organic mixtures. Results of pervaporation separation
of organic mixtures by zeolite membranes are summarized in Table 15.3. As
shown, high perm-selectivity for methanol over other solvents with lower polarity
were obtained by NaA, NaX and NaY zeolite membranes. Furthermore, high
benzene selectivity was observed for benzene/p-xylene, benzene/cyclohexane
and benzene/n-hexane separation through FER and NaY zeolite membranes,
respectively.

Table 15.3 Organic mixtures separation results by zeolite membranes

Feed solution Memb. Flux (kg/m2h) Selectivity Temp. (◦C) Ref.

Methanol/ETBE NaA 0.21 1, 200 50 [37]
Methanol/Benzene NaX 1.25 24 50 [37]
Methanol/Benzene NaY 0.62 1, 400 50 [37]
Methanol/MTBE NaX 0.26 320 50 [37, 39]
Methanol/MTBE NaY 1.70 5, 300 60 [37, 39]
Benzene/n-hexane NaY 0.2 98 120 [39]
Benzene/cyclohexane NaY 0.3 190 150 [39]
Benzene/p-xylene FER 0.2 600 30 [40]
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Table 15.4 Comparison of xylene isomers separation by zeolite membrane and polymeric
membranes

Feed mixtures Membr. p-Xylene Flux Sep. Factor Temp. (◦C) Ref.

p-/o-xylene: 0.45 /
0.35 kPa

Silicalite-1 34.3 × 10−3

kg/m2h
500 200 [41]

p-/o-xylene: 50 /
50 mol%

Silicalite-1 137 × 10−3

kg/m2h
40 50 [42]

p-/o-xylene: 0.31 /
0.26 kPa

Silicalite-1 0.97 × 10−8

mol/m2sPa
25 200 [43]

p-/o-xylene: 0.30 /
0.27 kPa

Silicalite-1 8.3 × 10−8

mol/m2sPa
225 200 [44]

p-/o-xylene: 0.27 /
0.59 kPa

Silicalite-1 30 × 10−8

mol/m2sPa
16 390 [45]

m-/p-xylene: 48.9 /
51.1vol%

Dinitro-benzene 2.33
kg.�m/m2h

2.39 30 [46]

p-/o-xylene: 50 /
50wt%

Copoly-imides 4.2 kg.�m/m2h 1.33 65 [47]

All the above mentioned high perm-selectivity of zeolite membranes can be
attributed to the selective sorption into the membranes. Satisfactory performance
can be obtained by defective zeolite membranes. Xylene isomers separation by zeo-
lite membranes compared with polymeric membranes are summarized in Table 15.4.
As shown, zeolite membranes showed much higher isomer separation performances
than that of polymeric membranes. Specially, Lai et al. [41] prepared b-oriented
silicalite-1 zeolite membrane by a secondary growth method with a b-oriented seed
layer and use of trimer-TPA as a template in the secondary growth step. The mem-
brane offers p-xylene permeance of 34.3 × 10−3kg/m2.h with p- to o-xylene sep-
aration factor of up to 500. Recently, Yuan et al. [42] prepared silicalite-1 zeolite
membrane by a template-free secondary growth method. The synthesized membrane
showed excellent performance for pervaporation separation of xylene isomers at low
temperature (50◦C).

Hydrogen as a potentially clean fuel can be produced from diverse feed stocks
using a variety of process technologies. At present, most of the hydrogen is made
from fossil fuels and largely used in the oil refinery plant. Refineries already have
a shortage of affordable hydrogen even though they have large volumes of off-gas
streams that contain considerable amount of hydrogen. So recovery of hydrogen
from off-gas refinery streams is resources and cost saving. Lin et al. have done a
lot of work on the multicomponent hydrogen/hydrocarbon separation. Two types of
zeolite membrane were investigated (i.e. secondary-grown MFI zeolite membrane
prepared without template and in situ synthesized MFI zeolite membrane prepared
with template). In the case of the latter, the zeolite membrane showed excellent
separation properties for rejection of hydrogen from the hydrogen/hydrocarbon
mixture at 25◦C. Hydrogen permeation rate is almost zero, while the hydrocar-
bon permeation rate is 2∼4× 10−4 mol/m2.s. The zeolite membrane outperforms
the microporous carbon membrane in terms of both selectivity and permeance for
hydrocarbons over hydrogen.
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Membrane Reactor

Membrane reactors (MRs) as a concept, dates back to 1960s and a large number of
papers have been published on this multidisciplinary vibrant subject at the frontier
between catalysis, membrane science and chemical engineering. In such an inte-
grated process, the membrane is used as an active participant in a chemical trans-
formation for increasing the reaction rate, selectivity and yield, thus saving energy.
Zeolite MRs have attracted intense research activities during the last decade. Under
the development of zeolite membrane science, zeolite membranes and layers with
sufficient quality and reliability to be used as MRs have been successfully prepared
in many groups. Since the current subject is chiefly focused on the applications of
zeolite membranes in energy field, hereinafter, the applications of zeolite membrane
reactors in hydrogen fuel production and storage will be given into particulars.

During the past two decades, the CO2 reforming of methane has attracted much
attention from both industrial and environmental sectors. In the environmental
aspect, both CO2 and methane are undesirable greenhouse gases, and the reforming
reaction provides a way for CO2 and CH4 utilization. From the industrial view-
point, the conversion of CH4 and CO2 into value-added products is desirable since
they are cheap and abundant. Synthesis gas (i.e. CO+H2) can be used in chemical
energy transmission systems or utilized in the F–T reaction. Liu et al. [48] applied
NaA zeolite membrane in a membrane reactor (NiO/La2O3-�-Al2O3 as catalyst)
for CH4/CO2 reforming. The CH4 and CO2 conversions were investigated over a
fixed-bed and a zeolite membrane reactor under similar conditions as a function of
reaction temperature. Above 400◦C, especially at 700◦C, the conversions of CH4

and CO2 over the membrane reactor were ca. 73.65 and 82.44mol% respectively;
whereas those over the fixed-bed reactor were 45 and 52mol%. This indicates that
the removal of H2 and CO via membrane separation promoted CH4 and CO2 conver-
sions. Meanwhile, the problem of catalyst deactivation due to coking can be partly
resolved by adopting a membrane reactor. However, this process is highly endother-
mic and requires a lot of energy. Therefore, thermal arrangements (e.g. coupling
with exothermic reactions) are of great significance when this process is expected
to be actually applied.

A major goal for establishing a hydrogen energy economy is to gain consumer
acceptance for fuel cell powered vehicles in the transportation sector. Hydrogen
storage is a “critical path” technology that will facilitate the commercialization
of fuel cell powered vehicles. The use of chemical cycles (such as borazine-
cyclotroborazane and benzene-cyclohexane) to store hydrogen has attracted remark-
able interest. These systems have been looked into previously and were found to be
lacking in terms of catalyst needs as well as the pressure and temperature excursions
required for charging and discharging. New approaches having new strategies to
overcome these limitations would be attractive, which includes membrane reactor.
Jeong et al. [49] applied FAU zeolite membrane for the catalytic dehydrogenation
of cyclohexane in a membrane reactor packed with a Pt/Al2O3 catalyst. This zeolite
membrane reactor simultaneously removed hydrogen and benzene from cyclohex-
ane, which thus increased the conversion.
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Other Applications

The sun is the primary source for most forms of energy found on Earth. Solar
energy is clean, abundant, widespread, and renewable. Various technologies have
been developed to utilize solar energy. Zeolite membranes or films also take part in
this capture.

Some frontier research works on the artificial photosynthetic assemblies with
zeolite membranes have been done by Kim and Dutta et al. from the Ohio State
University [50].

Although adsorptive processes have been extensively studied for gas separation,
catalysis, it is only recently that they have been proposed for heat management.
M. Tather et al. [51] developed a mathematical model for a novel arrangement pro-
posed in order to cope with the drawbacks originating from the inefficient heat and
mass transfer in adsorption heating pumps with Zeolite 4A used as the adsorbent.
L. Bonaccorsi et al. [52] have successfully synthesized zeolite coatings on metal
supports with thickness ranging from few to several tens of microns, which had
important technical applications in adsorption heat pumps.

Conclusions

Within the last decade, remarkable progresses have been made in the preparation
of supported zeolite membranes in laboratory scale. In 1999, Mitsui Engineering &
Shipbuilding Co. Ltd. put the first commercial unit of NaA zeolite membrane on
the market, which is a milestone in the course of commercial production and appli-
cation of zeolite membranes. In Europe, bio-ethanol dehydration plant has been set
up in UK by the alliance of Smart and inocermic GmbH. In our group, organics
dehydration installation based on NaA zeolite membrane with membrane area of
0.8 m2 has also been set up. The pilot-scale test is undergoing. Fast and reproducible
mass production of tubular NaA zeolite membranes is realized through microwave
synthesis, and multi-channel supports are tested facing at a high area-to-volume
ratio. Nevertheless, the only commercialized type is LTA (NaA type) zeolite mem-
brane, and the only realized application is for organics dehydration. The Al-rich
(Si/Al ratio = 1) property of LTA zeolite membrane makes it unstable from stream
and traces of acid. Therefore increase of acid stability of zeolite membranes by
variation of the Si/Al is expected. Despite that, LTA zeolite has a narrow pore
system (� 0.43 nm in the Na-form); the separations of light gas mixtures of Mit-
sui LTA membrane and most of the literature reported LTA membrane are near to
the Knudsen factors. Therefore novel methods to prepare more compact LTA zeo-
lite membrane with real molecular sieving effects are still highly demanded. MFI
zeolite membrane, due to its shape selective properties, wide Si/Al ratio, and high
thermal stability (up to 500◦C), is promising in gas mixture separation and isomer
separation. Nowadays, ZSM-5 membrane can meet DOE’s 2010 targets for H2 sep-
aration easily, except flux. The development of high area-to-volume modules can
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compensate the shortage of flux and has been done in Germany. In the foreseeable
future, urged by the demand of a safe, efficient, renewable and sustainable energy
system and promoted by the continuous fruitful efforts from academic and industrial
circles, the fascinating potential advantageous properties of zeolite membranes are
convinced to be brought into actual effects for energy and fuel applications.
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Chapter 16
Advanced Materials and Membranes
for Applications in Hydrogen and Energy
Production

Structural and Stability Aspects of Amorphous
Materials

Balagopal N. Nair, Y. Ando, and H. Taguchi

General criteria for selection of materials for the processing of hydrogen separation
membranes are discussed. Performance and stability standards required for applica-
tions in high temperature membrane reactors have been focused. The correlations
between pore structure and stability issues of membranes made of amorphous mate-
rials, specifically silica membranes are discussed in detail.

The production of hydrogen using steam-reforming technology is relevant now
more than ever, as newer applications based on the use of hydrogen gas emerge.
Steam reforming of methane, run at rather high temperatures to get maximum effi-
ciency out of the equilibrium-limited reaction, is generally used to produce hydro-
gen. It is well known that the application of a membrane-based reformer would
enable the reaction to run efficiently at temperatures as low as 773 K [1–4]. In
order to achieve high efficiency, the membrane must be capable of separating the
product H2 gas with high separation power (permeation and separation). Hence the
key points in the selection of the membrane material are separation, permeation and
stability at high temperature.

Chemical stability of the membrane material is another key point. In order to
run the reforming reaction at a low temperature without significant coke forma-
tion, the amount of steam in the reforming mixture must be reasonably high. Hence
the membrane material must be stable against the water vapor corrosion. However,
water vapor is not the only corrosive medium inside the reformer. Gases such as
CO, CO2 as well as H2 can also react with membrane materials and destroy their
microstructure. Reactions between catalyst/catalyst-additives and membrane mate-
rials are possible as well. All these possibilities demand membrane materials with
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extremely good chemical and morphological stability. Another deciding factor is the
cost of the membrane material. The key points should be summarized as follows:

1. Good H2 separation efficiency (permeation, separation);
2. Thermal and hydrothermal stability;
3. Stability against reaction with gases, impurities, catalysts/chemicals;
4. Cost.

Different materials have distinct advantages and disadvantages with regard to each
of these points. In order to facilitate an easy comparison we have organized can-
didate materials into five groups. The approximate temperature ranges of appli-
cation of these materials are schematically shown in Fig. 16.1. Though there are
reports detailing membrane properties outside this range and about membrane mate-
rials outside these categories, the classifications in Fig. 16.1 are representative of
hydrogen selective membrane materials. Membranes based on liquids, polymers and
organic/inorganic hybrids are not included in this list as the temperature of stability
of these groups of materials are normally much lower than 400◦C and therefore
unsuitable for use in methane reforming reactors – the most relevant application in
the context of this manuscript.

Several publications on the processing of membranes based on these materials
could be found in the literature [5–28]. The selection of membrane material for a
given application could be divided in to two parts: Screening of materials based
on bulk properties and screening based on thin film properties. In the former case,
intrinsic material properties such as stability and conductivity will decide the out-
come of the research work. In the latter case, the defect free formability of thin
film will be the deciding part. The method of film formation as well as the qual-
ity of the support substrates could become important in this respect. In supported
membranes, material stability and membrane performance are very much related.
The most important issue – the application of membranes in high temperature envi-
ronments – is therefore the study of the structure of the membrane/material and its
correlation with the stability/durability.

In the latter part of this chapter we have addressed some of the above-mentioned
issues in more detail, giving specific attention to amorphous membrane materials.
Yet it must be emphasized that this manuscript is not a review of publications

0oC 200oC 400oC 600oC 800oC     1000oC

Porous
Zeolites and Layered

Metallic
Proton Conducting

Composites and Mixtures

Fig. 16.1 Temperature range of application of various hydrogen selective membranes/materials.
Schematic prepared based on reported membrane performance or material stability data
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concerning the development of hydrogen separation membranes from amorphous
materials. A number reviews on this subject, including ours, could be found in the
literature [5, 11]. In this manuscript we will address some of the fundamental issues
that have not been fully addressed in the literature so far.

Membranes Based on Amorphous Materials

Majority of the microporous membranes (except zeolites and layered materials) so
far reported in the literature are made of amorphous materials [5–12]. Some amor-
phous materials tend to densify or transform to their stable crystalline form. For
example, microporous membranes made of materials like alumina [13] and titania
[14] are sometimes reported in the literature but normally are unstable at high tem-
peratures. Crystallization will destroy the microporous structure of these ceramics
and will therefore decrease their separation performance. Materials like silica tend
to undergo densification at high temperatures. Hence the key requirement in the
application of amorphous membrane materials, in methane reforming reactors, is
the delay in the onset of crystallization or densification to temperatures >600◦C.
Because of the difficulties in achieving this condition, the applications of such mem-
branes are presently limited to mild operating conditions. New understanding related
to pore-structure stability, as detailed in the latter part of this article, and develop-
ments related to composite materials should assist in the processing of membranes
with better performance and stability.

Structure and Stability

The crystallization or densification of microstructure is one of the main problems
of amorphous microporous materials. Figure 16.2 shows a rough representation of
this situation. Typical microporous silica membranes made by sol-gel dip coating
process usually have poor thermal stability and at high temperature densification
of matrix is common. Materials like alumina and zirconia usually crystallize at
high temperature. Carbides and nitrides are better candidates in this regard [29, 30].
Figure 16.3 shows the microporosity values of SiC and Si3N4 materials. It is shown
that microporosity could be retained in these materials at temperatures well above
800◦C. It can be concluded that, as far as thermal stability is concerned, non-oxide
materials offer opportunities to make stable microporous membranes.

The hydrothermal stability of the materials is more important as far as the use of
membranes in methane reforming reactor is concerned. In general, improving the
hydrothermal stability of membranes is difficult owing to the metastable nature of
porous, particularly microporous structures and their tendency to change in the way
of surface area reduction. Yet, recent reports [33, 34] show that improvements have
been made in the hydrothermal stability of membranes based on silica, a material
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well known for its reactivity with water. In order to rationalize this, understanding
the pore structure of silica membranes could be important.

Pore Structure of Silica Membranes

A representation of pore structure of silica membranes is shown in Fig. 16.4. As
shown, the pores of silica membranes are probably formed, as in �-cristobalite,
by the 5, 6, 7, or 8 membered rings of Si-O [35]. The presence of solubility sites,
shown in Fig. 16.4, with an opening of 0.3 nm is the most likely reason for the large
ideal selectivity obtained for He (0.26 nm) and H2 (0.289 nm) molecules against
molecules such as N2 (0.364 nm). Based on their studies, Oyama et al. state that
molecules with sizes smaller than 0.3 nm permeate easily through silica membranes
and larger molecules apparently permeate with difficulty.

Based on the gas permeation measurement results on a variety of silica mem-
branes, we have also reported similar findings [7]. We reported that the pore size
distribution of sol-gel silica membranes appear to be bimodal with majority pores
with sizes around 0.3 nm and some pores with much larger sizes formed due to the
opaqueness of silica polymer clusters. Figure 16.5 shows the permeation results of
silica membranes. The four membranes used in the study had been tailored with
different porosity values. In spite of the differences in porosity values between the
membranes, all the membranes showed ability to separate He from other molecules
but the ability to separate between molecules of sizes greater than 0.3 nm was poor.
Figure 16.6 shows a schematic representation of the separation behavior exhibited
by silica membranes in comparison to a zeolite ZSM-5 membrane [7, 16, 36].

Pervaporation and adsorption studies performed in our group [36, 37] with
methanol and methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) molecules, showed that the sil-
ica membrane pores allowed the MTBE molecule (∼4.4 Å) to permeate, though

Fig. 16.4 Pore structure of silica membranes could be represented using this schematic of solubil-
ity site in β-cristobalite. Reproduced with permission from [35]. Copyright 2004 Elsevier
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with extreme difficulty [37]. In short, our studies showed that the pores of silica
membranes allow molecules as large as MTBE molecules to fit into them but the
permeation rate is so low that for all practical separation purposes the pore size
could be considered as ∼0.3 nm. The control of the pore size of silica membrane
was found difficult in our studies. Incorporation of template molecules [38, 39],
however, could control the pore size of silica membranes. Raman et al. reported that
the size of the largest of the alcohol molecule that could fit into the pores of the
silica membranes increased from 0.38 nm to 0.41 nm and 0.45 nm with an increase
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in the template molecular size incorporated with the tetra ethyl ortho silicate (TEOS)
precursor [38]. These membranes could be specifically advantageous for the separa-
tion/production of hydrogen from higher hydrocarbons. It could be expected that the
incorporation of the templates helped to increase the number of higher membered
rings in the silica matrix and thereby the active pore size of the membrane.

Control of Structure by Chemical Modifications

Apart from the engineering of pore size, the mixed precursor route also allows
the control of chemical structure of silica. Avnir et al. [40] have reported on the
improvements in the properties of silica by incorporating suitable molecules/ions
inside the pore structure of silica gels. The processing of such catalytically active
membranes could be useful for a variety of fuel cell related separations and purifica-
tion applications. Schwertfeger et al. [41] and Komarneni et al. [42] have reported
the application of such mixed precursor routes for the production of hydrophobic
silica porous structures. Figure 16.7 shows the change in water adsorption of silica
gels with change in mixing ratio of the precursors Si(OME)4 and MeSi(OMe)3.

The mixed precursor route seems to allow a certain degree of control in the pro-
cessing of silica structures with controlled hydrophobicity. The relation between
hydrophobicity and H2O permeation of microporous membranes is not clear at this
moment. But recent results reported in literature should give a good starting point
for further understanding of this subject. Tsuru et al. [43] showed that the H2/H2O
selectivity values of silica membranes have good correlation with the He/H2 selec-

Fig. 16.7 The change in water adsorption of silica gels with changes in precursor chemistry. The
ratio of precursors Si(OME)4 and MeSi(OMe)3 were controlled to make the samples. Reproduced
with permission from [41]. For details of samples see the original article. Copyright 1992 Elsevier
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tivity values. However, no correlation to H2/N2 selectivity values were apparent in
their studies. The authors suggested that H2O permeates through the active pores
of the membranes through which apparently He and H2 molecules also permeated.
Seemingly N2 molecules failed to permeate through these active pores of the mem-
brane. Details of the hydrothermal stability of the membranes were not discussed
in their paper. Nakao et al. reported [34] that their CVD silica membranes showed
extremely high H2/H2O separation factors of about 100. These silica membranes
reportedly showed reasonably good hydrothermal stability as well.

Pore Structure and Stability

The cause and effect relation between hydrothermal stability and water permeation
is not apparent. This is a point where more attention is necessary in the future
studies. It is possible that the larger H2/H2O separation factor or in other words
the low permeation of H2O through the membrane is the reason for the better
hydrothermal stability of the membranes. Kinetic limitations have indeed shown to
enhance the stability of protective coatings and coated materials. On the other hand,
it should also be reasoned that the inherent hydrophobic structure of the material
is the source of the improvement in hydrothermal stability and for the reduction in
H2O permeation by limiting the number of sites where H2O could be adsorbed (as
in Fig. 16.7). The results discussed so far clearly indicate that the improvement in
hydrothermal stability of the membranes is linked to the improvement in porous
structure (structure and quantity of surface exposed to H2O) of the membranes
itself.

Irrespective of its implications on stability, the results reported by Tsuru et al.
clearly indicate that He/H2 separation factor should be a guiding tool for the under-
standing of the structure of the membranes. We have previously reported the differ-
ences in He/H2 separation factors between sol-gel and CVD made silica membranes
[36]. We proposed that the study of the difference in permeation behavior should
give an understanding of the structural differences between apparently porous (sol-
gel) and dense (CVD) membranes. Recent results have confirmed the importance of
this understanding. It should be possible to extend the theoretical model of perme-
ation reported by Oyama et al. [35], incorporating molecules like H2O with a lesser
degree of vibrational freedom.

The study of the porous structure as discussed in the previous paragraphs would
allow researchers to tailor more durable membranes for H2 separation. Making
changes in nanostructure of the silica based porous material could be important in
this respect. The partial substitution of “Si” or “O” in the pore structure is one pos-
sible direction (see Fig. 16.8). For example, it is reported that the partial substitution
of “O” with “N” could increase the stiffness of the network [44]. This stiffness could
change the activation enthalpy required by the gas molecules to diffuse through the
network, but will increase the resistance of the network against any degradation. The
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Fig. 16.8 Idealized diagram of the limiting orifice through which molecules permeate in SiOxNy.
Reproduced with permission from [44]. Copyright 1995 Am Ceram Soc

balancing of these two factors could be difficult but should be a way to tailor high
performance membranes with stability and durability. Further improvements in the
performance of the membranes should be possible by incorporating novel ideas of
architecture [45] or mechanism of permeation [46] of the membranes.
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Fig. 16.9 Photograph of a high temperature stable silica membrane module. The membrane
module is fully made of ceramic materials (Courtesy: Noritake Company LTD., Aichi, Japan)

Fabrication of Large Area Membranes and Modules

The processing of gas separation membranes with large membrane area (>100 cm2)
is seldom reported in the membrane literature. The processing of high quality mem-
branes with top layer thickness values <1 �m from amorphous membrane materi-
als in large areas is obviously a difficult task. Excellent control on the membrane
making process as well as on the substrate quality is required to achieve good
reproducibility. In addition to this, the fabrication of membrane modules requires
selection of other ceramic components and sealing materials with matching ther-
mal expansion behavior. Recently, we fabricated amorphous silica-based mem-
brane modules with total membrane area of around 0.05 m2 on alumina substrates
(Fig. 16.9). The characteristics of some of the components of the module and the
separation performance are described elsewhere [47, 48]. The exercise of design and
fabrication of the module has taught us that the selection of materials for the mod-
ule fabrication is as difficult and important as the selection of membrane materials
detailed in this chapter.
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Chapter 17
Catalytic Dehydrogenation of Ethane
in Hydrogen Membrane Reactor

Jan Galuszka, Terry Giddings, and Ian Clelland

Abstract The effect of a hydrogen permselective membrane (H-membrane)
reactor on catalytic dehydrogenation of ethane was assessed using a fixed bed
conventional reactor and a double tubular H-membrane reactor. A 5.0wt.%
Cr2O3/γ − Al2O3 catalyst prepared by incipient wetness impregnation of a
γ − Al2O3 (BET surface area = 50 m2/g) support was used at 555◦C and 600◦C.
Although about 40% of H2 produced during dehydrogenation of ethane in the
membrane reactor passed through the membrane, only moderate enhancement
in ethane conversion was observed. The slow processes on the catalyst surface
are thought to counterbalance the positive effect of membrane assisted hydrogen
removal. Also, decreased selectivity to ethylene due to enhanced carbon formation
in the membrane reactor led to faster deactivation of the catalyst. A strategy for
commercialization of catalytic dehydrogenation of ethane through the development
of a better hydrogen membrane might require a reevaluation.

Introduction

Olefins are important building blocks for a variety of petrochemicals and fuels. A
technology for inexpensive dehydrogenation of light paraffins to olefins would per-
mit flexibility and innovation in the design of new process schemes [1]. Dehydro-
genation is strongly endothermic and since it increases the number of moles, high
pressure has an adverse effect on the process [2]. An effective catalyst is necessary
to achieve high per-pass conversion and selectivity. Despite considerable work, only
chromia-alumina and platinum-alumina systems gained commercial viability [1–4].

Dehydrogenation of paraffins extracts a mole of hydrogen from each molecule
and introduces an olefinic double bond in the conversion to olefins. Since this reac-
tion is reversible, conversion is limited by thermodynamics [2]. Carrying out the
process in a membrane reactor having hydrogen-permselective walls would allow
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continuous removal of hydrogen. This should substantially increase overall yield
and selectivity by equilibrium displacement combining reaction and separation in
one step. This idea has gained significant interest in the research community and
since the early 1990s a significant number of relevant reports have been published.
Membrane-assisted catalytic dehydrogenation of ethane and propane gained the
most attention as these processes were considered to be good model reactions to
demonstrate the combined power of catalysis and membrane reactors.

Early contributions [5, 6] claimed substantial influence of a membrane reactor
on the kinetics of catalytic dehydrogenation of ethane as increases between 6 and
8 times above the thermodynamically allowed ethane conversion were reported for
the membrane assisted runs. It was observed, however, that a long contact time was
necessary to get these results.

Weyten et al. [7, 8] studied dehydrogenation of propane in a ceramic and a pal-
ladium membrane reactor. They concluded that Le Chatelier’s principle governs
the operation of a dehydrogenation membrane reactor, and therefore the princi-
ple of operation is nothing more than using the equilibrium constant. Also it was
stated that good membrane performance and long contact time were necessary to
see the benefits of a membrane reactor that at its best gave propane conversion
about two times above the equilibrium. Schafer et al. [3] compared performance of
chromia-alumina and platinum-alumina catalysts for dehydrogenation of propane
in a ceramic membrane reactor. Although their ceramic membrane had a relatively
good hydrogen permeance and separation, the increase in propane yield in a mem-
brane reactor was only about 5% for both catalysts. Since significantly faster catalyst
coking was observed in a membrane-supported dehydrogenation, it was concluded
that special catalysts would need to be developed for a membrane assisted catalytic
dehydrogenation of paraffins.

Dittmeyer et al. [9] reviewed the applications of a palladium membrane reactor
to catalytic dehydrogenation of paraffins. Based on simplified simulation, it was
concluded that a beneficial effect of hydrogen removal through the membrane could
be offset by strong adsorption of the product olefin on the catalyst surface that would
eliminate the active surface sites and effectively slow down the forward reaction
rates. Also, it was observed that the long time stability and reactivity of the palla-
dium membranes would require more research.

We have made significant advances in hydrogen separating ceramic membrane
(H-membrane) technology [10]. The purpose of this work is to demonstrate its appli-
cation to catalytic dehydrogenation of ethane and assess the feasibility of enhance-
ment of olefin production in a membrane reactor.

Experimental

Catalyst

A 5wt.% Cr2O3/Al2O3 catalyst was prepared by incipient wetness impregnation
method. Alfa Aesar γ -alumina powder, 99.997% purity, with a nominal particle
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size of 110 �m and a BET surface area of 50 m2/g was dried overnight at 140◦C then
cooled in a desiccator. A 10% chromium (III) nitrate monohydrate (from Fisher Sci-
entific Company) solution was prepared in deionized water. Typically about 140 mL
of this solution was added to about 50 g of γ -alumina under constant stirring. The
mixture was heated to 70◦C and evaporated over 24 h then calcined at 700◦C for
24 h. The catalyst was pelletized and sized to 0.60–0.85 mm particles for reactor
testing.

Membrane Preparation

H-membranes were prepared on a 60 cm long α-alumina porous tube with 10 mm
OD. The macropores of the initial tube were reduced to about 50 nm by coating the
tube with α-alumina followed by γ -alumina that formed a top layer of about 1–2:m
thick. The silica layer was deposited on the γ -alumina layer by chemical vapour
deposition (CVD) using tetraethyl-orthosilicate (TEOS). The highest He permeance
(He was used instead of H2 for safety reasons) of the silica membrane at 500◦C was
32.0 cm3(STP)/cm2 · min ·atm. He/N2 selectivity was 17.6, greatly exceeding the
Knudsen separation of 2.6 [10]. The reported H2/He permeance ratios (separation)
were ≥ 1 [11], therefore H2 permeance of this membrane is either equal to or higher
than the He permeance. The performance of H-membranes used in this study was
more moderate. He permeance was between 3.6 and 4.2 cm3 (STP)/cm2 · min ·atm
and He/N2 separation was between 6 and 10. The permeance and separation of the
H-membrane were stable for the duration of the dehydrogenation runs.

Reactor Testing

The catalyst performance was assessed in a fully automated reactor system operated
either with a conventional fixed-bed or a membrane reactor module. The schematic
of the system is shown in Fig. 17.1. An on-line Hewlett-Packard (HP) gas chro-
matograph (GC) equipped with TCD/FID detectors was used to analyze streams
containing reagents and products. All streams were fed through mass flow con-
trollers and reagent stream contained ethane diluted in 80% N2 fed at weight hourly
space velocity (WHSV) between 1 and 1.4. Nitrogen contained in the feed streams
was used as internal standard for calculating conversion, reaction product yields and
selectivities.

The membrane reactor was a double tubular module containing a quartz shell
and H-membrane tube, which was packed with catalyst as shown in Fig. 17.2. The
enameled endings of the membrane were sealed with high temperature O-rings.
Argon was used as sweep gas and both shell and feed sides were controlled inde-
pendently by back-pressure regulators and analyzed separately by an online GC.
Both these lines were equipped with separate automatic flow measuring devices
that are essential for proper evaluation of reaction conversion, yield and selectivity
in a membrane reactor. The sample loop of the GC analyzer was also controlled by
a back-pressure regulator and the flow was measured electronically.
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Fig. 17.2 Schematic of membrane reactor showing the placement of catalyst

For comparison, similar experiments were conducted using a conventional fixed-
bed reactor module. The membrane reactor module was replaced with a quartz tube
and the reactor effluent was analyzed for products and reactants. In some cases,
a conventional reactor was simulated by conducting experiments in the membrane
reactor without sweeping by blocking off the shell side of the reactor.

The reactor modules were charged with about 1.0 g of catalyst. The catalyst bed
was maintained between 555◦C and 600◦C. After each dehydrogenation experiment,
the temperature was lowered to 450◦C and the catalyst was regenerated in situ for
2 h in a stream of air flown at 100 mL/min followed by a reduction in a diluted
stream of hydrogen.
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Results and Discussion

Conventional Reactor

The performance of Cr2O3/γ − Al2O3 catalyst for the dehydrogenation of ethane
was first tested in a conventional fixed bed reactor at 555◦C and 600◦C. Figure 17.3
and Table 17.1 show the results for both temperatures. The catalyst gave a relatively
steady performance at 555◦C but conversion decreased more than 5% during about
2.5 h on stream at 600◦C due to catalyst deactivation. These experiments were run in
duplicate. Figure 17.3 shows a good reproducibility for both temperatures indicating
the effectiveness of the catalyst regeneration.

The experimental parameters were adjusted to give ethane conversions below
those dictated by the thermodynamic equilibrium. For the equilibrated systems it
is difficult to know the amount of catalyst effectively participating in the dehydro-
genation reaction. This may pose a problem if a conventional reactor run is used as
a reference for assessing the effect of a membrane only.

Membrane Assisted Dehydrogenation

The results of the membrane assisted dehydrogenation of ethane on Cr2O3/γ −
Al2O3 at 555◦C and 600◦C are shown in Figs. 17.4 and 17.5 and Table 17.1. The
membrane reactor was operated with co- and counter-current sweep modes. For
comparison, these figures also show the runs done in a conventional reactor. Since
the feed and the shell streams were analyzed separately, the calculated ethane con-
version and ethylene selectivity and yield were adjusted for the amount of ethane
and ethylene slippage through the membrane. On average, about 5% of ethylene and
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Fig. 17.3 Ethane conversion in a conventional fixed bed reactor
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about 14% of ethane passed through the membrane to the shell side of the membrane
reactor.

Clearly a membrane reactor increased ethane conversion and ethylene yield.
However, it is also evident that the increase is rather moderate <5% and depends on
the method of sweeping. The counter-current sweep gave initially higher conversion
at 555◦C, but at longer time on stream this difference disappeared. At 600◦C both
modes of sweeping produced no significant differences. However, the co-current
sweep gave consistently higher C2H4 yield for both temperatures although the
increase was rather moderate, not exceeding 4%. The catalyst deactivated faster
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in a membrane reactor at 600◦C. As a result, all 3 modes gave very similar ethylene
yields after about 2.5 h on stream.

Table 17.1 summarizes and compares the results of the ethane dehydrogenation
runs performed in a conventional and a membrane reactor. The ethylene selectivity
was negatively affected by a counter current sweep in the membrane assisted runs
for both temperatures. Selectivity to carbon increased significantly, especially at
555◦C. Since selectivity to ethylene is below 100%, the ethylene yield is a more
suitable parameter for assessing the influence of a membrane reactor on the extent
of ethane dehydrogenation. Clearly a membrane reactor with a co-current sweep
gives the highest, although very modest, < 2% ethylene yield increase similarly to
an earlier report on dehydrogenation of propane [3].

Co-Current and Counter-Current Configurations

Table 17.1 gives the distribution of total hydrogen that is produced during catalytic
dehydrogenation of ethane between the feed and the shell of a membrane reactor. On
average, about 40% of hydrogen was removed through a membrane in the co-current
sweep at 555◦C and 600◦C. The counter-current sweep was much less effective in
hydrogen removal as only about 11% passed through the membrane at 555◦C and
only about 15% at 600◦C.

Figure 17.6 shows a probable explanation of the differences in the effectiveness
of a membrane for removing hydrogen from the reaction environment imposed by
the different sweep modes. A counter-current configuration has two segments of
a high hydrogen pressure gradient �P located at the inlet and at the outlet of the
membrane reactor. However, these �P pressure gradients are in opposite directions.
At the outlet of the membrane reactor the hydrogen concentration on the feed side
must be the highest as the extent of the dehydrogenation reaction is also the high-
est. Since the sweep stream is fresh, the hydrogen �P is high and the removal of
hydrogen through the membrane is very effective. Consequently, the concentration
of hydrogen in the sweep stream increases to its maximum. This hydrogen is carried
by the sweep stream to the inlet of the membrane reactor entering another segment
of a high hydrogen �P. However, this time the concentration of hydrogen is high on
the sweep side and minimal on the feed side as the extent of the dehydrogenation
reaction at the inlet of the reactor is low. Accordingly, the hydrogen contained in
the sweep stream reenters the feed side of the membrane reactor that suppresses the
dehydrogenation of ethane and effectively lowers the effectiveness of the membrane.

A co-current sweep is clearly more agreeable with the natural extent of ethane
dehydrogenation. A fresh sweep stream enters at the inlet of a membrane reactor.
As the concentration of hydrogen increases along the catalyst bed, hydrogen is
removed through a membrane. At the outlet of the membrane reactor, the concen-
tration of hydrogen is high on the sweep side and the feed side minimizing hydro-
gen back diffusion into the reaction zone. Thus the co-current sweep promotes the
effectiveness of a membrane in removing hydrogen and provides a better kinetic
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Fig. 17.6 Hydrogen concentration gradients in membrane reactor operated in co- and counter-
current sweep modes

compatibility between the catalyst and the membrane as we confirmed experimen-
tally.

Compatibility of Hydrogen Removal and Ethane Conversion

About 40% of the total hydrogen that was produced during dehydrogenation of
ethane in a membrane reactor was removed through a membrane in the co-current
mode of sweeping at both temperatures. Therefore, it would be interesting to corre-
late that amount of hydrogen with the experimentally observed gains in the conver-
sion of ethane in the membrane assisted runs.

If the side reactions are ignored, the overall dehydrogenation rate of ethane can
be described by Eq. 17.1. This equation is derived from a simple formula for the
equilibrium constant given in Eq. 17.2 that predicts a beneficial effect of hydrogen
removal [12] for dehydrogenation processes.

r = −→
k

[
pC2 H6 −

(
pC2 H4 pH2

K p

)]
(17.1)

K p =
(

pC2 H4 pH2

pC2 H6

)
(17.2)
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Eq. 17.2 theoretically stipulates that the more hydrogen is removed the higher
conversion of ethane could be achieved. Assuming that the partial pressure of H2

was somehow reduced by 40% in a conventional reactor and using the thermody-
namic equilibrium constants for 555◦C and 600◦C given in Table 17.2, the calcu-
lated equilibrium ethane conversions were 23.9% and 37.8% giving respectively
about 5% and 7% conversion gains.

Using Eq. 17.1 and the conventional reactor data, the forward reaction rate con-
stant was estimated for both temperatures. Substituting this rate constant and the
membrane reactor data to Eq. 17.1 the ethane dehydrogenation reaction rates were
calculated. Then the average ethane conversions in the membrane assisted runs
were estimated. As can be seen from Table 17.2, these calculated expected val-
ues of ethane conversions are significantly higher than the conversions observed
experimentally stipulating that the amount of hydrogen removed through the mem-
brane should warrant higher conversions if the kinetics were governed by a power
rate law.

Catalytic dehydrogenation of alkanes involves at least three steps. First, alkane
must be adsorbed on the catalyst surface. Second, the process of alkane dehydro-
genation to alkene takes place on the surface active sites [2, 12, 13], and third,
hydrogen and alkene are released from the surface through desorption [14, 15]. The
catalyst involvement has somehow been ignored in a good portion of the reports on
catalytic dehydrogenation of alkanes in the membrane reactors (e.g. [5, 8, 16, 17]).
Recently, this possibility was considered and partial blocking of the catalyst sur-
face by a strong adsorption of reactants (r), products (p) or coke (c) precursors was
contemplated. Different forms of a general rate Eq. 17.3 having a denominator D
accounting for these inhibitions were modeled [9, 14,18–21].

r =
−→
k

[
pC2 H6 −

(
pC2 H4 pH2

K p

)]
D(r, p, c)

(17.3)

However the interpretation of a physical meaning of that derived surface related
numerous parameters is rather discretionary since any discussion on the kinetics of
a process without actually identifying its rate determining step is questionable.

Using a rate equation that allowed two rate-determining steps adsorption and
surface reaction derived by Masson et al. [21] and cited by Zwahlen et al. [18],
we obtained a very good fit to the experimental data for a conventional reactor at
555◦C where deactivation of Cr2O3/Al2O3 catalyst was not significant. The esti-
mated standard deviation was <5% and there was no dependence on the partial
pressure of hydrogen. Nevertheless, we are just satisfied to conclude that a potential
beneficial effect of hydrogen removal through the membrane during catalytic ethane
dehydrogenation seems to be greatly diminished by a kinetic limitation from the
slow reactions occurring on the catalyst surface.

Contrary to earlier stipulations [7, 8], the operation of a membrane reactor for
catalytic ethane dehydrogenation seems to be more complex than Le Chatelier’s
principle and the matching membrane performance with the production rate of
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hydrogen could be of secondary importance. Actually, removal of ethylene could
be more beneficial than removal of hydrogen. Thus the development of a high-
flux-super-tight hydrogen membrane for a commercial realization of catalytic ethane
dehydrogenation might not be justifiable.

Conclusions

Catalytic dehydrogenation of ethane on Cr2O3/γ −Al2O3 catalyst seems to be kinet-
ically controlled by reactions on the catalyst surface. These reactions substantially
reduce the influence of hydrogen produced during dehydrogenation on the overall
reaction rate. Consequently, the removal of hydrogen through a hydrogen perms-
elective membrane only modestly improves ethane conversion and ethylene yield.
The substantial increases of the conversions in the membrane assisted dehydrogena-
tion of paraffins, claimed in earlier reports, are most likely related to the quality of
the membranes and the experimental specifics including partial loss of feed through
a membrane, lack of material balance and not accounting for coke formation on the
catalysts and the palladium membranes [22].

Commercialization of catalytic dehydrogenation of ethane in a membrane reactor
could possibly occur either by developing a catalyst that makes the rate determining
step sensitive to the partial pressure of hydrogen or developing an ethylene permse-
lective membrane.
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Hydrogen transport membranes (HTM), 143,
161, 163, 169–170, 185

I
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle

(IGCC) system, 67–68, 79, 155–156
gas separation membranes integration in,

175–177, 194
hydrogen separation membranes integration

into, 156, 158, 194
process with CO2 capture, 175
process without CO2 capture, 174–175

Integrated membrane technologies, and
gasification, 173–178

Ion transport membranes (ITM)
acceptability, 48
application, 23
architecture, 17, 41–42
evolution of, 5
flux of oxygen through, 12, 16, 23
gas separation applications, 3–24
materials, 5–7, 23, 38–41
membrane stability and mechanical issues,

7–9
modules

architecture, 17, 23
concepts, 44–47
sealing and joining techniques, 9–10

operating principles, 10–11
performance enhancements, 10–11
sealing, 9–10, 38, 42–44
technology

applications, 31–32
costs, 33, 35–36
general aspects of, 29–31
oxidation reactions, 36–38
for oxygen production, 5–6
pure oxygen production, 32–33
viability of, 27–49

thin film membrane devices, 16–17
viability

economic, 47–48
technological, 48

Ion transport membranes (ITM) oxygen
integration with energy cycles, 12–13, 23
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Ion transport membranes (ITM) oxygen (cont.)
module

architecture, 17, 23
commercial production, 18–20
concepts, 44–47
design, 16–18
sealing and joining technique, 9–10

technology
commercialization timeline, 22
cost and performance target, 14–15
design, construction, commissioning

and testing aspect, 15–16
RD&D, 14–16
validation and benefits, 19, 21

Isocompositional heating and cooling
technique, 9

ITC technology, 34, 37
ITM Oxygen Cooperative Research and

Development Agreement, 5

K
Knudsen diffusion, 216

L
Langmuir Adsorption Isotherm, 146–147
Lanthanum calcium ferrite (LCF) perovskite

system, 9
Lattice matched system, 136, 139
Light alkanes

OITM reactors for selective oxidation of,
58–63

oxidative coupling of methane, 58–60
partial oxidation of methane, 60–62
selective oxidation of, 58–63

Liquefied oxygen (LOX), 32
LSGF-BSCF membrane, 57
LTA zeolite membrane, 282

M
Membrane reactors (MRs) systems, 281

modeling and analysis, 258–267
design specifications, 266–267
fuel processing subsystem, 263–264
reactor design analysis, 261–263
start-up time and transient capability,

265–266
system, 264–265
system level models, 259
WGSMR modeling, 259–261

Membranes
based on amorphous materials, 287–293
concepts and reactor configurations, 53–55
hydrothermal stability of, 287, 292
materials, 55–58

material selection criteria for, 285–287
See also specific membranes

Mesoporous oxides, 68
Mesoporous phosphates, 68
Metal membrane fabrication method, 183–185,

194
layered membrane, 184
thin films on porous substract, 183–184
unsupported thin foils, 183

Metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD), 241

Methane
oxidative coupling of, 58–60
partial oxidation of, 60–62
reforming reactors, 287

Methyldiethylamine (MDEA), for gas
cleaning, 162, 169

MFI zeolite membrane, 280, 282
Microporous membranes, 287
Microstructure control, with magnesia, 97–99
Mixed-conducting perovskite membranes, 95
Mixed-conducting perovskite reactor

architecture, 101–104
multilayer membrane, 104
porous layer elaboration, 101–104

for high-temperature applications, 95–105
microstructure, 97–102

control with magnesia, 97–99
effects on oxygen permeation rates,

99–102
theoretical models, 96–97

Mixed ionic and electronic conducting
membrane (MIECM), 29

material, 53–57
mechanism of OCM in, 58–59
oxygen permeation fluxes of, 56
reactor, 61–62

Mixed protonic-electronic conducting (MPEC)
membrane

BCN membranes, 114–116, 120
fabrication, 114–115
hydrogen flux measurement in high

pressure permeation unit, 113–114
hydrogen permeation data, 115–116
for hydrogen production from solid fuels,

109–121
materials, 110
perovskite membrane, 115–116
SCY membrane, 117–120
simulation results for hydrogen transport

in, 117–120
transport model for, 110–113
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Multi-channel tubular monoliths, hexagonal
packing of, 45

Multi Electrode Assembly (MEA) approach.,
96

N
NaA zeolite membrane, 275–279, 281–282
Natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) plant, 37
Nernst–Einstein formula, 12
Niobium, 125–126
Non cryogenic air separation technology, for

oxygen production, 4
Nonfaradaic electrochemical modification of

catalytic activity (NEMCA), 54
Nonwetting, phenomena of, 135

O
On-board fuel processing system, performance

requirements, 254
Organic mixtures, separation by zeolite

membrane, 279
Oxidative coupling of methane (OCM), 58–60
Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane (ODE),

62
Oxidative dehydrogenation of propane (ODP),

62–63
Oxide ceramic materials, perovskite crystal

structure of, 136–137
Oxygen

in bulk production of chemicals and steel,
32

conducting membranes, 42
cryogenic distillation for production, 4
flux expression for separation, 12
large-scale production, 33
permeable membrane, 57
use in industry, 31–32

Oxygen-ion transport membranes (OITM)
concepts and reactor configurations, 53–55
development of, 53
materials, 55–58
OCM and, 58–60
ODP and, 62–63
POM and, 60–62

Oxygen-ion transport membranes reactors
(OITMRs)

for selective oxidation of light alkanes, 54,
58–63

Oxygen-permeable perovskite-type ceramic
membranes, 11

Oxygen permeation rates, microstructure
effects on, 99–102

Oxygen Transport Membranes (OTM), 29

P
Palladium

in dense metal membrane, 178–179
deposition on porous substrates, 241–244

electroless deposition, 242–243
porous substrates, 243–244

hydrogen system, 240–241
membranes, 178–179, 203

characterization, 244–248
flux and long-term stability, 248–250
mass transfer resistances, 250
microscopic surface and microstructure

analysis, 245–248
permeation flux measurements,

244–245
support type, 250
thickness, 248–250
See also Palladium alloy membranes

thermodynamics and hydrogen permeation,
240–241

Palladium alloy membranes
characterization, 224, 257
in dense metal membrane, 179–180
economic constraints, 205–206, 212–214
fabrication and testing, 224
gas mixture effects, 226–235

CO/CO2 effects, 226–228, 235
sweepgas effects, 233–236
WGS mixture effects, 228–231, 235
WGS mixture effects including H2S,

230–234
high temperature permeation test, 224–225
hydrogen

permeation, 225–226, 257–258
production, 201–218, 219–237

materials for, 223
module, 224–225
Pd-Cu alloy membrane, 205–209, 211–217,

221–236
performance, 235–236
preparation, 223–225, 235
self-supporting, 205–206
vaccum deposit palladium membrane,

206–207, 212–214
See also Composite Pd/Pd alloy membranes

Palladium cermets, 125, 136–139
Palladium-copper (Pd-Cu) alloy membranes,

206–209, 211–216, 257–258
annealing, 212
characterization, 224
deposition on

plastic, 210
silicon, 211
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Palladium-copper (cont.)
fabrication and testing, 224
gas mixture effects, 226–235

CO/CO2 effects, 226–228, 235
sweepgas effects, 233–236
WGS mixture effects, 228–231, 235
WGS mixture effects including H2S,

230–234
high temperature permeation test, 224–225
hydrogen

permeation testing, 209, 214–217,
225–226

separations, 221–238
materials for, 223
module, 224–225
performance, 235–236
plastic backing removal in, 209
See also Composite Pd/Pd alloy membranes

Palladium-gold (Pd-Au) alloy membranes
characterization, 224
fabrication and testing, 224
gas mixture effects, 226–235

CO/CO2 effects, 226–228, 235
sweepgas effects, 233–236
WGS mixture effects, 228–231, 235
WGS mixture effects including H2S,

230–234
high temperature permeation test, 224–225
hydrogen

permeation, 225–226
separations, 221–239

materials for, 223
module, 224–225
performance, 235–236
See also Composite Pd/Pd alloy membranes

Palladium-silver (Pd-Ag) alloy membrane
system, 180, 257

Paraffin, dehydrogenation of, 297–298
Parker gas separation, 28
Partial oxidation of methane (POM), 60–62
Perovskites, 6, 9, 28, 30, 39–40, 49, 55–57, 68,

71–74
Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) fuel

cell power system, 253
See also Fuel cell power plants

Polymeric membranes, xylene isomers
separation by, 280

Polymer membranes, 201–202
Porous exclusion membranes technology, 155
Power conditioning subsystem (PCS), 255
Power plant

cryogenic and ITC technology based, 34
ITM based membrane process viability, 37

STAG based, 34
Zero Emission Power Plants (ZEPP), 37

Pressure-driven hydrogen separation
membranes, 69, 71, 79

Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) technology,
4, 28, 35, 107, 109, 155, 169, 277

Pure oxygen production, 32–33
Pyrochlores, 68, 70

R
Reactor configurations, and membrane

concepts, 53–55
Rectisol system., for gas cleaning, 156, 162,

169
Renewable and sustainable energy, biofuels

from, 276

S
SCY membrane, 117–120
Selexol system., for gas cleaning, 156, 161,

162, 169, 174–175
Self-supporting palladium alloy membranes,

207, 218
Sieverts’ law, 148–149, 202, 241, 245, 260
Sieverts thermodynamic relation, 181
Silicalite-1 zeolite membrane, 276, 280
Silica membranes

chemical modifications to control structure,
291–292

gas permeation through, 289–290
module, 294
pore structure, 289–291

Sintered composite membranes, 77
Size exclusion membranes technology, 155
Solid electrolyte potentiometry (SEP), 54
Solid electrolyte (SE) membrane

materials, 53–56
reactors, 62

Solid fuels, hydrogen production from,
107–121

Solution-diffusion theory, 127
Solvent-based recovery methods, 156
STAG based power plant, 34
Steel, GOX use in production, 31–32
Super permeable metals, 180, 184
Surface oxygen exchange kinetics, 11
Synthetic fuels, hydrogen for production of,

158–159

T
Technology Development Unit (TDU), 14–15
Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD)

technique, 60
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Thermal management subsystems (TMS),
255–256

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), 84, 86, 91
Thermogravimetry, of composite membrane,

74–75
Thin membrane fabrication, 76, 78
5 TPD sub-scale engineering prototype (SEP)

facility, 14–16
Transient liquid phase (TLP) method, 9
Tubular configuration, principle of

compression sealing of, 43

U
Ultra-high purity hydrogen (UHP) production,

ceramic membrane devices for,
67–79

Un-supported palladium alloy membranes, see
Palladium alloy membranes

V
Vaccum deposit palladium membrane,

206–207, 212–214
Vacuum Swing Adsorption (VSA) technology,

28, 159

W
Wagner theory, 96
Warm-gas clean-up systems, 175–176
Water-gas shift (WGS)

catalysis, 156, 160–161, 253–254,
259–260, 268

feed streams, 163–166
membrane reactors, see WGS membrane

reactor (WGSMR)
mixtures, 155, 161, 225, 228–235
reaction, 157, 170, 176, 178–179, 234, 253,

260–262
reactors, 158, 160–161, 169, 173, 253, 263

Water management subsystems (WMS),
255–256

Water selective zeolite membranes,
performances of, 279

Wetting, phenomena of, 135
WGS membrane reactor (WGSMR), 173,

176–177, 253–254
based fuel cell power plants, 259–267

design analysis, 261–263

design specifications, 266–267
fuel processing subsystem, 263–264
palladium alloys for long life and

performance, 256–258
start-up time and transient capability,

265–266
system, 264–265

operation impact on corrosion, 190–194
performance requirements, 254

X
Xylene isomers, separation by membranes, 280

Y
Yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ), 55, 60, 62–63
Yttrium-doped barium cerate

barium stoichiometry, 87
decomposition in carbon dioxide, 83–94
HTXRD analysis, 84–89, 91
modeling, 86–87, 89–91
sample preparation, 84
thermal analysis, 86–90
zirconium substitution, 91–94

kinetics, 92–93
undoped, 91
yttrium-doped, 91–92

Z
Zeolite membrane

application
biofuels from renewable and sustainable

energy, 276
clean fuels from fossil energy sources,

275
hydrogen energy, 276–278

artificial photosynthetic assemblies, 282
characterization, 274
energy-efficient process, 278–281

and cost-efficient separations, 278–280
membrane reactor, 281

organic mixtures separation by, 279
peparation, 273–274
xylene isomers separation by, 280

Zeolite MRs, 281
Zero Emission Power Plants (ZEPP) system,

37, 38
ZSM-5 membrane, 275, 277–278, 282, 290
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